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I. REAL PARTY IN INTEREST

The real party in interest is Genentech, Inc., South San Francisco, California, by an

assignment of the patent application U.S. Serial No. 09/918,585 recorded July 30, 2001, at Reel

012095 and Frame 0677.

II. RELATED APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES

The claims pending in the current application are directed to a polypeptide referred to

herein as
MPR0213-1". There exists one related patent applications, now abandoned, U.S. Serial

No. 09/999,829, filed October 24, 2001 (containing claims directed to polynucleotides encoding

PR0213-1 polypeptides). Although there exist several applications directed to the "gene

amplification" utility under Appeal, there are no applications related to PR0213-1 nucleic acids

or antibodies.

III. STATUS OF CLAIMS

Claims 63, 69 and 70 are in this application.

Claims 1-62 and 64-68 have been canceled.

Claims 63, 69 and 70 stand rejected and Appellants appeal the rejection of these claims.

A copy of the rejected claims in the present Appeal is provided in the Claims Appendix.

IV. STATUS OF AMENDMENTS

A summary of the prosecution history for this case is as follows:

Previously, in response to a Final Office Action mailed on April 17, 2007, a Response

was filed on June 14, 2007, which amended the claims to remove those directed to polypeptide

variants. Upon further consideration, the Examiner withdrew the finality of the previous Office

Action to clarify the issues for under prosecution as outlined in a Office Action mailed July 17,

2007. After further attempts by the Applicant to argue against the pending rejections, a Final

Office Action was mailed on March 28, 2008. A Response to Final Office Action was filed

along with a Notice of Appeal on August 22, 2008. An Advisory Action before the filing of

appeal brief was mailed September 19, 2008.
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No claim amendments have been submitted after the last Response to final rejection of

June 14, 2007. A copy of the rejected claims in the present Appeal is provided in the Claims

Appendix.

V. SUMMARY OF CLAIMED SUBJECT MATTER

The invention claimed in the present application is related to an isolated polypeptide

comprising the amino acid sequence of the polypeptide of SEQ ID NO:506 (Claim 63), referred

to in the present application as "PR0213-1". The PR0213-1 gene was shown for the first time

in the present application to be significantly amplified in human lung and colon cancers as

compared to normal, non-cancerous human tissue controls (Example 1 14). The invention is

further directed to a chimeric polypeptide comprising one of the above polypeptides fused to a

heterologous polypeptide (Claim 69), and to a chimeric polypeptide wherein the heterologous

polypeptide is an epitope tag or an Fc region of an immunoglobulin (Claim 70).

The full-length PR0213-1 polypeptide having the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID

NO:506 is described in the specification at, for example, page 49, lines 13-38, thru page 50, lines

1-24, page 179, lines 1-9, in Figure 213 and in SEQ ID NO:506. The cDNA nucleic acid

encoding PR0213-1 is described in the specification at, for example, Example 33, in Figure 212

and in SEQ ID NO:605. Page 120, lines 21-24 of the specification provides the description for

Figures 212 and 213. The preparation of chimeric PRO polypeptides, including those wherein

the heterologous polypeptide is an epitope tag or an Fc region of an immunoglobulin, is set forth

in the specification at page 184, lines 14-35. Examples 100-103 describe the expression of PRO

polypeptides in various host cells, including E. coli, mammalian cells, yeast and Baculovirus-

infected insect cells.

Finally, Example 1 14, in the specification at page 331, line 23, to page 346, line 4, sets

forth a Gene Amplification assay which shows that the PR0213-1 gene is amplified in the

genome of certain human lung and colon cancers (see page Table 9). The specification further

discloses that gene amplification is associated with overexpression of the gene product and that

these polypeptides are useful as targets for therapeutic intervention in certain cancers and

diagnostic determination of the presence of those cancers (Page 313, lines 25-27).
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VI. GROUNDS OF REJECTION TO BE REVIEWED ON APPEAL

1 . Whether instant Claims 63 and 69-70 satisfy the utility/enablement requirement

under 35 U.S.C. §§101/1 12, first paragraph.

VII. ARGUMENTS

Summary ofthe Arguments:

Issue 1: Utility/ Enablement

Appellants rely upon the gene amplification data of the PR0213-1 gene for patentable

utility of the PR0213-1 polypeptides. This data is clearly disclosed in the instant specification in

Example 1 14 which discloses that the gene encoding PR0213-1 showed significant

amplification, ranging from 2.04-fold to 46.9-fold, in sixteen different primary lunR tumors or

2.27-fold to 13.8-fold in eleven different primary colon tumors . Example 1 14 in the instant

specification discloses that, "(a)mplification is associated with overexpression of the gene

product, indicating that the polypeptides are useful targets for therapeutic intervention in certain

cancers such as colon, lung, breast and other cancers and diagnostic determination of the

presence of those cancers" (emphasis added).

Appellants have submitted ample evidence to show that, in general, if a gene is amplified

in cancer, it is more likely than not that the encoded protein will be expressed at an elevated

level. First, Appellants have submitted, in their Response filed October 4, 2004, a Declaration

by Dr. Audrey Goddard, which explains that a gene identified as being amplified at least 2-fold

by the disclosed gene amplification assay in a tumor sample relative to a normal sample is useful

as a marker for the diagnosis of cancer , and for monitoring cancer development and/or for

measuring the efficacy of cancer therapy. Therefore, such a gene is useful as a marker for the

diagnosis of lung and colon cancers , and for monitoring cancer development and/or for

measuring the efficacy of cancer therapy. Second, Appellants have submitted, in their Responses

filed October 4, 2004 and July 7, 2006, ample evidence to show that, in general, if a gene is

amplified in cancer, it is more likely than not that the encoded protein will be expressed at an

elevated level. For instance, the articles by Orntoft et ai, Hyman et al.
9
and Pollack et al.

collectively teach that in general, gene amplification increases mRNA expression . Third,

Appellants have submitted over a hundred references, along with Declarations of Dr. Paul
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Polakis, which collectively teach that, in general, there is a correlation between mRNA levels

and polypeptide levels .

Taken together, although there are some examples in the scientific art that do not fit

within the central dogma of molecular biology that there is generally a positive correlation

between DNA, mRNA, and polypeptide levels, in general, in the majority of amplified genes , the

art overwhelmingly shows that gene amplification influences gene expression at the mRNA and

protein levels . Therefore, one of skill in the art would reasonably expect in this instance, based

on the amplification data for the PR0213-1 gene, that the PR0213-1 polypeptide is

concomitantly overexpressed and has utility in the diagnosis of lung and colon cancers.

Appellants further submit that, as evidenced by the Ashkenazi Declaration and the

teachings of Hanna and Mornin (both made of record in Appellants' Response filed October 4,

2004), simultaneous testing of gene amplification and gene product over-expression enables

more accurate tumor classification , even if the gene-product, the protein, is not over-expressed.

This leads to better determination of a suitable therapy for the tumor, as demonstrated by a real-

world example of the breast cancer marker HER-2/neu. Therefore, as a general rule, one skilled

in the art would find it more likely than not that PR0213-1 polypeptides are useful as a

diagnostic tools for detecting lung and colon tumors.

As the Examiner no longer questions whether mRNA levels are not predictive of

polypeptide levels, the evidence presented by Appellants support that gene amplification

correlates with the increased protein expression. Based on the 2.04 fold to 46.9-fold

amplification in colon and lung tumors, one of ordinary skill would find it credible that the

claimed PR0213-1 polypeptides would have utility as markers for the diagnosis of lung and

colon tumors , and for monitoring cancer development and/or for measuring the efficacy of

cancer therapy.

Accordingly, Appellants submit that when the proper legal standard is applied, one

should reach the conclusion that the present application discloses at least one patentable utility

for the claimed PR0213-1 polypeptides. Further, one of ordinary skill in the art would

understand how to make and use the recited polypeptides for the diagnosis of lung and colon

cancers without any undue experimentation.
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Accordingly, this enablement rejection under 35 U.S.C. §§101 and 1 12, first paragraph

should be withdrawn.

These arguments are all discussed in greater detail below, under their appropriate

headings.

Response to Rejections

ISSUE 1: The Instant Claims 63 and 69-70 Satisfy the Utility Requirement under

35 U.S.C. §101/§112, First Paragraph, based on the results of the gene amplification assay

The sole basis for the Examiner's rejection of Claims 63 and 69-70 under this section is

that the data presented in the instant Application, allegedly, does not satisfy the requirements of

35 U.S.C. §§101/112, first paragraph. Appellants strongly disagree for the reasons discussed

below.

A. The Legal Standard For Utility Under 35 U.S.C. §101

According to 35 U.S.C. §101:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture,

or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain

a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.

(Emphasis added).

In interpreting the utility requirement, in Brenner v. Manson, the Supreme Court held

that the quidpro quo contemplated by the U.S. Constitution between the public interest and the

interest of the inventors required that a patent Applicant disclose a "substantial utility" for his or

her invention, i.e., a utility "where specific benefit exists in currently available form."
2

The

Court concluded that "a patent is not a hunting license. It is not a reward for the search, but

compensation for its successful conclusion. A patent system must be related to the world of

commerce rather than the realm of philosophy."

' Brenner v. Manson, 383 U.S. 519, 148 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 689 (1966).

2

Id at 534, 148 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 695.

3

Id at 536, 148 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 696.
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Later, in Nelson v. Bowler, the C.C.P.A. acknowledged that tests evidencing

pharmacological activity of a compound may establish practical utility, even though they may

not establish a specific therapeutic use. The Court held that "since it is crucial to provide

researchers with an incentive to disclose pharmaceutical activities in as many compounds as

possible, we conclude adequate proof of any such activity constitutes a showing of practical

utility."
3

6

In Cross v. Iizuka, the C.A.F.C. reaffirmed Nelson, and added that in vitro results might

be sufficient to support practical utility, explaining that "in vitro testing, in general, is relatively

less complex, less time consuming, and less expensive than in vivo testing. Moreover, in vitro

results with the particular pharmacological activity are generally predictive of in vivo test results,

i.e., there is a reasonable correlation there between." The Court perceived, "No insurmountable

difficulty" in finding that, under appropriate circumstances, "in vitro testing, may establish a

8

practical utility."

The case law has also clearly established that Appellants' statements of utility are usually

9
sufficient, unless such statement of utility is unbelievable on its face. The PTO has the initial

10

burden to prove that Appellants' claims of usefulness are not believable on their face. In

general, an Appellant's assertion of utility creates a presumption of utility that will be sufficient

4

Nelson v. Bowler, 626 F.2d 853, 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 881 (C.C.P.A. 1980).

5

Id. at 856, 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 883.

6

Cross v. Iizuka, 753 F.2d 1047, 224 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 739 (Fed. Cir. 1985).

7

Id. at 1050, 224 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 747.

8

Id.

In re Gazave, 379 F.2d 973, 154 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 92 (C.C.P.A. 1967).

10

Ibid.
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to satisfy the utility requirement of 35 U.S.C. §101, "unless there is a reason for one skilled in

11 12

the art to question the objective truth of the statement of utility or its scope."
'

Compliance with 35 U.S.C. §101 is a question of fact/
3

The evidentiary standard to be

used throughout ex parte examination in setting forth a rejection is a preponderance of the

14

totality of the evidence under consideration. Thus, to overcome the presumption of truth that

an assertion of utility by the Appellant enjoys, the Examiner must establish that it is more likely

than not that one of ordinary skill in the art would doubt the truth of the statement of utility.

Only after the Examiner made a proper primafacie showing of lack of utility, does the burden of

rebuttal shift to the Applicant. The issue will then be decided on the totality of evidence.

The well established case law is clearly reflected in the Utility Examination Guidelines

("Utility Guidelines"),
* which acknowledge that an invention complies with the utility

requirement of 35 U.S.C. §101, if it has at least one asserted "specific, substantial, and credible

utility" or a "well-established utility." Under the Utility Guidelines, a utility is "specific" when

it is particular to the subject matter claimed. For example, it is generally not enough to state that

a nucleic acid is useful as a diagnostic without also identifying the conditions that are to be

diagnosed.

In explaining the "substantial utility" standard, M.P.E.P. §2107.01 cautions, however,

that Office personnel must be careful not to interpret the phrase "immediate benefit to the

public" or similar formulations used in certain court decisions to mean that products or services

based on the claimed invention must be "currently available" to the public in order to satisfy the

utility requirement. "Rather, any reasonable use that an applicant has identified for the invention

M
In re Langer, 503 F.2d 1380,1391, 1 83 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 288, 297 (C.C.P.A. 1974).

12

See also In re Mies, 628 F.2d 1322, 206 USPQ 885 (C.C.P.A. 1980); In re Irons, 340 F.2d 974, 144

USPQ351 (\965); In re Sichert, 566 F.2d 1154, 1159, 196 USPQ 209, 212-13 (C.C.P.A. 1977).

13

Raytheon v. Roper, 724 F.2d 951, 956, 220 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 592, 596 (Fed. Cir. 1983) cert, denied, 469

US 835 (1984).

U
In re Oetiker, 977 F.2d 1443, 1445, 24 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1443, 1444 (Fed. Cir. 1992).

15

66 Fed. Reg. 1092 (2001).
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that can be viewed as providing a public benefit should be accepted as sufficient, at least with

16

regard to defining a 'substantial' 'utility.'" Indeed, the Guidelines for Examination of

Applications for Compliance With the Utility Requirement,
17

gives the following instruction to

patent examiners: "If the Applicant has asserted that the claimed invention is useful for any

particular practical purpose . . . and the assertion would be considered credible by a person of

ordinary skill in the art, do not impose a rejection based on lack of utility."

B. Proper Application of the Legal Standard

Appellants submit that the evidentiary standard to be used throughout ex parte

examination of a patent application is a preponderance of the totality of the evidence under

consideration. Thus, to overcome the presumption of truth that an assertion of utility by the

Applicant enjoys, the Examiner must establish that it is more likely than not that one of ordinary

skill in the art would doubt the truth of the statement of utility. Only after the Examiner has

made a proper primafacie showing of lack of utility, does the burden of rebuttal shift to the

Applicant.

Appellants respectfully submit that the data presented in Example 1 14 starting on page

331 of the specification and the cumulative evidence of record support a "specific, substantial

and credible" asserted utility for the presently claimed invention.

Patentable utility for the PR0213-1 polypeptides is based upon the gene amplification

data for the gene encoding the PR0213-1 polypeptide. Example 1 14 describes the results

obtained using a very well-known and routinely employed polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-

based assay, the TaqMan IM PCR assay, also referred to herein as the gene amplification assay.

This assay allows one to quantitatively measure the level of gene amplification in a given

sample, say, a tumor extract, or a cell line. It was well known in the art at the time the invention

was made that gene amplification is an essential mechanism for oncogene activation. Appellants

isolated genomic DNA from a variety of primary cancers and cancer cell lines that are listed in

Table 9, including primary lung and colon cancers of the type and stage indicated in Table 8.

16

M.P.E.P. §2107.01.

17

M.P.E.P. §2107 11(B)(1).
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The tumor samples were tested in triplicates with Taqman primers and with internal controls,

beta-actin and GADPH in order to quantitatively compare DNA levels between samples (page

229). As a negative control, DNA was isolated from the cells of ten normal healthy individuals,

which was pooled and used as a control (page 33

1

5
lines 31-32). The results ofTaqMan™ PCR

are reported in ACt units, as explained in the passage on page 331, lines 41-43. One unit

corresponds to one PCR cycle or approximately a 2-fold amplification, relative to control, two

units correspond to 4-fold, 3 units to 8-fold amplification and so on. Using this PCR-based

assay, Appellants showed that the gene encoding for PR0213-1 was amplified, that is, it showed

approximately 1.03-5.55 ACt units for nineteen lung tumors and lung cancer cell lines and 1.18-

3.79 ACt units for sixteen colon tumors and colon cancer cell lines, which corresponds to 2
1 04

-2

2 '40
- fold amplification in lung or to 2

l 00
-2
2M

- fold amplification in colon tumors; that is 2.04-

fold to 46.9-fold in nineteen lung tumors and lung cancer cell lines or 2.27-fold to 13.8-fold

in sixteen colon tumors and colon cancer lines , which would be considered significant and

credible by one skilled in the art. Therefore, the PR0213-1 gene and the PR0213-1 polypeptide

are important diagnostic markers to identify such malignant lung or colon cancers.

The Examiner has asserted that the Goddard declaration is not persuasive and alleges that

the significance ofthe amplification can be questioned based on "the absence offactual supportfor

the expert 's opinion. " Further, the Examiner asserts that "while the Goddard declaration speaks to

the utility and enablement ofgenes, it does not speak to whether or not the encodedproteins are

alsofound at increased levels in cancerous tissues (Pages 9-10 ofthe Final Office Action mailed

March 25, 2008).

Appellants submit that the Goddard Declaration was presented to show what delta Ct

values were considered significant in the TaqMan" assay. The deltaCt values for PR0213-1 of at

least 1.03-5.55 ACt units, which correspond to 2.04-fold to 46.9-fold amplification in primary

lung and colon tumors, were considered significant according to the Goddard declaration. The

formula for showing how the data was analyzed has been clearly disclosed in the specification in

Example 114. As explained in Example 1 14, "the results ofTaqMk™ PCR are reported in -Ct

units. One unit corresponds to one PCR cycle or approximately a 2-fold amplification, relative

to control, two units correspond to 4-fold, 3 units to 8-fold amplification and so on" (emphasis

added). Table 9 indicates that PR0213-1 showed approximately 1.03-5.55 ACt units which
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corresponds to 2
1 03 - 2

3
^-fold amplification or 2.04-fold to 46.9-fold amplification in lung and

colon tumors, which is significant and thus the PR0213-1 gene has utility as a diagnostic marker

of human lung and colon cancers.

Appellants submit that Dr. Goddard's declaration is based on Dr. Goddard's personal

experience handling large databases ofhuman tumor samples in the SPDI project and on

personal experience with the Taqman" assay, as is clearly disclosed in the Declaration. The

Examiner has to view the statements in the declaration with the total evidence presented in this

case. The case law has clearly established that in considering affidavit evidence, the Examiner

must consider all of the evidence of record anew (In re Rinehart, 53 1 F.2d 1084, 189 USPQ 143

(C.c.P.A. 1976); In re Piasecki, 745F2d, 1015,226 USPQ 881 (Fed. Cir. 1985)). "After

evidence or argument is submitted by the Appellant in response, patentability is determined on

the totality of the record, by a preponderance of the evidence with due consideration to

persuasiveness of argument."( In re Alton, 37 USPQ2d 1578, 1584 (Fed. Cir 1996) (quoting In re

Oetiker, 977 F.2d 1443, 1445,24 USPQ2d 1443, 1444 (Fed. Cir. 1992)). Furthermore, the

Federal Court of Appeals held in In re Alton, "We are aware of no reason why opinion evidence

relating to a fact issue should not be considered by an Examiner (In re Alton, supra.). Appellants

also respectfully draw the Examiner's attention to the Utility Examination Guidelines (Part 1IB,

66 Fed. Reg. 1098 (2001)) which state, "Office personnel must accept an opinion from a

qualified expert that is based upon relevant facts whose accuracy is not being questioned; it is

improper to disregard the opinion solely because of a disagreement over the significance or

meaning of the facts offered." Appellants submit that the Patent Office has failed to provide

substantial evidence for disregarding the Goddard Declaration.

The Examiner has addressed the pooled blood controls used in the gene amplification

assay and asserted that the controls were not matched, non-tumor lung samples, but rather

pooled DNA samplesfrom blood ofhealthy subjects. (Pages 9 and 10 ofthe Final Office Action

mailed March 25, 2008)

Appellants respectfully submit that the Examiner's position is incorrect because the

instant application relies on genomic DNA amplification for utility and not cDNA expression.

Different types of cells from the same organism should have the same set of genomic DNA.

Thus, it does not matter what kind of cells you use for the control as long as the control cells
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have the entire genome. Accordingly, a "tissue-matched" control is not necessary in the gene

amplification assay.

Appellants further point out that Pennica et al teaches the exact same "pooled normal

blood controls" as that used in the instant gene amplification assay (for instance, see page 14718,

column 1 and Figure 5 of Pennica et al). Further, the references Bieche et al and Pitti et al,

submitted as Exhibits F and G with the Goddard Declaration, also used "pooled normal blood

controls" as control. For instance, in Pitti et al the authors used the same quantitative TaqMan

PCR assay and pooled normal blood controls described in the instant specification, to study gene

amplification in lung and colon cancer of DcR3, a decoy receptor for Fas ligand. Pitti et al

analyzed DNA copy number "in genomic DNA from 35 primary lung and colon tumors, relative

to pooled genomic DNA from peripheral blood leukocytes (PBL) of 10 healthy donors." (Page

701, col. 1). The authors also analyzed mRNA expression of DcR3 in primary tumor tissue

sections and found tumor-specific expression, confirming the finding of frequent amplification in

tumors, and confirming that the pooled blood sample was a valid negative control for the gene

amplification experiments. In Bieche et al, the authors used the quantitative TaqMan PCR assay

to study gene amplification of myc, ccndl and erbB2 in breast tumors. As their negative control,

Bieche et al used normal leukocyte DNA derived from a small subset of the breast cancer

patients (page 663). The authors note that "[t]he results of this study are consistent with those

reported in the literature" (page 664, col. 2). Thus, contrary to the Examiner's allegations,

Pennica et al, Pitti et al and Bieche et al in fact, confirm the validity of use of the "pooled blood

control" as a negative controls, and indicate that this control was widely utilized in the art at the

time of filing of the instant application.

The Examiner hasfurther asserted that the data presented in the specification were not

correctedfor aneuploidy and cites references by Hittelman et al and Sen et al in support ofthe

assertion that "[a] slight amplification ofa gene does not necessarily correlate with

overexpression in a cancer tissue, but can merely be an indication that the cancer tissue is

aneuploid. " (Pages 4-6 ofthe Final Office Action mailed March 25, 2008).

Appellants submit that it is known in the art that detection of gene amplification can be

used for cancer diagnosis regardless of whether the increase in gene copy number results from
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intrachromosomal changes or from chromosomal aneuploidy. As explained by Dr. Ashkenazi in

his Declaration (submitted with Appellants' Response filed October 4, 2004),

An increase in gene copy number can result not only from intrachromosomal

changes but also from chromosomal aneuploidy. It is important to understand

that detection of gene amplification can be used for cancer diagnosis even if the

determination includes measurement of chromosomal aneuploidy. Indeed, as

long as a significant difference relative to normal tissue is detected, it is irrelevant

if the signal originates from an increase in the number of gene copies per

chromosome and/or an abnormal number of chromosomes.

Hence, Appellants submit that gene amplification of a gene, whether by aneuploidy or any other

mechanism, is useful as a diagnostic marker.

Regarding Sen and Hittelman, Appellants agree that while aneuploidy can be a feature of

damaged tissue as well, besides cancerous or pre-cancerous tissue, and may not invariably lead

to cancer, Sen et al in fact support the Appellants' position that PR0213-1 is still useful in

diagnosing pre-cancerous lesions or cancer itself. For instance, the art in lung cancer at the time

of filing of the instant application clearly described that "epithelial tumors develop through a

multistep process driven by genetic instability" in damaged lung lesions which may eventually

lead to lung cancer. Many articles published around the effective filing date of this application

studied such damaged or premalignant lesions and suggested that identification of such pre-

cancerous lesions were very important in preventive diagnosis and treatment of lung cancer.

Based on the well-known art, Appellants submit that there is utility in identifying genetic

biomarkers in epithelial tissues at cancer risk.

The Examiner has asserted that
u
[i]n orderfor PR0213-1 polypeptides to be

overexpressed in tumors, amplified genomic DNA would have to correlate with increased mRNA

levels and increasedpolypeptide levels. No data regarding PR0213-1 mRNA or PR0213-1

polypeptide levels in lung tumors have been broughtforth on the record. " (Page 5 ofthe Final

Office Action mailed March 25, 2008).

The Examiner's reference to the lack of necessary correlation or accurate prediction in some

of the rejections clearly shows that the Examiner applies an improper legal standard when making

this rejection. The evidentiary standard to be used throughout ex parte examination in setting

forth a rejection is a preponderance of the totality of the evidence under consideration. Thus, to

overcome the presumption of truth that an assertion of utility by the Appellant enjoys, the
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Examiner must establish that it is more likely than not that one of ordinary skill in the art would

doubt the truth of the statement of utility. Only after the Examiner has made a proper prima

facie showing of lack of utility, does the burden of rebuttal shift to the Appellant. As discussed

below, the references cited by the Examiner do not suffice to make a primafacie case that more

likely than not no generalized correlation exists between gene (DNA) amplification and

increased polypeptide levels.

In contrast, Appellants have submitted ample evidence to show that, in general, if a gene

is amplified in cancer, it is more likely than not that the encoded protein will be expressed at an

elevated level. First, the articles by Orntoft et ai, Hyman et al, and Pollack et al, (made of

record in Appellants' Response filed October 4, 2004) collectively teach that in general gene

amplification increases mRNA expression . Second, the Declarations of Dr. Paul Polakis (made

of record in Appellants' Response of October 4, 2004 and Preliminary Amendment of July 7,

2006, principal investigator of the Tumor Antigen Project of Genentech, Inc., the assignee of the

present application, shows that, in general, there is a correlation between mRNA levels and

polypeptide levels . Appellants further note that, as supported by the Declaration of Dr. Randy

Scott (made of record in Appellants' Supplemental Preliminary Amendment filed September 6,

2006), the sale of gene expression chips to measure mRNA levels is a highly successful business,

with a company such as Affymetrix recording 168.3 million dollars in sales of their GeneChip

arrays in 2004. Clearly, the research community believes that the information obtained from

these chips is useful (i.e., that it is more likely than not informative of the protein level).

Accordingly, one of skill in the art would reasonably expect in this instance, based on the

amplification data for the PR0213-1 gene, that the PR0213-1 polypeptide is concomitantly

overexpressed. Thus, the claimed PR0213-1 polypeptides have utility in the diagnosis of cancer.

The Examiner has asserted that "{sjignificantfurther research would have been required

ofthe skilled artisan to reasonably confirm that PR02J3-1 is overexpressed in any cancer to the

extent that it could be used as a cancer diagnostic agent; thus the asserted utility is not

substantial. " (Page 8 ofthe Final Office Action mailed March 25, 2008).

As discussed in previous responses of record, M.P.E.P. §2107.01 cautions Office

personnel not to interpret the phrase "immediate benefit to the public" or similar formulations

used in certain court decisions to mean that products or services based on the claimed invention
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must be "currently available" to the public in order to satisfy the utility requirement. "Rather,

any reasonable use that an Appellant has identified for the invention that can be viewed as

providing a public benefit should be accepted as sufficient, at least with regard to defining a

'substantial' utility."
18

Indeed, the Guidelines for Examination of Applications for Compliance

With the Utility Requirement,
19

gives the following instruction to patent examiners: "If the

Appellant has asserted that the claimed invention is useful for any particular practical purpose . .

. and the assertion would be considered credible by a person of ordinary skill in the art, do not

impose a rejection based on lack of utility."

Appellants' position is based on the overwhelming evidence from gene amplification data

disclosed in the specification which clearly indicate that the gene encoding PR0213-1 is

significantly amplified in certain lung and colon tumors. Based on the working hypothesis

among those skilled in the art that if a gene is amplified in cancer, the encoded protein is likely to

be expressed at an elevated level one skilled in the art would simply accept that since the

PR0213-1 gene is amplified, the PR0213-1 polypeptide would be more likely than not over-

expressed. Thus, data relating to PR0213-1 polypeptide expression may be used for the same

diagnostic and prognostic purposes as data relating to PR0213-1 gene expression. Therefore,

based on the disclosure in the specification, no further research would be necessary to determine

how to use the claimed PR0213-1 polypeptides, because the current invention is fully enabled

by the disclosure of the present application.

Accordingly, Appellants submit that based on the general knowledge in the art at the time

the invention was made and the teachings in the specification, the specification provides clear

guidance as to how to interpret and use the data relating to PR0213-1 polypeptide expression

and that the claimed PR0213-1 polypeptides have utility in the diagnosis of cancer.

C. A prima facie case of lack of utility has not been established

The Examiner has asserted, based on Pennica et al. y Konopka et al.
9
Godbout et al. 9 and

Li et al that there is a general lack of correlation between gene amplification and mRNA

18 M.P.E.P. §2107.01.

19 M.P.E.P. §2107 11(B)(1).
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expression, and, thus, the data in Table 9 does not provide a basis for utility or enablement of the

claimed polypeptides (Pages 5-8 of the Final Office Action mailed March 25, 2008).

As a preliminary matter, Appellants respectfully submit that it is not a legal requirement

to establish that gene amplification "necessarily" results in increased expression at the mRNA

and polypeptide levels or that polypeptide levels can be "accurately predicted." As discussed

above, the evidentiary standard to be used throughout ex parte examination of a patent

application is a preponderance of the totality of the evidence under consideration. Accordingly,

Appellants submit that in order to overcome the presumption of truth that an assertion of utility

by the applicant enjoys, the Examiner must establish that it is more likely than not that one of

ordinary skill in the art would doubt the truth of the statement of utility. Therefore, it is not

legally required that there be a "necessary" correlation between the data presented and the

claimed subject matter. The law requires only that one skilled in the art should accept that such a

correlation is more likely than not to exist . Appellants respectfully submit that when the proper

evidentiary standard is applied, a correlation must be acknowledged. Only after the Examiner

has made a proper prima facie showing of lack of utility, does the burden of rebuttal shift to the

applicant. The Examiner failed to meet this evidentiary burden.

Pennica et al.

Appellants submit that Pennica et al. does not show a lack of correlation between gene

(DNA) amplification and mRNA levels. According to the quoted statement from Pennica et al,

"WJSP-1 gene amplification in human lung tumors showed a correlation between DNA

amplification and over-expression, whereas overexpression of W1SP-3 RNA was seen in the

absence ofDNA amplification. In contrast, WISP-2 DNA was amplified in lung tumors, but its

mRNA expression was significantly reduced in the majority of tumors compared with expression

in normal colonic mucosa from the same patient." From this, the Examiner correctly concludes

that increased copy number does not necessarily result in increased polypeptide expression. The

standard, however, is not absolute certainty. The fact that in the case of a specific class of

closely related molecules there seemed to be no correlation with gene amplification and the level

of mRNA/protein expression, does not establish that it is more likely than not, in general, that

such correlation does not exist. The Examiner has not shown whether the lack or correlation

observed for the family of WISP polypeptides is typical, or is merely a discrepancy, an exception
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to the rule of correlation . Indeed, the working hypothesis among those skilled in the art is that, if

a gene is amplified in cancer, the encoded protein is likely to be expressed at an elevated level.

In fact, as noted even in Pennica et aL, "[a]n analysis of WISP-l gene amplification and

expression in human lung tumors showed a correlation between DNA amplification and over-

expression . . .
." (Pennica et al., pagel4722, left column, first full paragraph, emphasis added).

Accordingly, Appellants respectfully submit that Pennica et al teaches nothing

conclusive regarding the absence of correlation between amplification of a gene and over-

expression of the encoded WISP polypeptide. More importantly, the teaching of Pennica et al is

specific to WISP genes. Pennica et al. has no teaching whatsoever about the correlation of gene

amplification and protein expression in Reneral .

Konopka et al.

Regarding Konopka et al., Appellants submit that the Examiner has completely

misinterpreted the teachings in the cited reference. Contrary to the Examiner's assertions,

Konopka et al, does not support the position that DNA amplification is not correlated with

mRNA overexpression
.
Konopka et al. show only that, of the cell lines known to have increased

abl protein expression, only one had amplification of the abl gene (page 4051, col. 1). This

result proves only that increased mRNA and protein expression levels can result from causes

other than gene amplification. Konopka et al. do not demonstrate that when gene amplification .

does occur, it does not result in increased mRNA and protein expression levels, particularly

given that the cell line with amplification of the abl gene did show increased abl mRNA and

protein expression levels. Furthermore, Konopka et al. supports Appellants' position that mRNA

levels correlate with protein levels. Konopka et al. state that "the 8-kb mRNA that encodes

P210
c ~abl

was detected at a 10-fold higher level in SK-CML7bt-333 ( Fig. 3A, +) than in SK-

CML16BM (B, +), which correlated with the relative level of P210 c "abl
detected in each cell

line. Analysis of additional cell lines demonstrated that the level of 8-kb mRNA directly

correlated with the level of P210
c ~abI

(Table 1)" (page 4050, col. 2, emphasis added).

Godbout et aL

Regarding Godbout, the Examiner has asserted that Godbout et al. teaches that "a number

of studies suggest that co-amplified genes are only overexpressed if they provide a selective
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advantage to the cells in which they are amplified." The Examiner further asserts that Godbout

teaches "[i]t is generally accepted that co-amplified genes are not over-expressed unless they

provide a selective growth advantage to the cell." (Pages 6-7 of the Office Action mailed March

25, 2008).

Appellants have previously made of record three more recent references, published in

2002, by Orntoft et al, Hyman et al, and Pollack et al, (made of record in Appellants' Response

filed on October 4, 2004), which collectively teach that in general, gene amplification increases

mRNA expression
.
Appellants submit that these more recent references must be acknowledged

as more accurately reflecting the state of the art regarding the correlation between gene

amplification and transcript expression than the references cited by Godbout et al.

Appellants further maintain that Godbout et al report that "there is a good correlation

with DDX1 gene copy number, DDX1 transcript levels, and DDX1 protein levels in all cell lines

studied." Thus, in these cancer cell lines, DDX1 mRNA and protein levels are correlated.

Moreover, selective advantage to cell survival is not the only mechanism by which genes

impact cancer. Mechanistic data is not a requirement for the utility requirement. Hence, this

rejection is improper. Appellants respectfully submit that, as discussed above, Orntoft et al,

Hyman et al, and Pollack et al, (of record), collectively teach that gene amplification increases

mRNA expression for large numbers of genes, which have not been identified as being

oncogenes or as conferring any selective growth advantage on tumor cells. Thus, the art of

record clearly shows that there is no requirement that a polypeptide must be a known oncogene

or a protein otherwise known to be associated with tumor growth, in order for amplification of

the gene encoding the protein to correlate with increased protein expression. In fact, as

demonstrated by Orntoft et al
,
Hyman et al , and Pollack et al , examination of gene

amplification is a useful way to identify novel proteins not previously known to be associated

with cancer.

Li et al.

The Examiner has cited Li et al. as teaching that "68.8% of the genes showing over-

representation in the genome did not show elevated transcript levels." (Page 7 of the Office

Action mailed in March 25, 2008)
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Appellants respectfully point out that Li et al. acknowledge that their results differed

from those obtained by Hyman et al. and Pollack et al. (of record), who found a substantially

higher level of correlation between gene amplification and increased gene expression. The

authors note that "[t]his discordance may reflect methodologic differences between studies or

biological differences between breast cancer and lung adenocarcinoma" (page 2629, col. 1). For

instance, as explained in the Supplemental Information accompanying the Li article, genes were

considered to be amplified if they had a copy number ratio of at least 1 .40 . In the case of

PRO830, as discussed in previously filed responses and in the Goddard Declaration (of record),

an appropriate threshold for considering gene amplification to be significant is a copy number of

at least 2.0 (which is a higher threshold). The PR0213-1 gene showed significant amplification

of 2.04 fold to 46.9-fold in 27 different lung and colon primary tumors , and thus fully meets this

standard. It is not surprising that in the Li et al reference, by using a lower threshold of 1.4 for

considering gene amplification, a higher number of genes not showing corresponding increases

in mRNA expression were found. Moreover, Appellants add that the results of Li et al do not

conclusively disprove that a gene with a substantially higher level of gene amplification, such as

PRQ213-L would be expected to show a corresponding increase in transcript expression.

In response to Appellants' argument that the discordance may reflect methodologic

differences, the Examiner asserts that "Li et al. did not limit their studies to genes that were

amplified at less than 2-fold." In support of this assertion, the Examiner cites the first paragraph

of the Supplemental Material. (Pages 15-16 of the Office Action mailed in March 25, 2008)

Appellants respectfully point out that the Examiner has misinterpreted the methodology

disclosed in the supplemental material. The evidence cited by the Examiner pertains to the

inclusion criteria of the probes used for defining amplicons. In the second paragraph entitled

"Relationship between genomic copy number and gene transcript level", the authors state that

"[f]or each gene, the CGH data were represented by a vector that was labeled
6 V for genomic

overrepresentation (including amplification) ratio greater than 1.40 and
6 0' for no genomic

overrepresentation." Nevertheless, the Examiner acknowledges that the alleged 2-fold

amplification criteria would only apply to some of the samples. The Examiner has not

established that a correlation does not exist in samples based solely on this threshold.
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In summary, the Patent Office has failed to meet its initial burden of proof that

Appellants' claims of utility are not substantial or credible. The arguments presented by the

Examiner in combination with the cited articles do not provide sufficient reasons to doubt the

statements by Appellants that PR0213-1 has utility. As discussed above, the law does not

require that DNA amplification is "always" associated with overexpression of the gene product.

Therefore, Appellants submit that the Examiner's reasoning is based on a misrepresentation of

the scientific data presented in the above cited reference and application of an improper,

heightened legal standard. In fact, contrary to what the Examiner contends, the art indicates that,

if a gene is amplified in cancer, it is more likely than not that the encoded protein will be

expressed at an elevated level.

It is "more likely than not
11
for amplified genes to have increased mRNA

On the contrary, Appellants submit that Example 1 14 of the specification further

discloses that, "(a)mplification is associated with overexpression of the gene product, indicating

that the polypeptides are useful tarRets for therapeutic intervention in certain cancers such as

lung, colon, breast and other cancers and diagnostic determination of the presence of those

cancers" (Emphasis added). Besides, Appellants have submitted ample evidence to show that, in

general, if a gene is amplified in cancer, it is "more likely than not" that the corresponding

mRNA will also be expressed at an elevated level.

First, the articles by Orntoft et ai, Hyman et al
9
and Pollack et a/., (made of record in

Response mailed October 4, 2004) collectively teach that in general, gene amplification increases

mRNA expression .

Second, Appellants have submitted over one hundred references, along with Declarations

of Dr. Paul Polakis and Dr. Randy Scott (made of record in Response filed October 4, 2004 and

Amendments filed July 7, 2006 and September 6, 2006), which collectively teach that, in

general, there is a correlation between mRNA levels and polypeptide levels .

Third, Appellants have submitted a recent decision by the Board of Patent Appeals and

Interferences (Decision on Appeal No. 2006-1469), which acknowledged that "there is a strong

correlation between mRNA levels and protein expression, and the Examiner has not presented

any evidence specific to the PRO 1 866 polypeptide to refute that." (Page 9 of the Decision).
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Appellants submit that, in the instant application, the Examiner has likewise not presented any

evidence specific to the PR0213-1 polypeptide to refute Appellants' assertion of a correlation

between mRNA levels and protein expression.

Thus, taken together, all of the submitted evidence supports Appellants' position that

gene amplification is more likely than not predictive of increased mRNA and polypeptide levels.

The Examiner has assered that
il

Orntoft et al could only compare the levels ofabout 40

well-resolved andfocused abundant proteins. " (Page 11 ofthe Final Office Action mailed March

25, 2008; emphasis in original).

While technical considerations did prevent Orntoft et al. from evaluating a larger number

of proteins, the ones they did look at showed a clear correlation between mRNA and protein

expression levels. As Orntoft et al. states, "In general there was a highly significant correlation

(p<0.005) between mRNA and protein alterations.. . . 26 well focused proteins whose genes had

a known chromosomal location were detected in TCCs 733 and 335, and of these 19 correlated

(p<0.005) with the mRNA changes detected using the arrays." (See page 42, column 2 to page

34, column 2). Accordingly, Orntoft et al clearly support Appellants' position that proteins

expressed by genes that are amplified in tumors are useful as cancer markers.

The Examiner hasfurther asserted that
u
applicant has provided nofact or evidence

concerning a correlation between the specification
}

s disclosure oflow levels ofamplification of

DNA (which were not characterized on the basis ofthose in the Orntoft publication) and an

associated rise in level ofthe encodedprotein. " (Page 1 1 ofthe Final Office Action mailed

March 25, 2008; emphasis in original).

As discussed in previous responses, the levels of amplification for PR0213-1 were not

"low" but significant , and ranged from 2.0-fold to 3.05-fold, in three different lung tumors.

Appellants note that the levels of gene amplification observed by Orntoft et al. were relatively

low, averaging only 0.3-0.4-fold (page 40, col. 1). In particular, the level of gene amplification

associated with expression changes was only around two-fold (see Figure 2), even less than the

2.0-fold to 3.05-fold amplification observed for PR0213-L Even with these relatively low

levels of gene amplification, Orntoft et al. found that "[i]n most cases, chromosomal gains

detected by CGH were accompanied by an increased level of transcripts in both TCCs 733 (77%)
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and 827 (80%)" (page 40, col. 2; emphasis added). The level of correlation between DNA copy

number and increased mRNA levels observed by Orntoft et al, from 77-80% , clearly meets the

standard of more likely than not. Orntoft et al. also found a "highly significant" correlation

between mRNA and protein levels, with the two data sets studied having correlations of 39/40

(98%) and 19/26 (73%) (pages 42-43).

The Examiner has asserted that "ofthe 12,000 transcripts analyzed, a set of270 was

identified in which overexpression was attributable to gene amplification. " The Examiner

concludes that "ftjhis proportion is 2%; the Examiner maintains that 2% does not provide a

reasonable expectation that the slight amplification ofPR0213-J would be correlated with

elevated levels ofmRNA. " (Page 11 ofthe Final Office Action mailed March 25, 2008).

Appellants respectfully submit that the Examiner appears to have misinterpreted the

results of Hyman et al Hyman et al. chose to do a genome-wide analysis of a large number of

genes, most of which , as shown in Figure 2, were not amplified
. Accordingly, the 2% number is

meaningless, as the low figure mainly results from the fact that only a small percentage of genes

are amplified in the first place. The significant figure is not the percentage of genes in the

genome that show amplification, but the percentage of amplified genes that demonstrate

increased mRNA and protein expression.

The Examiner hasfurther asserted that the Hyman reference 'found 44% ofhighly

amplified genes showing overexpression at the mRNA level, and 10.5% ofhighly overexpressed

genes being amplified; thus, even at the level ofhigh amplification and high overexpression, the

two do not correlate. " (Page 11 ofthe Final Office Action mailed March 25, 2008).

Appellants submit that the 10.5% figure is not relevant to the issue at hand. One of skill

in the art would understand that there can be more than one cause of overexpression. The issue

is not whether overexpression is always, or even typically caused by gene amplification, but

rather, whether gene amplification typically leads to overexpression.

The Examiner's assertion is not consistent with the interpretation Hyman et al.

themselves place on their data, stating that, "The results illustrate a considerable influence of

copy number on gene expression patterns." (page 6242. col. 1; emphasis added). In the more

detailed discussion of their results, Hyman et al. teach that "[u]p to 44% of the highly amplified
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transcripts (CGH ratio, >2.5) were overexpressed belonged to the global upper 7% of

expression ratios) compared with only 6% for genes with normal copy number." (See page

6242, col. 1 ; emphasis added). These details make it clear that Hyman et al. set a highly

restrictive standard for considering a gene to be overexpressed; yet almost half of all highly

amplified transcripts met even this highly restrictive standard . Therefore, the analysis performed

by Hyman et al. clearly shows that "it is more likely than not" that a gene which is amplified in

tumor cells will have increased gene expression.

The Examiner has also asserted that neither Hyman et al nor Pollack et al examines

protein expression. (Page 11 ofthe Final Office Action mailed March 25, 2008).

Appellants respectfully submit that the Orntoft et al, Hyman et al and Pollack et al

references were submitted primarily as evidence that in general gene amplification increases

mRNA expression . With regard to the correlation between mRNA expression and protein levels,

Appellants previously submitted a Declaration by Dr. Polakis, principal investigator of the

Tumor Antigen Project of Genentech, Inc., the assignee of the present application, to show that

mRNA expression correlates well with protein levels, in general .

With regard to the correlation between gene amplification, mRNA expression andprotein

levels, the Examiner has asserted that the Polakis Declaration is insufficient to overcome the

rejection ofclaims 63, 69 and 70 since it is limited to a discussion ofdata regarding the

correlation ofmRNA levels andpolypeptide levels and not gene amplification levels. The

Examiner hasfurther asserted that the declaration does not provide data such that the Examiner

can independently draw conclusions. (Pages 12-13 ofthe Final Office Action mailed March 25,

2008).

Appellants submit that Dr. Polakis' Declaration was presented to support the position that

there is a correlation between mRNA levels and polypeptide levels, the correlation between gene

amplification and mRNA levels having already been established by the data shown in the Orntoft

et al, Hyman et al, and Pollack et al. articles . Appellants emphasize that the opinions expressed

in the Polakis Declaration, including the quoted statement, are all based on factual findings.

Thus, Dr. Polakis explains that in the course of their research using microarray analysis, he and

his co-workers identified approximately 200 gene transcripts that are present in human tumor
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cells at significantly higher levels than in corresponding normal human cells. Subsequently,

antibodies binding to about 30 of these tumor antigens were prepared, and mRNA and protein

levels were compared. In approximately 80% of the cases, the researchers found that increases

in the level of a particular mRNA correlated with changes in the level of protein expressed from

that mRNA when human tumor cells are compared with their corresponding normal cells. Dr.

Polakis' statement that "an increased level ofmRNA in a tumor cell relative to a normal cell

typically correlates to a similar increase in abundance of the encoded protein in the tumor cell

relative to the normal cell" is based on factual, experimental findings , clearly set forth in the

Declaration. Accordingly, the Declaration is not merely conclusive, and the fact-based

conclusions of Dr. Polakis would be considered reasonable and accurate by one skilled in the art.

The Examiner has also asserted (hat the Polakis Declaration is allegedly contradicted by

il

strong opposing evidence, " consisting ofthe various articles ofrecord cited in previous Office

Actions. (Pages 12-13 ofthe Final Office Action mailed March 25, 2008).

Appellants respectfully disagree and submit that, the utility standard is not absolute

certainty . Appellants only need to show that it is more likely than not that an mRNA/protein

correlation exists in order to meet the utility standard. Therefore, even if a reasonable

mRNA/protein correlation is not found in some instances, the utility standard can still be met in

the instant application because Appellants have provided an overwhelming amount of evidences

supporting a general mRNA/protein correlation. In contrast, the cited articles, and the reasons

why they do not support the assertion of a lack of correlation between changes in mRNA levels

and changes in protein levels, have been discussed in detail in Appellants' previous Responses.

Accordingly, the evidence of the record has already established that it is "more likely than not"

that increased mRNA levels predict increased protein levels.

The Examiner hasfurther noted (Page 13 ofthe Final Office Action mailed March 25,

2008) that Dr. Polakis is employed by the assignee.

Appellants respectfully submit that note the sworn Declaration of Dr. Polakis is sufficient

to support Appellants' position a general mRNA/protein correlation, even if Dr. Polakis is an

employee of the assignee.
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The Examiner has asserted that "fsjince the Scott Declaration does not address the

question ofwhether or not amplified genomic DNA is predictive ofincreasedpolypeptide levels,

it is not consideredpertinent to the rejection. " (Page 13 ofthe Final Office Action mailed March

25, 2008).

Appellants respectfully submit that the Scott Declaration was submitted as evidence that

in general there is a correlation between mRNA levels and polypeptide levels . Evidence that in

general, gene amplification increases mRNA expression is provided by other submissions of

record, including, for example the Orntoft et al, Hyman et al, and Pollack et ah references

(made of record) and Godbout et al. and Bea et al. (made of record).

Taken together, although there are some examples in the scientific art that do not fit

within the central dogma of molecular biology that there is a correlation between polypeptide

and mRNA levels, these instances are exceptions rather than the rule. In the majority of

amplified genes , the teachings in the art, as exemplified by Orntoft et al, Hyman et al, Pollack

et al, and the Polakis and Scott Declarations, overwhelmingly show that gene amplification

influences gene expression at the mRNA and protein levels. Therefore, one of skill in the art

would reasonably expect in this instance, based on the amplification data for the PR0213-1 gene,

that the PR0213-1 polypeptide is concomitantly overexpressed. Thus, Appellants su'bmit that

the claimed PR0213-1 polypeptide have utility in the diagnosis of cancer.

Even if a prima facie case of lack of utility has been established, it should be

withdrawn on consideration of the totality of evidence ^

Even if one assumes arguendo that it is more likely than not that there is no correlation

between gene amplification and increased mRNA/protein expression, which Appellants submit is

not true, a polypeptide encoded by a gene that is amplified in cancer would still have a specific,

substantial, and credible utility. In support, Appellants respectfully draw the Board's attention to

page 2 of the Declaration of Dr. Avi Ashkenazi (submitted with the Response filed October 4,

2004) which explains that,

even when amplification of a cancer marker gene does not result in significant

over-expression of the corresponding gene product, this very absence of gene

product over-expression still provides significant information for cancer diagnosis

and treatment. Thus, if over-expression of the gene product does not parallel gene

amplification in certain tumor types but does so in others, then parallel monitoring
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of gene amplification and gene product over-expression enables more accurate

tumor classification and hence better determination of suitable therapy. In

addition, absence of over-expression is crucial information for the practicing

clinician. If a gene is amplified but the corresponding gene product is not over-

expressed, the clinician accordingly will decide not to treat a patient with agents

that target that gene product.

Appellants thus submit that simultaneous testing of gene amplification and gene product

over-expression enables more accurate tumor classification, even if the gene-product, the protein,

is not over-expressed. This leads to better determination of a suitable therapy. Further, as

explained in Dr. Ashkenazi's Declaration, absence of over-expression of the protein itself is

crucial information for the practicing clinician. If a gene is amplified in a tumor, but the

corresponding gene product is not over-expressed, the clinician will decide not to treat a patient

with agents that target that gene product. This not only saves money, but also has the benefit that

the patient can avoid exposure to the side effects associated with such agents.

This utility is further supported by the teachings of the article by Hanna and Mornin.

(Pathology Associates Medical Laboratories, August (1999), submitted with the Response filed

August 9, 2004). The article teaches that the HER-2/neu gene has been shown to be amplified

and/or over-expressed in 10%-30% of invasive breast cancers and in 40%-60% of intraductal

breast carcinomas. Further, the article teaches that diagnosis of breast cancer includes testing

both the amplification of the HER-2/neu gene (by FISH) as well as the over-expression of the

HER-2/neu gene product (by IHC). Even when the protein is not over-expressed, the assay

relying on both tests leads to a more accurate classification of the cancer and a more effective

treatment of it.

Appellants have clearly shown that the gene encoding the PR0213-1 polypeptide is

amplified in at least sixteen primary lung tumors and eleven primary colon tumors. Therefore,

the PR0213-1 gene, similar to the HER-2/neu gene disclosed in Hanna et ai, is a tumor

associated gene. Furthermore, as discussed above, in the majority of amplified genes, the

teachings in the art overwhelmingly show that gene amplification influences gene expression at

the mRNA and protein levels. Therefore, one of skill in the art would reasonably expect in this

instance, based on the amplification data for the PR0213-1 gene, that the PR0213-1 polypeptide

is concomitantly overexpressed.
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Thus, based on the asserted utility for PR0213-1 in the diagnosis of selected lung or

colon tumors, the reduction to practice of the instantly claimed protein sequence of SEQ ID NO:

18 in the present application (also see pages 3- 4 and Example 4
5
pages 149-150), the step-by-

step preparation of chimeric PRO polypeptides, including those wherein the heterologous

polypeptide is an epitope tag or an Fc region of an immunoglobulin (page 74, line 23 to page 75,

line 5), the description of the expression of PRO polypeptides in various host cells, including E.

coli, mammalian cells, yeast and Baculovirus-infected insect cells at least in Examples 53-56,

pages 192-199, the disclosure of the step-by-step protocol for the preparation, isolation and

detection of monoclonal, polyclonal and other types of antibodies against the PR0213-1 protein

in the specification (monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies at page 139, line 32, to page 141,

line 13; humanized antibodies at page 141, line 15, to page 142, line 16; antibody fragments at

page 143, line 8 onwards; labeled antibodies at pages 144-145, line 16 onwards and page 146,

line 33 to page 147, line 6) and the disclosure of the gene amplification assay in Example 1 14,

the skilled artisan would know exactly how to make and use the claimed polypeptides for the

diagnosis of lung or colon cancers. Appellants submit that based on the detailed information

presented in the specification and the advanced state of the art in oncology, the skilled artisan

would have found such testing routine and not 'undue.'

For the reasons given above, Appellants respectfully submit that the present specification

clearly describes, details and provides a patentable utility for the claimed invention.

Accordingly, Appellants respectfully request reconsideration and reversal of the rejections of

Claims 63 and 69-70 under 35 U.S.C. §101 and §1 12.
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons given above, Appellants submit that the specification discloses at least

one patentable utility for the polypeptides of Claims 63 and 69-70, and that one of ordinary skill

in the art would understand how to used the claimed polypeptides, for example in the diagnosis

of lung and colon tumors. Therefore, Claims 63 and 69-70 meet the requirements of 35 USC

§101 and 35 USC §112, first paragraph.

The Commissioner is authorized to charge any fees which may be required, including

extension fees, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 50-4634 (referencing

Attorney's Docket No. 123851-181893 (GNE-2630-P1C4 ).

GOODWIN PROCTER LLP
135 Commonwealth Drive

Menlo Park, California 94025

Telephone: (650) 752-3100

Facsimile: (650) 853-1038

Respectfully submitted,

Date: November 18,2008
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VIII. CLAIMS APPENDIX

Claims on Appeal

63. An isolated polypeptide comprising the amino acid sequence of amino acid

residues 35-273 of SEQ ID NO:506.

69. A chimeric polypeptide comprising a polypeptide according to Claim 63 fused to

a heterologous polypeptide.

70. The chimeric polypeptide of Claim 69 wherein said heterologous polypeptide is

an epitope tag or an Fc region of an immunoglobulin.
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IX. EVIDENCE APPENDIX

1 . Declaration of Avi Ashkenazi, Ph.D. under 35 C.F.R. §1.132, with attached Exhibit A
(Curriculum Vitae).

2. Declaration of Audrey D. Goddard, Ph.D. under 37 C.F.R. §1 .132, with attached Exhibits

A-G:

A. Curriculum Vitae of Audrey D. Goddard, Ph.D.

B. Higuchi, R. et al. 9
"Simultaneous amplification and detection of specific

DNA sequences," Biotechnology 10:413-417 (1992).

C. Livak, K.J., et al.
9
"Oligonucleotides with fluorescent dyes at opposite

ends provide a quenched probe system useful for detecting PCR product

and nucleic acid hybridization," PCR Methods AppL 4:357-362 (1995).

D. Heid, C.A. et al, "Real time quantitative PCR," Genome Res. 6:986-994

(1996).

E. Pennica, D. et al, "WISP genes are members of the connective tissue

growth factor family that are up-regulated in Wnt- 1 -transformed cells and

aberrantly expressed in human colon tumors," Proc. NatL Acad. ScL USA
95:14717-14722 (1998).

F. Pitti, R.M. et ai, "Genomic amplification of a decoy receptor for Fas

ligand in lung and colon cancer," Nature 396:699-703 (1998).

G. Bieche, I. et al 9
"Novel approach to quantitative polymerase chain

reaction using real-time detection: Application to the detection of gene

amplification in breast cancer," Int. J. Cancer 78:661-666 (1998).

3. Declaration of Paul Polakis, Ph.D. under 37 C.F.R. §1.132.

4. Hyman, E., et al, "Impact ofDNA Amplification on Gene Expression Patterns in Breast

Cancer," Cancer Research 62:6240-6245 (2002).

5. Pollack, J.R., et al.
9
"Microarray Analysis Reveals a Major Direct Role of DNA Copy

Number Alteration in the Transcriptional Program of Human Breast Tumors," Proc. Natl.

Acad. ScL USA 99:12963-12968 (2002).

6. Orntoft, T.F., et al Molecular & Cellular Proteomics - 1 :37-45 (2002).

7. Hanna et al, "HER-2/neu Breast Cancer Predictive Testing," Pathology Associates

Medical Laboratories (1999).

8. Pennica, D. et al., "WISP genes are members of the connective tissue growth factor family

that are up-regulated in Wnt- 1 -transformed cells and aberrantly expressed in human colon

tumors," Proc. Natl Acad ScL USA 95:14717-14722 (1998).

9. Hittelman, 2001, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci. 952:1-12.
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10. Declaration of Paul Polakis, Ph.D. under 35 C.F.R. §1.132 (Polakis II).

11. Godbout, R., et al, J Biol Chem, - 273(33):21 161-8 (1998).

12. Declaration of Randy Scott, Ph.D. under 35 C.F.R §1.132

13. Sen, S., "Aneuploidy and cancer," Curr. Opin. Oncol 12:82-88 (2000).

14. Li et al, 2006, Oncogene, 25: 2628-2635.

15. Konopka et al, "Variable Expression of the Translocated c-abl oncogene in Philadelphia-

chromosome-positive B-lymphoid cell lines from chronic myelogenous leukemia

patients" Proc. Natl Acad ScL USA 83: 4049-52, (1986).

Items 1-7 were submitted with Appellants' Response filed October 4, 2004, and was considered

by the Examiner as indicated in the Office action mailed March 16, 2005.

Item 8 was made of record by the Examiner in the Office Action mailed June 2, 2004.

Item 9 was made of record by the Examiner in the Office Action mailed September 20, 2005.

Items 10-11 were submitted with Appellants' Response filed July 7, 2006, and was considered

by the Examiner as indicated in the Office action mailed September 27, 2006.

Item 12was submitted with Appellants' Amendment filed September 6, 2006, and was
considered by the Examiner as indicated in the Office action mailed September 27, 2006.

Items 13-15 were made of record by the Examiner in the Final Office Action mailed March 25,

2008.
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X. RELATED PROCEEDINGS APPENDIX

None- no decision rendered by a Court or the Board in any related proceedings identified

above.

L1BC/3452516.1
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of: Ashkenazi et al. Group Art Unit: 1647

Serial No.: 09/903,925 Examiner: Fozia Hamid

Filed July 11,2001

For: SECRETED AND
TRANSMEMBRANE
POLYPEPTIDES AND NUCLEIC
ACIDS

DECLARATION OF AUDREY D. GODDARD. Ph.D UNDER 37 C.F.R. S 1.132

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

1, Audrey D. Goddard, PLD. do hereby declare and say as follows:

1. I am a Senior Clinical Scientist at the Experimental Medicine/BioOncology, Medical

Affairs Department of Genentech, Inc., South San Francisco, California 94080.

2. Between 1993 and 200 1 , 1 headed theDNA Sequencing Laboratory at the Molecular

Biology Department of Genentech, Inc. During this time, my responsibilities included the

identification and characterization ofgenes contributing to the oncogenic process, and determination

of the chromosomal localization of novel genes.

3 . My scientific Curriculum Vitae, including my list of publications, is attached to and

forms part of this Declaration (Exhibit A).

Sin



Serial No.: *

Filed:
*

4. I am familiar with a variety of techniques known in the an for detecting and

quantifying the amplification of oncogenes in cancer, including the quantitative TaqMan PCR (i.e.,

"gene amplification") assay described in the above captioned patent application.

5. The TaqMan PCR assay is described, for example, in the following scientific

publications: Higuchi et al, Biotechnology 10:413-417 (1992) (Exhibit B); Livak et al, PCR

Methods AppL 4:357-362 (1995) (Exhibit C) and Heid et a/., Genome Res. 6:986-994 (1996)

(Exhibit D). Briefly, the assay is based on the principle that successful PCR yields a fluorescent

signal due to Taq DNA polymerase-mediated exonuclease digestion of a fluorescently labeled

oligonucleotide that is homologous to a sequence between two PCR primers. The extent of

digestion depends directly on the amount ofPCR, and can be quantified accurately by measuring the

increment in fluorescence that results from decreased energy transfer. This is an extremely sensitive

technique, which allows detection in the exponential phase of the PCR reaction and, as a result,

leads to accurate determination of gene copy number.

6. The quantitative fluorescent TaqMan PCR assay has been extensively and

successfully used to characterize genes involved in cancer development and progression.

Amplification of protooncogenes has been studied in a variety of human tumors, and is widely

considered as having etiological, diagnostic and prognostic significance. This use ofthe quantitative

TaqMan PCR assay is exemplified by the following scientific publications: Pennica et al,, Proc.

Natl. Acad. Sci. USA . 95(25):14717-14722 (1998) (Exhibit E); Pitti et al, Nature

396(6712);699-703 (1998) (Exhibit F) andBieche etalAnt J. Cancer 78:661-666 (1998) (Exhibit

G), the first two of which I am co-author. In particular, Pennica et al have used the quantitative

TaqMan PCR assay to study relative gene amplification of WISP and c-myc in various cell lines,

colorectal tumors and normal mucosa. Pitti et al studied the genomic amplification of a decoy

receptor for Fas ligand in lung and colon cancer, using the quantitative TaqManPCR assay. Bieche

et al used the assay to study gene amplification in breast cancer.
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7. It is my personal experience that the quantitative TaqMan PCR technique is

technically sensitive enough to detect at least a 2-fold increase in gene copy number relative to

control. It is further my considered scientific opinion that an at least 2-fold increase in gene copy

number in a tumor tissue sample relative to a normal (i.e., non-tumor) sample is significant and

useful in that the detected increase in gene copy number in the tumor sample relative to the normal

sample serves as a basis for using relative gene copy number as quantitated by the TaqMan PCR

technique as a diagnostic marker for the presence or absence oftumor in a tissue sample ofunknown •

pathology. Accordingly, a gene identified as being amplified at least 2-fold by the quantitative

TaqMan PCR assay in a tumor sample relative to a normal sample is useful as a marker for the

diagnosis of cancer, for monitoring cancer development and/or for measuring the efficacy ofcancer

therapy.

8. f declare further that all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are true and

that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true. I declare that these

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States

Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any

patent issuing thereon.

Date Audrey D. Goddard, Ph.D.
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AUDREY D. GODDARD, Ph.D.

Genentech, Inc.

1 DNA Way
South San Francisco, CA, 94080

650.225.6429

goddarda@gene.com

110 Congo St.

San Francisco, CA, 94131

415.841.9154

415.819.2247 (mobile)

agoddard@pacbell.net

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Genentech, Inc. 1993-present

South Sah Francisco, CA

2001 • present Senior Clinical Scientist

Experimental Medicine / BioOncology, Medical Affairs

Responsibilities:

• Companion diagnostic oncology products

• Acquisition of clinical samples from Genentech's clinical trials for translational research

• Translational research using clinical specimen and data for drug development and

diagnostics

• Member of Development Science Review Committee, Diagnostic Oversight Team, 21 CFR
Part 1 1 Subteam

Interests:

• Ethical and legal implications of experiments with clinical specimens and data

• Application of pharmacogenomics in clinical trials

1998 - 2001 Senior Scientist

Head of the DNA Sequencing Laboratory, Molecular Biology Department, Research

Responsibilities:

• Management of a laboratory of up to nineteen -including postdoctoral fellow, associate

scientist senior research associate and research assistants/associate levels

• Management of a $750K budget

• DNA sequencing core facility supporting a 350+ person research facility.

• DNA sequencing for high throughput gene discovery, - ESTs, cDNAs, and constructs

• Genomic sequence analysis and gene identification

•"DNA sequence and primary protein analysis

Research:

• Chromosomal localization of novel genes

• Identification and characterization of genes contributing to the oncogenic process

• Identification and characterization of genes contributing to inflammatory diseases

• Design and development of schemes for high throughput genomic DNA sequence analysis

• Candidate gene prediction and evaluation
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1993-1998 Scientist

Head of the DNA Sequencing Laboratory, Molecular Biology Department, Research

Responsibilities

• DNA sequencing core facility supporting a 350+ person research facility

• Assumed responsibility for a pre-existing team of five technicians and expanded the group
into fifteen, introducing a level of middle management and additional areas of research

• Participated in the development of the basic plan for high throughput secreted protein

discovery program - sequencing strategies, data analysis and tracking, database design

• High throughput EST and cDNA sequencing for new gene identification.

• Design and implementation of analysis tools required for high throughput gene identification.

• Chromosomal localization of genes encoding novel secreted proteins.

Research:

• Genomic sequence scanning for new gene discovery.

• Development of signal peptide selection methods.

• Evaluation of candidate disease genes.

• Growth hormone receptor gene SNPs in children with Idiopathic short stature

Imperial Cancer Research Fund 1989-1992

London, UK with Dr. Ellen Solomon

6/89 -12/92 Postdoctoral Fellow

• Cloning and characterization of the genes fused at the acute promyelocytic leukemia
translocation breakpoints on chromosomes 17 and 15.

• Prepared a successfully funded European Union multi-center grant application

McMaster University 1983
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada with Dr. G. D. Sweeney

5/83 - 8/83: NSERC Summer Student

• In vitro metabolism of p-naphthoflavone in C57BI/6J and DBA mice

EDUCATION

Ph.D.
University of Toronto

Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Department of Medical

Biophysics.

"Phenotypic and genotypic effects of mutations in

the human retinoblastoma gene."

Supervisor: Dr. R. A. Phillips

1989

Honours B.Sc
"The in vitro metabolism of the cytochrome P-448

inducer p-naphthoflavone in C57BL/6J mice."

Supervisor: Dr. G. D, Sweeney

McMaster University,

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
Department of Biochemistry

1983
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ACADEMIC AWARDS

Imperial Cancer Research Fund Postdoctoral Fellowship

Medical Research Council Studentship

NSERC Undergraduate Summer Research Award

Society of Chemical Industry Merit Award (Hons. Biochem.)

Dr. Harry Lyman Hooker Scholarship

J.LW. Gill Scholarship

Business and Professional Women's Club Scholarship

Wyerhauser Foundation Scholarship

1989-

1983-

1983

1983

1981

1981

1980-

1979

1992

1988

1983

1982

1981

1980

INVITED PRESENTATIONS

Genentech's gene discovery pipeline: High throughput identification, cloning and

characterization of novel genes. Functional Genomics: From Genome to Function, Litchfield

Park, AZ, USA. October 2000

High throughput identification, cloning and characterization of novel genes. G2K;Back to

Science, Advances in Genome Biology and Technology I. Marco Island, FL
t USA. February

Quality control in DNA Sequencing: The use of Phred and Phrap. Bay Area Sequencing

Users Meeting, Berkeley, CA, USA. April 1999

High throughput secreted protein identification and cloning. Tenth International Genome
Sequencing and Analysis Conference, Miami, FL, USA. September 1998

The evolution of DNA sequencing: The Genentech perspective. Bay Area Sequencing Users

Meeting, Berkeley, CA, USA. May 1998

Partial Growth Hormone Insensitivity: The role of GH-receptor mutations in Idiopathic Short

Stature. Tenth Annual National Cooperative Growth Study Investigators Meeting, San
Francisco, CA, USA. October, 1996

Growth hormone (GH) receptor defects are present in selected children with non-GH-deficient

short stature: A molecular basis for partial GH-insensitivity. 76
th
Annual Meeting of The

Endocrine Society, Anaheim, CA, USA. June 1994

A previously uncharacterized gene, myl, is fused to the retinoic acid receptor alpha gene in

acute promyelocytic leukemia. XV International Association for Comparative Research on

Leukemia and Related Disease, Padua, Italy. October 1991

2000
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PATENTS

Goddard A, Godowski PJ. Gurney AL. NL2 Tie ligand homologue polypeptide. Patent

Number: 6,455,496. Date of Patent: Sept. 24
t 2002.

Goddard A ?
Godowski PJ and Gurney AL. NL3 Tie ligand homologue nucleic acids. Patent

Number: 6,426,218. Date of Patent: July 30, 2002.

Godowski P, Gurney A, Hillan KJ, Botstein D, Goddard A, Roy M, Ferrara N, Tumas D,

Schwall R. NL4 Tie ligand homologue nucleic acid. Patent Number: 6,4137,770. Date of

Patent: July 2, 2002.

Ashkenazi A, Fong S, Goddard A, Gurney AL, Napier MA, Tumas D, Wood Wl. Nucleic acid

encoding A-33 related antigen poly peptides. Patent Number: 6,410,708. Date of Patent::

Jun. 25, 2002.

Botstein DA, Cohen RL, Goddard AD, Gurney AL, Hillan KJ, Lawrence DA, Levine AJ,

Pennica D, Roy MA and Wood Wl. WISP polypeptides and nucleic acids encoding same.
Patent Number: 6,387,657. Date of Patent: May 14, 2002.

Goddard A, Godowski PJ and Gurney AL. Tie ligands. Patent Number: 6,372,491. Date of

Patent: April 16, 2002.

Godowski PJ, Gurney AL, Goddard A and Hillan K. TIE ligand homologue antibody. Patent

Number: 6,350,450. Date of Patent: Feb. 26, 2002.

Fong S, Ferrara N, Goddard A, Godowski PJ, Gurney AL, Hillan K and Williams PM. Tie

receptor tyrosine kinase ligand homologues. Patent Number: 6,348,351. Date of Patent:

Feb. 19, 2002.

Goddard A, Godowski PJ and Gurney AL. Ligand homologues. Patent Number: 6,348,350.

Date of Patent: Feb. 19, 2002.

Attie KM, Carlsson LMS, Gesundheit N and Goddard A. Treatment of partial growth

hormone insensitivity syndrome. Patent Number: 6,207,640. Date of Patent: March 27,,

2001.

Fong S, Ferrara N, Goddard A, Godowski PJ, Gurney AL, Hillan K and Williams PM. Nucleic

acids encoding NL-3. Patent Number: 6,074,873. Date of Patent: June 13, 2000

Attie K, Carlsson LMS, Gesunheit N and Goddard A.. Treatment of partial growth hormone
insensitivity syndrome. Patent Number: 5,824,642. Date of Patent: October 20, 1998

Attie K, Carlsson LMS, Gesunheit N and Goddard A. Treatment of partial growth hormone
insensitivity syndrome. Patent Number: 5,646,1 13. Date of Patent: July 8, 1997

Multiple additional provisional applications filed
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PUBLICATIONS

Seshasayee D, Dowd P
t
Gu Q, Erickson S, Goddard AD Comparative sequence analysis of

the HER2 locus in mouse and man. Manuscript in preparation.

Abuzzahab MJ
f Goddard A, Grigorescu F, Lautier C, Smith RJ and Chernausek SD. Human

IGF-1 receptor mutations resulting in pre- and post-natal growth retardation. Manuscript in

preparation.

Aggarwal S, Xie, M-H, Foster J, Frantz G, Stinson J, Corpuz RT, Simmons L, Hillan K,

Yansura DG f Vandlen RL t Goddard AD and Gurney AL FHFR, a novel receptor for the

fibroblast growth factors. Manuscript.submitted.

Adams SH, Chui C, Schilbach SL, Yu XX, Goddard AD, Grimaldi JC, Lee J, Dowd P, Colman
S., Lewin DA. (2001) BFIT, a unique acyl-CoA thioesterase induced in thermogenic brown
adipose tissue: Cloning, organization of the human gene, and assessment of a potential link

to obesity. Biochemical Journal 360: 1 35-142.

Lee J. Ho WH. Maruoka M. Corpuz RT. Baldwin DT. Foster JS. Goddard AD. Yansura DG.
Vandlen RL. Wood WL Gurney AL. (2001) IL-17E, a novel proinflammatory ligand for the IL-

17 receptor homolog IL-17RM. Journal of Biological Chemistry 276(2): 1660-1664.

Xie M-H t
Aggarwal S, Ho W-H, Foster J, Zhang Z, Stinson J, Wood Wl, Goddard AD and

Gurney AL. (2000) Interleukin (IL)-22, a novel human cytokine that signals through the

interferon-receptor related proteins CRF2-4 and IL-22R. Journal of Biological Chemistry 275:

31335-31339.

Weiss GA, Watanabe CK, Zhong A, Goddard A and Sidhu SS. (2000) Rapid mapping of

protein functional epitopes by combinatorial alanine scanning. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 97:

8950-8954.

Guo S, Yamaguchi Y, Schilbach S, Wada T.;Lee J, Goddard A, French D , Handa H,

Rosenthal A. (2000) A regulator of transcriptional elongation controls vertebrate neuronal

development. Nature 408: 366-369.

Yan M, Wang L-C, Hymowitz SG, Schilbach S, Lee J, Goddard A, de Vos AM, Gao WQ, Dixit

VM. (2000) Two-amino acid molecular switch in an epithelial morphogen that regulates

binding to two distinct receptors. Science 290: 523-527.

Sehl PD, Tai JTN, Hillan KJ, Brown LA, Goddard A, Yang R, Jin H and Lowe DG. (2000)

Application of cDNA microarrays in determining molecular phenotype in cardiac growth,

development, and response to injury. Circulation 101: 1990-1999.

Guo S, Brush J, Teraoka H, Goddard A, Wilson SW, Mullins MC and Rosenthal A. (1999)

Development of noradrenergic neurons in the zebrafish hindbrain requires BMP, FGF8, and

the homeodomain protein soulless/Phox2A. Neuron 24: 555-566.

Stone D, Murone, M, Luoh, S, Ye W, Armanini P, Gurney A, Phillips HS, Brush, J, Goddard
A, de Sauvage FJ and Rosenthal A. (1999) Characterization of the human suppressor of

fused; a negative regulator of the zinc-finger transcription factor Gli. J. Cell Sci. 112: 4437-

4448.

Xie M-H, Holcomb I, Deuel B, Dowd P, Huang A, Vagts A, Foster J, Liang J, Brush J, Gu Q,

Hillan K, Goddard A and Gurney, A.L. (1999) FGF-19, a novel fibroblast growth factor with

unique specificity for FGFR4. Cytokine 1 1 : 729-735.
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Yan M, Lee J, Schilbach S, Goddard A and Dixit V. (1999) mE10, a novel caspase
recruitment domain-containing proapoptotic molecule. J. Biol. Chem. 274(15): 10287-10292.

Gurney AL t Marsters SA, Huang RM, Pitti RM, Mark DT
t
Baldwin DT, Gray AM, Dowd P,

Brush J, Heldens S, Schow P, Goddard AD, Wood.WI, Baker KP, Godowski PJ and
Ashkenazi A. (1 999) Identification of a new member of the tumor necrosis factor family and its

receptor, a human ortholog of mouse GITR. Current Biology 9(4): 215-218.

Ridgway JBB, Ng E, Kern JA ,Lee J, Brush J, Goddard A and Carter P. (1999) Identification

of a human anti-CD55 single-chain Fv by subtractive panning of a phage library using tumor
and nontumor cell lines. Cancer Research 59: 2718-2723.

Pitti RM, Marsters SA, Lawrence DA, Roy M, Kischkel FC, Dowd P, Huang A, Donahue CJ,

Sherwood SW, Baldwin DT, Godowski PJ, Wood Wl, Gurney AL, Hillan KJ, Cohen RL,

Goddard AD, Botstein D and Ashkenazi A. (1998) Genomic amplification of a decoy receptor

for Fas ligand in lung and colon cancer. Nature 396(6712): 699-703.

Pennica D, Swanson TA
f
Welsh JW, Roy MA, Lawrence DA, Lee J, Brush J, Taneyhill LA,

Deuel B, Lew M, Watanabe C, Cohen RL, Melhem MF, Finley GG, Quirke P, Goddard AD,
Hillan KJ, Gurney AL, Botstein D and Levine AJ. (1998) WISP genes are members of the

connective tissue growth factor family that are up-regulated in wnt-1 -transformed cells and
aberrantly expressed in human colon tumors. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 95(25): 14717-

14722.

Yang RB, Mark MR, Gray A, Huang A, Xie MH, Zhang M, Goddard A, Wood Wl, Gurney AL
and Godowski PJ. (1998) Toll-like receptor-2 mediates lipopolysaccharide-induced cellular

signalling. Nature 395(6699): 284-288.

Merchant AM, Zhu Z, Yuan JQ, Goddard A, Adams CW, Presta LG and Carter P. (1998) An
efficient route to human bispecific IgG. Nature Biotechnology 16(7): 677-681.

Marsters SA, Sheridan JP, Pitti RM, Brush J, Goddard A and Ashkenazi A (1998)

Identification of a ligand for the death-domain-containing receptor Apo3. Current Biology 8(9):

525-528.

Xie J, Murone M, Luoh SM, Ryan A, Gu Q, Zhang C, Bonifas JM, Lam CW, Hynes M,

Goddard A, Rosenthal A, Epstein EH Jr. and de Sauvage FJ. (1998) Activating Smoothened
mutations in sporadic basal-cell carcinoma. Nature. 391(6662): 90-92.

Marsters SA, Sheridan JP, Pitti RM, Huang A, Skubatch M, Baldwin D, Yuan J, Gurney A,

Goddard AD, Godowski P and Ashkenazi A. (1997) A novel receptor for Apo2UTRAIL
contains a truncated death domain. Current Biology. 7(12): 1003-1006.

Hynes M, Stone DM, Dowd M, Pitts-Meek S, Goddard A, Gurney A and Rosenthal A. (1997)
Control of cell pattern in the neural tube by the zinc finger transcription factor Gli-1. Neuron
19: 15-26.

Sheridan JP, Marsters SA, Pitti RM, Gurney A, Skubatch M, Baldwin D, Ramakrishnan L,

Gray CL, Baker K, Wood Wl, Goddard AD, Godowski P, and Ashkenazi A. (1997) Control of

TRAIL-lnduced Apoptosis by a Family of Signaling and Decoy Receptors. Science 277
(5327): 818-821.
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SIMULTANEOUS AMPLIFICATION AND DETECTION OF
SPECIFIC DNA SEQUENCES
Russell Higuchi*, Gavin Bollinger1

, P. Sean Walsh and Robert Griffith

Roche Molecular Systems. Inc., 1400 5Jrd St., EmeryvOk, CA 94C08- 'Chiron Corporation, 1400 53rd St, Emeryville, CA
^Corresponding author.

We have enhanced the polymerase chain

reaction (PGR) such that specific DNA
sequences can be detected without open-

ing the reaction tube* litis enhancement
requires the addition of ethidium bromide

(EtBr) to a PCR- Since the fluorescence of

EtBr increases in the presence of double*

stranded (ds) DNA an increase in fluores-

cence in such a PCR indicates a positive

amplification, which can be easily moni-

tored externally. In fact, amplification can

be continuously monitored in order to

follow its progress. The ability to simulta-

neously amplify specific DNA sequences

and detect the prodnct ofthe amplification

both simplifies and improves PGR and
may facilitate its automation and more
widespread use in the clinic or in other

situations requiring high sample through-

put

Although the potential benefits of PGR 1
to.ctin-

tcal cuagnosocs arc wettknowiy*'9 , it is still not

widely used in this jetting, even diough it is

four year* tinea thcrmcittablft DNA polymer-

ases4 made PCR practical. Some of the reasons for it* slow,

acceptance arc high cost, tact of automation of pre^ and

post-PCR processing steps, and false positive results from

carTyoYCT<ontaruination. The first two points arc related

in that labor is the largest contributor to cost at the present

stage of PCR dcvek>pmenL Most Current assays require

some form of "downstream" processing once thermocy*

cHng ts done in order 10 determine whether the target

DNA sequence was present and has amplified. These

include DNA hybridiwdon3*, gel eJet^pboTesis with or

without use of reaction digesrJon
7^ HFLCr, or capillary

electrophoresis 10
. These methods are labor-intensc, have

low throughput, and axe difficult to automate. The third

point is ato closer/ related to downstream processing.

The handling of the PCR product in these downstream

processes increases the chances that amplified DNA witt

spread through the typing lab, resulting in a risk of

"carryover" false positives in subsequent testing".

These downstream processing steps would be elimi-

nated if specific amplification and detection of amplified

DNA took place simultaneously within an unopened re-

action vessel Assays in which such different processes take

place without, the need to separate reaction components

have been termed "homogeneous"^. No truly homoge-
neous PCR assay has been demonstrated to date, although

progress towards this end has been reported. Chehab, et

aj.™ developed a PCR product detection scheme using

fluorescent primers that resulted in a fluorescent PCR
product Allcfc^pecific primers, each with different fluo-

rescent tags, were used to indicate the genotype of the

DNA. However, the unincorporated primers must still be

removed in a downstream process in order to vtsuaKw; the

result Recently, Holland, et al.
ls

, developed an assay in

which the endogenous 5
r exooudease assay of Taq DNA

polymerase was exploited to cleave a labeled oligonucleo-

tide probe. The probe would only dcave if PCR ampfifx*

cation had produced its complementary sequence. In

order to detect the dcavage products, however, a subse-

quent process is again needed.
We have developed a truly homogeneous assay for PCR

and PCR product detection based upon tbc gready in-

creased fluorescence that ethidium bromide and other

DNA binding dyes exhibit when they are bound to.ds-

DNA l4^ia
. As outbned in Figure I, a prototype PCR

I PCR cvdy 0 |

fee EtBt

/ tbDNA. conmioing

(aptDpgjRimimiO -DNA prime ^"r"

R60BE I PrincipLc of simultaneous amplification and- detection of
PCR product- The component*ofa PCR conmtung E(Br thai arc

fluorescent areKsted—£tBr itselt EtBrbound to other ksDNA or
daONA There is a lar^e Sijoresccncc enhancementwhen EtBr is

bound to DNA and htndihjr is gre&tty enhanced when DNA .is

doublc-strandcd. After sumdent (n>„cydcs of PCR* the .net

increase m dspNA restdts b> addhiooai EtBr binding and z net
increase in total fluanLSCcncm
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BW*t 2 Gel electrophoresis of FOR amplification products of the
human, nuclear gene, HLA made in the presence of
increasing amounts of EtBr (up to 8 *tg/ml). The presence of
EtBr lias no obvious effect on the yield or specificity of amplifi-
cation.

r
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mote

RGOTS » (A) Fluorescence measurements from PCR* that contain
0.5 pgfai! EiBr and that are specific for Y-chroinosonic repeat
VMoencc*. Five replicate PCRs were begun containingeach ofthe
DNA* specified. At each indicated cycle, one of the five replicate
PCRs for each DNA was removed from thcrmocyding and tts

fluorescence measured, Unit* of fluorescenee are arbitrary. (B)
UV photography of PGR tubes (0.5 ml EppcDdorf-atylc, polypro-
pylene microcentrifuge tubes) cbnuming reactions, those start*

mg from t ng male DNA and control reacnona without any DKAt

from (A).

begins with primers that are single-stranded DNA (ss-

DNA), dNTPs, and DNA polymerase! An amount of
dsDNA containing the target sequence (target DNA) is

also typically present. This amount can vary, depending
on the application, from single-cell amounts ofDNA lT

to

micrograms per FCR^e
. If EtBr is present, the reagents

that will fluoresce, in order of trttrcasing' fluorescence, are

free EtBr itself, and EtBr bound to the singk-straxidcd

DNA primers and to the double-stranded target DNA 0>T
its intercalation between the stacked bases of the DNA
doubJc-hcfcx)* After the first denaturation cyde, target

DNA will be largely single-stranded. After a PGR is

completed, the most significant change is the increase in

the amount of dsDNA (the PCR product itself) of up to

several rjtfcrQgrams. Formerly free ElBr is bound to the

additional dsDNA, resulting in an increase m fluores-

cence. There is also some decrease in the amount of
ssDNA primer, but because the binding of EtBr to ssDNA
is much less than to dsDNA, the effect of this change on
the total Rucnresccncc of the sample is small* The fluores-

cence increase can be measured by directing excitation

iUuminaiicm through the walls of the amplification vessel

iJjX
1 414 boicCwologv' vaio /mw2

betbrc and after, or even amijrjuously during, thermocy-

RESULTS
PCR in the presence of EtBr. In order to assets the

affect of EtBr in PCR, amphheations of the human HlA
DQa gene>9 were performed with the dye present at
concentrations from 0,06 to 8.0 u.gfml (a typical concen-
tration of EtBr used in staining of nucleic acids following
gel electrophoresis is 0.5 M-gVrnf). As shown in Figure 2/gej
electrotthorcsis revealed little or no difierencc in the yield

or quality of the ampurkation product whether EtBr was
absent or present at any of these concentrations, indicat-

ing that EtBr does not inhibit PCR,
Detection of hainan Y-chromcwwuo specific ^

quences. Sequence-specific, fluorescence enhancement of
EtBr as a result of PGR was demonstrated in a scries of
amplificariotis containing 0.5 u-g/ml EtBr and primers
specific to repeat DNA sequences found on the human
Y-chromosomc*0. These PCRs initially contained either

60 ng male, 60 ng female, 2 ng mak human or no DNA.
Five replicate PCRs were begun for each DNA. After 9,

17,,21, 24 and 29 cycles of thenuocyding, a PCR for cadi
DNA was removed from the thermocyder, and its fluo-

rescence measured in a syxxtrofinorometer and plotted
vs. amplification cyde number (Fig. 3A). The shape of this

curve reflects the fact that by the time an increase in

fluorescence can be detected, the increase in DNA is

becoming linear and not exponential with cyde number:
As shown, the fluorescence increased about, three-fold
over the background fluorescence for the PCRs contain-

ing human male DNA, but did not significantly increase

for negative control PCRs, which contained either no
DNA or human female DNA. The more male DNA
present to begin with—60 ng versus 2 ng—the fewer

cyde* were needed Co give a detectable increase in fluo-

rescence. Gel electrophoresis oo the products of these

amplifications showed that DNA fragments of the ex-

pected size were made in the male DNA containing

reactions and that little DNA synthesis took place in the

control samples.
In addition, the increase in. fluorescence was visualized

by simply laying the completed, unopened PCRs on a UV
transilluminatOT and photographing them through a red'

filter. This is shown in figure 3B tor the reactions thai

began with 2 ng male DNA and those with no DNA.
Detection of specific aDcIc* of the human p-globni

gene. In order to demonstrate that this approach has

adequate spedfidcy to allow generic screening! a detection

of the $ickic-cel] anemia mutation was performed. Figure

4 shows the fluorescence from completed ampMeations
containing EtBr (O.S j^g/ml) as detected by photography
of the reaction cubes on a UV cransillaminator. These
reactions were performed using primers specific for c>
thcr the wM-rvpe or skkk<ell mutation of the human
p-globin gene*\ The speeincity for each allele is imparted

by placing the sidde-mutation site at the terminal 3'

nucleotide ofone primer. By using an appropriate primer

annealing temperature, primer extension—and thus an>
pU&cauon^can take place only if the 3' nucleotide of the

primer i$ complementary to the 3-globin allele present*
1

Eachjjair oTamplifications shown in Figure 4 consists of

a reaction with either the wild-type alldc specific (left

tube) or sicklc-aUefe specific (right tube) primers. Three
different DNAs were typed: DNA from a homozygous,
wrid-tvpc fkglobin individual (AA); from a heterozygous
sickle p-glphin individual (AS); and from a homozygous
sickle ^gior/b mdrvidual'(SS). Each DNA (50 ng genomic
DNA to start each PGR) was analyzed in triplicate (3 pairs
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reactions each). The DNA .type was reflected in the '

Ijative fluorescence intensities in each pair of completed

^ificMioiis. There was a significant increase in fluores-

jgploc only vhere a P-globin allele DNA matched the

primer set. When measured on a spcctroflooromctcr

(data not shown), tbis fluorescence was about three times

Jjttt present in a PGR where both frdobra alleles were

jnismatcScd to the primer set. Cd electrophoresis (not

phowci) established that this increase in fKiorescence was

due to the synthesis of nearly a microgram of a DNA
fragment of the expected size for p-jglobin. There was

little synthesi* of dsDNA in reactions xn.which the alkie-

^pecinc primer was mismatched to both alleles.

Conttaficro m<K»torrag of a PGR. Using a fiber optic

devkcrk is possible to direct excitation ilhiminauou from

fl
spectrofluorometer to a PGR undergoing thennocyding

and to return its fluorescence to the Rpectroftuommeter.

The fluorescence readout of such an arrangement, di-

rected at an EtBr-containing amplification of Y-chroroo-

somc specific sequences from 25 ng ofWmap male DNA*

\s shown in Figure 5. The readout from a control r*CR

with no target DNA is also shown. Thirty cycles of PGR
wcrc monitored for each.

The fluorescence trace as a function of time dearly

shows the effect of the thermocyding. Fluorescence inten-

sity rises and &db inversely with temperature. The fluo-

rescence intensity is minimum at the denaturation tem-

perature (94°C) and maximum at the anneaUn^extension

temperature (50°C). In the negalive-control FCRt these

fluorescence maxima and minima do not change signifl-

«mtfy over the thirty thermocydes, indicating ihat there is

little dsDNA synthesis without the appropriate target

DNA, and there b little if any bleaching of EtBr during

the continuous illumination Of the sample.

In the PGR containing male DNA, the fluorescence

maxima at the annealing/extension temperature begin to

increase at about 4000 second* of theriaocyding, and

continue to increase with time, indicating that dsDNA is

being produced at a detectable level. Note that the fluo-

rescence minima at the denaturation temperature do not

aigaificandy increase, presumably because at thh temper-

ature there is no d&DNA for EtBr to bind. Thus the course

of the amplification is followed by tracking the fluorcs*.

cence increase at the annealing temperature Analysis of

ihc products ofthese two amplifications by gel electropho-

resis showed a DNA fragment of the expected size for the

male DNA containing sample and no detectable DNA
synthesis for the control sample.

DISCUSSION
Downstream processes such as hybridization to a ae

oucnee-spedni: probe can enhance die specificity of DNA
detevtivu bv PGR. The chimr»t»on. of ihcftc processes

means that* the specificity of this homogeneous assay

depends solely on that of FCR- In the case of skkle-celi

disease,we have shown that PGR alone has sufficientDNA
Acqucncc Bperificky to permit genetic screening. Using

appropriate amplification conditions, there b little non-

specific production of dsDNA in the absence of the

appropriate target allele.

The specificity required to detect pathogens can be

more or less than that required to do genetic screening,

dependingon the number ofpathogens in the sample and

the amount of other DNA that must be taken with the

sample. A difficult target is HIV, which requires detection

of a vinU genome that can be at the level of a few copies

per thotisands of host cells*. Comoared with generic

screening, which is performed on cells containing at least

one copy of die target sequence. HtV detection xequtres

both more specifidry and the input of more total

;>. .
>--».• ^-iv-.\V!^;i:~:.--.K-:5^?'-;;:V'-- ;;

Homozygous

AA

Heterozygous

AS

Homozygous

ss

UVphotography of PCR tub»amtainmR tanplbwttioiu

using EtBr ihst are spedftc to wtWkypc (A) or licwe (S> alkies of
the rnmwn 3-gIobin gene. The fefi <tf each pdrof tube* contains

aBete-tpecine primers to the wild-type alleks, the righ! tube

prtoaers to the «We attete. The phmc^ph tafceb after 30

eyries of PCR, and the input DNAs and the alldes thev contain

«r* rm«cgt*V Fifty ag of DNA was used to bCpn PGR Typing

was done in tripKcacc (5 pairs of FCRs) for cadi inpu* DNA:

25 C

20ng of mate DNA

25 C

94* C

~1 T = 1

2000 4O00 6000
time (sec)

8000

RGtna S Continuous* rcaWme monitormgafaPCR. A fiber optic

wesascd to carry excitation figfct tn a RJR m progress and also

emitted light bank to si flooromctcr (&cc Experimental PnttocoJ).

Anrptificaoon laioghuoaan malo-DMA specific primers m » PCR
surfing with 20 n£ of human, male DNA {topK or in a control

PCR without DNA (bottom), were nxmhered. Thirty cydei of

PCR were fbflowed for each. The temperature cycled between

94*C (denatvratfau) and 50*C (annealing and extension). Note in

the male DNA PCR,. the cycle (time) dependent manse in

fluorescence at the aoneafingtextenHtm temperature.
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DNA—up to microgram amounts—ia order to have suf-

ficient numbers of target sequences. This large amount of
starting DNA m an amplification sig&itkantly increases

the background fluorescence over whidx any additional

fluorescence produced by PGR must be detected. An
additional compHcatioa that occurs with targets ia low
copy-number is the formation of the **primer-<limer"

artifact. This b the rcsuk of the extension of one primer
using the other primer as a template. Although this occurs

infrequently, once it occurs the extension product is a

substrate for PCR amplification, and can compete with

true PCR targets if those targets are rare, The primer-

d«ncr product « of course dsDNA and thus is a potential

source of false signal in this homogeneous assay.

To increase PGR specificity and reduce the effect of
primer-dimcr anlplincatton, we are investigating a nunv
ber of approaches, including the use of ccsted-primer
amplification* that take place in a single tube8 , and the

"hot-start", in which nonspecific amplification is reduced
by raising the temperature of the reaction before DNA
synthesis begins8\ Prclnninary results using these ap-

prnaches suggest tbat^rraier^tracr b effectively reduced
and it is possible Co cetect the increase in Etfir fluores-

cence in a PCR instigated by a single HIV genome in a
background of 10* celts. With Larger number* of cells, the

background fluorescence contributed by genomic DNA
become* problematic. To re<hicc this background, it may
be possible to use sequence-specific DNA-binding dyes

that can be made to preferentially bind PCR product over

genomic DNA by incorporating the dye-binding DNA
sequence into the PCR product &rough a 5' "add-on" to

,

the oligonvtclcotide primer2
'1

.

We nave shown that the detection of fluorescence

generated by an EtBr-containing PGR is straightforward,

both once PCR is completed and continuously during
thermocyding. The ease with which automation of spe-

cific DNA detection can be accomplished is the most
promising aspect of this assay. The Huorescence analysis

ofcompleted PCRs is alrcadypossiblc with existing instru-

mentation in 96-weJl formar*. In this format, the fluores-

cence in each PCR can be cjvantitated before* after, and
even at selected points during thermocyciing by moving
the rack of PCRs to a 96-microwcH plate fluorescence

reader".
The instrumentation necessary to continuously monitor

multiple PCRs simultaneously is also simple in principle.

A dh-cct extension of the apparatus used here is to have
multiple fiberoprics transmit the excitation light and flu-

orescent emissions to and from multiple PCRs. The ability

to monitor multiple PCRs continuously may alkm quan-
titation of target DNA copy number - Figure 5 shows that

the larger the amount of starting target DNA, the sooner
H tiring PCR a fluorescence incTca.se is detected. Prelimi-

nary experiments {Higucm* and Dollinger, manuscript in

preparation) with continuous rrK>rutoring have shown a
sensitivity to twofold difFcrcneci in initial target DNA
concentration.

Conversely, if the number of target molecules is

known—as it can be in genetic screening—-continuoii

s

monitoring may provide a means of detecting fahc posi-

tive and false negative results. With a known number of
target molecules, a true positive would exhibit detectable
fluorescence by a predictable number of cycles of PCR.
Increases in fluorescence detected before or after that
cycle would indicate potential artifacts. False negative
results due to, for example..Munition of DNA polymer-
ase, may be detected by including within each PCR an
inefficiently amplifying marker. This marker results in a
fluorescence increase only after a large number of cy-

cles—<nany more than are necessary » detect a true

BD/JK>*OIOGV' VQl 10 /W&1992

positive. If a sample fails to have a fluorescence increase

after this many- cycles, inhibition may be suspected. Since,

in this assay, conclusions are drawn based on the presence
or abseoce of fluorescenee signal alone such controls may
be important. In any event, oefore any test based on this

principle is ready for the clinic, an assessment of its false

positive/false negative rates wfll need to be obtained using

a large number of known samples.

In summary, the inclusion m PCR of dyes whose fluo-

rescence is enhanced upon binding dsDNA makes it

possible to detect specific DNA amplification from ouuide
the PCR tube. In the future, instruments based upon this

principle may facilitate the more widespread use of PCR
in applications that demand the high throughput of
samples.

EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
Hunan HLA-DQci gene *mpHBe*aons omtainirc EtBx.

PCRs were set tip tti 100 volumes containing 10 mM Tris-HCk
pH 8.3; 50 mM KCI; 4 mM MgOj: tS units of toe DNA
polymerase (Perltm*£>mcr Genu, Norwalfc, CT); 20 pvriotc each
of human HlA-DQa gene specific oligonucleotide primers
CwHtb and CH27W and apprwSinately 10* copies of DQa PCR
product diluted from a previous reaction- EthkHum bromide
fe«Bn SigtftA} was used At the concentration* indicated in Figure
2. Thennocyding proceeded for 20 cycles in a modd 490
thcrmocydcr (Perkm-EJmcr Ccyu*, Norwaik, CT) using a "stcp-

cyclc" program of 94*C for I nun* dcaaturation and 60V* for 30
sec antvcalmg and 75°C for 30 tec. extension.

Y-chrozzt090xnc specific PCR. PCRs (100 \d total reaction

volume) containing XL5 ^e/ml EtBr were prepared as described

for HLA*DQo, except with dhTcrcnt primers and target DNA*.
These PCR* contained J $ pmolc each male DNA-Ipccujc prtmem
VI. 1 and V 1.2* and either 60 ng nraJe, 60 Og female, 2 ng male,

or do humanUNA 'Hiermocyttlmg was M*CTor 1 min. and
for I. inin using a "rtcp<yde* program- The number of cycles for

a sample were as indicated in ngui* 3. Fluorescence measure-
ment » described below.

AUc4e-apccific, human £-gtobin geo* PGR* Amplifications of

100 pj volume using 0 5 pLgAnl of ZxBr were prepared
described for HLA^DQ* above except with different primer* and
target DNAs. These TCRs contained eilher pHmer pair

H£MA <vBoHype globm speculc primers) or HGFzVH|>14S
lc-giobin specific primers) at 10 pmole each primer per PCR,
Tl^jptimera were developed by Wu ct aLal . Three different

Utget DNA* were used in separate amplffications-^50 ng each of

human DNA that was homozygous for the *kY\c trait (5S)» DNA
that was heterorygous for the sickle xrak {AS), or DNA mat was

homozygous for tfte w,t. gJobm CAA). Thcrmocycfing was fnr SO

cycles at 94*C for 1 min. and 55*0 for 1 min. using a *'stcp-cfdte
,'

program. An annealing temperature of5$*C hadhcen Ahown by

Wo et al21 to provide ailclc-cpcdfic amplication. Completed

PCRs were photographed through a red filter (Wratien 28A)

after pladhg the rcacnon tubes atop a model TM-36 iransiHurAi-

nator (UV-prodttcts .Sah Gahnd, CA).
FhiomecjKe meaannsnetct. Fluorescence TDcasuremenv were

made on PCRs containing EtBr in a Fhiorolog*2 Euorornctcr

(SPEX. Edison, NJ). txcitauon wa» at the 500 nm band *ith

about 2 nm bandwidth with a GG 455 nm cut-off fillerjMeUes
Crist Inc.. Irvine. CA) to delude second-order light. Emitted

tight was detected at 570 nm with a bandwidth of about 7 nm< An
OG 530 nm cut-nff fiftcr was used to remove the exchadbn bght

ContitHtouji miorewcsice monitoring of PCR. Continuous

monitoring of a PCR in progress was accomptisbed using mc
spcctroflubromewr and settings described above as well as a

fibcropac accessory (SP£X cat no. 1950?- to both send cxdtauou

light to, and reeeive emitted light from, a PCR placed in a well of

a model 480 mermocyder (PcrkbvElmer Cetus). The probe end

of the fiberoptic cable was attached with "5 nv^utc-cpoxy"" u> the

open top of a PCR tube (a 0,5 ml polypropylene crntzifugc tube

with its cap removed) efTeatvely scaling iL The ejtposeoTtop <rf

the PCR tube and the end of the fiberoptic cable were shielded

from room light and the room lights were kept dimmed during

each run. The monitored PCR was an ooipTitication of Y*cbro-

mos6me-6pccinc repeat sequence* as described above, except

usjTjg.an anncaHngyextension tetnperauirc of 50°C. The reaccoo

was covered widi mineraJ oil (2 drops) to prevent evaporation.

ThcTrnocycung and- fiuorcsocncc mcasuccment were started si-

multaneously. A time-base sort with a 10 second mtegradoo time
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wM u«5d and the emtadoa signal was ratiocd to' the excitation

,igo.i) to control For chroges in light-wurcc intensity. D&tawcre
^lcct£d using the droSOOOf, version 2,5 (SPEX) data system.
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IMMUNO BIOLOGICAL LABORATORIES

SCD-14EUSA
Trauma, Shock and Sepsis

The CD-14 molecule is' expressed on the surface. of

monocytes and some macrophages. Membrane-

bound CD-14 is a receptor for lipopotysaccharide

(LPS) complexed to LPS-Binding-Protein (IBP). The

concentration of its soluble form is aftered under

certain pathological conditions. There- is evidence for

an important role of sC0-14.with polytrauma, sepsis,

burnings and inflammations.

During septic conditions and acute infections it seems

to be a prognostic marker and is therefore of value in

montoring these patients.

IBL offers an ELISA for quantitative determination of

soluble CD-14 in human serum, -piasma, cell-cutture

supernatants and other biological fluids.

Assay features: 12x8 determinations

(microliter strips),

precoated with a specific

monoclonal antibody,

2x1 hour incubation,

standard range: 3 - 96 ng/ml

detection limit 1 ng/m!

CV: intra- and interassay < 8%

For more information call or fax

GESELLSCHAFT-FUfl IMM'UNCHEMIE UND -BI0L0GIE- MBH
0STERSTRASSE 86 -D - 2000 HAMBURG 20 • GERMANY - TEL. +40/491 00 fil-64 • FAX +40 /4011 98
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SIMULTANEOUS AMPLIFICATION AND DETECTION I

SPECIFIC DNA SEQUENCES
Russell ffiguchi*, Gavin Doffiager

1
, P. Sean Walsh and Robert Griffith

Roche Molecular Sywcm*, Inc.. 1400 55rd St., Eraeryvilk, CA W60S. 'Chiron Corporation, 1400 SSrd St, Emeryville, CA

<H608, ^Corresponding author,

We have enhanced the polymerase chain

reaction (PGR) such that specific DNA
sequences can be detected without open-

ing the reaction tube* This enhancement

requires the addition of ethidium bromide

(EtBr) to a PGR. Since the fluorescence of

EtBr increases in the presence of double-

stranded (ds) DNA an increase in fluores-

cence in such a PGR indicates a positive

amplification, which can be easily moni-

tored externally. In fact, amplification can

be continuously monitored in order to

follow its progress. The ability to simulta-

neously amplify specific DNA sequences

and detect the product ofthe amplification

both simplifies and improves PGR and

may facilitate its automation and more

widespread use in the clinic or in other

situations requiring high sample through-

put

"carryover" false positives in subsequent testing .

These downstream processing steps would be elimi-

nated rf specific amplification and detection of amplified

DNA took place simultaneously within an unopened re-

action vessel Assaysm which such different processes take

place without the need to separate reaction components

have been termed '^mogeneous". No truly homoge-

neous PGR assay has been demonstrated to date, afchough

progress towards this end has been reported. Chefaab, et

al.
1* developed a PCR product detection scheme using

fluorescent primers that resulted in a fluorescein PCR
product Allcfc-^pecific primers, each with different fluo-

rescent tags, were used to indicate the genotype of the

DNA. However, the unincorporated primers must still be

removed in a downstream process in order to visualize the

result Recently, Holland, et ai,
is

,
developed aa assay in

which the endogenous 5
r exonudease assay of Toq DNA

potymerase was exploited to cleave a bbelcd ^Bgonucko-

tide probe. The probe would only dcave ifPCR amp&fi-

cation had produced its complementary sequence. In

order to detect the dcavage products, however, a subse-

quent process Vagain needed.

Wc have developed a truly homogeneous assay for FiM

and PCR product detection based upon tbc grcady in-

creased fluorescence that ethidium bromide and other

DNA binding dyes exhibit when they ate bound .tojis-

DNA14^15
. As outlined in Figure 1, a prototype PCR

Although tbc potential benefits ofPCR 1
to clin-

ical diagnostics arc well known3 -5
, it is siift not

widely used ir* this setting:, even though U is

four year* eiuoo thcrawrtabl^ DNA polymer*

ases4 made PCR pracricaL Some of the reasons for its slow,

acceptance are high cost, lack of automation of pre-t and

post-PCR processing steps, and false positive results from

carryover-contamination. The first two points arc related

in that labor is the largest contributor to cost at the present

stage of PCR development. Most Current assays requite

some form of "downstream" processing once mermocy-

ding is done in order *o determine whether the target

DNA sequence was present and has amplified. These

indude DNA hybrk^oon3"* gel ekctrophoretis with or

without use of rcstriaion digestion*:*, H?LC\ or capulaxy

electrophoresis
1 ® These methods are labor4ntensc, have,

low throuehpuu and arc difficult to automate. The third

point is afao ctecry related to downstream processing.

The handling of the FCIt product in these downstream

processes increases the chances thai anrpfified DNA will

spread through the typing lab, resulting in a risk of

IPCRcwigOl

fire Ef&T

/
51DNA pritnea

{up (O^iRwuatf) aDNA primes

<i»DNAPCR picdtKC

to (cvad ^g)

RQintf 1 Principle of limultancaui ampHfrratkm and deledton of

PCR producL The compoacnu ofa PCR containn^ EtBr chat are

fluorescent aretoed—EtBr itselt EtBrbound toother slDNA ot

daDNA, Tfocre is a large Snbrcsccnce enhancementwhen EtBr is

bound to DNA and hmdinff is grcady enhanced when DNA is

double-stranded. After sumdent (n) .evdes of PCR, the net

lncreaAe m dtpNA r«uks in additional EtBr binding, and a net

increase in total fluorescence:
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1 fixpeeled

product

dimef

HWttJI Gel electrophoresis ofPGR amplification products ofthe
human* mtefcar gene, HLA D(jtx, made in the presence of
increasing amounti of EtBr (up to 8 M-g/ml). The presence of
EtBr has no obvious effect on the ykH or specificity of amplifi-

A.

ROTH X (A) Fluorescence measurements from PCR* that contain
0.5 tigftn! ElBr and that are specific for Y*eJm>tno$oiioc repeat
ttouencc*. Five replicate PCRs *ere begun containing each ofthe
DNA* specified. At each indicated cyde, one of the five repGcatc
PCRs fi)r each DNA "was removed from thermocydmg and its

fluorescence measured, Unit* of fluorescence are arbitrary. (B)
UV photography of PCRtubes (0,5 ml Eppcndorf^tylc, polypro-
pylene microcentrifuge tubes) cdnuiurag reactions, those acaru
rag from 2 ng male DNA and control reactions without any DMA,
from (A),
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begins with primers that arc ungle-strandcd DNA (ss-

DNA), dNTPs, and DNA polymerase^ An amount of
cUDNA containing the target sequence (target DttA) i£

also typically present This amount can vary, depending
on the application, from single-eel] amount* ofDNA 17

to
micrograms per PCR^e

, If EtBr is present, the reagent*
that will fluoresce, in order of incrcaang fluorescence, are
free EtBr itself, and EtBr bound to the singkssttaxfdcd
DNA primers and to the double-stranded target DNA (by
its intercalation between the stacked bases of the DNA
doubJe-hcfix). After the first denaturation cyde, target
DNA will be largely single-stranded. After a PGR is

completed, the most significant change is the increase in

the amount of dsDNA (the PCR product itself) of up to
several trucrograrns. Formerly free EtBr is bound* to the
additional dsDNA* resulting in an increase in fluores-
cence. There is also some decrease in the amount of
ssDNA primer, but because the binding of EtBr to s&DNA
is much Jess than to dsDNA, the effect of this change on
the total fluorescence of the sample is small* The fluores-
cence increase can be roeasured by directing excitation
illumination through the walls of the amplification vessel

ecvicCmoLOGv- votto apriiw

bc^?rc and alter, or even continuously during, thertnocy.

RESULTS
PCR in the presence of EtBr. In order to assess ^

affect of EtBr in PGR, amplifications of the human Hij\DQa gene19 were performed with the dye present at
concentrations from 0.06 to 8.0 jig/ml (a typkaj concen.
oration of EtBr used tn staining of nucleic acids folio-wing
gel electrophoresis Is 0.5 u,gfcnf). As shown in Figure 2, gej
electrophoresis revealed little or no difference in the yield
or quality of the amplification product whether EtBr was
absent or present at any of these concentratiorjs, indicat-
ing that EtBr does not inhibit PCR.

Detection of toman Y-chromoraiws specific $e»
«pences* SecnietKtt-speciflc, fluorescence enhancement of
EtBr as a result of PGR was demonstrated in a scries of
amplifications containing 0.5 u,g/ml EtBr and primers
specific to repeat DNA sequences found on the human
Y-chromosomc*0. These PCRs initially contained cither
60 ng male, 60 ng female, 2 ng roak human or no DNA.
Five replicate PCRs were begun for each DNA. After 0,

17, 21 # 24 and 29 cycles of thenuocyding» a PCR for each
IMS*A was removed from the therroocycler, and its fluo-
rescence measured in a spccrroOnoromecer and plotted
vs. amplification cyde number (Fiff. 3A). The shape of this

curve TcSccts the fact that by the time an increase in
fluorescence can be detected, the increase in DNA is

becoming linear and not exponential with cyde number:
As shown, the fluorescence increased about three-fold
over the background fluorescence for the PCRs contain-
ing human male DNA, but did not signifkandy increase
for negative control PCRs, which contained cither no
DNA or human female DNA. The more male DNA
present to begin with—60 ng versus 2 ng—the fewer
cycles were needed to give a detectable increase in fluo-

rescence. Gel electrophoresis oo the products of these

amplifications showed that DNA fragments of the ex-

pected «sc were made in the male DNA containing
reactions and that tittle DNA synthesis took place in the

control samples.
In addition, the increase in. fluorescence was visualized

by simply laying the completed, unopened PCRs on a UV
transfliuminatOT and photographing them through a red
filter. This is shown in figure SB tor the reactions thai

began with 2 ng mate DNA and those with no DNA.
Detection of specific allele* of the human fl-globm

gene. In order to demonstrate thai this approach has

adequate spedficiry to allow genetic screening* a detection

of the sickle-ecu anemia mutation was performed Figure

4 shows the fluorescence from completed amplification*
containing EtBr (0.5 ng/ml) a* detected by photography
q( the reaction tubes on a UV transuluminator. These
reactions were performed using printer* specific for ei-

ther the. w3d-tvpe or sickle-ceil mutation of the human
p-globin gene*\ The specificity for each allele is imparted
by placing the sickle-mutation site at the terroinal 3'

nucleotide ofone primer. By using an appropriate primer
annealing temperature, primer extension—and thus an>
plifccaupn--can take place only if the 3' nucleotide of the

primer i$ complementary to the 0-globin aJJdc present"*
2

.

Eachjpait 6famplifications shown in Figure 4 eonststs of

a reacuon with either the wild-type allele specific (left

tube) or sickle-aUele specific (right tube) primers. Three
different DNAs- were typed: DNA from a homozygous,
wild-type p^obin individual (AA); from a heterozygous
sickle ^giobin individual (AS); and from a homozygous
sickle f^giobfo individual (SS). Each DNA (50 ng genomic
DNA to start each PCR) was analyzed m triplicate (3 pairs
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pf
reaction* each). The DNA .type vas reflected in the '

rcjztive
fi uorescence intensities in each pair of completed

jjpplfcGcatioiw. There was a significant increase in fluores-

ce* only where a £-globin aDele DNA matched the

primer set When measured on a spcttroftooronjctcr

(data not shown), this fluorescence was about three times

diat present in a PCR where both &-dobin alkies were

jnismatcScd to the primer set. Oct electrophoresis (not

phown) established mat chw increase in fltiorescence was

due io the synthesis of nearly a microgram of a DNA
fragment of the expected size for £-globin. There was

fitck synlHesn of dsDNA in reactions in which the alleie-

$r*eafic primer was mismatched to both alleles.

Conrinvovs mottutoring of a PGR. Using a fiber optic

devker it is possible to direct excitation illumination from

? spectrofluorometer to a PCR undergoing thermocyding

and to return its fluorescence TO the Kpcctroftuorometer.

The fluorescence readout of such an arrangement, di-

rected *t an EtBr-concaining amplification of Y<hromo
M>mc specific sequences rrom 25 ng of human male DNA,
is shown in Figure? S. The readout from a control PCR
with no target DNA is also shown. Thirty cycles of PCR
yttrc monitored for each-

The fluorescence trace as a function of time clearly

shows the effect of the thermocyding. Fluorescence inten-

sity rises and. fails inversely with temperature. The fluo-

rescence intensity is niinimum at the denatuxation tem-

perature <SH°C) and maximum at the anneaUn^extension

temperature {50°C>. In the negative-control PCR, these

Buorcscence maxima and minima do not change signifi-

cant over the thirty thennocydes, indicating that there is

tittle dsDNA synthesis without the appropriate target

DNA, and there is little if any bleaching of EtBr during

(h< continuous illumination of the sample.

In the PCR containing male DNA, the fluorescence

maxima at the annealing/extension temperature begin to

increase al about 4000 seconds of thermocycling, and
continue to increase with time, indicating that dsDNA is

being produced ax a detectable level, Note that the fluo-

rescence minima at the denaturatioo temperature do not

fiigru&cantly increase, presumably because al thh temper-

ature there is nocUDNA for EtBr to bind. Thus the course

of the amplification is followed by tracking the fluorcs-.

cence increase at the annealing temperature. Analysis of

ihc products ofthese two amplications by gel electropho-

resis showed aDNA fragment of the expected size for the

male DNA containing sample and no detectable DNA
synthesis for the control sample*

DISCUSSION
Downstream processes such as hybridization to a se-

quence-specific probe can enhance the specificity "ofDNA
deievuuu by PGR. The cEmicwtkm </€ iheac procewca

means that' the specificity of this homogeneous assay

depends solely on dial of PCR. In the case of skkle-cell

disease,wc have shown that PCR alone has sufficientDNA
sequence spcdficiLy to permit genetic screening- Using

appropriate amplification conditions, there is tittle t>on*

specific production of cfcDNA in the absence of the

appropriate target allele.

Fhc specificity required to detect pathogens can be

more or less than that required to do genetic screening,

depending on the number of pathogens in the sample and
the amount of other DNA that must be taken with die

sample A difficult target is HIV, which requires detection

of a viral genome that can be at the level of a few copies

per thousands of host cells*. Q>mpated with genetic

screening, which is performed on ceils containing at least

one copy of die target kxjucttce* HIV detection requires

both more specificity and the input of more ttrtsd

Homozygous

AA

Heterozygous

AS

Homozygous

ss

-» UV photography ofPCR tubes GPxrtainiiiK ftmpEficmioiu

using EtBr that art specific to viWUtypc (A) or irduc (S) alleles of
the human 0-globsn gene. The left of each jprir of tubes contains

aBde**peeific primer* to the wild-type alleles, the righi lube

primers to the sfcWe allele. The phmograph was fcden after SO
cycles of PCR, and the input DNAs and the alkies thev contain

sre indicated. Fifty i»g ofDNA was used to begin PCR Typing
was done in triplicate (5 pair* of PQU) for each input DNA

25°C

20r>g of mate DNA

25 C

no DNA control

2000 4G0O 6000 8000
time (sec)

RCtftt 5 Continuous, real-time monitoring ofa PCR. A fiber optic

was twed to carry, excitation light to a PCR m progress abd also

emitted light hack to a Buoromctcr (bcc Experimental Protocol).

AmpKficaOoDVMCg human malo-DNA specific primen in a PCR
Starting with £0 ng of human male DNA (top), or in a control

PCR without DNA (bottom), were rooniicrrd. Thirty cydes of

PGR were followed for each. The' temperature cycled between

94«C (denaturaticm) and SOX (annealing and extension}* Mote in

the male DNA PCR,. the cycle (time) dependent increase in

fluorescence at the aoneaHug/exteoMcm terope tature,

BOIECHMaOGY va 10 APR. 1092
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I>WA—up to microgram amounts—in order to have suf-

ficient numbers oftarget sequences. This large amount of
starting DNA m an amplification signifcinUy uiacases
the background fluorescence over which any additional

fluorescence produced by PCR must be detected. An
additional complication that occurs wkh targets in low
copy-number is the formation of the "primer-dimer"
artifact This is the result of the extension of one primer
using the other primer a$ a template. Although this occurs

infrequently, once it occurs the extension product is a

substrate for PCR amplification* and can compete with

true PCR targets if those targets are rare The primer-
dimcr product is ofcoune d$DNA and thus is a potential

source of false signal in this homogeneous a*$ay.

To increase PCR specificity ana reduce the effect of
pritner*diincT antplificatioa, we are investigating a num-
ber of approaches, including the use of ncsted^primer
amplification* that take place in a single tube*, and the

"hot-start", in which nonspecific amplification is reduced
by raising the temperature of the reaction before DNA
synthesis begins85. Preliminary results usbg these ap-

proaches suggest thatpnaicr-diincT is effectively reduced
and it is possible to detect the increase in Etflr fluores-

cence in a PGR instigated by a single HIV genome in a
background of 10* ceils. With larger numbers of cells, the

background fluorescence contributed by genomic DNA
becomes problematic. To reduce this background, it may
be possible to use sequence-specific DNA-binding dyes

that can be made to preferentially bind PCR product over
genomic DNA by incorporating the dye-binding DNA
sequence into the PCR product through a 5' *add-on" to

.

the otironpdeotide primer*1
.

We nave shown that the detection of fluorescence

generated by an £tBr<ontaining PCR is straightforward,

both once PCR is completed and continuously during
ihermocycHng. The ease with which automation of spe-

cific DNA detection can be accomplished is the most
promising aspect of this-assay. The Huorescenee analysis

ofcompleted PCRs is already possible with existing instru-

mentation in 96-well format**'. In this format* the fluores-

cence in each PCR can be cjuantitated before, after, and
even at selected points during therraocyctbg by moving
the rack of PCRs to a 96-microwcn plate fluorescence

reader46.

The instrumentation accessary to continuously monitor

multiple PCRs simultaneously is also simple in principle.

A direct extension of the apparatus used here is to have
multiple fiberoprics transmit the excitation light and flu-

orescent emissions to and from multiple PCRs. The ability

to monitor multiple PCRs continuously may allow quan-
titation of target DNA copy number. Figure 5 shows that

the larger the amount of starting target DNA, the sooner
during PP.R a fluorescence increase is detected. Prelimi-

nary experiments {Higuchi and DoUinger, manuscript in

preparation) with continuous monitoring have shown a

sensitivity to two-fold differences in initial target DNA
concentration.

Conversely! if the number of target molecules is

known—as u can be in genetic screening—-continuous

monitoring may provide a means pf detecting false posi-

tive and false negative results. With a known number of

target molecules, a true positive would exhibit detectable

fluorescence by a predictable number of cycles of PCR.
Increases in fluorescence detected before or after that

cycle would indicate potential artrfacu* False negative

results due to, for example, inhibition of DNA polymer-
ase, may be detected by including within each PCR an
inefficiendy ampfifying marker. This marker tcsuIcs in a

fluorescence increase only after a large number of cy-

cles—many more than arc necessary eo detect a true

BOTK>*^0£V' VOL 10 *PR9L 1992

positive. If a sample fails to have a fluorescence increase
after this many cycles, inhibition may be suspected. Since,

in this assay, conclusions are drawn based on the presence
or absence of fluorescence signal alone, such controls may
be important. In any event, before any test based on this

principle is ready for the clink, an assessment of its false

positive/false negative rates will need to be obtained using

a large number of known samples.

In summary, the inclusion m PCR of dyes whose fluo-

rescence is enhanced upon binding dsDNA makes it

possible to detect spcci&c DNA amplification from outside
the PCR tube. In the future* instruments based upon this

principle may facilitate the more widespread use of PCR
in applications that demand the high throughput of
samples,

EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
Human HLA-DQc* gene Amplifications containing EtRr,

PCRs were set up in 100 volumes containing 10 mM Tris-'HCK
pH 8.3; 50 mM RX1; 4 mM MgC^: 2-5 units of toe DNA
polymerase (PerUii^Elmcr Cctm, Norwalfc, CT); 20 prriole each
of human HLA-DQa ' gene specific oligonucleotide primers
(>H26 and CH27 19 and approximately 10* copies of DQo. PCR
product dilated from a previous reaction. Exhidium bromide
(ElBr; Sigttui) was used at the concentrations indicated b Figure
2. Thermocyding proceeded for 20 eydes in a model 480
thermoevder <Perkji>-Elmer Cccoa, Norwalk, CT) ming a "step-

cycle** program of 94*"C for 1 min,-denaturation and 6CrC for 30
sec annealing and 72*C for 30 sec. extension.

Y-chromoffomc specific PCR. PCRs (100 total reaction

volume) containing XU» pgAnj JEtBr were prepared as described

for HLA-DQo, except vitn different primers and target fJNAs.

These PCRs contained 1 5 pmolc each male DNA-spccujc primes
VI. 1 and Vl.2*°, and cither 60 ng male, 60 tie female, 2 ng male,

or no human 1>NA. Thennocycling wasSH^Tor 1 min. and 60*C
for ) mm using a Vtcp<yde" program. The number of cycles for

a sample were as indicated in Figure 3. Fluorescedcc measure-
ment is described below.

Allc4c-specific, human fs-giobtti geo* PCR* Amplications of
100 yd volume using 0 5 Mg/ml of ZtBr were prepared a*

described for HLA^DQa. above except with diffcrcni primers and
target DNA*. These PCRs contained either primer pair HGP2'
H^14A<wfld-type globin *peci&c primers) or HGr5Wif*14$ (skk-

le-giobin specific primers) at 10 pinole each primer per PCR.
These primers were developed by Wu ct at21 . Three different

target DNA* were u*cd in separate amptificatjoasr—60 ng each of

human ONA that was homozygous for the *icUtc trait ($S)» DNA
that was heterorrvous for the steWe trak (A$X or DNA that was

hoonoxvgous for tne'w'.t- globin (AA). TherinocycBng was for 30

cycles at $4X for 1 mm. and 55*0 for 1 min. using a
i
'stcj)-cYde"'

program. An annealing temperature of6S"C H»dr>ccn shown by

Wo ct al31 to provide. aUdc-spcrinc amptifceatfon- Completed
PCRs were photographed through a red filter (VVratten 23A)
after placing the reaction tubes atop a model TM-36 tranwBufni-

<UV-product5 San-Gabriel, CA)l
nuorescenee measnrement FtuorwceiK* measurements were

made on PCRs containing EtBr in a Fluorolog*2 0Uorometer

(SP£X« Edison, NJ). Excitation was at the 500 nra band with

abour 2 nm bandwidth with a OG 435 nm cut-off filterjMelies

Crist, Inc. Irvine. CA) to exclude second-order light. Emitted

light was detected at 570 nm with a baudwidth of about 7 nm. An
OG 530 nm cut-off filter was used to remove the excitation hght.

Contitwotu ftnoreseence lauuitoting of- PCR. Contiiiuous

monitoring of a PCR in progress was accomplished using mc
Bjpcctrcfluorometcr and serdngs dcscTrbod above as well as a

blberopoc accessory (SP£X cat no. 1950) to both send excitation

light to, aod receive emitted light from, a PCR placed in a well of

a model 430 mexinocydcr (Ptrkm-Elmer Getus). The probe end

of the fiberoptic cable was attached with "5 nvnutc-cpoxy" to the

open top of a PCR cube (a 0J> ml potjmropyJene centrifuge rube

with its cap removed) effectively scaling iL The cxposecTtop <n

the PCR tube and the end of the fiberoptic caWs were sbicWed

from room light and the room lights were kept dimmed during

each rup. The monitored FOR was an smplittieauon of V-dbio-

rnosorne-spcdhc repeat secjvences as described above. cxcci>t

usmgan anncahnextension cenmersuire of 50°C The Teacuon

was covered with mineral oil (2 drops) to prevent evaporation.

Thermocyding- and fluorescence measurement vere started si-

multaneously. A urne-basc sort wit& a 10 second Kitcgranoo' tfanc
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ured and the emtaaon signal was ratiocd to the excitation

sigo.nJ to control for change* in Jijiu-iuurcc intciunty. Data were
onBct^d using the dn>3000f, version 2.5 (SPEX) data systcm.

Vf< ihAfifc Bob Jooca for hdp with the spectrofluormctric
fft<vwurenuniu and HcaiherbeU Fong for editing this manuscript
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fMMUNO BIOLOGICAL LABORATORIES

sCD-14 EUSA
Trauma, Shock and Sepsis

The CD-I4 molecule is expressed on the surface of

monocytes and some macrophages. Membrane-
bound CD-14 is a receptor for lipopolysaccharide

(LPS) complexed to LPS-Binding-Protein (LBP). The

concentration of te soluble form is a/tered under

certain pathological conditions. There- is evidence for

an Important role of sCD-14.with polytrauma, sepsis,

burnings and inflammations.

During septic conditions and acute infections it seems
to be a prognostic marker and is therefore of value in

monftoring these patients.

IBL offers an EUSA for quantitative determination of
soluble CD-14 in human serum, -plasma, ceil-cutture
superrvatants and other biological fluids.

Assay features: 12x8 determinations

(microliter strips),

precoated with a specific

monoclonal antibody,

2x1 hour incubation,

standard range: 3 - 96 og/mi
detection limit 1 ng/ml

CV: intra- and interassay < 8%
For more information call or fax
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Oligonucleotides with Fluorescent Dyes at
Opposite Ends Provide a Quenched Probe
System Useful for Detecting PCR Product

and Nucleic Acid Hybridization

Kenneth J. Livak, Susan J.A. Flood, Jeffrey Marmaro, William Giusti, and Karin Deetz

Perkin-EImer, Applied Biosystems Division, Foster City, California 94404

The 5' nuclease PCR assay detects the
accumulation of specific PCR product
by hybridization and cleavage of a

double-labeled fluorogenlc probe
during the amplification reaction.

The probe Is an oligonucleotide with
both a reporter fluorescent dye and a
quencher dye attached. An Increase

In reporter fluorescence intensity in-

dicates that the probe has hybridized
to the target PCR product and has
been cleaved by the 5' nucle-

olytlc activity of Tag DNA polymerase.
In this study, probes with the
quencher dye attached to an Internal

nucleotide were compared with

probes with the quencher dye at-

tached to the 3'-end nucleotide. In all

cases, the reporter dye was attached
to the 5' end. All Intact probes
showed quenching of the reporter

fluorescence* In general, probes with
the quencher dye attached to the 3'-

end nucleotide exhibited a larger sig-

nal In the 5' nuclease PCR assay than
the Internally labeled probes. It Is

proposed that the larger signal Is

caused by Increased likelihood of

cleavage by Tag DNA polymerase
when the probe Is hybridized to a

template strand during PCR. Probes
with the quencher dye attached to

the 3 '-end nucleotide also exhibited

an Increase In reporter fluorescence

Intensity when hybridized to a com-
plementary strand. Thus, oligonucle-

otides with reporter and quencher
dyes attached at opposite ends can

be used as homogeneous hybridiza-

tion probes.

#% homogeneous assay for deteaing
the accumulation of specific PCR prod-
uct that uses a double-labeled fluoro-

genic probe was described by Lee et al.
(l)

The assay exploits the 5'->3' nucle-

olytic activity of Taq DNA poly-

merase^ and Is diagramed in Figure 1.

The fluorogenic probe consists of an oli-

gonucleotide with a reporter fluorescent

dye, such as a fluorescein, attached to

the 5' end; and a quencher dye, such as a

rhodamine, attached internally. When
the fluorescein is excited by irradiation,

its fluorescent emission will be
quenched if the rhodamine is close

enough to be excited through the pro-

cess of fluorescence energy transfer

(FET).<
4< 5) During PCR, if the probe is hy-

bridized to a template strand, Taq DNA
polymerase will cleave the probe be-

cause of its inherent 5' -» 3' nucleolytic

activity. If the cleavage occurs between
the fluorescein and rhodamine dyes, it

causes an increase in fluorescein fluores-

cence intensity because the fluorescein

is no longer quenched. The increase in
fluorescein fluorescence intensity indi-

cates that the probe-specific PCR product
has been generated. Thus, FET between a

reporter dye and a quencher dye is criti-

cal to the performance of the probe in

the 5' nuclease PCR assay.

Quenching is completely dependent
on the physical proximity of the two
dyes.W) Because of this, it has been as-

sumed that the quencher dye must be
attached near the 5' end. Surprisingly,

we have found that attaching a rho-

damine dye at the 3' end of a probe
still provides adequate quenching for

the probe to perform in the 5' nuclease

PCR assay. Furthermore, cleavage of this

type of probe is not required to achieve
some reduction in quenching. Oligonu-
cleotides with a reporter dye on the 5'

end and a quencher dye on the 3' end
exhibit a much higher reporter fluores-

cence when double-stranded as com-
pared with single-stranded. This should
make it possible to use this type of dou-
ble-labeled probe for homogeneous de-
tection of nucleic acid hybridization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotides

Table 1 shows the nucleotide sequence
of the oligonucleotides used in this

study. Linker arm nucleotide (LAN)
phosphoramidite was obtained from
Glen Research. The standard DNA phos-
phoramidites, 6-carboxyfluorescein (6-

FAM) phosphoramidite, 6-carboxytet-

ramethylrhodamine succinimidyl ester

(TAMRA NHS ester), and Phosphalink
for attaching a 3'-blocking phosphate,
were obtained from Perkin-EImer, Ap-
plied Biosystems Division. Oligonucle-
otide synthesis was performed using an
ABI model 394 DNA synthesizer (Applied

Biosystems). Primer and complement
oligonucleotides were purified using
Oligo Purification Cartridges (Applied

Biosystems). Double-labeled probes were
synthesized with 6-FAM-labeIed phos-
phoramidite at the 5' end, UVN replacing

one of the T's in the sequence, and Phos-
phalink at the 3' end. Following de-
protection and ethanol precipitation,

TAMRA NHS ester was coupled to the

LAN-containing oligonucleotide in 25G
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FIGURE 1 Diagram of S' nuclease assay. Stepwise representation of the 5' - 3' nucleolyti
c

ac-

"™
^Vr^oCpoVenise acting on a flucrogenic probe during one extens.cn phase of POL

him Na-bicaibonate buffer (pH 9.0) at

room temperature. Unreacted dye was

removed by passage over a PD-10 Sepha-

dex column. Finally, the double-labeled

probe was purified by preparative high-

performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC) using an Aquapore C8 220x 4.6-

mrn column with 7-um particle size. The

column was developed with a 24-min

linear gradient of 8-20% acetonitrile in

0.1 m TEAA (triethylamine acetate).

Probes are named by designating the se-

quence from Table 1 and the position of

the LAN-TAMRA moiety. For example,

probe Al-7 has sequence Al with UN-
TAMRA at nucleotide position 7 from the

S' end.

PCR Systems

All PCR amplifications were performed

In the Perkin-Elmer GeneAmp PCR Sys-

tem 9600 using 50-ul reactions that con-

tained 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 50 mu

KC1, 200 jtM dATP, 200 um dCTP, 200 \xm

dGTP, 400 jiw dUTP, 0.5 unit of AmpEr-

ase uracil N-glycosylase (Perkin-Elmer),

and 1 25 unit of AmpliTaq DNA poly-

merase (Perkin-Elmer). A 295-bp seg-

ment from exon 3 of the human p-actin

gene (nucleotides 2141-2435 in the se-

quence of Nakajlma-ll|ima et al.)
(7) was

amplified using primers AFP and ARP

(Table 1), which are modified slightly

from those of du Breuil et al.
(B) Actin am

plification reactions contained 4 mM
MgCI2 , 20 ng of human genomic DNA
SO nM Al or A3 probe, and 300 tim each

primer. The thermal regimen was 50°C

(2 min), 95°C (10 min), 40 cycles of 95°C

(20 sec), 60°C (1 min), and hold at 72°C.

A 515-bp segment was amplified from a

plasmid that consist*; of a segment of X

DNA (nucleotides 32,220-32,747) in-

serted in the Srhal site of vector pUCl 19.

These reactions contained 3.5 mM
MgCl* 1 ng of plasmid DNA, 50 nM P2 or

PS probe, 200 nM primer F119, and 200

nM primer R119. The thermal regimen

was 50°C (2 min), 95°C (10 min), 25 cy-

cles of 95°C (20 sec), 57°C (I min), and

hold at 72°C

Fluorescence Detection

For each amplification reaction, a 40-m-I

aliquot of a sample was transferred to an

individual well of a white, 96-well micro-

titer plate (Perkin-Elmer). Fluorescence

was measured on the Perkin-Elmer Taq-

Man LS-50B System, which consists of a

luminescence spectrometer with plate

reader assembly, a 485-nm excitation fil-

ter, and a 515-nm emission filter. Excita-

tion was at 488 nm using a 5-nm slit

width. Emission was measured at 518

nm for 6-FAM (the reporter or R value)

and 582nm forTAMRA (the quencher or

Q. value) using a 10-nm slit width. To

determine the increase in reporter emis-

sion that is caused by cleavage of the

probe during PCR, three normalizations

are applied to the raw emission data.

First, emission intensity of a buffer blank

is subtracted for each wavelength. Sec-

ond, emission intensity of the reporter is

TABLE 1 Sequences of Oligonucleotides

Name Type Sequence

ACCCACAGGAACTGATCACCACTC
ATGTCGCGTTCCGGCTGACGTTCTGC
TCGCATTACl GATCGTTGCCAACCAGTp
GTACTGGTTGGCAACGATCAGTAATGCGATG
CGGA'ITTGCTXjGTATCTATGACAAGGATjp
TTCATCCTTGTCATAGATACCAGCAAATCCG
TCACCCACACTGTGCCCATCTACGA
CAGCGGAACCGCrCATTGCCAATGG
ATGCCCTCCCCCATGCCA'^
AGACGCAGGATGGCATGGGGGAGGGCATAC
CGCCCTGGACTTCGAGCAAGAGATp
CCATCTCTTGCTCGAAGTCCAGGGCGAC

Fox each oligonucleotide used in this study the nucleic aad sequence *^jf^j^
5^1 3' Section. There are three types of oligonucleotides: PCR primer, uuorogenlc pro*

=

u eq

rj*S« assav and complement used to hybridize to the corresponding probe. For the

^5o^3£^ p— y»r TAMRA attached was su*

tuted for a T. (p) The presence of a 3' phosphate on each probe.

F119

R119

P2

P2C
P5

P5C
AFP
ARP
Al

A1C
A3
A3C

primer

primer

probe

complement

probe

complement

primer

primer

probe

complement

probe

complement
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A1-2 RAQGCCCTCCCCCATGCCATCCPGOTrp
A1-7 RATGCCCQCCCCCATGCCATCCTGCGTp
A1-14 RatgccctcccccaQgccatcctgcg^
A1 -19 lUTGCCCTCXTCCATGCCAQCCTGCGTp
A1 -22 RATC(XCTCCCCCATGCCATCCQGCGTp
A1 *26 RATGCCCTC(XCCATGCCATCCTGCGQp

Probe 518 nm 582 nm RQ- RQ* ARQ
no temp. temp. no temp. temp.

A1-2 25.5 ±2.1 32.7 ±1.9 38.2 ±3.0 38.2 ±2.0 0.67 + 0.01 0.66 ±0.06 0.1910.06

A1-7 . 53.5 ± 4.3 395.1 ±21.4 10B.5±6.3 110.3 ±5.3 0.49 ± 0.03 3.58±ai7 3.09 ±0.18

A1-14 127.0 ±4.9 403.5 ±19.1 109.7 ±5.3 93.1 ±6.3 1.1610.02 4.34±0.15 3.1810.15

A1-19 187.5117.9 422.7 i 7.7 70.3 ±7.4 730 ±2.8 267 ±0.05 5.80 ±0.15 3.13 + 0.16

A1-22 224.6 ±9.4 482.2 ±43.6 100.0 ±4,0 96.2 ± 9.6 2.25 ± 0.03 5.0210.11 2.7710.12

A1-26 160.2 ±8.9 454.1 ±16.4 93.1 ±5.4 90.7 ±3.2 1.72*0.02 5.01+0.08 3.29 ±0.08

FIGURE 2 Results of 5' nuclease assay comparing p-actin probes with TAMRA at different nucle-

otide positions. As described in Materials and Methods, PCR amplifications containing the in-

dicated probes were performed, and the fluorescence emission was measured at 518 and 582 nm.
Reported values are the average± 1 s.D. for six reactions run without added template (no temp.)

and six reactions nun with template (-ftemp.). The RQ ratio was calculated for each individual

reaction and averaged to give the reported RQ" and RQ* values.

divided by the emission intensity of the

quencher to give an RQ ratio for each

reaction tube. This normalizes for weil-

to-weil variations in probe concentra-

tion and fluorescence measurement. Fi-

nally, ARQ is calculated by subtracting

the RQ value of the no-template control

(RQ~) from the RQ value for the com-

plete reaction including template

(RCT).

RESULTS

A series of probes with increasing dis-

tances between the fluorescein reporter

and rhodamine quencher were tested to

investigate the minimum and maximum
spacing that would give an acceptable

performance in the 5' nuclease PCR as-

say. These probes hybridize to a target

sequence in the human P-actin gene.

Figure 2 shows the results of an experi-

ment in which these probes were in-

cluded in PCR that amplified a segment
of the p-actin gene containing the target

sequence. Performance in the 5' nu-

clease PCR assay is monitored by the

magnitude of ARQ, which is a measure

of the increase in reporter fluorescence

caused by PCR amplification of the

probe target. Probe Al-2 has a ARQ value

that Is close to zero, indicating that the

probe was not cleaved appreciably dur-

ing the amplification reaction. This sug-

gests that with the quencher dye on the

second nucleotide from the 5' end, there

is insufficient room for Taq polymerase

to cleave efficiently between the reporter

and quencher. The other five probes ex-

hibited comparable ARQ values that axe

clearly different from zero. Thus, ail five

probes are being cleaved during PCR am-
plification resulting in a similar increase

in reporter fluorescence. It should be

noted that complete digestion of a probe

produces a much larger increase in re-

porter fluorescence than that observed

in Figure 2 (data not shown). Thus, even

in reactions where amplification occurs,

the majority of probe molecules remain

uncleaved. It is mainly for this reason

that the fluorescence intensity of the

quencher dye TAMRA changes little with

amplification of the target This is what
allows us to use the 582-nm fluorescence

reading as a normalization factor.

The magnitude of RQ~ depends

mainly on the quenching efficiency in-

herent in the specific structure of the

probe and the purity of the oligonucle-

otide. Thus, the larger RQ~ values indi-

cate that probes AM4, Al -19, Al-22, and
A1-26 probably have reduced quenching
as compared with Al-7. Still, the degree

of quenching is sufficient to detect a

highly significant increase in reporter

fluorescence when each of these probes

is cleaved during PCR.

To further investigate the ability of

TAMRA on the 3' end to quench 6-FAM
on the 5' end, three additional pairs of

probes were tested in the 5' nuclease

PCR assay. For each pair, one probe has

TAMRA attached to an internal nucle-

otide and the other has TAMRA attached

to the 3' end nucleotide. The results are

shown in Table 2. For all three sets, the

probe with the 3' quencher exhibits a

ARQ value that is considerably higher

than for the probe with the internal

quencher. The RQ" values suggest that

differences in quenching are not as great

as those observed with some of the A

1

probes. These results demonstrate that a

quencher dye on the 3' end of an oligo-

nucleotide can quench efficiently the

TABLE 2 Results of 5' Nuclease Assay Comparing Probes with TAMRA Attached to an Internal or 3'-terminal Nucleotide

518 nm 582 nm

Probe no temp. + temp. no temp. + temp. RQ" RQ+ ARQ

A3-6

A3-24

54.6 ± 3.2

. 72.1 ±2.9
84.8 ± 3.7

236.5 ± 11.1

116.2 ± 6.4

84.2 ± 4.0

115.6 ±2.5
90.2 ± 3.8

0.47 ± 0.02

0.86 ± 0.02

0.73 ± 0.O3

2.62 ± 0.OS

0.26 ± 0.04

1.76 ± 0.05

P2-7

P2-27

82.8 ± 4.4

113.4 ± 6.6

384.0 ± 34.1

555.4 ± 14.1

105.1 ± 6.4

140.7 ± 8.5

120.4 ± 10.2

118.7 ± 4.8

0.79 ± 0.02

0.81 ± 0.01

3.19 ±0.16
4.68 ± 0.10

2.40 ±0.16
3.88 ± 0.10

PS-10

P5-28

77.5 ± 6.5

64.0 ± S.2

244.4 ± 15.9

333.6 ±12.1

86.7 ± 4.3

100.6 ± 6.1

95.8 ± 6.7

94.7 ± 6.3

0.89 ± 0.05

0.63 ± O.02

2.55 ± 0.06

3,53 ± 0.12

1.66 ±0.08
2.89 ± 0.13

Reactions containing the indicated probes and calculations were performed as described in Material and Methods and in the legend to Fig. 2.
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fluorescence of a reporter dye on the 5'

end. The degree of quenching is suffi-

cient for this type of oligonucleotide to

be used as a probe in the 5' nuclease PCR

assay.

To test the hypothesis that quenching

by a 3' TAMRA depends on the flexibility

of the oligonucleotide, fluorescence was

measured for probes in the single-

stranded and double-stranded states. Ta-

ble 3 reports the fluorescence observed

at 518 and 582 nm. The relative degree

of quenching is assessed by calculating

the RQ ratio. For probes with TAMRA
6-10 nucleotides from the 5' end, there

is little difference in the RQ values when

comparing single-stranded with double-

stranded oligonucleotides. The results

for probes with TAMRA at the 3' end are

much different. For these probes, hy-

bridization to a complementary strand

causes a dramatic increase in RQ. We
propose that this loss of quenching is

caused by the rigid structure of double-

stranded DNA, which prevents the 5'

and 3' ends from being in proximity.

When TAMRA is placed toward the 3'

end, there is a marked Mg2* effect on

quenching. Figure 3 shows a plot of ob-

served RQ values for the A\ series of

probes as a function of Mg2* concentra-

tion. With TAMRA attached near the 5'

end (probe Al-2 or Al-7), the RQ value at

0 mM Mg2 * Is only slightly higher than

RQ at 10 mM Mg2 *, For probes Al-19,

Al-22, and Al-26, the RQ values at 0 mw
Mg2 * are very high, indicating a much

reduced quenching efficiency. For each

of these probes, there is a marked de-

crease in RQ at 1 mM Mg2 * followed by

a gradual decline as the Mg2+ concen-

tration Increases to 10 mM. Probe Al-14

shows an intermediate RQ value at 0 mM
Mg2 * with a gradual decline at higher

Mg2 * concentrations. In a low-salt en-

vironment with no Mg2+ present, a sin-

gle-stranded oligonucleotide would be

expected to adopt an extended confor-

mation because of electrostatic repul-

sion. The binding of Mg2+ ions acts to

shield the negative charge of the phos-

phate backbone so that the oligonucle-

otide can adopt conformations where

the 3' end is close to the 5' end. There-

fore, the observed Mg2 *" effects support

the notion that quenching of a 5' re-

porter dye by TAMRA at or near the 3'

end depends on the flexibility of the oli-

gonucleotide.

DISCUSSION

The striking finding of this study is that

it seems the rhodamine dye TAMRA,

placed at any position in an oligonucle-

otide, can quench the fluorescent emis-

sion of a fluorescein (6-FAM) placed at

the 5' end. This implies that a single-

stranded, double-labeled oligonucle-

otide must be able to adopt conforma-

tions where the TAMRA is close to the 5*

end. It should be noted that the decay of

6-FAM in the excited state requires a cer-

tain amount of time. Therefore, what

TABLE 3 Comparison of Fluorescence Emissions of Single-stranded and

Double-stranded Fluorogenic Probes

S18 nm 582 nm RQ

Probe ss ds ss ds ss ds

Al-7 27.75 68.53 61.08 138.18 0.45 0.50

Al-26 43.31
'

509.38 53.50 93.86 0.81 5.43

A3-6 16.75 62.88 39.33 165.57 0.43 0.38

A3-24 30.05 578.64 67.72 140.2S 0.45 3.21

P2-7 35.02 70.13 54.63 121.09 0.64 0.58

P2-27 39.89 320.47 65.10 61.13 0.61 5.25

P5-10 27.34 - 144.85 61.95 165.54 0.44 0.87

P5-28 33.65 462.29 72.39 104.61 0.46 4.43

(ss) Single-stranded. The fluorescence emissions at 518 or 582 nm foi solutions containing a final

concentration of 50 nw indicated probe, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 50 mM KC1, and 10 mM MgCl2.

(ds) Double-stranded. The solutions contained, in addition, 100 dm A1C for piobes Al-7 and

Al-26, 100 nM A3C for probes A3-6 and AM4, 100 nw P2C for probes P2-7 and P2-27, or 100 DM

P&C for probes P5-10 and PS-28. Before the addition of MgCI* 120 nl of each sample was heated

at 95°C for 5 min. Following the addition of 80 fd of 25 mM MgCl* each sample was allowed to

cool to room temperature and the fluorescence emissions were measured. Reported values are

the average of three determinations.

matters for quenching is not the average

distance between 6-FAM and TAMRA
but, rather, how close TAMRA can get to

6-FAM during the lifetime of the 6-FAM

excited state. As long as the decay time of

the excited state Is relatively long com-

pared with the molecular motions of the

oligonucleotide, quenching can occut.

Thus, we propose that TAMRA at the 3'

end, or any other position, can quench

6-FAM at the 5' end because TAMRA is in

proximity to 6-FAM often enough to be

able to accept energy transfer from an

excited 6-FAM.

Details of the fluorescence measure-

ments remain puzzling. For example, Ta-

ble 3 shows that hybridization of probes

Al-26, A3-24, and P5-28 to their comple-

mentary strands not only causes a large

Increase in 6-FAM fluorescence at 518

nm but also causes a modest increase in

TAMRA fluorescence at 582 nm. If

TAMRA is being excited by energy trans-

fer from quenched 6-FAM, then loss of

quenching attributable to hybridization

should cause a decrease in the fluores-

cence emission of TAMRA. The fact that

the fluorescence emission of TAMRA in-

creases indicates that the situation is

more complex. For example, we have an-

ecdotal evidence that the bases of the

oligonucleotide, especially G, quench

the fluorescence of both 6-FAM and

TAMRA to some degree. When double-

stranded, base-pairing "may reduce the

ability of the bases to quench. The pri-

mary factor causing the quenching of

6-FAM in an intact probe is the TAMRA
dye. Evidence for the importance of

TAMRA is that 6-FAM fluorescence

remains relatively unchanged when

probes labeled only with 6-FAM are used

in the 5' nuclease PCR assay (data not

shown). Secondary effectors of fluores-

cence, both before and after cleavage of

the probe, need to be explored further.

Regardless of the physical mecha-

nism, the relative independence of posi-

tion and quenching greatly simplifies

the design of probes for the 5' nuclease

PCR assay. There are three main factors

that determine the performance of a

double-labeled fluorescent probe in the

5' nuclease PCR assay. The first factor is

the degree of quenching observed in the

intact probe. This is characterized by the

value of RQ* , which is the ratio of re-

porter to quencher fluorescent emis-

sions for a no template control PCR. In-

fluences on the value of RQ" include

the particular reporter and quencher
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mM Mg
FIGURE 3 Effect of Mg2+ concentration on RQ ratio for the Al series of probes. The fluorescence

emission intensity at 518 and 582nm was measured for solutions containing 50 nM probe, 10mM
Tris-Ha {pH 8.3), 50 mM KC1, and varying amounts {0-10 mM) of Mgd2* The calculated RQ
ratios (5i8 nm intensity divided by 582 nm intensity) are plotted vs. Mg02 concentration (mM
Mg). The key (upper right) shows the probes examined.

dyes used, spacing between reporter and

quencher dyes, nucleotide sequence

context effects, presence of structure or

other factors that reduce flexibility of

the oligonucleotide, and purity of the

probe. The second factor is the efficiency

of hybridization, which depends on
probe Tml presence of secondary struc-

ture in probe or template, annealing

temperature, and other reaction condi-

tions. The third factor is the efficiency at

which Taq DNA polymerase cleaves the

bound probe between the reporter and

quencher dyes. This cleavage is depen-

dent on sequence complementarity be-

tween probe and template as shown by

the observation that mismatches in the

segment between reporter arid quencher

dyes drastically reduce the cleavage of

probe/0

The rise in RQ" values for the Al se-

ries of probes seems to indicate that the

degree of quenching is reduced some-

what as the quencher is placed toward

the 3' end. The lowest apparent quench-

ing is observed for probe Al-19 (see Fig.

3) rather than for the probe where the

TAMRA is at the 3' end (Al-26). This is

understandable, as the conformation of

the 3' end position would be expected to

be less restricted than the conformation

of an internal position. In effect, a

quencher at the 3' end is freer to adopt

conformations close to the 5' reporter

dye than is an internally placed

quencher. For the other three sets of

probes, the interpretation of RQ~ values

is less clear-cut. The A3 probes show the

same trend as Al, with the 3' TAMRA
probe having a larger RQ" than the in*

ternal TAMRA probe. For the P2 pair,

both probes have about the same RQ"
value. For the P5 probes, the RQ" for the
3' probe is less than for the internally

labeled probe. Another factor that may
explain some of the observed variation is

that purity affects the RQ" value. Al-

though all probes are HPLC purified, a

small amount of contamination with

unquenched reporter can have a large ef-

fect on RQ".
Although there may be a modest ef-

fect on degree of quenching, the posi-

tion of the quencher apparently can

have a large effect on the efficiency of

probe cleavage. The most drastic effect is

observed with probe Al-2, where place-

ment of the TAMRA on the second nu-

cleotide reduces the efficiency of cleav-

age to almost zero. For the A3, P2, and P5

probes, ARQ is much greater for the 3'

TAMRA probes as compared with the in-

ternal TAMRA probes. This is explained

most easily by assuming that probes

with TAMRA at the 3' end are more likely

to be cleaved between reporter and
quencher than are probes with TAMRA
attached internally. For the Al probes,

the cleavage efficiency of probe Al-7

must already be quite high, as ARQ does

not Increase when the quencher is

placed closer to the 3' end. This illus-

trates the importance of being able to

use probes with a quencher on the 3'

end in the 5' nuclease PCR assay, in this

assay, an increase in the intensity of re-

porter fluorescence is observed only
when the probe is cleaved between the

reporter and quencher dyes. By placing

the reporter and quencher dyes on the

opposite ends of an oligonucleotide

probe, any cleavage that occurs will be
detected. When the quencher is attached

to an internal nucleotide, sometimes the

probe works well (Al-7) and other times
not so well (A3-6). The relatively poor
performance of probe A3-6 presumably
means the probe is being cleaved 3' to

the quencher rather than between the

reporter and quencher. Therefore, the

best chance of having a probe that reli-

ably detects accumulation of PCR prod-

uct in the S' nuclease PCR assay is to use

a probe with the reporter and quencher
dyes on opposite ends.

Placing the quencher dye on the 3'

end may also provide a slight benefit in

terms of hybridization efficiency. The
presence of a quencher attached to an
internal nucleotide might be expected to

disrupt base-pairing and reduce the Tm
of a probe. In fact, a 2°C-3°C reduction
in Tm has been observed foT two probes
with internally attached TAMRAs.(9J This
disruptive effect would be minimized by
placing the quencher at the 3' end. Thus,
probes with 3' quenchers might exhibit

slightly higher hybridization efficiencies

than probes with internal quenchers.

The combination of Increased cleav-

age and hybridization efficiencies means
that probes with 3' quenchers probably
will be more tolerant of mismatches be-

tween probe and target as compared
with internally labeled probes. This, tol-

erance of mismatches can be advanta-

geous, as when trying to use a single

probe to detect PCR-amplified products
from samples of different species. Also, it

means that cleavage of probe during PCR
is less sensitive to alterations in an-

nealing temperature or other reaction

conditions. The one application where
tolerance of mismatches may be a disad-

vantage is for allelic discrimination. Lee
et al.

(l> demonstrated that aliele-specific

probes were cleaved between reporter

and quencher only when hybridized to a

perfectly complementary target This al-

lowed them to distinguish the normal
human cystic fibrosis allele from the
4F508 mutant. Their probes had TAMRA
attached to the seventh nucleotide from
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the 5' end and were designed so that any

mismatches were between the reporter

and quencher. Increasing the distance

between reporter and quencher would

lessen the disruptive effect of mis-

matches and allow cleavage of the probe

on the incorrect target, thus, probes

with a quencher attached to an internal

nucleotide may still be useful for allelic

discrimination.

In this study loss of quenching upon

hybridization was used to show that

quenching by a 3' TAMRA is dependent

on the flexibility of a single-stranded oli-

gonucleotide. The increase in reporter

fluorescence intensity, though, could

also be used to determine whether hy-

bridization has occurred or not. Thus,

oligonucleotides with reporter and

quencher dyes attached at opposite ends

should also be useful as hybridization

probes. The ability to detect hybridiza-

tion in real time means that these probes

could be used to measure hybridization

kinetics. Also, this type of probe could be

used to develop homogeneous hybrid-

ization assays for diagnostics or other ap-

plications. Bagwell et al.
(10) describe just

this type of homogeneous assay where

hybridization of a probe causes an in-

crease in fluorescence caused by a loss of

quenching. However, they utilized a

complex probe design that requires add-

ing nucleotides to both ends of the

probe sequence to form two imperfect

hairpins. The results presented here

demonstrate that the simple addition of

a reporter dye to one end of an oligonu-

cleotide and a quencher dye to the other

end generates a fluorogenic probe that

can detect hybridization or PCR amplifi-

cation.
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Real Time Quantitative PCR

Christian A. Heid,
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Wc have developed a novel "real time" quantitative PCR method. The method measurer PCR product

accumulation through a dual-labeled fhiorogenlc probe (Lc., TaqMan Probe). This method provides very

accurate and reproducible quantitation of fcenc copies. Unlike other quantitative KIR methods, real-time PCR

does nor require post-PCR sample handling preventing potential PCR product carry-over contamination and

resulting In much faster and higher throughput assays. The real-time PCR method has a very large dynamic

range of starting target molecule determination (at least five orders of magnitude). Real-time auantitarlvc

PCR i* extremely accurate and less labor-intensive than current quantitative PCR methods.

Quantitative nucleic acid sequence analysis has

had an important mle in mnny fields of biologi-

cal research. Measurement of gt»iit expression

(RNA) has btwsn used extensively In monitoring

biological responses to various stimuli flan el al,

1991; Huang el at. 199Sa,h; Prud'homme et al.

1995),- Quantitative gene analysis (DNA) jlfls

lH-cn used Ui d«iermine the ^crumie quantity of *

particular gene, as in the case or the human HEK2
gene, .which Is amplified in

:
-30% of breast tu-

mors (Slarnon el al. 1987). Gene and genome
quantitation (DNA and RNA) also have been used

fur analysis of human immunodeficiency virus

(iUV) buTden demonstrating changes in the lev-

ds of virus throughout the different phases or the

disease (Connor et al. 1993; Platak ct al.

Purtado el ai. 1*195).

Many methods haw been described for tin:

quantitative analysis of nucleic acid sequences

(both for RNA and DNA; Southern ly/i; Sharp ct

al. 1980; Thomas 1980). Recently, PCR has

proven to be a powerful tool for quantitative

nucleic acid analysis. PCR and reverse transcrip-

tase: (KTJ-PCR have permitted the analysis of

minimal starting quantities of nucleic acid (as

little as one cell equivalent). This has made ]>os-

sibie many experiments (hat could not have been

performed with traditional methods. Although

PCR has provided a powerful tool, it is imperative

JCorw«>0<mdlf*g XUthftP.

R T n f3l

that It be uacU properly for quantitation (TUtty-

maskers 1995). Many early rejxirls of quantiu-

tivt: PCK and 1U-PCB described quantitation of

the PCR product but did not measure the Initial

target sequence, quantity. It is essential to design

proper controls for the quantitation of the initial

target sequences (Hcrrc 1992; Clementl ct al.

100?.)

Ke\Mirchcxs have, developed several methods
of quantitative PCR and KT-PCR. One approach

measures l*CR product quantity in the log phase

of the reunion before the plateau (Kellogg et al.

1990; Pang ct a). 1990). This method- requires

that each sample has equal Input amounts of

nucleic add and that each sample under analysis

amplifies with identical efficiency up to the. point

of quantitative analysis. A gene sequence (con-

tained in all samples at relatively constant quan-

tity, such a* p-aclln) can be used fnr sample*

lunpliTication efficiency normalization. Uslntf

conventional methods of PCR detection and

quantitation (gel electrophoresis or plate capture

hybridization), it is extremely laborious to assure

that all samples are analyzed during the log phase

of the reaction (for both the target gene and the

normalization gene). Another method, quantita-

tive competitive (QC)'ttCR, has been developed

and Is used widely for PCR quantitation. QC-PCR
relics on the inclusion of an internal control

.competitor in each reaction (Becker-Andre 1991;

Klarak cl ol. I993a,b). The efficiency of each re-

action Is nommli&cd to the internal competitor,

a i- tiown auiruiiii of Internal competitor can be

anuni 7nc« not «*« wj rc:*t rnn7/cn/7T
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added to each sample. To obtain rotative qua ro-

tation, the unknown target PGR product is com-
pared with the known competitor It'iK product.

Success of a quantitative competitive PGR assay

relitss on acvcloping an internal control that am-
plifio with the same efficiency as the uugct mol.

cculc. The design of the competJtui and ihv vn)l-

aation of am pi in cation efficiency:* jequire a

dedicated effort. Huwevci', because QC-KIU does

not require that PCR puKlucls be aiialyxud during

the log phase of the amplification, it is the easier

wf the lwo methods to use.

Seven I detectIon system* uie usvd for quan
Utative l'CK and RT-l»c:tt analysis; (1) ugurtttQ

£cis, (2) fluurvsveul labeling of POU products and
detection with In.nitr-incliicril flucirCAcenec \»3ll^

capillary eleorrnplwjTc.ni:* (htistu et al. 1995; Wil-

liams et al. 1996) or aerylaiaide gels, mid (3) plate

capture and sandwich probe hybrid fyji lion (Mul-

der el al. 1994). Although these method* prov**l

successful, each method requires post-PCR ma-
nipulations Thar add Time to the .uuilysis ami
may lead to hibu'iitoty i niilnuiination. 'i'he

sample throughput of Ihcvr jnrlliud> i.s limited

(with tin- i-xccpilon of the plate capture ap-
proach)- and, therefore, these methods, ore not
well suited fwi u>e* dem finding high sample
Throughput (I.e., screening of large numbers of

bIt>titwlo.uJc:t oi ui ittly/.ln^ SAmplea fi« didgilu>-

tlcs or clinical trial>).

I lexc we report the: development of ;i novel
ii.vsay for quantitative DNA analysis. The assay is

based on th«? uir. uf the ,S' nuclease assay first

described by Hoilund et al. (1991). The method
u.st* 1 he 5' nuclease activity of 'l\u{ pwlymc.ra.ic to

cleave a noncxtc.ndlblc hybridization probe dur-
ing the extension phaar of I'CU. The approach
nacs dual-In belcd fluorogcnic hybridisation
probes (Lcc ct n). 1 9<>3; jtusslcr ct ul. 1995; hlvok
et nk 199Sa,b). One fluorescent dye serves as a
reporter |FAM (i.e., <^c<irboxyftuore*ccm)| find its

emission spectra is quenched by the second fluo-

rescent dye, TAMRA (i.e., n-cari>oxy-ietrnmethyl-
i hodaminc). The nuclease degradation of the hy-

hrldl/Jitton pn>he releases the quenching of the

I'AM fluorescent emission, resulting in an In-

crease hi peak fluorescent emission at SJtt nm.
Hie use Of a sequence detector (AUI I'rism) allows

measurement of fluorescent spectra of all 96 wells

of the i hernial cycle: continuously during the

l'CK amplification. Therefore, the rcuelious uje

liumltorvd in real lime. The output data Is de-

scribed and quantitative mmlyab of input Urgei

DNA sequences Ls discussed below.

REAL 1IML f.UlANIHAilVI K1K

RESULTS

PGR Product Derealon in R«aJ Time

The gonl w;is to develop a high-throughput, sen-

sitive, and ncicuratc gene quant ballon assay for

u5c In monitoring lipid mediated thurapcuTit"

gene delivery. A plasmld encoding human factor

VIH gciie s(.*cju«nce
r
pFSTM Methods). w;is

used as a mcnlel ihera]>cutic Rene. The* assay use*

fluorescent Taqman methodology and an instru-

ment capable of measuring fluorescence Jn rrnl

time (Alii Prism 77(U) Sequence Hclrc-lnr). Put

i'iK]m;iix r«;acilon requires n hybridization pmhr
Ial>cJed witJi two different fluorescent dyes. One
dyi: ii a report wr dyu (I«'AM>, the otKcr U ^ quench-

ing dye (TAMRA). When the proln: U in I act, fluo-

icsccjit energy transfer occurs and the reporter

dye fluorescent emission is absorbed by the

quenching dye (TAMRA). During the extension

phase of the l'CK cycle, the fluorescent hybrid-

l/ujIUiii fifol>c Is cJcaved by the S'-.'i' nuclcolytic

activity of thr. DNA polymerase. On cleavage of

the probe, the reporter dye emission is no longer

transferred efficiently to the quenching dye, re

mi J til ik In cm Increase of the report or tlyti fluores-

cent cmixiloji *»j>eCtro. PCR primers und prubun

were duMgiiutl ft*i Uiu Jiuman fciclor VI 1 J se-

quence and human p-actln gene (u.i described in

Methods). Optiuiizntlon reactions were per-

formed to choose the «ppropriute probe um3
magnesium concenuatiom yielding the hiRlurs*

Inteiwjty of re|>ortcr fluorescent signnl without
sucrlflcing specificity. The Instrument ur.es a

charge-coupled device (i.e., CCD camcru) for

measuring the fluorescent einJsslon apectni from
.

rjOO tfi r»50 nm. Kach TCIt tube was monitored
sequvntiftlly for 25 m.sue with continuous moni-
toring throughput tlic aiuplificutitm . liftch lube
wa.n rr-cxandried every B*5 ;»ee. Computer sofl-

warr. was dc»igne.d to examine thr fluorescent In-

tensity of both the reporter dye (FAM).and
the quenching dye (TAMRA). The fluorescent

intensity of the quenching dye, TAMUA, change?
very little river the course of the PCR amplifi-

cation (data not shown). Therefore, the Intensity

of TAMltA dye emission serve* as an mternal
ntandurd wltli which to nomiulbx: the reporter

dyi: (FAM) emission vnrintjoias. T1>e software cal-

culates a vcihie termed ARn (or AftQ) using the

following equation: ARn - (lln
J

) (Ibi""), where
Un 4

. euilmiluji intensity i>t reporter/emission in-

tensity of quencher al nny given time In a renc.

doti tube, atul Ru r- emission intensitily of re-
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poner/emisslon huemily uf qucm:lier measured

prior to TCK anrpliiicalion in th;ir same reaction

tube, l'or the purpose of quantitation, the U.u

three data points (AKm) collected iiuring the ex-

tension step for each J
JCK cycle were analyzed.

The nudeolyiic degradation of the nyurldi/^iion.

probe occur* during ihe extension phase or I't Jt,

and, therefore, reporter fluorescent cnuaajun in-

creases during this time. Hut tlnce data polnta

were averaged for eacJi KJK cycle and the mean

value for each w;is plotted in an "amplification

plot" shown in Figure ] A. The AKn mean value is

plotted on the )>-axJs, ancJ oinc, represented by

cycle number, is plot led on tlje*-axis. During the

early cycles of the PCR amplification, the ARn

value remains at base line When sufficient hy-

bridization probe has hecn cleaved by the T#i/J

jxitymcrase nuftantt activity, I he intensity of re-

porter fhmrcAceni emission increase*. Most PCH

ainplinv-frUam reach i> plateau phoNc of reporter

fJuurvHvul emission tf the reweliun Is carried oul

to high cycle uuiiiK-in. The amplifi ration plot 1?

exttinijurtl cuily in lb* reaction, ut a point lh;n

tejjjcsents ihv log phase of prinkid acrmnula*

lion. This is done by ussignlng an arhiUary

threshold thji \$ bused on the variability of the

ba.w-liiicdi<ia. In Figure 1A # the threshold whs set

at 10 standard deviation* above, the mean of

Viafic line emission calculated from lydcn 1 to 1 fv

Once the threshold is chosen, the point at whtr.h

B

c

1.A

1.6

e

E
*

o 0R

" 0.6

04

Ptnumu

RnmJina

20 30

Cycle

4ft

30

2SJ

?0

15

Cycle

y-MJrtl « -3.56751

v.
v.

T
•a -? -1 o 1

log (r»9 input genomic 0NA)

Figure 1 PGR product detection in real time (A) The. Mode! 7700 buflware will consiruct amplification plot*

from the extension phase fluorescent emission data collected during the PCR amplification. The standard de-

viation is determined from the data points collected from the base line of the amplification ploL C, values are

calculated by determining the poini at which the fluorescence exceeds a threshold limit (usually 10 times the

standard deviation of the base line). (S) Overlay ot amplification plots of serially (1:2) diluted human genomic

DNA samples amplified with £-actin primers. (Q Input DNA concentration of the samples plotted versus CT . All
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the amplification plot wrobsvo the thrctfhold'ivcfe

fined as C,. C, is report ud u» the cycle number ;«

this point. As will be demvnslrutud, the C, .value
is piedkilve of the quantity of input tnrge.1.

Cj Values Provide a Quantitative Measurcmcnr. of
Input Targer Sequences

Figure tR shows amplification pioi* of lii-di'tYr:*.

eiit TCR amplifications overlaid. 'Hie amplify
Hons were performed on a 1:2 serial dilution
human genomic DNA. The amplified targci w:u
human p cictln. The amplification plotu Klnfl to
the right (to higher threshold cycles) ns the inpui
target quantity i<t reduced, 'i*his is expected ho.
caiiKtt r<uu:tiortfi with fewer starting copies nf the
target molecule require greater amplification to
degrade enough probe to attain the threshold
fluorescence. An arbitrary threshold of JO stan-
dard deviations above the base line was used to
determine the C

r values. figure 1C: represents the
CT value* plotted versus the sample dilution
value, Each dilution was amplified in triplicate
Pc:r amplifications and plotted as mean values
with error bars representing one standard devia-
tion. 'Hie Cr values decrease linearly with increas-
ing target quantity. Thus, Cr valuta can be used
as o quantitative, measurement of i lie input target
number. It should be noted that the amplifica-
tion plot for the 15.6-ng sample shown hi Figure
IB does not reflect the same fluorescent rate of
increase exhibited by mensr of the other samples
The 15.6-ng sample also achieves tmdpoint pla-
teau at a lower fluorescent value than would he

»
expected based on the input DNA. This pheiumi-
cnon has been observed occasionally with other
•samples (data not shown) and may be attribut-
able to lata cycle inhibition; this hypothec is
still under investigation. It is important to note
i Hat the flattened slope and early plateau do not
impact significantly the calculated c, value as
dcmomrratwl by the fli on th* lino shown jri

'

Figure 1 c All triplicate amplifications nxultec J in
vvry similar Or values—the slanclard deviation
did not exceed 0,5 for any dilution. This expert-
merit contains- a > 3 00,000-fold range of Input tar-
gel molecules. Using Cv values for quoniKaiion
permits a much larger assay range than directly
using total fluorescent emission intensity for
quantitation. The linear range. oi lluorcsccnt in-
tensity measurement or ihc AiM i'rlsm 7700 <;c-

KIAI UMI OUANHUIIVI i*

mcMVts over n very large rjmjjc' of r?laii Vo ci>»ri I

target quantities.

Sample Preparation Validation

Several parameters influence the efllcleury
PCM amplification; magnesium and sail cone*
nation*, reaction conditions (i.e., time and le.

poruture), I»CH target size and composite
primer sequences, and sample purity. All of t

above factors are common to a singk J'CR ass,

except sample to sample purity, in an effort
validate the method of sample preparation J

theiaeior VJJ1 assay, PCK ampliation reproch
ihiiity and oifldency oi 10 replicate snmr
pi t'iwratioTiK were examined. Afie.r genomic Or*
was prepared fmm the 10 replicate samples, t;

DNA wa,i quantUatcd by ultraviolet spcaroscoc
AmpllJicaUons were performed analy7Jng p-aci
koto, content In 100 and 25 of total gunom
DNA. Each J'CK amplification was performed
triplicate. Comparison of Cr values for each tri

Hcate sample show minimal variation based c

standard deviation and coeflldejit of variant
(Tabic 1). Therefore, each oi the triplicate PC
amplifications was highly reproducible, demoi
strailng that real time PCK using this instrumci
tation introduces minimal variation Into th
quantitative J'CK analysis. Comparison of th
mean CV, values of the 10 replicate sample preps
rations also showed minimal variability, jndica
mg that each sample preparation yielded simile
results for p-actln gene quantity. The highest C
<liffercnce between any of rhe samples was
and 0.7] for the 1(X) and 2S n« samples, rcspec
lively. Additionally, the amplification of ead
sample exhibited an equivalent rate of fluores-
cent emission intensity change per amount a
DNA target analyzed as indicaieri by simiiai
slopes derived from the sample dilutions (Fig. 2).
Any sample containing an excess of a PCX inhibi-
tor would exhibit a greater measured g-actln Cr
value for a given quantity of DNA. in addition,
Uic inhibitor would be diluted along with tin;
sample in the dilution analysts (Hg, Z) t altering
the expected Cr value change. Each sample am-
plification yielded a similar result in the analysis,
dcmonslraiirujlhat this method of sample prepa'
ration is highly reproducible, with rcgnni to
sample purity.

Quantitative Analvsis of a Plasmid After
rnc« new «f,R vva «c:fcT 7nn7/cn/7T
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Tohlo 1. Reproducibility of S«mplo Preparation Method

Sample

2

3

4

7

8

9

10

Mean

100 ng 25 ng

standard
m^an deviation CV

18.24

18.23

18.33

18.35

1M4
18.3

18.3

1S.42
18.15
18.23
18.32
T8.4

18.38
18.46

18.54

18.67
19

18.28

18.36
18.52

18.45
18.7

18.73

18.18

18.34

18.36

18.42.

18.57
IB.66

(1 10)

1v.27 0.06

18/17 0,0<5

18.34 0.07

18.23 0.OB

0.04

18.71 0.21

18.39 0.12

18.63 0.16

18.29 0.1

1fi.5S 0.15

18.12 0.17

0.32

0,32

0.36

0.46

0.23

1.26

0.66

0.83

0.65

0,90

20.48

20.55

20.5

20.61

20.59
70.41

20.54

20.6

20.49

20.48
20.44
20.38

20.68

20.87

20.63

21.09

21.04
21.04

20.67
20.73
20.65

20.98
20.84

20.75

20.46

20.54
20.48

20.79

20.78
20.62

standard
mean deviation CV

20.51 0.03 0.17

0,11 0.54

20.54 0.06 0.26

20.43 0.05 0.26

20.73 0.13 0.61

21.06 0.03 0.15

20.6& 0.04 0.2

20.86 0.12 0.57

20.51 0.07 0.32

20.73 0.1 0.16

20.66 0,19 0.94

tor containing o partial cDNA for human factor
vm, pl-'BTM. A scries of tr.')i»fcci;om was sot

up using a decreasing amount of the plasmid
v

(40,
4, 0.5, and 0.1 ^g). Twenty -four hours po.st-

Inmafertin-n, total ftNA wflJ purified from each
flask ufcelh. p-Actin geneAjuantity waMhuMrn aa

a value for normali^ainm or ^-noiiiii*. ONA con-
centration frum cadi sample. In this cxpesjmciit,

|i-actin gene content snould 'remain constant
relative to coral genomic DNA. Figure 3 shows t)jc

result of the p-actln DNA measurement (100 ng
total DNA determined by ultraviolet spectros-

copy) of each sumple. Kach sample wait analysed

in triplicate and the mean |i-actin Of values of

the triplicates were, plotted (error bars represent
r«-»-ifiapri riuviaimni "I h*» htPht*sr iiiffrrrnrr

betw^wn any iwt\ sample* moam was OMS C,. Ten
nanograms of total UNA of each sample were aUo
examined for 0-acUn. The results again flowed
that very similar amount.? of genomic DNA wore:

present; tin: maximum mean Ji actio C:, value

difference vva.s 1.0. As J
:igurc 3 shows, the r;ite of

(Vactln C r change lx.*twc-cn the 100 and 10-iig

sample* wa* sfmltur (slope values r;jng<« hurwoon
$.56 and -3.45). TVm verifies again that the

method of nampic preparation yields sawpltts of

identical PCR integrity »o sample contained

an excessive atnuuiil of a POH inhibitor). How-
ever, these results indicate that cud) sample con-

tained slight differences in the actual amount of

genumlc DNA aualyxcd. Determination of actual

ueuumic ONA concentration wos accomplished
n x- o -o-tr 1
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Figure 2 Sample preparation purity, l he repficato
samples shown In Table 1 woro ato amplified .In

tripicate vising 2S ng of each DMA sample. The fig.

ui* sSowi die input DNA concentration (100 and
25 ng) vs. C, In ih*» lignrp. ih*» 1O0 and 7.5 ng
points for ctach (ample are connected by a line.

by plotting the mean (J-actfo C, value obtained
for each 100- ng sanipk* un a p-actln standard
t.-uive (shown In Pig- 40). The actual gctsomic
1>NA conctMitratioii of each sumpUi, was ob
lalncd by extrapolation to tin? *<axis,

Figure- A shows the measured (l.u., n«>n>

normalised) quiiiitilie-N uf factor VJJ] pla.MTiid

ONA (preTM) from each of the four transient cell

l nii infect ion s. Each reaction contained 100 n£ of

lotaf sample ONA (as determined by UV spectros-

copy). l
r^ch 5«mple was analyzed in triplicate

V 27.73 * <tWr\U 1

M U> 1.8 6 . J»J

log (r»g Input ONA)

Figure 5 Analyib of lidiiifectcd cell DNA quantity

and purity. I he DNA preparations of the four '29%

cell transections (40, 4, 0.5, and 0.1 jug of pF8TM)
were analyzed for the (S-actln gene. TOO and 10 ng
(determined by ultraviolet spectroscopy) of each

sample were amplified in triplicate. For each

amount of pF8TM that was transfectcd, the p-aciln

C7 values are plotted versus the total Input DNA

h7 n tvh

PC.u amplifications. As shown, pFBTM purine
jftuic Jhc 293 cells decreases (mean C, values ir

cnr.wftj with decreasing amounts cif pi ami I

itruitsirUcd- The mean C
t values obtained fc

p>WM in Tigure 4A were plotted on a slandur
curve comprised uf seiially diluted pKHTV
shown .in figure 4R. The quaiilily ui plXTM, i

found in each of the four iranfifoctlons was d<

tcrmined by extrapolation to the * ax it of th

standard curve In IHgurc 4H. 'lltcse uncorrectc

values, b, for pTOTM were normalise! to delci

mine the actual amount of pJJ8'lM ftaiml per 10
of genomic DNA by using Iho equation:.

/> x 1QO ng ^ actual pM?TM copies per

(f

r 100 ng of genomic DNA

where a actual genomic ONA in u sample an<

b w- pl rH'l*M copies from the standard curve. Tb«
normalised quantity of pl'6TM per 300 n$ of ge-

nomic DNA for each 6/ the four 1 ransfccilon.s J.

.shown lit Figure 4JJ. Hicm: rtaull* .show iliai iln

quantity of factor vin plasmlU ussoOuted will

thO cells, 24 lir after irunsrwliun. di:i.ie.ise:

with UccnrcislUK piwmuJ uu intimation uacc! li

the traiii/rtnion- 'Hie quantity of pl*b'J'M nwoeJ
atco witn Z93 celb, after trumfectlon with 40 ^
of ptaismid, was 35 pg per 100 ng {jmoirilc ONA
Tllis results in -520 plasinid copies per ceil.

mscussioN

Wo have described a new method for quanthut-
iu« gene copy mimbvr.% using reai-tlmc «nalysl5

of PCK amplification*. ReaMlmc PCK i.s compat-
ible with cJthtT of the two FO< (KT-PCR) ap-

pruachea: (1) quantitative cornel it ivc where An
Int euia) conipcllior for each target .sequence is

tiscd for normalixotJon (data not shown) or (2)

quantitative comparative 1*CH usJmk h

tlo?i geue contained within the sample (i.e., |3-nr-

tiii) or a ''housekeeping" gene for MVPCK. If

e.qual amounts of nucleic add are analyzed for

e;u:n sample and if the amplification cf/it

befcjre quantitative analysb ^ identical for e«<:!»

sample, the tTirernai coulmi (nuf-maliroiioii gene
or competitor) should Rlvc equal »ignal» for all

samples.

The real-time PCK method offers several ad-

vTtjilagcs over the other two methods currently

employed (see the introduction). Kirst, the re.aU

time PCR ii^et)iod Is performed in a doscd-tube

system and requires no post-PCR manipulation

n/»o r\f\ r o «. a w.j nn*nT TnnT/r»A/TT
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t Quantitative Analytic of pFSTM in transfccicd cell*. (A) Amount of
plasmid DMA used for the transection plotted against the mean C, value deter-m
pS??j T« ,

rcma,nln* *1 ircnrfectlon. (fl,C) Standard curves of
J*R1M and p-acUn, respceuVely. pf 8TM ONA <*) And genomic »NA (Q were
diluted MrUfy 1 :S b«:or* amplification with the appropriate primer,. The B-actin
standard curvo wa* usod 10 norma f.>e the results of A to 1 00 ruj of genomic DNA.
(O) Tho amount of pF8TM present per 100 ng of genomic DNA.

of sample. Therefore, I In- iKtU'tMin) for rCR con*
Inmt notion in the laboratory is reduced because
amplified products can hi- yualyv.ed and disponed
of witlimit opening thu rutin ion tubes. Second,
this method suppoxU the um? ufii iiorin;iliV.iilh>n

«enc (i.e., |3-actin) for quantitative PGR or house-
keeping genes for quantitative RT-l'CK controls.

Analysis is performed in real time during the Jog
phase of product accumulation. Analysis during

phase permits many different gciirs (ovCT a
wide input target range) to be analyzed simulta-
neously, without concern of reaching reaction
plateau at different cycles Tiiis will make mulll-
^enfc analysis assays much csaIci lu develop, bc-
cnuse individual intern id cuinpcUlui* will not lx*

needed for coch gene under analysis. Third,
cwimplc throughput will imica:>c dramatically
with the new method because there is no jx>m.

P(.:U prnccnslng time. Additionally, wot king In a

format is highly compatible with auto,

motion technology.

The real-time PGR ruclbod is highly reprn.

ducible. Replicate amplifications can be analyzed

for «wh sample minlmhdng potential error, The.
sysutm allows for a very large assay dynamic
runge (approaching l f

000tWX)-roid Murting tai-

gcl). VaitiH u .standard curve for the target at in-
terest, relative cof>y number vaiucs can be deter-
mined Tor any unknown .vample. fluorescent
threshold values, C,v-coneJair. linearly with rela-

tive 1>NA copy number*. Real time quantitative
KT-I»C:R methodology (Gibson et ah, this i<uuc«)

ha.i «bohec:n developed, finally, rcaJ time quan-
titative I'CR methodology can he used (w develop
high-throughput weening Aaaay* for a variety of
applications [quantitative gene c^^jeaaion (RT-
rCn), Rene copy n.-wnys <Mcr2, IJ1V, etc.)* gcm>
typing (knockout mouw analysis), and Jmmuno-

Real-time POU may also Ik: jwrrformed using
inrcrcoloiing dyes (Higuchi ct al. such us

eiJiJdium bromide. The fluorogenic prohc
method offers a major advantage over inter-

calaiing dyes- -greater specificity (i.e./ primer
dirnvrs and nonspecific PCR products art: not dft-

tmed).

f» ? rt F3i
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METHODS
Generation of <t Plasmtd Containing a Partial

cDNA Tor Human Factor Ylll

Total RNA vr<ia harvested (BNAw»» » Cnmi Td Ten, inc.,

rTJendswood,
'

r>t> wil> »»*«wfecle«l with a (octor VI It

rxjmnxhju v^tor, pC:iS2.tk^U (feum el id. 1V86; Gor.

man ci al. 10tX». A factor VIII partial eMNA wjueiuv WAS

^•i.t'mccd by nx i»r:it [ConMntp ia mil iina i»r.n Xll

(pan NWMWir/s, va Applu-u hiosyiicms, Piwum c;hy, <^A)J

u>lng Die I'Cnt jn-juiuf* PHfor *•»«! I-Tlrcv (|trinn-r xrqueiim

arc shown below). II ie a in pllcon was reamplinVd aMnR

modified 1'tifor and Wrcv primers (ap|x*mU-<l with Kcm/111

and //mdlJl restriction sire sequence* «t Hn- V epdj and

Clonal Into ptiKM- 3Z (Promina Corp., Muduou, Wt). The

resulting d«nr, pPSTM, was u»cd lor transient transferror

erf 293 ccJJa.

Amplification of Target DNA ami Dciecilpn of

Amplicon Factor VIII Plasmid DNA

(pHn*M) WW tfinpllftud with tlnr t/titm-ii IWuf S'-CX.C-

crm<;t;AAiiAu:iVAt;uicvTev,v an<i Pftrcv .s'-AAA<;(rr-

IZAGCXHXKiATtari'AOG-iV.TiK: rvnellvm piodm-vd ti AZZ-

up K:K product. 'J*MC fnrwurd primer wua de>txnvd lu icv

oytilze u unique M'tpiritiv fimnd In I Ik 5* untranslated

r«f>;lOFi of tin; paieiil |XJ132.tk£5J> pldMiiiil fmtl therefore

clovs iiu( k'uuhjjUa: and amplify lIk- human facuir VIII

gene. I'rinmrfi wore chosen with tiw avYivtam** of I hi* oom.
jmlcr program Oliw (Nuiimr.il UiuffCicnccs, Inv„ Ply-

mouth, MN). The human p-actt« gene was amplified with

ihc primer* Otwtiii forward primer A'TC'ACCCACAt n'CT
GCCCATCri*AC:c";A-3' and fi-ocliij reverse piimcr V-CAC
CGGAACCCcnxrArrciCOAjCG-S'. The reaction pro-

ciuccci a 2y5*r>p i*c:k product.

Amplification reactions (SO |xJ) contained a UNA
sample, Hlx PCR liwffnf II (i> m.1), 200 jim dA11\ dCTP,
dGTP, and 400 pw riUTP, 4 mM MgCI?f \M Units Ampll
7Vk; r;NA poiymciwc. u,5 unit Ainpnxnsc uracil N-Riy-
MMyluM* <UN0) # 60 pinok- of ench fnctoi VIM jm-Iiiki, und 15
u«im»Ii> trf vwtoh |< Act In pi Itnor. 'M>o icai'tltMU alwi ctmlolucd

One Of th^ following fj^crtlnn prolM^ji (WM1 nu cprh)j

j'Hprt»i,c ^'{PAMjAc^riYrrccuf^rrcifrntrrrrcTC'r-
GCCTT(TAMRA)p 3' aud q-ntiin proU- 5

r (TAM)ATGCU:t :-

XC'J"AMKA)CCCCCATCCCATCp-.T whrrr p indlcalcs

plinAphnrylAiinn nnd X ludlcMcs a linker arm nucleotide.

Reaction HiIk:? wmi- MicmAmp Optical Tul>cs (part Aum-
licr NKOI 00 .1.1, Pcrklxi lUniur) thai wwru fruciLH.1 (a\ IH*rfcl«t

F.lnicr) (u pn-voil light from /cflccting, Tube eapk were
similar !n Mu*n>Anip Cinpa l>ul specially desiftned lo prc-

yciiI UrIh scat taring.. All <il \\i<- PCU ^nt/tumulvlf* were mp-
1>y PK Applied lUusyo^ma (pn»hT f!Hy, CA) except

ihr factor Vlll primerj, which wnr .tynthesl/rd at Cencn
lech, Inc. (South f-an Pranclsco, CA). Prolw ww dcsJ(*ni*d

using the Oliyo ^-0 3of(worc, folluwlny; gutdrlliies aij;-

^cMefl in tnc Modd 7700 .Sequence l>cttrti>r hi.itiuHinil

tnunual. Briefly, pruln- 'J'm vJmuhl he al least 5"C hl^rr

man rhr arvni*ullux iciupi'i^lurc u.-»cd <lvirlii^; Ihrrmul ry-

rhttg; prliticrsi should not /uim simltW duplexw' with Ihr

probe.

The ihLTiimJ tyrllng cuiiUitlmu Included 2 Jtdn ftl

5UVC and 10 min al 95"C. 'ninrmal c-yeling procrr<Jrd with

rt aciiouw were performed m th(» Morlol 77()i) .Sequence He-

U^ior (PL Apphed Ulus^U'uiv), which comahiv -a Ocor <

Allip Syslvm »<AXX Mt-M-Mon wu0itioi*^ wi-rr- pro-

{^niiliiliuU on .i l*wwvr MacinU»h V10CJ (Apple C'^n»pntc*r.

Soma Clara, t;A) llnkcO dirxtily to the Model 7700

cfuctuv IXilocior. AfiMtyV* *»f data w»v alu.1 itf*r<firmw1 or

ihv Mii-lnunh vompxiior. Oil net ton and hii^ lytic cnMwari

wiiy devcU)|wl Ml PK Applied HIcKytiums.

Traiwfection of Cells with Fictor Vlll Qjiniruci

JViur T17.S nasks of 293 cells (ATCX: CK1. ?» huntar

fetol Idclncy suiippnftjoii call line, were uruwii to 80% con
lliioney and transected pivrxi. Celli were grown in i\n

Allowing media*. 50% HAM^ V\2 without GHT, .Mm low

glucose JXiilKtXNi's nuidlflrd Koxl^ metlium (UMI-M) with

enn glyrinc wiUi sodium bicarhtuiate, IU% letal Uwim
serum, 2 ium L-jcluldininc, And 1% peniollin-strcpiomy

vhi. medio was dionffed 30 min hcfo«* th*. iran.'fcc

lion, pPUTM r)NA amounts of AO, 4, OS, and 0.1 ^; wen
<iU»tr;<l to !.?> ml of n sulMtJon containing 0.125 m (u*C\.

*nd 1 X Ml'J'liS. TJlc four roixhiffs were left at K>om ten*

(xnunn; ff»i U) min and then atUUnl HmpwlM* u\ 0%o cells

Thv n».»k> wv.t- iiK.tjl^tcJ at 37°C and 5% < :Oy for 24 hr

washed with PUS, .nicJ ri«u?»pcndcd In PttS. The rentiH

jn*mK:d cell* were divided into «Ki|un(» und UNA WAd ex

tmcted luiinedl«U-Iy luiiiR OWQIAainp KUHKi Kit (Qia^en

CUiatflm>rtl), <.^>. UNA wii.s cliiled Into 200 p. I vl 20 ntw

IVU-lia at pi I H.O.
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ABSTRACT Wnt family members are critical to many
developmental processes, and components of the VYnt signal-

ing pathway have been linked to tumorigenesis in familial and

sporadic colon carcinomas. Here we report the identification

of two genes, WISP-I and W75P-2, that are up-regulated in the

mouse mammary epithelial cell line C57MG transformed by

Wnt-1, but not by Wnt-4. Together with a third related gene,

WISPS, these proteins define a subfamily of the connective

tissue growth factor family. Two distinct systems demon-

strated WISP induction to be associated with the expression of

Wnt-1. These included (£) C57MG cells infected with a Wnt-1

retroviral vector or expressing Wnt-1 under the control of a

tetracylihe repressible promoter, and (») Wnt-1 transgenic

mice. The WISP-1 gene was localized to human chromosome

8q24.1-8q243. WISP-I genomic DNA was amplified in colon

cancer cell lines and in human colon tumors and its RNA
overexpressed (2- to > 30-fold) in 84% of the tumors examined

compared with patient-matched normal mucosa. WISP-3

mapped to chromosome 6q22-6q23 and also was overex-

pressed (4- to > 40-fold) in 63% of the colon tumors analyzed.

In contrast, WISP-2 mapped to human chromosome 20ql2-

20ql3 and its DNA was amplified, but RNA expression was

reduced (2- to > 30-fold) in 79% of the tumors. These results

suggest that the WISP genes may be downstream of Wnt-1

signaling and that aberrant levels of WISP expression in colon

cancer may play a role in colon tumorigenesis.

Wnt-1 is a member of an expanding family of cysteine-rich,

glycosylated signaling proteins that mediate diverse develop-

mental processes such as the control of cell proliferation,

adhesion, cell polarity, and the establishment of cell fates (1,

2). Wnt-1 originally was identified as an oncogene activated by

the insertion of mouse mammary tumor virus in virus-induced

mammary adenocarcinomas (3, 4). Although Wnt-1 is not

expressed in the normal mammary gland, expression of Wnt-1

in transgenic mice causes mammary tumors (5).

In mammalian cells, Wnt family members initiate signaling

by binding to the seven-transmembrane spanning Frizzled

receptors arid recruiting the cytoplasmic protein Dishevelled

(Dsh) to the cell membrane (1, 2, 6). Dsh then inhibits the

kinase activity of the normally constitutively active glycogen

synthase kinase-3/3 (GSK-3/3) resulting in an increase in

/3-catenin levels. Stabilized /3-catenin interacts with the tran-

scription factor TCF/Lefl, forming a complex that appears in
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the nucleus and binds TCF/Lefl target DNA elements to

activate transcription (7, 8). Other experiments suggest that

the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) tumor suppressor gene
also plays an important role in Wnt signaling by regulating

/3-catenin levels (9). APC is phosphorylated by GSK-3/3, binds

to /3-catenin, and facilitates its degradation. Mutations in

either APC or 0-catenin have been associated with colon

carcinomas and melanomas, suggesting these mutations con-

tribute to the development of these types of cancer, implicating

the Wnt pathway in tumorigenesis (1).

Although much has been learned about the Wnt signaling

pathway over the past several years, only a few of the tran-

scriptionally activated downstream components activated by

Wnt have been characterized. Those that have been described

cannot account for all of the diverse functions attributed to

Wnt signaling. Among the candidate Wnt target genes are

those encoding the nodal-related 3 gene, Xnr3
t
a member of

the transforming growth factor (TGF)-/3 superfamily, and the

homeobox genes, engrailed, goosecoid, twin {Xtwn)
t and siamois

(2). A recent report also identifies c-myc as a target gene of the

. Wnt signaling pathway (10).

To identify additional downstream genes in the Wnt signal-

ing pathway that are relevant to the transformed cell phenor

type, we used a PCR-based cDNA subtraction strategy, sup-

pression subtractive hybridization (SSH) (11), using RNA
isolated from C57MG mouse mammary epithelial cells and

C57MG cells stably transformed by a Wnt-1 retrovirus. Over-

expression of Wnt-1 in this cell line is sufficient to induce a

partially transformed phenotype, characterized by elongated

and refractile cells that lose contact inhibition and form a

multilayered array (12, 13). We reasoned that genes differen-

tially expressed between these two cell lines might contribute

to the transformed phenotype.

In this paper, we describe the cloning and characterization

of two genes up-regulated in Wnt-1 transformed cells, WISP-1
and WISP-2, and a third related gene, WISP-3, The WISP genes

are members of the CCN family of growth factors, which

includes connective tissue growth factor (CTGF), Cyr61, and

nov, a family not previously linked to Wnt signaling.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
SSH. SSH was performed by using the PCR-Select cDNA

. Subtraction Kjt (CLONTECH). Tester double-stranded

Abbreviations: TGF, transforming growth factor, CTGF, connective

tissue growth factor; SSH, suppression subtractive hybridization;

VWC, von Willebrand factor type C module.

Data deposition: The sequences reported in this paper have been

deposited in the Gcnbank database (accession nos. API00777,
API 00778, AF100779, AF100780, and AF100781).

tTo whom reprint requests should be addressed, e-mail: diane@gene.

com.
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cDNA was synthesized from 2 ^g of poly(A)" RNA isolated

from the C57MG/Wnt-1 cell line and driver cDNA from 2 p.g

of poly(A)* RNA from the parent C57MG cells. The sub-

tracted cDNA library was subcloned into a pGEM-T vector for

further analysis.

cDNA Library Screening. Clones encoding full-length

mouse WISP-1 were isolated by screening a AgtlO mouse

embryo cDNA library (CLONTECH) with a 70-bp probe from

the original partial clone 568 sequence corresponding to amino

acids 128-169. Clones encoding full-length human WISP-1

were isolated by screening AgtlO lung and fetal kidney cDNA
libraries with the same probe at low stringency. Clones en-

coding full-length mouse and human WISP-2 were isolated by

screening a C57MG/Wnt-1 or human fetal lung cDNA library

with a probe corresponding to nucleotides 1463-1512. Full-

length cDNAs encoding WISPS were cloned from human

bone marrow and fetal kidney libraries.

Expression of Human WISP RNA. PCR amplification of

first-strand cDNA was performed with human Multiple Tissue

cDNA panels (CLONTECH) and 300 /xM of each dNTP at

94°C for 1 sec, 62°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 1 min, for 22-32 cycles.

WISP and glyceraIdehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase primer

sequences are available on request.

In Situ Hybridization. 33P-labeled sense and antisense ribo-

probes were transcribed from an 897-bp PCR product corre-

sponding to nucleotides 601-1440 of mouse WISP-1 or a

294-bp PCR product corresponding to nucleotides 82-375 of

mouse WISP-2. All tissues were processed as described (40).

Radiation Hybrid Mapping. Genomic DNA from each

hybrid in the Stanford G3 and Genebridge4 Radiation Hybrid

Panels (Research Genetics, Huntsville, AL) and human and

hamster control DNAs were PCR-amplified, and the results

were submitted to the Stanford or Massachusetts Institute of

Technology web servers.

Cell Lines, Tumors, and Mucosa Specimens. Tissue speci-

mens were obtained from the Department of Pathology (Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh) for patients undergoing colon resection

and from the University of Leeds, United Kingdom. Genomic

DNA was isolated (Qiagen) from the pooled blood of 10

normal human donors, surgical specimens, and the following

ATCC human cell lines: SW480, COLO 320DM, HT-29,

WiDr, and SW403 (colon adenocarcinomas), SW620 (lymph

node metastasis, colon adenocarcinoma), HCT 116 (colon

carcinoma), SK-CO-1 (colon adenocarcinoma, ascites), and

HM7 (a variant of ATCC colon adenocarcinoma cell line LS

174T). DNA concentration was determined by using Hoechst

dye 33258 intercalation fluorimetry. Total RNA was prepared

by homogenization in 7 M GuSCN followed by centrifugation

over CsCl cushions or prepared by using RNAzoI.

Gene Amplification and RNA Expression Analysis. Relative

gene amplification and RNA expression of WISPs and c-myc in

the cell lines, colorectal tumors, and normal mucosa were

determined by quantitative PCR. Gene-specific primers and

fluorogenic probes (sequences available on request) were

designed and used to amplify and quantitate the genes. The

relative gene copy number was derived by using the formula
2<act) where ACt represents the difference in amplification

cycles required to detect the WISP genes in peripheral blood

lymphocyte DNA compared with colon tumor DNA or colon

tumor RNA compared with norma! mucosal RNA. The

6-method was used for calculation of the SE of the gene copy

number or RNA expression level. The WISP-specific signal was

normalized to that of "the giyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehy-

drogenase housekeeping gene. All TaqMan assay reagents

were obtained from Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems.

RESULTS

Isolation of WISP-1 and WISP-2 by SSH. To identify Wnt-

1-inducible genes, we used the technique of SSH using the

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95 (1998)

mouse mammary epithelial cell line C57MG and C57MG cells

that stably express Wnt-1 (11). Candidate differentially ex-

pressed cDNAs (1,384 total) were sequenced. Thirty-nine

percent of the sequences matched known genes or homo-
logues, 32% matched expressed sequence tags, and 29% had

no match. To confirm that the transcript was differentially

expressed, semiquantitative reverse transcription-PCR and

Northern analysis were performed by using mRNA from the

C57MG and C57MG/Wnt-1 cells.

Two of the cDNAs, WISP-1 and WISP-2 t were differentially

expressed, being induced in the C57MG/Wnt-1 cell line, but

not in the parent C57MG cells or C57MG cells overexpressing

Wnt-4 (Fig. 1 A and B). Wnt-4, unlike Wnt-1, does not induce

the morphological transformation of C57MG cells and has no

effect on 0-catenin levels (13, 14). Expression of WISP-1 was
up-regulated approximately 3-fold in the C57MG/Wnt-1 cell

line and WISP-2 by approximately 5-fold by both Northern

analysis and reverse transcription-PCR.

An independent, but similar, system was used to examine

WISP expression after Wnt-1 induction. C57MG cells express-

ing the Wnt-I gene under the control of a tetracycline-

repressible promoter produce low amounts of Wnt-1 in the

repressed state but show a strong induction of Wni-I mRNA
and protein within 24 hr after tetracycline removal (8). The
levels of Wnt-1 and WISP RNA isolated from these cells at

various times after tetracycline removal were assessed by

quantitative PCR. Strong induction of Wnt-l mRNA was seen

as early as 10 hr after tetracycline removal. Induction of WISP
mRNA (2- to 6-fold) was seen at 48 and 72 hr (data not shown).

These data support our previous observations that show that

WISP induction is correlated with Wnt-1 expression. Because

the induction is slow, occurring after approximately 48 hr, the

induction of WISPs may be an indirect response to Wnt-1

signaling.

cDNA clones of human WISP-I were isolated and the

sequence compared with mouse WISP-1. The cDNA sequences

ofmouse and human WISP-1 were 1,766 and 2,830 bp in length,

respectively, and encode proteins of 367 aa, with predicted

relative molecular masses of ^40,000 (MT 40 K). Both have

hydrophobic N-terminal signal sequences, 38 conserved cys-

teine residues, and four potential N-linked glycosylation sites

and are 84% identical (Fig. 2A).

Full-length cDNA clones of mouse and human W7SP-2 were

1,734 and 1,293 bp in length, respectively, and encode proteins

of 251 and 250 aa, respectively, with predicted relative molec-

ular masses of * 27,000 (MT 27 K) (Fig. 23). Mouse and human
WISP-2 are 73% identical. Human WISP-2 has no potential

N-linked glycosylation sites, and mouse WISP-2 has one at

CS7MQ

Parent Wnl-1 Wnt-t

Fig. I. WISP-1 and WISP-2 are induced by Wnt-1, but not Wnt-4,

expression in C57MG cells. Northern analysis of WISP-1 (A) and

WISP-2 (B) expression in C57MG, C57MG/Wnt-1, and C57MG/
Wnt-4 cells. Poly(A)* RNA (2 jig) was subjected to Northern blot

analysis and hybridized with a 70-bp mouse WISP-

1

-specific probe

(amino acids 278-300) or a 190-bp WlSP-2-spec\Uc probe (nucleotides

1438-1627) in the 3* untranslated region. Blots were rehybridized with

human 0-actin probe.
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Fig. 2. Encoded amino acid sequence alignment of mouse and

human WISP-1 (A) and mouse and human WISP-2 {B). The potential

signal sequence, insulin-like growth factor-binding protein (IGF-BP),

VWC, thrombospondin (TSP) f
and C-terminal (CT) domains are

underlined.

position 197. WISP-2 has 28 cysteine residues that are con-

served among the 38 cysteines found in WISP-1.

Identification of WISPS, To search for related proteins, we

screened expressed sequence tag (EST) databases with the

WISP-1 protein sequence and identified several ESTs as

potentially related sequences. We identified a homologous

protein that we have called W1SP-3. A full-length human
WISP-3 cDNAof 1^71 bp was isolated corresponding to those

ESTs that encode a 354 raa protein with a predicted molecular

mass of 39,293. W1SP-3 has two potential N-linked glycosyl-

ation sites and 36 cysteine residues. An alignment of the three
' human WISP proteins shows that WISP-1 and W1SP-3 are the

most similar (42% identity), whereas WISP-2 has 37% identity

with WISP-1 and 32% identity with W1SP-3 (Fig. 2A).

WISPs Are Homologous to the CTGF Family of Proteins.

Human. WISP- 1, WISP-2, and WISP-3 are novel sequences;

however, mouse WISP-1 is the same as the recently identified

Elml gene. Elml is expressed in low, but not high, metastatic

mouse melanoma ceils, and suppresses the in vivo growth and

metastatic potential of K-1735 mouse melanoma cells (15).

Human and mouse WISP-2 are homologous to the recently

described rat gene, rCop-1 (16). Significant homology (36-

44%) was seen to the CCN family of growth factors. This family

includes three members, CTGF, Cyr61, and the protoonco-

gene nov. CTGF is a chemotactic and mitogen ic factor for

fibroblasts that is implicated in wound healing and fibrotic

disorders and is induced by TGF-/3 (17). Cyr61 is an extracel-

lular matrix signaling molecule that promotes cell adhesion,

proliferation, migration, angiogenesis, and tumor growth (18,

19). nov (nephroblastoma overexpressed) is an immediate

early gene associated with quiescence and found altered in

Wilms tumors (20). The proteins of the CCN family share

functional, but not sequence, . similarity to Wnt-1. All are

secreted, cysteine-rich heparin binding glycoproteins that as-

sociate with the cell surface and extracellular matrix.

WISP proteins exhibit the modular architecture of the CCN
family, characterized by four conserved cysteine-rich domains

(Fig. 35) (21). The N-terminal domain, which includes the first

12 cysteine residues, contains a consensus sequence (GCGC-
CXXC) conserved in most insulin-like growth factor" (IGF)-

B.

©QDDIDQII^ -«
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Fic. 3. (A) Encoded amino acid sequence alignment of human
WISPs. The cysteine residues of WISP-1 and WISP-2 that are not

present in WISP-3 are indicated with a dot. (£) Schematic represen-

tation of the WISP proteins showing the domain structure and cysteine

residues (vertical lines). The four cysteine residues in theVWC domain
that are absent in WISP-3 are indicated with a dot. (C) Expression of

WISP mRNA in human tissues. PCR was performed on human
multiple-tissue cDNA panels (CLONTECH) from the indicated adult

and fetal tissues.

binding proteins (BP). This sequence is conserved in WISP-2
and WISP-3, whereas WISP-1 has a glutamine in the third

position instead of a glycine. CTGF recently has been shown

to specifically bind IGF (22) and a truncated nov protein

lacking the IGF-BP domain is oncogenic (23). The von Wil-

lebrand factor type C module (VWC), also found in certain

collagens and mucins, covers the next 10 cysteine residues, and

is thought to participate in protein complex formation and

oligomerization (24). The VWC domain of WISP-3 differs

from all CCN family members described previously, in that it

contains only six of the 10 cysteine residues (Fig. 3 A and B).

A short variable region follows the VWC domain. The third

module, the thrombospondin (TSP) domain is involved in

binding to sulfated glycoconjugates and contains six cysteine

residues and a conserved WSxCSxxCG motif first identified in

thrombospondin (25). The C-terminal (CT) module contain-

ing the remaining 10 cysteines is thought to be involved in

dimerization and receptor binding (26). The CT domain is

present in all CCN family members described to date but is

' absent in WISP-2 (Fig. 3 A and B). The existence of a putative

signal sequence and the absence of a transmembrane domain

suggest that WISPs are secreted proteins, an observation

supported by an analysis of their expression and secretion from

mammalian cell and baculovirus cultures (data not shown).

Expression of WISP mRNA in Human Tissues. Tissue-

specific expression of human WISPs was characterized by PCR
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analysis on adult and fetal multiple tissue cDNA panels.

WISP-1 expression was seen in the adult heartt kidney, lung,

pancreas, placenta, ovary, small intestine, and spleen (Fig. 3C).

Little or no expression was detected in the brain, liver, skeletal

muscle, color, peripheral blood leukocytes, prostate, testis, or

thymus. WISM had a more restricted tissue expression and

was detected in adult skeletal muscle, colon, ovary, and fetal

lung. Predominant expression of WISPS was seen in adult

kidney and testis and fetal kidney. Lower levels of WISP-3

expression were detected in placenta, ovary, prostate, and

small intestine.

In Situ Localization of WISP-1 and WISP-2. Expression of

WISP-1 and WSP-2 was assessed by in situ hybridization in

mammary tumors from Wnt-1 transgenic mice. Strong expres-

sion of WISP-I was observed in stromal fibroblasts lying within

the fibrovascular tumor stroma (Fig. 4 A-D). However, low-

level WISP-1 expression also was observed focally within tumor

cells (data not shown). No expression was observed in normal

breast. Like WISP-1, WISP-2 expression also was seen in the

tumor stroma in breast tumors from Wnt-1 transgenic animals

(Fig. 4 £-//) However, WISP-2 expression in the stroma was

in spindle-shaped cells adjacent to capillary vessels, whereas

Fig. 4. (A, C £, and C) Representative hematoxylin/eosin-stained

images from breast tumors in Wnt-1 transgenic mice. The correspond-

ing dark-field images showing WISP-1 expression are shown in B and

D. The tumor is a moderately well-differentiated adenocarcinoma

showing evidence of adenoid cystic change. At low power (A and B),

expression of WISP-1 is seen in the delicate branching fibrovascular

tumor stroma (arrowhead). At higher magnification, expression is seen

in the stromal(s) fibroblasts (C and D), and tumor cells are negative.

Focal expression of WISP-1, however, was observed in tumor cells in

some areas. Images of WISP-2 expression are shown in E-H. At low

power (E and F),.expression of WISP-2 is seen in cells lying within the

fibrovascular tumor stroma. At higher magnification, these cells

appeared to be adjacent to capillary vessels whereas tumor cells are

negative (C and H).

the predominant cell type expressing WISP-1 was the stromal

fibroblasts.

Chromosome Localization of the WISP Genes. The chro-

mosomal location of the human WISP genes was determined
by radiation hybrid mapping panels. WISP-1 is approximately

3.48 cR from the meiotic marker AFM259xc5 [logarithm of
odds (lod) score 16.31] on chromosome 8q24.1 to 8q24.3, in the

same region as the human locus of the novH family member
(27) and roughly 4 Mbs distal to c-myc (28). Preliminary fine

mapping indicates that WISP-1 is located near D8S1712 STS.
WISP-2 is linked to the marker SHGC-33922 (lod = 1,000) on
chromosome 20ql2-20ql3.1. Human WISPS mapped to chro-

mosome 6q22-6q23 and is linked to the marker AFM211ze5
(lod = 1,000). WISPS is approximately 18 Mbs proximal to

CTGF arid 23 Mbs proximal to the human cellular oncogene
MYB (27, 29).

Amplification and Aberrant Expression ofWISPs in Human
Colon Tumors. Amplification of protooncogenes is seen in

many human tumors and has etiological and prognostic sig-

nificance. For example, in a variety of tumor types, c-myc
amplification has been associated with malignant progression

and poor prognosis (30). Because WISP- 1 resides in the same
general chromosomal location (8q24) as c-myc, we asked

whether it was a target of gene amplification, and, if so,

whether this amplification was independent of the c-myc locus.

Genomic DNA from human colon cancer cell lines was

. assessed by quantitative PCR and Southern blot analysis. (Fig.

5 A and B). Both methods detected similar degrees of WISP-1
amplification. Most cell lines showed significant (2- to 4-fold)

amplification, with the HT-29 and WiDr cell lines demonstrat-

ing an 8-fold increase. Significantly, the pattern of amplifica-

tion observed did not correlate with that observed for c-myc,

indicating that the c-myc gene is not part of the amplicon that

involves the WISP-1 locus.

We next examined whether the WISP genes were amplified

in a panel of 25 primary human colon adenocarcinomas. The
relative WISP gene copy number in each colon tumor DNA
was compared with pooled normal DNA from 10 donors by

quantitative PCR (Fig. 6). The copy number of WISP-1 and
WISP-2 was significantly greater than one, approximately

2-fold for WISP-1 in about 60% of the tumors and '2- to 4-fold

for WISP-2 in 92% of the tumors (P < 0.001 for each). The
copy number for WISPS was indistinguishable from one (P =
0.166). In addition, the copy number of WISP-2 was signifi-

cantly higher than that of WISP-1 (P < 0.001).

The levels of WISP transcripts in RNA isolated from 19

adenocarcinomas and their matched normal mucosa were

u. 10

Omar*: DNA

Fig. 5. Amplification of WISP-1 genomic DNA in colon cancer cell

lines. {A) Amplification in cell line DNA was determined by quanti-

tative PCR. (B) Southern blots containing genomic DNA (10 jig)

digested with EcoRl (WISP-1) ov Xba\ (c-myc) were hybridized with

a 100-bp human WISP- 1 probe (amino acids 186-219) or a human
c-myc probe (located at bp 1901-2000). The WISP and myc genes are

detected in normal human genomic DNA after a longer film exposure.
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Fig. 6. Genomic amplification of WISP genes in human colon

tumors. The relative gene copy number of the WISP genes in 25

adenocarcinomas was assayed by quantitative PCR, by comparing

DNA from primary human tumors with pooled DNA from 10 healthy

donors. The data are means £ SEM from one experiment done in

triplicate. The experiment was repeated at least three times.

assessed by quantitative PCR (Fig. 7). The level of WlSP-1

RNA present in tumor tissue varied but was significantly

increased (2- to >25-fold) in 84% (16/19) of the human colon

tumors examined compared with normal adjacent mucosa.

Four of 19 tumors showed greater than 10-fold overexpression.

In contrast, in 79% (15/19) of the tumors examined, WISP-2

RNA expression was significantly lower in the tumor than the

mucosa. Similar to WISP-1, WISP-3 RNAwas overexpressed in

63% (12/19) of the colon tumors compared with the normal
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Fig. 7. WISP RNA expression in primary human colon tumors

relative to expression in normal mucosa from the same patient

Expression of WISP mRNA in 19 adenocarcinomas was assayed by

quantitative PCR. The Dukes stage of the tumor is listed under the

sample number. The data are means £ SEM from one experiment

done in triplicate. The experiment was repeated at least twice.

mucosa. The amount of overexpression of WISP-3 ranged from
4- to >40-fold.

DISCUSSION

One approach to understanding the molecular basis of cancer
is to identify differences in gene expression between cancer
cells and normal cells. Strategies based on assumptions that

steady-state mRNA levels will differ between normal and
malignant cells have been used to clone differentially ex-

pressed genes (31). We have used a PCR-based selection

strategy, SSH, to identify genes selectively expressed in

C57MG mouse mammary epithelial cells transformed by
Wnt-1.

Three of the genes isolated, WISP-1, WISP-2, and WISP-3,
are members of the CCN family of growth factors, which
includes CTGF, Cyr61, and nov, a family not previously linked
to Wnt signaling.

Two independent experimental systems demonstrated that

WISP induction was associated with the expression of Wnt-1.
The first was C57MG cells infected with a Wnt-1 retroviral

vector or C57MG cells expressing Wnt-1 under the control of
a tetracyline-repressible promoter, and the second was in

Wnt-1 transgenic mice, where breast tissue expresses Wnt-1,
whereas normal breast tissue does not. No WISP RNA expres-
sion was detected in mammary tumors induced by polyoma
virus middle T antigen (data not shown). These data suggest
a link between Wnt-1 and WISPs in that in these two situations,

WISP induction was correlated with Wnt-1 expression.

It is not clear whether the WISPs are directly or indirectly

induced by the downstream components of the Wnt-1 signaling
pathway (i.e., /3-catenin-TCF-l/Lefl). The increased levels of
WISP RNA were measured in Wnt-l-'transformed cells, hours
or days after Wnt-1 transformation. Thus, WISP expression
could result from Wnt-1 signaling directly through /3-catenin

transcription factor regulation or alternatively through Wnt-1
signaling turning on a transcription factor, which in turn
regulates WISPs.

The WISPs define an additional subfamily of the CCN family
of growth factors. One striking difference observed in the

protein sequence of WISP-2 is the absence of a CT domain,
which is present in CTGF, Cyr61, nov

%
WISP-1, and WISP-3.

This domain is thought to be involved in receptor binding and
dimerization. Growth factors, such as TGF-ft platelet-derived

growth factor, and nerve growth factor, which contain a cystine

knot motif exist as dimers (32). It is tempting to speculate that

WISP-1 and WISP-3 may exist as dimers, whereas WISP-2
exists as a monomer. If the CT domain is also important for

receptor binding, WISP-2 may bind its receptor through a
different region of the molecule than the other CCN family

members. No specific receptors have been identified for CTGF
or nov. A recent report has shown that integrin av/33 serves as

an adhesion receptor for Cyr61 (33).

The strong expression of WISP-1 and WISP-2 in cells lying

within the fibrovascuiar tumor stroma in breast tumors from
Wnt-1 transgenic animals is consistent with previous obser-
vations that transcripts for the related CTGF gene are pri-

marily expressed in the fibrous stroma of mammary tumors
(34). Epithelial cells are thought to control the proliferation of
connective tissue stroma in mammary tumors by a cascade of
growth factor signals similar to that controlling connective

- tissue formation during wound repair. It has been proposed
that mammary tumor cells or inflammatory cells at the tumor
interstitial interface secrete TGF-01, which is the stimulus for

stromal proliferation (34). TGF-01 is secreted by a large

percentage of malignant breast tumors and may be one of the
growth factors that stimulates the production of CTGF and
WISPs in the stroma.

It was of interest that WISP-1 and WISP-2 expression was
observed in the stromal cells that surrounded the tumor cells
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(epithelial cells) in the Wnt-1 transgenic mouse sections of

breast tissue. This finding suggests that paracrine signaling

could occur in which the stromal cells could supply WISP-1 and

W1SP-2 to regulate tumor cell growth on the WISP extracel-

lular matrix. Stromal cell-derived factors in the extracellular

matrix have been postulated to play a role in tumor cell

migration and proliferation (35). The localization of WISP-J
and WISP-2 in the stromal cells of breast tumors supports this

paracrine model.

An analysis of WISP-1 gene amplification and expression in

human colon tumors showed a correlation between DNA
amplification and overexpression, whereas overexpression of

WISP-3 RNA was seen in the absence of DNA amplification.

In contrast, WISP-2 DNA was amplified in the colon tumors,

but its mRNA expression was significantly reduced in the

majority of tumors compared with the expression in normal

colonic mucosa from the same patient. The gene for human
WISP-2 was localized to chromosome 20ql2-20ql3, at a region

frequently amplified and associated with poor prognosis in

node negative breast cancer and many colon cancers, suggest-

ing the existence of one or more oncogenes at this locus

(36-38). Because the center of the 20ql3 amplicon has not yet

been identified, it is possible that the apparent amplification

observed for WISP-2 may be caused by another gene in this

amplicon.

A recent manuscript on rCop-1, the rat orthologue of

WISP-2, describes the loss of expression of this gene after cell

transformation, suggesting it may be a negative regulator of

growth in cell lines (16). Although the mechanism by which

WISP-2 RNA expression is down-regulated during malignant

transformation is unknown, the reduced expression of WISP-2
in colon tumors and cell lines suggests that it may function as

a tumor suppressor. These results show that the WISP genes

are aberrantly expressed in colon cancer and suggest that their

altered expression may confer selective growth advantage to

the tumor.

Members of the Wnt signaling pathway have been impli-

cated in the pathogenesis of colon cancer, breast cancer, and

melanoma, including the tumor suppressor gene adenomatous
polyposis coli and j3-catenin (39). Mutations in specific regions

of either gene can cause the stabilization and accumulation of

cytoplasmic /3-catenin, which presumably contributes to hu-

man carcinogenesis through the activation of target genes such

as the WISPs. Although the mechanism by which Wnt-1

transforms cells and induces tumorigenesis is unknown, the

identification of WISPs as genes that may be regulated down-
stream of Wnt-1 in C57MG cells suggests they could be

important mediators of Wnt-1 transformation. The amplifica-

tion and altered expression patterns of the WISPs in human
colon tumors may indicate an important role for these genes

in tumor development. .
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methods. Peptides AENK or AEQK were dissolved in water, made isotonic with

NaCI and diluted into RPMI growth medium. T-cell- proliferation assays were

done essentially as described
10-21

. Briefly, after antigen pulsing (30u.gmr'

TTCF) with tetrapeptides (1-2 mg ml"'), PBMCs or EBV-B cells were

washed in PBS and fixed for 45 s in 0.05% glutaraldehyde. Glycine was added

to a final concentration of 0.1M and the cells were washed five times in RPMI
1640 medium containing 1% FCS before co-culture with T-cell clones in

round-bottom 96-well microtitre plates. After 48 h, the cultures were pulsed

with 1 u,Ci of
3H- thymidine and harvested for scintillation counting 16 h later.

Predigestion of native TTCF was done by incubating 200 u,g TTCF with 0.25 fig

pig kidney legumain in 500 u.1 50 mM citrate buffer, pH 5.5, for 1 h at 37 °C.

Glycopeptide digestions. The peptides H1DNEEDI, HlDN(N-glucosamine)

EEDI and HIDX^IESDl, which are based on the TTCF sequence, and

QQQHLFGSNVTDCSGNFCLFR(KKK), which is based on human transferrin,

were obtained by custom synthesis. The three C- terminal lysine residues were

added to the natural sequence to aid solubility. The transferrin glycopeptide

QQQHLFGSNVTDCSGNFCLFR was prepared by tryptic (Promega) digestion

of 5 mg reduced, carboxy-methylated human transferrin followed by

concanavalin A chromatography". Giycopeptides corresponding to residues

622-642 and 421 -452 were isolated by reverse-phase HPLC and identified by

mass spectrometry and N-terminal sequencing. The lyophilized transferrin

-

derived peptides were redissolved in 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.5, 10 mM
dithiothreitol, 209* methanol. Digestions were performed for 3 h at 30 °C with

5-50 mUml"' pig kidney legumain or B-cell AEP. Products were analysed by

HPLC or MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry using a matrix of lOmgml" 1

a-

cyanocinnamic acid in 50% acetonitrile/0.1% TFAand a PerSeptive Biosystems

Elite STR mass spectrometer set to linear or reflector mode. Internal standar-

dization was obtained with a matrix ion of 568.13 mass units.
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Fas ligand (FasL) is produced by activated T ceils and natural
killer cells and it induces apoptosis (programmed cell death) in

target cells through the death receptor Fas/Apol/CD95 (ref. 1).

One important role of FasL and Fas is to mediate immune-
cytotoxic killing of cells that are potentially harmful to the
organism, such as virus-infected or tumour cells'. Here we
report the discovery of a soluble decoy receptor, termed decoy
receptor 3 (DcR3), that binds to FasL and inhibits FasL-induced
apoptosis. The DcR3 gene was amplified in about half of 35
primary lung and colon tumours; studied, and DcR3 messenger
RNA was expressed in malignant tissue. Thus, certain tumours
may escape FasL-dependent immune-cytotoxic attack by expres-
sing a decoy receptor that blocks FasL

By searching expressed sequence tag (EST) databases, we identi-

fied a set of related ESTs that showed homology to the tumour
necrosis factor (TNF) receptor (TNFR) gene superfamily2

. Using
the overlapping sequence, we isolated a previously unknown full-

length complementary DNA from human fetal lung. We named the

protein encoded by this cDNA decoy receptor 3 (DcR3). The cDNA
encodes a 300-amino-acid polypeptide that resembles members of
the TNFR family (Fig. la): the amino terminus contains a leader

sequence, which is followed by four tandem cysteine-rich domains
(CRDs). Like one other TNFR homologue, osteoprotegerin (OPG) 1

,

DcR3 lacks an apparent transmembrane sequence, which indicates

that it may be a secreted, rather than a membrane-asscociated,

molecule. We expressed a recombinant, histidine-tagged form of
DcR3 in mammalian cells; DcR3 was secreted into the cell culture

medium, and migrated on polyacrylamide gels as a protein of
relative molecular mass 35,000 (data not shown). DcR3 shares

sequence identity , in particular with OPG (31%) and TNFR2
(29%), and has relatively less homology with Fas (17%). All of
the cysteines in the four CRDs of DcR3 and OPG are conserved;
however, the carboxy-terminal portion of DcR3 is 101 residues

shorter.

We analysed expression of DcR3 mRNA in human tissues by
northern blotting (Fig. lb). We detected a predominant 1.2-kilobase

transcript in fetal lung, brain, and liver, and in adult spleen, colon
and lung. In addition, we observed relatively high DcR3 mRNA
expression in the human colon carcinoma cell line SW480.

To investigate potential ligand interactions of DcR3, we generated
a recombinant, Fc-tagged DcR3 protein. We tested binding of
DcR3-Fc to human 293 cells transfected with individual TNF-
family ligands, which are expressed as type 2 transmembrane
proteins (these transmembrane proteins have their N termini in

the cytosol). DcR3-Fc showed a significant increase in binding to

cells transfected with FasL4
(Fig. 2a), but not to cells transfected with

TNF5
, Apo2L/TRAIL6,7

,
Apo3L/TWEAK8,9

, or OPGIVTRANCE/
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(data not shown). DcR3-Fc immunoprecipitated shed

FasL from FasL-transfected 293 cells (Fig. 2b) and purified soluble

FasL (Fig. 2c), as did the Fc-tagged ectodomain of Fas but not

TNFR1. Gel-filtration chromatography showed that DcR3-Fc and

soluble FasL formed a stable complex (Fig. 2d). Equilibrium

analysis indicated that DcR3-Fc and Fas-Fc bound to soluble

FasL with a comparable affinity {K
6
= 0.8 ± 0.2 and

l.l±0.1nM, respectively; Fig. 2e), and that DcR3-Fc could

block nearly all of the binding of soluble FasL to Fas-Fc (Fig. 2e,

inset). Thus, DcRJ competes with Fas for binding to FasL.

To determine whether binding of DcR3 inhibits FasL activity, we
tested the effect of DcR3-Fc on apoptosis induction by soluble

FasL in Jurkat T leukaemia cells, which express Fas (Fig. 3a). DcR3-
Fc and Fas-Fc blocked soluble-FasL-induced apoptosis in a

similar dose-dependent manner, with half-maximal inhibition at

— 0.1 u-gmP 1

. Time-course analysis showed that the inhibition did

not merely delay cell death, but rather persisted for at least 24 hours

(Fig. 3b). We also tested the effect of DcR3-Fc on activation-

induced cell death (A1CD) of" mature T lymphocytes, a FasL-

dependent process
1

. Consistent with previous results
13

, activation

of interleukin-2 -stimulated CD4-positive T cells with anti-CD3

antibody increased the level of apoptosis twofold, and Fas-Fc

blocked this effect substantially (Fig. 3c); DcR3-Fc blocked the

induction of apoptosis to a similar extent. Thus, DcR3 binding
blocks apoptosis induction by FasL.

FasL-induced apoptosis is important in elimination of virus-

infected cells and cancer cells by natural killer cells and cytotoxic T
lymphocytes; an alternative mechanism involves perforin and
granzymesM4

~ l

\ Peripheral blood natural killer cells triggered

marked cell death in Jurkat T leukaemia cells (Fig. 3d); DcR3-Fc
and Fas-Fc each reduced killing of target cells from -65% to

-30%, with half-maximal inhibition at -IjigmT 1

; the residual

killing was probably mediated by the perforin/granzyme pathway.
Thus, DcR3 binding blocks FasL-dependent natural killer cell

activity. Higher DcR3-Fc and Fas-Fc concentrations were required
to block natural killer cell activity compared with those required to

block soluble FasL activity, which is consistent with the greater

potency of membrane-associated FasL compared with soluble
FasL".

Given the role of immune-cytotoxic cells in elimination of
tumour cells and the fact that DcR3 can act as an inhibitor of
FasL, we proposed that DcR3 expression might contribute to the
ability of some tumours to escape immune-cytotoxic attack. As
genomic amplification frequently contributes to tumorigenesis, we
investigated whether the DcR3 gene is amplified in cancer. We
analysed DcR3 gene-copy number by quantitative polymerase chain
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Figure 1 Primary structure and expression of human DcR3. a, Alignment of the

amino-acid sequences of DcR3 and of osteoprotegerin (OPG); the C-terminal 101

residues of OPG are not shown. The putative signal cleavage site (arrow), the

cysteine-rich domains (CRD 1 -4), and the AMinked glycosylation site (asterisk) are

shown, b, Expression of DcR3 mRNA. Northern hybridization analysis was done

using the DcR3 cDNA as a probe and blots of pofy(A)" RNA (Ctontech) from

human fetal and adult tissues or cancer cell lines. PBL, peripheral blood

lymphocyte.

Figure 2 Interaction of DcR3 with FasL a, 293 cells were transfected with pRK5
vector (top) or with pRK5 encoding full-length FasL (bottom), incubated with

DcR3-Fc (solid line, shaded area), TNFRi-Fc (dotted line) or buffer control

(dashed line) (the dashed and dotted lines overlap), and analysed for binding by
FACS. Statistical analysis showed a significant difference {P < 0.00 1 ) between the
binding of 0cR3-Fc to cells transfected with FasL or pRK5. PE. phycoerythre-

labelled celts, b. 293 cells were transfected as in a and metabolically labelled, and

cell supernatants were immunoprecipitated with Fc-tagged TNFR1. DcR3 or Fas.

c, Purified soluble FasL (sFasL) was immunoprecipitated with TNFRi-Fc. 0cR3-
Fc or Fas-Fc and visualized by immunoblot with anti-FasL antibody sFasL was
loaded directly for comparison in the right-hand lane, d, Flag-tagged sFasL was
incubated with DcR3-Fc or with buffer and resolved by gel filtration; column

fractions were analysed in an assay that detects complexes containing DcR3-Fc
and sFasL-Flag. e, Equilibrium binding of DcR3-Fc or Fas-Fc to sFasL-Flag.

Inset competition of DcR3-Fc with Fas-Fc for binding to sFasL-Flag.
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reaction (PCR)
1B

in genomic DNA from 35 primary lung and colon

tumours, relative to pooled genomic DNA from peripheral blood

leukocytes (PBLs) of 10 healthy donors. Eight of 18 lung tumours

and 9 of 17 colon tumours showed DcJU gene amplification,

ranging from 2- to 18-fold (Fig. 4a, b). To confirm this result, we
analysed the colon tumour DNAs with three more, independent sets

of DcR3 -based PCR primers and probes; we observed nearly the

same amplification (data, not shown).

We then analysed DcR3 mRNA expression in primary tumour

tissue sections by in situ hybridization. We detected DcR3 expres-

sion in 6 out of 1 5 lung tumours, 2 out of 2 colon tumours, 2 out of 5

breast tumours, and 1 out of 1 gastric tumour (data not shown). A
section through a squamous-cell carcinoma of the lung is shown in

Fig. 4c. DcR3 mRNA was localized to infiltrating malignant epithe-

lium, but was essentially absent from adjacent stroma, indicating

tumour-specific expression. Although the individual tumour speci-

mens that we analysed for mRNA expression and gene amplification

were different, the in situ hybridization results are consistent with

the finding that the DcR3 gene is amplified frequently in tumours.

SW480 colon carcinoma cells, which showed abundant DcR3
mRNA expression (Fig. lb), also had marked DcR3 gene amplifica-

tion, as shown by quantitative PCR (fourfold) and by Southern blot

hybridization (fivefold) (data not shown).

If DcR3 amplification in cancer is functionally relevant, then

DcR3 should be amplified more than neighbouring genomic

regions that are not important for tumour survival. To test this,

we mapped the human DcR3 gene by radiation-hybrid analysis;

DcR3 showed linkage to marker AFM218xe7 (T160), which maps to

chromosome position 20ql3. Next, we isolated from a bacterial

artificial chromosome (BAC) library a human genomic clone that

carries DcR3, and sequenced the ends of the clones insert: We then
determined, from the nine colon tumours that showed twofold or
greater amplification of DcR3, the copy number of the DcR3-
flanking sequences (reverse and forward) from the BAC, and of
seven genomic markers that span chromosome 20 (Fig. 4d). The
DcR3 -linked reverse marker showed an average amplification of
roughly threefold, slightly less than the approximately fourfold

amplification of DcR3; the other markers showed little or no
amplification. These data indicate that DcR3 may be at the epi-

centre' of a distal chromosome 20 region that is amplified in colon
cancer, consistent with the possibility that DcR3 amplification

promotes tumour survival.

Our results show that DcR3 binds specifically to FasL and inhibits

FasL activity. We did not detect DcR3 binding to several other TNF-
ligand- family members; however, this does not rule out the possi-

bility that DcR3 interacts with other ligands, as do some other
TNFR family members, including OPG 2* 19

.

FasL is important in regulating the immune response; however,
little is known about how FasL function is controlled. One mechan-
ism involves the molecule cFLIP, which modulates apoptosis signal-

ling downstream of Fas
20

. A second mechanism involves proteolytic

shedding ofFasL from the cell surface
17

. DcR3 competes with Fas for

10-2 10*1 100

Inhibitor (jig mM)

10 20
Time (h)

PBS IgG Fas DcR3

80

'60

j

40

[20

CO

t-

0 1CH 10° 10 1
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Figure 3 Inhibition of FasL activity by DcR3. a. Human Jurkat T leukaemia cells

were incubated with Flag-tagged soluble FasL (sFasL;.5ngmr') oligomerized

with anti-Flag antibody (0.1 p-gmt
-
') in the presence of the proposed inhibitors

DcR3-Fc. Fas-Fc or human IgGi and assayed for apoptosis (mean s s.e.m. of

triplicates), b. Jurkat cells were incubated with sFasL-Flag.plus anti-Flag antibody

as in a. in presence of 1 u.g ml"' DcR3-Fc (filled- circles). Fas-Fc (open circles) or.

human IgGi (triangles), and apoptosis was determined at the indicated time

points, c, Peripheral blood T cells were stimulated with PHA and interleukin-2.

followed by control (white bars) or anti-CD3 antibody (rilled bars), together with

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), human IgGi. Fas-Fc. or'0cR3-Fc (lOVgrnr 1

).

After 16 h, apoptosis of CDV cells was determined (mean ± s.e.m. of results from

five donors), d. Peripheral blood natural killer cells were incubated with
51
Cr-

labelled Jurkat cells in the presence of OcR3-Fc (filled circles). Fas-Fc (open

circles) or human IgGi (triangles), and target-cell death was determined by

release of
51
Cr (mean r s.d. for two donors, each in triplicate).

d
20
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Figure 4 Genomic amplification of DcR3 in tumours, a. Lung cancers, comprising

eight adenocarcinomas {c. d, f, g, h, j, k, r). seven squamous<ell carcinomas (a, e,

m. n, o, p. q), one non-small-cell carcinoma (b), one small-cell carcinoma (i), and

one bronchial adenocarcinoma (I). The data are means i s.d. of 2 experiments

done in duplicate, b. Colon tumours, comprising 17 adenocarcinomas. Data are

means ± s.e.m. of five experiments done in duplicate, c, In situ hybridization

analysis of DcR3 mRNA expression in a squamous-cell carcinoma of the lung. A
representative bright-field image (left) and the corresponding dark-field image

(right) show DcR3 mRNA over infiltrating malignant epithelium (arrowheads).

Adjacent non-malignant stroma (S). blood vessel (V) and necrotic tumour tissue

(N) are also shown, d, Average amplification of DcR3 compared with amplifica-

tion of neighbouring genomic regions (reverse and forward, Rev and Fwd), the

DcR3-linked marker T160. and other chromosome-20 markers, in the nine colon

tumours showing DcR3 amplification of twofold or more (b). Data are from two
experiments done in duplicate. Asterisk indicates P < 0.01 for a Student's Mest
comparing each marker with DcR3.
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FasL binding; hence, it may represent a third mechanism of

extracellular regulation of FasL activity. A decoy receptor that

modulates the function of the cytokine interleukin-1 has been

described
21

. In addition, two decoy receptors that belong to the

TNFR family, DcRl and DcR2, regulate the FasL-related apoptosis-

inducing molecule Apo2L22
. Unlike DcRl and DcR2, which are

membrane-associated proteins, DcR3 is directly secreted into the

extracellular space. One other secreted TNFR-family member is

OPG 3
, which shares greater sequence homology with DcR3 (31%)

than do DcRl (17%) or DcR2 (19%); OPG functions as a third

decoy for Apo2L". Thus, DcR3 and OPG define a new subset of

TNFR-family members that function as secreted decoys to mod-

ulate ligands that induce apoptosis. Pox viruses produce soluble

TNFR homologues that neutralize specific TNF-family ligands,

thereby modulating the antiviral immune response
2

. Our results

indicate that a similar mechanism, namely, production of a soluble

decoy receptor for FasL, may contribute to immune evasion by

certain tumours.

Methods

Isolation of DcR3 cDNA. Several overlapping ESTs in GenBank (accession

numbers AA025672, AA025673 and W67560) and in Lifeseq™ (Incyte

Pharmaceuticals; accession numbers 1339238, 1533571, 1533650, 1542861,

1789372 and 2207027) showed similarity to members of the TNFR family. We

screened human cDNA libraries by PCR with primers based on the region of

EST consensus; fetal lung was positive for a product of the expected size. By

hybri dilation to a PCR-generated probe based on the ESTs, one positive clone

(DNA30942) was identified. When searching for potential alternatively spliced

forms of DcR3 that might encode a transmembrane protein, we isolated 50

more clones; the coding regions of these clones were identical in size to that of

the initial clone (data not shown).

Fc-tusion proteins (immunoadhesins). The entire DcR3 sequence, or the

ectodomain of Fas or TNFR1, was fused to the hinge and Fc region of human

IgGl, expressed in insect SF9 cells or in human 293 cells, and purified as

described".

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis. We transfected 293

cells using calcium phosphate or Effectene (Qiagen) with pRK5 vector or pRK5

encoding full-length human FasL
4

(2 u,g), together with pRK5 encoding CrmA

(2 jig) to prevent cell death. After 16 h, the cells were incubated with

biotinylated DcR3-Fc or TNFRl-Fc and then with phycoerythrin-conjugated

streptavidin (GibcoBRL), and were assayed by FACS. The data were analysed by

Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical analysis. There was some detectable staining

of vector-transfected cells by DcR3-Fc; as these cells express little FasL (data

not shown), it is possible that DcR3 recognized some other factor that is

expressed constitutivery on 293 cells.

Immune*precipitation. Human 293 cells were transfected as above, and

metabolically labelled with
[

35
S]cysteine and [

35
S] methionine (0.5 mCi;

Amersham). After 16 h of culture in the presence of z-VAD-fmk (10>rM),

the medium was immunoprecipitated with DcR3-Fc, Fas-Fc or TNFRl-Fc

(5u,g), followed by protein A-Sepharose (Repligen). The precipitates were

resolved by SDS-PAGE and visualized on a phosphorimager (Fuji BAS2000).

Alternatively, purified, Flag-tagged soluble FasL (1 u,g) (Alexis) was incubated

with each Fc-fusion protein { 1 u.g), precipitated with protein A-Sepharose,

resolved by SDS-PAGE and visualized by immunoblotting with rabbit anti-

FasL antibody (Oncogene Research).

Analysis of complex formation. Flag-tagged soluble FasL (25 ng) was

incubated with buffer or with DcR3-Fc (40 u-g) for 1.5 h at 24 °C. The reaction

was loaded onto a Superdex 200 HR 10/30 column (Pharmacia) and developed

with PBS; 0.6-ml fractions were collected. The presence of DcR3-Fc-FasL

complex in each fraction was analysed by placing 1 00 p.1 aliquots into microtitre

wells precoated with anti-human IgG (Boehringer) to capture DcR3-Fc,

followed by detection with biotinylated anti- Flag antibody Bio M2 (Kodak) and

streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase (Amersham). Calibration of the column

indicated an apparent relative molecular mass of the complex of420K (data not

shown), which is consistent with a stoichiometry of two DcR3-Fc homodimers

to two soluble FasL homotrimexs.

Equilibrium binding analysis. Microtitre wells were coated with anti-human

IgG, blocked with 2% BSA in PBS. DcR3-Fc or Fas-Fc was added, followed by

serially diluted Flag- tagged soluble FasL Bound ligand was detected with anti-

Flag antibody as above. In the competition assay, Fas-Fc was immobilized as

above, and the wells were blocked with excess IgGl before addition of Flag-

tagged soluble FasL plus DcR3-Fc.

T-cell A1CD. CD3* lymphocytes were isolated from peripheral blood of

individual donors using anti-CD 3 magnetic beads (MUtenyi Biotech),

stimulated with phytohaemagglutinin (PHA; 2 u,gmi"') for 24 h, and cultured

in the presence of interleukin- 2 (lOOUmP 1

) for 5 days. The cells were plated in

wells coated with anti-CD3 antibody (Pharmingen) and analysed for apoptosis

16 h later.by FACS analysts of annexin-V-binding of CD4* cells
2
\

Natural killer cell activity. Natural killer cells were isolated from peripheral

blood of individual donors using anti-CD56 magnetic beads (Miltenyi

Biotech), and incubated for 16h with
s,
Cr-loaded Jurkat cells at an effector-

to-target ratio of 1:1 in the presence of DcR3-Fc, Fas-Fc or human IgGl.

Target-cell death was determined by release of
* l

Cr in effector-target co-

cultures relative to release of
5,
Crby detergent lysis of equal numbers of Jurkat

cells.

Gene-amplification analysis. Surgical specimens were provided by J. Kern

(lung tumours) and P. Quirke (colon tumours). Genomic DNA was extracted

(Qiagen) and the concentration was determined using Hoechst dye 33258

intercalation fluorometry. Amplification was determined by quantitative PCR"
using a TaqMan instrument (ABI). The method was validated by comparison of

PCR and Southern hybridization data for the Myc and HER- 2 oncogenes (data

not shown). Gene-specific primers and fluorogenic probes were designed on

the basis of the sequence of DcR3 or of nearby regions identified on a BAC
carrying the human DcR3 gene; alternatively, primers and probes were based

on Stanford Human Genome Center marker AFM218xe7 (T160), which is

linked to DcR3 (likelihood score = 5.4). SHGC-36268 (T159), the nearest

available marker which maps to —500 kilobases from T160, and five extra

markers that span chromosome 20. The DcR3 -specific primer sequences were

5'-CTTCTTCGCGCACGCTG-3' and 5'-ATCACGCCGGCACCAG-3' and the

fluorogenic probe sequence was 5 '
- (FAM -ACACGATGCGTGCTCCAAGCAG

AAp-(TAMARA), where FAM is
5' -fluorescein phosphoramidite. Relative

gene-copy numbers were derived using the formula 2
UCT1

, where ACT is the

difference in amplification cycles required to detect DcR3 in peripheral blood

lymphocyte DNA compared to test DNA.
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Crystal structure of the

ATP-binding subunit

of an ABC transporter
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ABC transporters (also known as traffic ATPases) form a large

family of proteins responsible for the translocation of a variety

of compounds across membranes of both prokaryotes and
eukaryotes 1

. The recently completed Escherichia coli genome
sequence revealed that the largest family of paralogous E coli

proteins is composed of ABC transporters
2
. Many eukaryotic

proteins of medical significance belong to this family, such as

the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR),

the P-glycoprotein (or multidrug-resistance protein) and the

heterodimeric transporter associated with antigen processing

(Tapl-Tap2). Here we report the crystal structure at 1.5 A resolu-

tion of HisP, the ATP-binding subunit of the histidine permease,

which is an ABC transporter from Salmonella typhimurium. We
correlate the details of this structure with the biochemical, genetic

and biophysical properties of the wild-type and several mutant

HisP proteins. The structure provides a basis for understanding

properties of ABC transporters and of defective CFTR proteins.

ABC transporters contain four structural domains: two nucleo-

tide-binding domains (NBDs), which are highly conserved

throughout the family, and two transmembrane domains 1

. In

prokaryotes these domains are often separate subunits which are

assembled into a membrane-bound complex; in eukaryotes the

domains are generally fused into a single polypeptide chain. The
periplasmic histidine permease of S. typhimurium and £ co/i

u~
fl

is a

well-characterized ABC transporter that is a good model for this

superfamily. It consists of a membrane-bound complex, HisQMP 2 ,

which comprises integral membrane subunits, HisQ and HisM, and

two copies of HisP, the ATP-binding subunit. HisP, which has

properties intermediate between those of integral and peripheral

membrane proteins', is accessible from both sides of the membrane,

presumably by its interaction with HisQ and HisM*. The two HisP

subunits form a dimer, as shown by their cooperativity in ATP
hydrolysis

s
, the requirement for both subunits to be present for

activity
1

, and the formation of a HisP dimer upon chemical cross-

linking. Soluble HisP also forms a dimer3
. HisP has been purified

and characterized in an active, soluble form 3 which can be recon-

stituted into a fully active membrane-bound complex*.

The overall shape of the crystal structure of the HisP monomer is

that of an 'L' with two thick arms (arm I and arm II); the ATP-

binding pocket is near the end of arm I (Fig. 1). A six-stranded fj-

sheet ((33 and (38—^12) spans both arms ofthe L, with a domain of a

a- plus (3-type structure (PI, (32, P4-(37, al and ct2) on one side

(within arm I) and a domain of mostly ct-helices (a3-a9) on the

Figure 1 Crystal structure of HisP. a, View of the dimer along an axis

perpendicular to its two-fold axis. The top and bottom of the dimer are suggested

to face towards the periplasmic and cytoplasmic sides, respectively (see text).

THe thickness of arm II is about 25 A, comparable to that of membrane. a-Helices

are shown in orange and 3-sheets in green, b, View along the two-fold axis of the

HisP dimer, showing the relative displacement of the monomers not apparent in

a. The 3-strands at the dimer interface are labelled, c, View of one monomer from

the bottom of arm I, as shown in a, towards arm II. showing the ATP-binding

pocket, a-c. The protein and the bound ATP are in 'ribbon' and "balf-and-stick"

representations, respectively. Key residues discussed in the text are indicated in

c. These figures were prepared with'MOLSCRIPT28
. N. amino terminus; C. C

terminus.
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NOVEL APPROACH TO QUANTITATIVE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION USING
REAL-TIME DETECTION: APPLICATION TO THE DETECTION OF GENE
AMPLIFICATION IN BREAST CANCER
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, Mari'e-Helene Champeme2
,
Dominique Vidaud 1

, Rosette LidereaU2 and Michel Vidaud 1 *
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Gene amplification is a common event in the progression of
human cancers, and amplified oncogenes have been shown to
have diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic relevance. A
kinetic quantitative polymerase-cha in-reaction (PCR) method,
based on fluorescent TaqMan methodology and a new instru-

ment (ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detection System) capable
of measuring fluorescence in real-time, was used to quantify
gene amplification in tumor ONA. Reactions are character-
ized by the point during cycling when PCR amplification is still

in the exponential phase, rather than the amount of PCR
product accumulated after a fixed number of cycles. None of
the. reaction components is limited during the exponential
phase, meaning that values are highly reproducible in reac-
tions starting with the same copy number. This greatly
improves the precision of DNA quantification. Moreover,
real-time PCR does not require post-PCR sample handling,
thereby preventing potential PCR-product carry-over con-
tamination; it possesses a wide dynamic range of quantifica-
tion and results in much faster and higher sample throughput.
The real-time PCR method, was used to develop and validate
a simple and rapid assay for the detection and quantification
of the 3 most frequently amplified genes (myc, ccndl and
erbB2) in breast tumors. Extra copies of myc, ccndl and erfaB2
were observed in 10, 23 and 15%, respectively, of 108 breast-
tumor DNA; the largest observed numbers of gene copies
were 4.6, 18.6 and 15.1, respectively. These results correlated
well with those of Southern blotting. The use of this new
semi-automated technique will make molecular analysis of
human cancers simpler and more reliable, and should find
broad applications in clinical and research settings, Int. I
Cancer 78:661-666, 1998.
© J998 miey-Liss, Inc.

Gene amplification plays an important role in the pathogenesis

of various solid tumors, including breast cancer, probably because
over-expression of the amplified target genes confers a selective

advantage. The first technique used to detect genomic amplification

was cytogenetic analysis. Amplification of several chromosome
regions, visualized either as extrachromosomal double minutes
(dmins) or as integrated homogeneously staining regions (HSRs),
are among the main visible cytogenetic abnormalities in breast

tumors. Other techniques such as comparative genomic hybridiza-

tion (CGH) (fCallioniemi et al, I 994) have also been used in broad
searches for regions of increased DNA copy numbers in tumor
cells, and have revealed some 20 amplified chromosome regions in

breast tumors. Positional cloning efforts are underway to identify

the critical gene(s) in each amplified region. To date, genes known
to be amplified frequently in breast cancers include myc (8q24),
ccndl ( 1 1 q 1 3), and erbBl ( 1 7q 1 2-q2

1 ) (for review, see Bieche and
Lidereau, 1995).

Amplification of the myc, ccndl, and erbB2 proto-oncogenes
should have clinical relevance in breast cancer, since independent
studies have shown that these alterations can be used to identify

sub-populations with a worse prognosis (Bems et ai, 1992;
Schuuring et al, 1992; Stamon et ai. 1987). Muss et ai (1994)
suggested that these gene alterations may also be usefui for the

prediction and assessment of the efficacy of adjuvant chemotherapy
and hormone therapy.

However, published results diverge both in terms of the fre-

quency of these alterations and their clinical value. For instance,.-

over 500 studies in 10 years have failed to resolve the controversy

surrounding the link suggested by Slamon et al (1987) between
erbBl amplification and disease progression. These discrepancies
are partly due to the clinical, histological and ethnic heterogeneity
of breast cancer, but technical considerations are also probably
involved.

Specific genes (DNA) were initially quantified in tumor cells by
means of blotting procedures such as Southern and slot blotting.

These batch techniques require large amounts of DNA (5-10
ug/reaction) to yield reliable quantitative results. Furthermore,
meticulous care is required at all stages of the procedures to

generate blots of sufficient quality for reliable dosage analysis.

Recently, PCR has proven to be a powerful tool for quantitative

DNA analysis, especially with minimal starting quantities of tumor
samples (small, early-stage tumors and formalin-fixed, paraffin-

embedded tissues).

Quantitative PCR can be performed by evaluating the amount of
product either after a given number of cycles (end-point quantita-

tive PCR) or after a varying number of cycles during the

exponential phase (kinetic quantitative PCR). In the first case, an
internal standard distinct from the target molecule is required to

ascertain PCR efficiency. The method is relatively easy but implies
generating, quantifying and storing an internal standard for each
gene studied. Nevertheless, it is the most frequently applied
method to date.

One of the major advantages of the kinetic method is its rapidity

in quantifying a new gene, since no internal standard is required (an
external standard curve is sufficient). Moreover, the kinetic method
has a wide dynamic range (at least 5 orders of magnitude), giving
an accurate value for samples differing in their copy number.
Unfortunately, the method is cumbersome and has therefore been
rarely used. It involves aliquot sampling of each assay mix at

regular intervals and quantifying, for each aliquot, the amplifica-
tion product. Interest in the kinetic method has been stimulated by a
novel approach using fluorescent TaqMan methodology and a new
instrument (ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detection System) capable
of measuring fluorescence in real time (Gibson et ai, 1996; Heid et

al, 1996). The TaqMan reaction is based on the 5' nuclease assay
first described by Holland et al (1991). The latter uses the 5'

nuclease activity ofTaq polymerase to cleave a specific fluorogenic

oligonucleotide probe during the extension phase of PCR. The
approach uses dual-labeled fluorogenic hybridization probes (Lee
et al, 1993). One fluorescent dye, co-valently linked to the 5' end
of the oligonucleotide, serves as a reporter [FAM (i.e., 6-carboxy-
fluorescein)] and its emission spectrum is quenched by a second
fluorescent dye, TAMRA (i.e., 6-carboxy-tetramethyl-rhodamine)

attached to the 3' end. During the extension phase of the PCR
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cycle, the fluorescent hybridization probe is hydrolyzed by . the
5'-3' nucleolytic activity of DNA polymerase. Nuclease degrada-

tion of the probe releases the quenching of FAM fluorescence

emission, resulting in an increase in peak fluorescence emission.

The fluorescence signal is normalized by dividing the emission

intensity of the reporter dye (FAM) by the emission intensity of a

reference dye {i.e.. ROX, 6-carboxy-X-rhodamine) included in

TaqMan buffet, to obtain a ratio defined as the Rn (normalized

reporter) for a given reaction tube. The use of a sequence detector

enables the fluorescence spectra of all 96 wells of the thermal

cycler to be measured continuously during PGR amplification.

The real-time PCR method offers several advantages over other

current quantitative PCR methods (Celi et ai, 1994): (i) the

probe-based homogeneous assay provides a real-time method for

detecting only specific amplification products, since specific hybri-

dation of both the primers and the probe is necessary to generate a

signal; (it) the Q (threshold cycle) value used for quantification is

measured when PCR amplification is still in the log phase of PCR
product accumulation. This is the main reason why Q is a more
reliable measure of the starting copy number than are end-point

measurements, in which a slight difference in a limiting component
can have a drastic effect on the amount of product; (Hi) use of C,

values gives a wider dynamic range (at least 5 orders of magni-
tude), reducing the need for serial dilution; (iv) The real-time PCR
method is run in a closed-tube system and requires no post-PCR
sample handling, thus avoiding potential contamination; (v) the

system is highly automated, since the instrument continuously

measures fluorescence in all 96 wells of the thermal cycler during

PCR amplification and the corresponding software processes, and
analyzes the fluorescence data; (vi) the assay is rapid, as results are

available just one minute after thermal cycling is complete; (vii) the

sample throughput of the method is high, since 96 reactions can be

analyzed in 2 hr.

Here, we applied this semi-automated procedure to determine

the copy numbers of the 3 most frequently amplified genes in breast

rumors (myc, ccndJ and erbBl), as well as 2 genes (alb and app)

located in a chromosome region in which no genetic changes have
been observed in breast tumors. The results for 108 breast tumors

were compared with previous Southern-blot data for the same
samples.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Tumor and blood samples

Samples were obtained from 1 08 primary breast tumors removed
surgically from patients at the Centre Rene Huguenin; none of the

patients had undergone radiotherapy or chemotherapy. Immedi-
ately after surgery, the rumor samples were placed in liquid

nitrogen until extraction of high-molecular-weight DNA. Patients

were included in this study if the tumor sample used for DNA
preparation contained more than 60% of tumor cells (histological

analysis). A blood sample was also taken from 18 of the same
patients.

DNA was extracted from tumor tissue and blood leukocytes

according to standard methods.

Real-time PCR
Theoretical basis. Reactions are characterized by the point

during cycling when amplification of the PCR product is first

detected, rather than by the amount of PCR product accumulated
after a fixed number of cycles. The higher the starting copy number
of the genomic DNA target, the earlier a significant increase in

fluorescence is observed. The parameter C, (threshold cycle) is

defined as the fractional cycle number at which the fluorescence

generated by cleavage of the probe passes a fixed threshold above
baseline. The target gene copy number in unknown samples is

quantified by measuring Q and by using a standard curve to

determine the starting copy number. The precise amount of
genomic DNA (based on optical density) and its quality (i.e., lack

of extensive degradation) are both difficult to assess. We therefore

also quantified a control gene (alb) mapping to chromosome region

4qll-ql3. in which no genetic alterations have been found in

breast-tumor DNA by means ofCGH (Kallioniemi et al, 1994).

Thus, the ratio of the copy number of the target gene to the copy
number of the alb gene normalizes the amount and quality of
genomic DNA. The ratio defining the level of amplification is

termed "N", and is determined as follows:

copy number of target gene {app, myc, ccndl, erbB2)
N = -

copy number of reference gene (a/6)

Primers, probes, reference human genomic DNA and PCR
consumables. Primers and probes were chosen with the assistance

of the computer programs Oligo 4.0 (National Biosciences, Ply-

mouth, MN), EuGene (Daniben Systems, Cincinnati, OH) and Primer
Express (Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).

Primers were purchased from DNAgency (Malvern, PA) and
probes from Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems.

Nucleotide sequences for the oligonucleotide hybridization

probes and primers are available on request.

The TaqMan PCR Core reagent kit, MicroAmp optical tubes,

and MicroAmp caps were from Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems.

Standard-curve construction. The kinetic method requires a

standard curve. The latter was constructed with serial dilutions of
specific PCR products, according to Piatak et ai (1993). In

practice, each specific PCR product was obtained by amplifying 20
ng of a standard human genomic DNA (Boehringer, Mannheim,
Germany) with the same primer pairs as those used later for

real-time quantitative PCR. The 5 PCR products were purified

using MicroSpin S-400 HR columns (Pharmacia, Uppsala, Swe-
den) electrophorezed through an acrylamide gel and stained with
ethidium bromide to check their quality. The PCR products were
then quantified spectrophotometrically and pooled, and serially

diluted 1 0-fold in mouse genomic DNA (Clontech. Palo Alto, CA)
at a constant concentration of 2 ng/ul. The standard curve used for

real-time quantitative PCR was based on serial dilutions of the pool
of PCR products ranging from 10" 7 (I05 copies of each gene) to
10" 10

(102 copies). This series of diluted PCR products was
aliquoted and stored at - 80°C until use.

The standard curve was validated by analyzing 2 known
quantities of calibrator human genomic DNA (20 ng and 50 hg).

PCR amplification. Amplification mixes (50 ul) contained the

sample DNA (around 20 ng, around 6600 copies of disomic genes),
10X TaqMan bufTer (5 ul), 200 uM dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and 400
uM dUTP, 5 mM MgCl2 , 1 .25 units ofAmpliTaq Gold, 0.5 units of
AmpErase uracil N-glycosylase (UNG), 200 nM each primer and
100 nM probe. The thermal cycling conditions comprised 2 min at

50°C and 10 min at 95°C Thermal cycling consisted of40 cycles at

95°C for 15 s and 65°C for 1 min. Each assay included: a standard

curve (from 105 to 102 copies) in duplicate, a no-template control,

20 ng and 50 ng ofcalibrator human genomic DNA (Boehringer) in

triplicate, and about 20 ng of unknown genomic DNA in triplicate

(26 samples can thus be analyzed on a 96-well microplate). All

samples with a coefficient of variation (CV) higher than 10% were
retested.

All reactions were performed in the ABI Prism 7700 Sequence
Detection System (Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems), which
detects the signal from the fluorogenic probe during PCR.

Equipment for real-time detection. The 7700 system has a

built-in thermal cycler and a laser directed via fiber optical cables

to each of the 96 sample wells. A charge-coupled-device (CDD)
camera collects the emission from each sample and the data are

analyzed automatically. The software accompanying the 7700
system calculates C, and determines the starting copy number in the

samples.
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Determination of gene amplification. Gene amplification was
calculated as described above. Only samples with an N value

higher than 2 were considered to be amplified.

RESULTS

To validate the method, real-time PCR was performed on
genomic DNA extracted from 108 primary breast tumors, and 18

normal leukocyte DNA samples from some of the same patients.

The target genes were the mvc, ccndl and erbBl proto-oncogenes,

and the (3-amyloid precursor protein gene (app), which maps to a

chromosome region (2 lq2 1 .2) in which no genetic alterations have

been found in breast tumors (Kallioniemi et ai, 1994). The
reference disomic gene was the albumin gene (alb, chromosome
4qll-ql3).

Validation ofthe standard curve and dynamic range

ofreal-time PCR
The standard curve was constructed from PCR products serially

diluted in genomic mouse DNA at a constant concentration of
2 ng/ul. It should be noted that the 5 primer pairs chosen to analyze
the 5 target genes do not amplify genomic mouse DNA (data not
shown). Figure 1 shows the real-time PCR standard curve for the

alb gene. The dynamic range was wide (at least 4 orders of
magnitude), with samples containing as few as 102 copies or as

many as 105 copies.

Copy-number ratio ofthe 2 reference genes (app and albj

The app to alb copy-number ratio was determined in 1 8 normal
leukocyte DNA samples and all 108 primary breast-tumor DNA
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Figure 1 - Albumin (alb) gene dosage by real-time PCR. Top: Amplification plots for reactions with starting alb gene copy number ranging
from 103 (A9), 104 (A7), 103 (A4) to 102 (A2) and a no-template control (Al). Cycle number is plotted vj. change in normalized reporter signal
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samples. We selected these 2 genes because they are located in 2

chromosome regions (app, 2 1 q2 1.2; alb, 4qll-ql3) in which no

obvious genetic changes (including gains or losses) have been

observed in breast cancers (Kallioniemi et aL, 1994). The ratio for

the 18 normal leukocyte DNA samples fell between 0.7 and 1.3

(mean 1.02 ± 0.21), and was similar for the 108 primary breast-

tumor DNA samples (0.6 to 1.6, mean 1.06 ± 0.25), confirming

that olb and app are appropriate reference disomic genes for

breast-rumor DNA. The low range of the ratios also confirmed that

the nucleotide sequences chosen for the primers and probes were

not polymorphic, as mismatches of their primers or probes with the

subject's DNA would have resulted in differential amplification.

myc, ccndl and erbB2 gene dose in normal leukocyte DNA
To determine the cut-off point for gene amplification in breast-

cancer tissue, 18 normal leukocyte DNA samples were tested for

the gene dose (N), calculated as described in "Material and

Methods". The N value of these samples ranged from 0.5 to 1.3

(mean 0.84 ± 0.22) for myc, 0.7 to 1.6 (mean 1.06 ± 0.23) for

ccndl and 0.6 to 1.3 (mean 0.91 ± 0.19) forer6B2. SinceN values

for myc, ccndl and erbBl in normal leukocyte DNA consistently

fell between 0.5 and 1.6, values of 2 or more were considered to

represent gene amplification in tumor DNA.

myc, ccndl and erbS2 gene dose in breast-tumor DNA
myc, ccndl and erbBl gene copy numbers in the 108 primary

breast tumors are reported in Table I. Extra copies of ccndl were
more frequent (23%, 25/108) than extra copies of erbBl (15%,
16/108) and myc (10%, 11/108), and ranged from 2 to 18.6 for

ccndl, 2 to 15.1 for erbBl, and only 2 to 4.6 for the myc gene.

Figure 2 and Table IT represent tumors in which the ccndl gene was
amplified 16-fold (T145), 6-fold (T133) and non-amplified (TU 8).

The 3 genes were never found to be co-amplified in the same tumor.

erbBl and ccndl were co-amplified in only 3 cases, myc and ccndl

in 2 cases and myc and erbBl in 1 case. This favors the hypothesis

that gene amplifications are independent events in breast cancer.

Interestingly, 5 tumors showed a decrease of at least 50% in the

erbBl copy number (N < 0.5), suggesting that they bore deletions

of the 17q21 region (the site of erbBl). No such decrease in copy
number was observed with the other 2 proto-oncogenes.

.
Comparison ofgene dose determined by real-time quantitative

PCR and Southern-blot analysis

Southem-blot analysis of myc, ccndl and erbBl amplifications

had previously been done on the same 1 08 primary breast tumors. A
perfect correlation between the results of real-time PCR and

Southern blot was obtained for tumors with high copy numbers

(N ^ 5). However, there were cases (1 mvc, 6 ccndl and 4 erbBl)

in which real-time PCR showed gene amplification whereas

Southern-blot did not, but these were mainly cases with low extra

copy numbers (N from 2 to 2.9).

DISCUSSION

The clinical applications of gene amplification assays are

currently limited, but would certainly increase ifa simple, standard-

ized and rapid method were perfected. Gene amplification status

has been studied mainly by means of Southern blotting, but this

method is not sensitive enough to detect low-level gene amplifica-

tion nor accurate enough to quantify the full range of amplification

values. Southern blotting is also time-consuming, uses radioactive

TABLE I - DISTRIBUTION OF AMPLIFICATION LEVEL (N) FOR myc.
ccndl AND erbBl GENES IN 108 HUMAN BREAST TUMORS

Gene
Amplification level (N)

<0.5 0.5-1.9 2-4.9 s5

myc 0 97 (89.8%) 11 (10.2%) 0

ccndl 0 83 (76.9%) 17(15.7%) 8 (7.4%)
erbBl 5 (4.6%) 87 (80.6%) 8 (7.4%) 8 (7.4%)

reagents and requires relatively large amounts of high-quality

genomic DNA, which means it cannot be used routinely in many
laboratories. An amplification step is therefore required to deter-

mine the copy number of a given target gene from minimal
quantities of tumor DNA (small early-stage tumors, cytopuncture

specimens or formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues).

In this study, we validated a PCR method developed for the

quantification of gene over-representation in rumors. The method,
based on real-time analysis of PCR amplification, has several

advantages over other PCR-based quantitative assays such as

competitive quantitative PCR (Celi et aL, 1 994). First, the real-lime

PCR method is performed in a closed-tube system, avoiding the

risk of contamination by amplified products. Re-amplification of
carryover PCR products in subsequent experiments can also be
prevented by using the enzyme uracil N-glycosylase (UNG)
(Longo et aL, 1990). The second advantage is the simplicity and
rapidity of sample analysis, since no post-PCR manipulations are

required. Our results show that the automated method is reliable.

We found it possible to determine, in triplicate, the number of
copies of a target gene in more than 100 tumors per day. Third, the

system has a linear dynamic range of at least 4 orders of magnitude,
meaning that samples do not have to contain equal starting amounts
of DNA. This technique should therefore be suitable for analyzing

formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues. Fourth, and above all,

real-time PCR makes DNA quantification much more precise and
reproducible, since it is based on C, values rather than end-point

measurement of the amount of accumulated PCR product. Indeed,

the ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detection System enables C, to be
calculated when PCR amplification is still in the exponential phase
and when none of the reaction components is rate-limiting. The
within-run CV of the C, value for calibrator human DNA (5

replicates) was always below 5%, and the between-assay precision

in 5 different runs was always below 10% (data not shown). In

addition, the use of a standard curve is not absolutely necessary,

since the copy number can be determined simply by comparing the

C, ratio of the target gene with that of reference genes. The results

obtained by the 2 methods (with and without a standard curve) are

similar in our experiments (data not shown). Moreover, unlike

competitive quantitative PCR, real-time PCR does not require an
internal control (the design and storage of internal controls and the

validation of their amplification efficiency is laborious).

The only potential disavantage of real-time PCR. like alt other

PCR-based methods and solid-matrix blotting techniques (South-

ern blots and dot blots) is that is cannot avoid dilution artifacts

inherent in the extraction of DNA from tumor cells contained in

heterogeneous tissue specimens. Only FISH and immunohistochem-
istry can measure alterations on a cell-by-cell basis (Pauletti et aL,

1996; Slamon et aL. 1989). However, FISH requires expensive

equipment and trained personnel and is also time-consuming.

Moreover, FISH does not assess gene expression and therefore

cannot detect cases in which the gene product is over-expressed in

the absence of gene amplification, which will be possible in the

future by real-time quantitative RT-PCR. Immunohistochemistry is

subject to considerable variations in the hands of different teams,

owing to alterations of target proteins during the procedure, the

different primary antibodies and fixation methods used and the

criteria used to define positive staining.

The results of this study are in agreement with those reported in

the literature. (/) Chromosome regions 4qll-ql3 and 21q21.2
(which bear alb and app, respectively) showed no genetic alter-

ations in the breast-cancer samples studied here, in keeping with

the results of CGH (Kallioniemi et aL, 1994). {ii) We found that

amplifications of these 3 oncogenes were independent events,- as

reported by other teams (Berns et aL, 1 992; Borg et aL, 1992). (Hi)

The frequency and degree of myc amplification in our breast tumor
DNA series were lower than those of ccndl and erbBl amplifica-

tion, confirming the findings of Borg et aL (1 992) and Courjal et aL

(1997). (iv) The maxima of ccndl and erbBl over-representation

were 1 8-fold and 15-fold, also in keeping with earlier results (about
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30-fold maximum) (Berns et ai, 1992; Borge/a/., 1992; Courjal et

ai. 1997). (v) The erbBl copy numbers obtained with real-time

PCR were in good agreement with data obtained with other

quantitative PCR-based assays in terms of the frequency and

degree of amplification (An et ai, 1995; Deng et ai, 1996; Valeron

et ai, 1996). Our results also correlate well with those recently
published by Gelmini et ai (1997), who used the TaqMan system to

measure erbBl amplification in a small series of breast tumors
(n = 25), but with an instrument (LS-50B luminescence spectrom-
eter, Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems) which only allows end-
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TABLE II - EXAMPLES OF ccndl GENE DOSAGE RESULTS
FROM 3 BREAST TUMORS'

Tumor

ccndl alb

Hccndt/atbCopy
number

Mean SD Copy
number

Mean SD

Tl IS 4525 4223
4605 4603 77 4365 4325 89 1.06

4678 4387
T133 59821 9787

61659 61100 nn 10092 10137 375 6.03

61821 10533
T145 128563 7321

125892 125392 3448 7762 7672 316 16.34

121722 7933

'For each sample, 3 replicate experiments were performed and the mean
and the standard deviation (SD) was determined. The level of ccndl gene
amplification (Nccndl/alb) is determined by dividing the average ccndl
copy number vaJ ue by the average alb copy number value.

point measurement of fluorescence intensity. Here we report myc
and ccndl gene dosage in breast cancer by means of quantitative

PCR. (vi) We found a high degree of concordance between
real-time quantitative PCR and Southern blot analysis in terms of
gene amplification, especially for samples with high copy numbers
(>5-fold). The slightly higher frequency of gene amplification

(especially ccndl and erbBl) observed by means of real -time

quantitative PCR as compared with Southeni-blot analysis may be
explained by the higher sensitivity of the former method. However,
we cannot rule out the possibility that some tumors with a few extra

gene copies observed in real-time PCR had additional copies of an
arm or a whole chromosome (trisomy, tetrasomy or polysomy)
rather than true gene amplification. . These 2 types of genetic

alteration (polysomy and gene amplification) could be easily

distinguished in the future by using an additional probe located on
the same chromosome arm, but some distance from the target gene.
It is noteworthy that high gene copy numbers have the greatest

prognostic significance in breast carcinoma (Borg et al, 1992;
Slamon et al, 1987).

Finally, this technique can be applied to the detection of gene
deletion as well as gene amplification. Indeed, we found a

decreased copy number of erbBl (but not of the other 2 proto-
oncogenes) in several tumors; erbBl is located in a chromosome
region (I7q21) reported to contain both deletions and amplifica-
tions in breast cancer (Bieche and Lidereau, 1995).

In conclusion, gene amplification in various cancers can be used
as a marker of pre-neoplasia, also for early diagnosis of cancer,
staging, prognostication and choice of treatment. Southern blotting
is not sufficiently sensitive, and FISH is lengthy and complex.
Real-time quantitative PCR overcomes both these limitations, and
is a sensitive and accurate method of analyzing large numbers of
samples in a short time. It should find a place, in routine clinical

gene dosage.
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ABSTRACT

Genetic changes underlie tumor progression and may lead to cancer-

specific expression of critical genes. Over 1100 publications have de-

scribed the use of comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) to analyze

the pattern of copy number alterations in cancer, but very few ofthe genes

affected are known. Here, wc performed high-resolution CGH analysis on

cDNA microarrays in breast cancer and directly compared copy number

and mRNA expression levels of 13,824 genes to quantitate the impact of

genomic changes on gene expression. We identified and mapped the

boundaries of 24 independent amplicons, ranging in size from 0.2 to 12

Mb. Throughout the genome, both high- and low-level copy number

changes had a substantial impact on gene expression, with 44% of the

highly amplified genes showing overexprcssion and 10*5% of the highly

overexpressed genes being amplified. Statistical analysis with random

permutation tests identified 270 genes whose expression levels across 14

samples were systematically attributable to gene amplification. These

included most previously described amplified genes in breast cancer and

many novel targets for genomic alterations, including the HOXB7 gene,

the presence of which in a novel amplicon at I7q213 was validated in

10.2% of primary breast cancers and associated with poor patient prog-

nosis. In conclusion, CGH on cDNA microarrays revealed hundreds of

novel genes whose overexpression is attributable to gene amplification.

These genes may provide insights to the clonal evolution and progression

of breast cancer and highlight promising therapeutic targets.

INTRODUCTION

Gene expression patterns revealed by cDNA microarrays have

facilitated classification of cancers into biologically distinct catego-

ries, some of which may explain the clinical behavior of the tumors

(1-6). Despite this progress in diagnostic classification, the molecular

mechanisms underlying gene expression patterns in cancer have re-

mained elusive, and the utility of gene expression profiling in the

identification of specific therapeutic targets remains limited.

Accumulation of genetic defects is thought to underlie the clonal

evolution of cancer. Identification of the genes that mediate the effects

of genetic changes may be important by highlighting transcripts that

are actively involved in tumor progression. Such transcripts and their

encoded proteins would be ideal targets for anticancer therapies, as

demonstrated by the clinical success of new therapies against ampli-

fied oncogenes, such as ERBB2 and EGFR (7, 8), in breast cancer and

other solid tumors. Besides amplifications of known oncogenes, over
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Expression ratio

Fig. 1. Impact of gene copy number on global gene expression levels. A. percentage of
over- and undcrcxpressed genes (Y axis) according to copy number ratios (X axis).

Threshold values used for over- and underexpression were >2.184 (global upper 7% of
the cDNA ratios) and <0.4826 (global lower 7% of the expression ratios). B, percentage

of amplified and deleted genes according to expression ratios. Threshold values for

amplification and deletion were >1.5 and <0.7.

20 recurrent regions of DNA amplification have been mapped in

breast cancer by CGH5
(9, 10). However, these amplicons are often

large and poorly defined, and their impact on gene expression remains

unknown.

We hypothesized that genome-wide identification of those gene

expression changes that are attributable to underlying gene copy
number alterations would highlight transcripts that are actively in-

volved in the causation or maintenance of the malignant phenotype.

To identify such transcripts, we applied a combination of cDNA and

CGH microarrays to: (a) determine the global impact that gene copy

number variation plays in breast cancer development and progression;

and (b) identify and characterize those genes whose mRNA expres-

3 The abbreviations used are: CGH, comparative genomic hybridization; FISH, fluo-

rescence in situ hybridization; RT-PCR, reverse transcription-PCR.
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GENE EXPRESSION PATTERNS IN BREAST CANCER

Fig. 2. Genomc-wide copy number and expression analysis in the MCF-7 breast cancer cell line. A. chromosomal CGH analysis of MCF-7. The copy number ratio profile {blue

tine) across the entire genome from lp telomere to Xq telomere is shown along with SD {orange lines). The black horizontal line indicates a ratio of 1.0; red tine, a ratio of 0.8;

and green line, a ratio of \2. B-C. genome-wide copy number analysis in MCF-7 by CGH on cDNA microarray. The copy number ratios were plotted as a function of the position

of the cDNA clones along the human genome. In B% individual data points are connected with a line, and a moving median of 10 adjacent clones is shown. Red horizontal line, the

copy number ratio of 1 .0. In C. individual data points arc labeled by color coding according to cDNA expression ratios. The bright red dots indicate the upper 2%, and dork red dots,

the next 5% of the expression ratios in MCF-7 cells (overcxpressed genes); bright green dots indicate the lowest 2%, and dark green dots, the next $% of the expression ratios

(underexpressed genes); the rest of the observations arc shown with black crosses. The chromosome numbers are shown at the bottom of the figure, and chromosome boundaries arc

indicated with a dashed line.

sion is most significantly associated with amplification of the corre-

sponding genomic template.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Breast Cancer Cell Lines. Fourteen breast cancer cell lines (BT-20, BT-

474, HCC1428, Hs578t, MCF7, MDA-361, MDA-436, MDA-453, MDA-468,

SKBR-3, T-47D, UACC812, ZR-75-1, and ZR-75-30) were obtained from the

American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). Cells were grown under

recommended culture conditions. Genomic DNA and mRNA were isolated

using standard protocols.

Copy Number and Expression Analyses by cDNA Microarrays. The

preparation and printing of the 13,824 cDNA clones on glass slides were

performed as described (11-13). Of these clones, 244 represented uncharac-

terized expressed sequence tags, and the remainder corresponded to known

genes. CGH experiments on cDNA microarrays were done as described (14,

15). Briefly, 20 yug of genomic DNA from breast cancer cell lines and normal

human W*BCs were digested for 14-18 h with Alul and Rsal (Life Technol-

ogies, Inc., Rockville, MD) and purified by phenol/chloroform extraction. Six

/xg of digested cell line DNAs were labeled with Cy3-dUTP (Amersham

Pharmacia) and normal DNA with Cy5-dUTP (Amersham Pharmacia) using

the Bioprime Labeling kit (Life Technologies, Inc.)* Hybridization (14, 15) and

posthybridization washes (13) were done as described. For the expression

analyses, a standard reference (Universal Human Reference RNA; Stratagene,

La Jolla, CA) was used in all experiments. Forty u.g of reference RNA were

labeled with Cy3-dUTP and 3.5 p,g of test mRNA with Cy5-dUTP
?
and the

labeled cDNAs were hybridized on microarrays as described (13,15). For both

microarray analyses, a laser confocal scanner (Agilent Technologies, Palo

Alto, CA) was used to measure the fluorescence intensities at the target

locations using the DEARRAY software ( 1 6). After background subtraction,

average intensities at each clone in the test hybridization were divided by rhe

average intensity of the corresponding clone in the control hybridization. For

the copy number analysis, the ratios were normalized on the basis of the

distribution of ratios of all targets on the array and for the expression analysis

on the basis of 88 housekeeping genes, which were spotted four times onto the

array. Low quality measurements {i.e., copy number data with mean reference

intensity <100 fluorescent units, and expression data with both test and

reference intensity <100 fluorescent units and/or with spot size <50 units)

were excluded from the analysis and were treated as missing values. The
distributions offluorescence ratios were used to define outpoints for increased/

decreased copy number. Genes with CGH ratio >1.43 (representing the upper

5% of the CGH ratios across all experiments) were considered to be amplified,

and genes with ratio <0.73 (representing the lower 5%) were considered to be

deleted.

Statistical Analysis of CGH and cDNA Microarray Data, To evaluate

the influence of copy number alterations on gene expression, we applied the

following statistical approach. CGH and cDNA calibrated intensity ratios were

log-transformed and normalized using median centering of the values in each

cell line. Furthermore, cDNA ratios for each gene across all 14 cell lines were

median centered. For each gene, the CGH data were represented by a vector

that was labeled 1 for amplification (ratio, > 1 .43) and 0 for no amplification.

Amplification was correlated with gene expression using the signal-to-noise

statistics (1). We calculated a weight, for each gene as follows:

H' =
8

°ai + a
sf>

where mgU <rsl and o^ denote the means and SDs for the expression

levels for amplified and nonamplified cell lines, respectively. To assess the

statistical significance of each weight, we performed 10,000 random permu-

tations of the label vector. The probability that a gene had a larger or equal

weight by random permutation than the original weight was denoted by a. A
low a (<0.05) indicates a strong association between gene expression and

amplification.

Genomic Localization of cDNA Clones and Amplicon Mapping. Each
cDNA clone on the microarray was assigned to a Unigene cluster using the

Unigene Build 14 1.
6 A database of genomic sequence alignment information

for mRNA sequences was created from the August 2001 freeze of the Uni-

versity of California Santa Cruz's GoldenPath database.
7 The chromosome and

bp positions for each cDNA clone were then retrieved by relating these data

sets. Arnplicons were defined as a CGH copy number ratio >2.0 in at least two
adjacent clones in two or more cell lines or a CGH ratio >2.0 in at least three

adjacent clones in a single cell line. The amplicon start and end positions were

6
Internet' address: http://researcb,nhgri,nih.gov/im

7
Internet address: www.gcnome.ucsc.edu.
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Table 1 Summary of independent ampiicons in 14 breast cancer cell tines by

CGH microarray

Location Start (Mb) End (Mb) Size (Mb)

lp 13 132.79 132.94 0.2

Iq2l 173.92 177.25 3.3

lq22 I79.2S 179.57 0.3

3pl4 71.94 74.66 2.7

7pJ2.1-7plI.2 55.62 60.95 5.3

7q3l 125.73 130.96 5.2

7q32 140.01 140.68 0.7

8q21.ll-8q21.13 86.45 92.46 6.0

Sq2l.3 98.45 103.05 4.6

8q23.3-8q24.14 129.88 142.15 12.3

8q24.22 151,21 152,16 1.0

9pl3 38.65 39.25 0.6

13q22-q31 77.J5 81.38 4.2

I6q22 86.70 87.62 0.9

17qll 29.30 30.85 1.6

17ql2-q21.2 39.79 42.80 3.0

I7q21 J2«q2t.33 52.47 55.80 3.3

I7q22-q23.3 63.81 69.70 5.9

17q23.3-q24.3 69.93 74.99 5.1

I9ql3 40.63 41.40 0.8

20qll.22 34.59 35.85 1.3

20qJ3.J2 44.00 45.62 1.6

20qJ3.12-qJ3.13 46.45 49.43 3.0

20ql3.2-ql3.32 51.32 59.12 7.8

CGH were validated, with lq21, 17ql2-q21.2, 17q22-q23, 20ql3.1,

and 20ql3.2 regions being most commonly amplified. Furthermore,

the boundaries of these amplicons were precisely delineated. In ad-

dition, novel amplicons were identified at 9pl3 (38.65-39,25 Mb),

and 17q21.3 (52.47-55.80 Mb).

Direct Identification of Putative Amplification Target Genes.

The cDNA/CGH microarray technique enables the direct correla-

tion of copy number and expression data on a gene-by-gene basis

throughout the genome. We directly annotated high-resolution

CGH plots with gene expression data using color coding. Fig. 2C
shows that most of the amplified genes in the MCF-7 breast cancer

cell line at lpl3, 17q22-q23, and 20ql3 were highly overex-

pressed. A view of chromosome 7 in the MDA-468 cell line

implicates EGFR as the most highly overexpressed and amplified

gene at 7pl 1 —pi 2 (Fig. 3A). In BT-474, the two known amplicons

at 1 7ql 2 and 17q22-q23 contained numerous highly overex-

pressed genes (Fig. 33). In addition, several genes, including the

homeobox genes HOXB2 and HOXB7, were highly amplified in a

previously undescribed independent amplicon at 17q21.3. HOXB7
was systematically amplified (as validated by FISH, Fig. 35, inset)

as well as overexpressed (as verified by RT-PCR, data not shown)

in BT-474, UACC812, and ZR-75-30 cells. Furthermore, this novel

extended to include neighboring nonarnplified clones (ratio, < 1 .5). The am-

plicon size determination was partially dependent on local clone density.

FISH. Dual-color interphase FISH to breast cancer cell lines was done as

described (17). Bacterial artificial chromosome clone RP11-361K8 was la-

beled with SpectrumOrange (Vysis, Downers Grove. IL), and Spcctmm-

Orange-labeled probe for EGFR was obtained from Vysis. SpectrumGreen-

labeled chromosome 7 and 17 centromere probes (Vysis) were used as a

reference. A tissue microarray containing 612 formalin-fixed, paraffin-embed-

ded primary breast cancers (17) was applied in FISH analyses as described

(18). The use of these specimens was approved by the Ethics Committee of the

University of Basel and by the NIH. Specimens containing a 2-fold or higher

increase in the number of test probe signals, as compared with corresponding

centromere signals, in at least 10% of the tumor cells were considered to be
"

amplified. Survival analysis was performed using the Kaplan-Meier method

and the log-rank test. -

RT-PCR. The HOXB7 expression level was determined relative to

GAPDH. Reverse transcription and PCR amplification were performed using

Access RT-PCR System (Promega Corp., Madison, Wl) with 10 ng ofmRNA
as a template. HOXB7 primers were 5 '-GAGCAGAGGGACTCGGACTT-3

'

and 5 '-GCGTCAGGTAGCGATTGTAG-3 '

.

RESULTS

Global Effect of Copy Number on Gene Expression. 13,824

arrayed cDNA clones were applied for analysis of gene expression

and gene copy number (CGH microarrays) in 14 breast cancer cell

lines. The results illustrate a considerable influence of copy number

on gene expression patterns. Up to 44% of the highly amplified

transcripts (CGH ratio, >2.5) were overexpressed (i.e., belonged to

the global upper 7% of expression ratios), compared with only 6% for

genes with normal copy number levels (Fig. 1 A). Conversely, 10.5%

of the transcripts with high-level expression (cDNA ratio, >10)

showed increased copy number (Fig. 15). Low-level copy number

increases and decreases were also associated with similar, although

less dramatic, outcomes on gene expression (Fig. 3).

Identification of Distinct Breast Cancer Amplicons. Base-pair

locations obtained for 1 1,994 cDNAs (86.8%) were used to plot copy

number changes as a function of genomic position (Fig. 2, Supple-

ment Fig. A), The average spacing of clones throughout the genome,

was 267 kb. This high-resohition mapping identified 24 independent

breast cancer amplicons, spanning from 0.2 to 12 Mb ofDNA (Table

1). Several amplification sites detected previously by chromosomal
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Fig. 3. Annotation ofgene expression data on CGH microarray profiles. A, genes in the

7pl I -pi 2 amplicon in the MDA-468 eel) line arc highly expressed (red dots) and include

the EGFR oncogene. B, several genes in the I7ql2, I7q2!.3, and I7q23 amplicons in the

BT-474 breast cancer cell line are highly overexpressed {red) and include the HOXB7
gene. The data labels and color coding are as indicated for Fig. 2C. Insets show
chromosomal CGH profiles for the corresponding chromosomes and validation of the

increased copy number by interphase FISH using EGFR {red) and chromosome 7

centromere probe (green) to MDA-468 (4) and 7-specific probe (red) and chro-

mosome 1 7 centromere (green) to BT-474 cells {B).
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Fig. 4. List of 50 genes with a statistically

significant correlation (a value <0.05) between

gene copy number and gene expression. Name,

chromosomal location, and the a value for each

gene are indicated The genes have been ordered

according to their position in the genome. The color

maps on the right illustrate the copy number and

expression ratio patterns in the 14 cell tines. The

key to the color code is shown at the bottom of the

graph. Gray* squares, missing values. The complete

list of 270 genes is shown in supplemental Fig. B.
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amplification was validated to be present in 10.2% of 363 primary

breast cancers by FISH to a tissue microarray and was associated

with poor prognosis of the patients (P - 0.001).

Statistical Identification and Characterization of 270 Highly

Expressed Genes in Amplicons. Statistical comparison of expres-

sion levels of all genes as a function of gene amplification identified

270 genes whose expression was significantly influenced by copy

number across all 14 cell lines (Fig. 4, Supplemental Fig. B). Accord-

ing to the gene ontology data,
8

91 of the 270 genes represented

hypothetical proteins or genes with no functional annotation, whereas

179 had associated functional information available. Of these, 151

(84%) are implicated in apoptosis, cell proliferation, signal transduc-

tion, and transcription, whereas 28 (16%) had functional annotations

that could not be directly linked with cancer.

DISCUSSION

The importance of recurrent gene and chromosome copy number
changes in the development and progression of solid tumors has been

characterized in >1000 publications applying CGH9
(9, 10), as well

as in a large number of other molecular cytogenetic, cytogenetic, and

molecular genetic studies. The effects of these somatic genetic

changes on gene expression levels have remained largely unknown,

although a few studies have explored gene expression changes occur-

ring in specific amplicons (15, 39-21). Here, we applied genome-

wide cDNA microarrays to identify transcripts whose expression

changes were attributable to underlying gene copy number alterations

in breast cancer.

The overall impact ofcopy number on gene expression patterns was
substantial with the most dramatic effects seen in the case of high-

* Internet address: httpy/www.gcneonlology.org/. 9
Internet address: http://www.iicbi.nlrn.nih.gov/entrez.
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level copy number increase. Low-level copy number gains and losses

also had a significant influence on expression levels of genes in the

regions affected, but these effects were more subtle on a gene-by-gene

basis than those of high-level amplifications. However, the impact of

low-level gains on the dysregulation of gene expression patterns in

cancer may be equally important if not more important than that of

high-level amplifications. Aneuploidy and low-level gains and losses

of chromosomal arms represent the most common types of genetic

alterations in breast and other cancers and, therefore, have an influ-

ence on many genes. Our results in breast cancer extend the recent

studies on the impact of aneuploidy on global gene expression pat-

terns in yeast cells, acute myeloid leukemia, and a prostate cancer

model system (22-24).

The CGH microarray analysis identified 24 independent breast

cancer amplicons. We defined the precise boundaries for many am-

plicons detected previously by chromosomal CGH (9, 10, 25, 26) and

also discovered novel amplicons that had not been detected previ-

ously, presumably because of their small size (only 1-2 Mb) or close

proximity to other larger amplicons. One of these novel amplicons

involved the homeobox gene region at 1 7q2 1 .3 and led to the over-

expression of the HOXB7 and HOXB2 genes. The homeodomain

transcription factors are known to be key regulators of embryonic

development and have been occasionally reported to undergo aberrant

expression in cancer (27, 28). HOXB7 transfection induced cell pro-

liferation in melanoma, breast, and ovarian cancer cells and increased

tumorigenicity and angiogenesis in breast cancer (29-32). The pres-

ent results imply that gene amplification may be a prominent mech-

anism for overexpressing HOXB7 in breast cancer and suggest that

HOXB7 contributes to tumor progression and confers an aggressive

disease phenotype in breast cancer. This view is supported by our

finding of amplification of HOXB7 in 10% of 363 primary breast

cancers, as well as an association of amplification with poor prognosis

of the patients.

We carried out a systematic search to identify genes whose
expression levels across all 14 cell lines were attributable to

amplification status. Statistical analysis revealed 270 such genes

(representing —2% of all genes on the array), including not only

previously described amplified genes, such as HER-2 t MYC,
EGFRy ribosomal protein s6 kinase, and AIB3, but also numerous

novel genes such as NRAS-related gene (Ipl 3), syndecan-2 (8q22),

and bone morphogenic protein (20ql3.1), whose activation by
amplification may similarly promote breast cancer progression.

Most of the 270 genes have not been implicated previously in

breast cancer development and suggest novel pathogenetic mech-

anisms. Although we would not expect all of them to be causally

involved, it is intriguing that 84% of the genes with associated

functional information were implicated in apoptosis, ceil prolifer-

ation, signal transduction, transcription, or other cellular processes

that could directly imply a possible role in cancer progression.

Therefore, a detailed characterization of these genes may provide

biological insights to breast cancer progression and might lead to

the development of novel therapeutic strategies.

In summary, we. demonstrate application of cDNA microarrays

to the analysis of both copy number and expression levels of over

12.000 transcripts throughout the breast cancer genome, roughly

once every 267 kb. This analysis provided: (a) evidence of a

prominent global influence of copy number changes on gene

expression levels; (b) a high-resolution map of 24 independent

amplicons in breast cancer; and (c) identification of a set of 270

genes, the overexpression of which was statistically attributable "to

gene amplification. Characterization of a novel amplicon at

17q21.3 implicated amplification and overexpression of the

HOXB7 gene in breast cancer, including a clinical association

between HOXB7 amplification and poor patient prognosis. Overall,

our results illustrate how the identification of genes activated by
gene amplification provides a powerful approach to highlight

genes with an important role in cancer as well as to prioritize and
validate putative targets for therapy development.
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Genomic DNA copy number alterations are key genetic events in

the development and progression of human cancers. Here we
report a genome-wide microarray comparative genomic hybrid-

ization (array CGH) analysis of DNA copy number variation in

a series of primary human breast tumors. We have profiled DNA
copy number alteration across 6,691 mapped human genes, in 44

predominantly advanced, primary breast tumors and 10 breast

cancer cell lines. While the overall patterns of DNA amplification

and deletion corroborate previous cytogenetic studies, the high-

resolution (gene-by-gene) mapping of amplicon boundaries and

the quantitative analysis of amplicon shape provide significant

improvement in the localization of candidate oncogenes. Parallel

microarray measurements of mRNA levels reveal the remarkable

degree to which variation in gene copy number contributes to

variation in gene expression in tumor cells. Specifically, we find

that 62% of highly amplified genes show moderately or highly

elevated expression, that DNA copy number influences gene ex-

pression across a wide range of DNA copy number alterations

(deletion, low-, mid* and high-level amplification), that on average,

a 2-fold change in DNA copy number is associated with a corre-

sponding 1.5-fold change in mRNA levels, and that overall, at least

12% of all the variation in gene expression among the breast

tumors is directly attributable to underlying variation in gene copy

number These findings provide evidence that widespread DNA
copy number alteration can lead directly to global deregulation of

gene expression, which may contribute to the development or

progression of cancer.

Conventional cytogenetic techniques, including comparative

genomic hybridization (CGH) (1), have led to the identifi-

cation of a number of recurrent regions of DNA copy number
alteration in breast cancer cell lines and tumors (2-4). While

some of these regions contain known or candidate oncogenes

[e.g., FGFR1 (8pll), MYC (8q24), CCND1 (llql3), ERBB2
(17ql2), and ZNF217 (20ql3)] and tumor suppressor genes

[RBI (13ql4) and TP53 (17pl3)], the relevant gene(s) within

other regions (e.g., gain of lq t 8q22, and 17q22-24, and loss of

8p) remain to be identified. A high-resolution genome-wide
map, delineating the boundaries of DNA copy number alter-

ations in tumors, should facilitate the localization and identifi-

cation of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes in breast

cancer. In this study, we have created such a map, using

array-based CGH (5-7) to profile DNA copy. number alteration

in a series of breast cancer cell lines and primary tumors.

An unresolved question is the extent to which the widespread

DNA copy number changes that we and others have identified

in breast tumors alter expression of genes within involved

regions. Because we had measured mRNA levels in parallel in

the same samples (8), using the same DNA microarrays, we had

an opportunity to explore on a genomic scale the relationship

between DNA copy number changes and gene expression. From

www.pnas.org/cgt/doi/ 10. 1 073/pnaa.l 6247 1 999

this analysis, we have identified a significant impact of wide-
spread DNA copy number alteration on the transcriptional

programs of breast tumors.

Materials and Methods

Tumors and Cell Lines. Primary breast tumors were predominantly
large (>3 cm), intermediate-grade, infiltrating ductal carcino-

mas, with more than 50% being lymph node positive. The
fraction of tumor cells within specimens averaged at least 50%.
Details of individual tumors have been published (8, 9), and
are summarized in Table 1, which is published as supporting

information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org. Breast cancer

cell lines were obtained from the American Type Culture

Collection. Genomic DNA was isolated either using Qiagen
genomic DNA columns, or by phenol/chloroform extraction

followed by ethanol precipitation.

DNA Labeling and Microarray Hybridizations. Genomic DNA label-

ing and hybridizations were performed essentially as described

in Pollack el ai (7), with slight modifications. Two micrograms
of DNA was labeled in a total volume of 50 microliters and the

volumes of all reagents were adjusted accordingly, "Test" DNA
(from tumors and cell lines) was fluorescently labeled (Cy5) and
hybridized to a human cDNA microarray containing 6,691

different mapped human genes (i.e., UniGene clusters). The
"reference" (labeled with Cy3) for each hybridization was nor-

mal female leukocyte DNA from a single donor. The fabrication

of cDNA microarrays and the labeling and hybridization of

mRNA samples have been described (8).

Data Analysts and Map Positions. Hybridized arrays were scanned
on a GenePix scanner (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA), and
fluorescence ratios (test/reference) calculated using scanalyze
software (available at http://rana.IbLgov). Fluorescence ratios

were normalized for each array by setting the average log

fluorescence ratio for all array elements equal to 0. Measure-
ments with fluorescence intensities more than 20% above back-
ground were considered reliable. DNA copy number profiles

that deviated significantly from background ratios measured in

normal genomic DNA control hybridizations were interpreted as

evidence of real DNA copy number alteration (see Estimating

Sifprificance of Altered Fluorescence Ratios in the supporting

information). When indicated, DNA copy number profiles are

displayed as a moving average (symmetric 5-nearest neighbors).

Map positions for arrayed human cDNAs were assigned by

Abbreviation: CGH. comparative genomic hybridization.
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Fig. 1. Genome-wide measurement of DNA copy number alteration by array CGH. (a) DNAcopy number profiles are illustrated for cell lines containing different

numbers of X chromosomes, for breast cancer cell lines, and for breast tumors. Each row represents a different cell line or tumor, and each column represents

one of 6,691 different mapped human genes present onthe microarray, ordered by genome map position from Ipterthrough Xqter. Moving average (symmetric

5-nearest neighbors) fluorescence ratios (test/reference) are depicted using a log2-based pseudocolor scale (indicated), such that red luminescence reflects

fold-amplification, green luminescence reflects fold-deletion, and black indicates no change (gray indicates poorly measured data), (6) Enlarged view of DNA
copy number profiles across the X chromosome, shown for cell lines containing different numbers of X chromosomes.

identifying the starting position of the best and longest match of

any DNA sequence represented in the corresponding UniGene
cluster (10) against the "Golden Path" genome assembly

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/; Oct 7, 2000 Freeze). For UniGene
clusters represented by multiple arrayed elements, mean fluo-

rescence ratios (for aJl elements representing the same UniGene
cluster) are reported. For mRNA measurements, fluorescence

ratios are "mean-centered" (i.e., reported relative to the mean
ratio across the 44 tumor samples). The data set described here

can be accessed in its entirety in the supporting information.

Results

We performed CGH on 44 predominantly locally advanced,

primary breast tumors and 10 breast cancer cell lines, using

cDNA microarrays containing 6,691 different mapped human
genes (Fig. la; also see Materials and Methods for details of

microarray hybridizations). To take full advantage of the im-

proved spatial resolution of array CGH, we ordered (fluores-

cence ratios for) the 6,691 cDNAs according to the "Golden

Path" (http://genome.ucsc.edu/) genome assembly of the draft

human genome sequences (11). In so doing, arrayed cDNAs not

only themselves represent genes of potential interest (e.g.,

candidate oncogenes within amplicons), but also provide precise

genetic landmarks for chromosomal regions of amplification and

deletion. Parallel analysis of DNA from cell lines containing

different numbers of X chromosomes (Fig. lb), as we did before

(7), demonstrated the sensitivity of our method to detect single-

copy loss (45, XO), and L5- (47,XXX), 2- (48,XXXX), or

2.5-fold (49,XXXXX) gains (also see Fig. 5, which is published

as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Fluorescence

ratios were linearly proportional to copy number ratios, which

were slightly underestimated, in agreement with previous ob-

servations (7). Numerous DNA copy number alterations were
evident in both the breast cancer cell lines and primary tumors
(Fig. la) y detected in the tumors despite the presence of euploid

non-tumor cell types; the magnitudes of the observed changes

were generally lower in the tumor samples. DNA copy-number
alterations were found in every cancer cell line- and tumor, and
on every human chromosome in at least one sample. Recurrent

regions of DNA copy number gain and loss were readily iden-

tifiable. For example, gains within lq, 8qt 17q, and 20q were
observed in a high proportion of breast cancer cell lines/tumors

(90%/69%, 100%/47%, 100%/60%, and 90%/44%, respective-

ly), as were fosses within Ip, 3p, 8p, and 13q (80%/24%,
80%/22%, 80%/22%, and 70%/18%, respectively), consistent

with published cytogenetic studies (refc. 2-4; a complete listing

of gains/losses is provided in Tables 2 and 3, which are published

as supporting information on the PNAS web site). The total

12964 j
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Fig. 2. DNA copy number alteration across chromosome 8 by array CGH. (a) DNA copy number profiles are illustrated for cell lines containing different numbers
of X chromosomes, for breast cancer cell lines, and for breast tumors. Breast cancer cell lines and tumors are separately ordered by hierarchical clustering to

highlight recurrent copy number changes. The 241 genes present on the microarrays and mapping to chromosome 8 are ordered by position along the
chromosome. Fluorescence ratios (test/reference) are depicted by a log2 pseudocolor scale (indicated). Selected genes are indicated with color-coded text (red,

increased; green, decreased; black, no change; gray, not well measured) to reflect correspondingly altered mRNA levels (observed in the majority of the subset

of samples displaying the DNA copy number change). The map positions for genes of interest that are not represented on the microarray are indicated in the
row above those genes represented on the array, (b) Graphical display of DNA copy number profile for breast cancer cell line SKBR3. Fluorescence ratios

(tumor/normal) are plotted on a log2 scale for chromosome 8 genes, ordered along the chromosome.

number of genomic alterations (gains and losses) was found to

be significantly higher in breast tumors that were high grade (P =
0.008), consistent with published CGH data (3), estrogen recep-

tor negative (P = 0.04), and harboring TP53 mutations (P =

0.0006) (see Table 4, which is published as supporting informa-

tion on the PNAS web site).

The improved spatial resolution of our array CGH analysis is

illustrated for chromosome 8, which displayed extensive DNA
copy number alteration in our series. A detailed view of the

variation in the copy number of 241 genes mapping to chromo-

some 8 revealed multiple regions of recurrent amplification;

each of these potentially harbors a different known or previously

uncharacterized oncogene (Fig. 2a). The complexity of amplicon

structure is most easily appreciated in the breast cancer cell line

SKBR3. Although a conventional CGH analysis of 8q in SKBR3
identified only two distinct regions of amplification (12), we
observed three distinct regions of high-level amplification (la-

beled 1-3 in Fig. 2b). For each of these regions we can define the

boundaries of the interval recurrently amplified in the tumors we
examined; in each case, known or plausible candidate oncogenes
can be identified (a description of these regions, as well as the
recurrently amplified regions on chromosomes 17 and 20, can be
found in Figs. 6 and 7, which are published as supporting
information on the PNAS web site).

For a subset of breast cancer cell lines and tumors (4 and 37,
respectively), and a subset of arrayed genes (6,095), mRNA
levels were quantitatively measured in parallel by using cDNA
microarrays (8). The parallel assessment of mRNA levels is

useful in the interpretation of DNA copy number changes. For
example, the highly amplified genes that are also highly ex-
pressed are the strongest candidate oncogenes within an ampli-
con. Perhaps more significantly, our parallel analysis of DNA
copy number changes and mRNA levels provides us the oppor-
tunity to assess the global impact of widespread DNA copy
number alteration on gene expression in tumor cells.

A strong influence of DNA copy number on gene expression
is evident in an examination of the pseudocolor representations

Pollack et at. PNAS | October 1, 2002 { vol.99 | no. 20
| 12965
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Fig. 3. Concordance between DNA copy number and gene expression across chromosome 17. DNA copy number alteration (Upper) and mRNA levels (Lower)
are illustrated for breast cancer cell lines and tumors. Breast cancer cell lines and tumors are separately ordered by hierarchical clustering (Upper), and the
identical sample order Is maintained (lower). The 354 genes present on the microarrays and mapping to chromosome 1 7, and for which both DNA copy number
and mRNA levels were determined, are ordered by position along the chromosome; selected genes are indicated in color-coded text (see Fig. 2 legend).
Fluorescence ratios (test/reference) are depicted by separate log! pseudocolor scales (indicated).

of DNA copy number and mRNA levels for genes on chromo-
some 17 (Fig. 3). The overall patterns of gene amplification and
elevated gene expression are quite concordant; i.e., a significant

fraction of highly amplified genes appear to be correspondingly

highly expressed. The concordance between high-level amplifi-

cation and increased gene expression is not restricted to chro-

mosome 17. Genome-wide, of 117 high-level DNA amplifica-

tions (fluorescence ratios >4, and representing 91 different

genes), 62% (representing 54 different genes; see Table 5, which
is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site)

are found associated with at least moderately elevated mRNA
levels (mean-centered fluorescence ratios >2), and 42% (rep-

resenting 36 different genes) are found associated with compa-
rably highly elevated mRNA levels (mean-centered fluorescence

ratios >4).

To determine the extent to which DNA deletion and lower-

level amplification (in addition to high-level amplification) are

also associated with corresponding alterations in mRNA levels,

we performed three separate analyses on the complete data set

(4 cell lines and 37 tumors, across 6,095 genes). First, we
determined the average mRNA levels for each of five classes

of genes, representing DNA deletion, no change, and low-,

medium-, and high-level amplification (Fig. 4a). For both the

breast cancer cell lines and tumors, average mRNA levels

tracked with DNA copy number across all five classes, in a
statistically significant fashion (P values for pair-wise Student's
t tests comparing adjacent classes: cell lines, 4 X lO-49, 1 x 10~49

,

5 x 10"5
, 1 x 10"2

; tumors, 1 X 10~43
, 1 X irr214

, 5 X 10"41
,

1 X 10~4
). A linear regression of the average log(DNA copy

number), for each class, against average log(mRNA level)

demonstrated that on average, a 2-fold change in DNA copy
number was accompanied by 1 .4- and 1 .5-fold changes in mRNA
level for the breast cancer cell lines and tumors, respectively (Fig.

4a, regression line not shown). Second, we characterized the
distribution of the 6,095 correlations between DNA copy num-
ber and mRNA level; each across the 37 tumor samples (Fig. 4b).

The distribution of correlations forms a normal-shaped curve,
but with the peak markedly shifted in the positive direction from
zero. This shift is statistically significant, as evidenced in a plot
of observed vs. expected correlations (Fig. 4c)t and reflects a
pervasive global influence of DNA copy number alterations on
gene expression. Notably, the highest correlations between DNA
copy number and mRNA level (the right tail of the distribution

in Fig. 4b) comprise both amplified and deleted genes (data not
shown). Third, we used a linear regression model to estimate the
fraction of all variation measured in mRNA levels among the 37
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Fig. A. Genome-wide influence of ONA copy number alterations on mRNA levels, (a) For breast cancer cell lines (gray) and tumor samples (black), both
mean-centered mRNA fluorescence ratio (log 2 scale) quartiles (box plots indicate 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile) and averages (diamonds; V-value error bars

indicate standard errors of the mean) are plotted for each of five classes of genes, representing DNA deletion (tumor/normal ratio < 0.8). no change (0.8-1.2),

low- (1.2-2), medium- (2-4), and high-level (>4) amplification. P values for pair-wise Student's t tests, comparing averages between adjacent classes (moving
lefttoright).are4X !0~*9

, 1 x 10"". 5 x 10~ 5
. 1 x 10" 2 (ceil lines), and 1 x 10-«1 x 10~214

, 5 x 10" 4\ 1 x 10"4 (tumors), (b) Distribution of correlations between
DNA copy number and mRNA levels, for 6,095 different human genes across 37 breast tumorsamples, (c) Plot ^of observed versus expected correlation coefficients.

The expected values were obtained by randomization of the sample labels in the DNA copy number data set The line of unity is indicated, (d) Percent variance

in gene expression (among tumors) directly explained by variation in gene copy number. Percent variance explained (black line) and fraction of data retained

(gray line) are plotted for different fluorescence intensity/background (a rough surrogate for signal/noise) cutoff values. Fraction of data retained is relative

to the 1.2 intensity/background cutoff. Details of the linear regression model used to estimate the fraction of variation in gene expression attributable to
underlying DNA copy number alteration can be found in the supporting information (see Estimating the Fraction of Variation in Gene Expression Attributable

to Underlying DNA Copy Number Alteration).

tumors that could be attributed to underlying variation in DNA
copy number. From this analysis, we estimate that, overall, about

7% of all of the observed variation in mRNA levels can be
explained directly by variation in copy number of the altered

genes (Fig. Ad). We can reduce the effects of experimental

measurement error on this estimate by using only that fraction

of the data most reliably measured (fluorescence intensity/

background >3); using that data, our estimate of the percent

variation in mRNA levels directly attributed to variation in gene

copy number increases to 12% (Fig. 4d). This still undoubtedly

represents a significant underestimate, as the observed variation

in global gene expression is affected not only by true variation in

the expression programs of the tumor cells themselves, but also

by the variable presence of non-tumor cell types within clinical

samples.

Discussion

This genome-wide, array CGH analysis of DNA copy number
alteration in a series of human breast tumors demonstrates the

usefulness of defining ampticon boundaries at high resolution

(gene-by-gene), and quantitatively measuring amplicon shape, to

assist in locating and identifying candidate oncogenes. By ana-

lyzing mRNA levels in parallel, we have also discovered that

changes in DNA copy number have a large, pervasive, direct

effect on global gene expression patterns in both breast cancer

cell lines and tumors. Although theDNA microarrays used in our
analysis may display a bias toward characterized and/or highly

expressed genes, because we are examining such a large fraction

of the genome (approximately 20% of all human genes), and
because, as detailed above, we are likely underestimating the

contribution of DNA copy number changes to altered gene
expression, we believe our findings are likely to be generalizable

(but would nevertheless still be remarkable if only applicable to

this set of —6,100 genes).

In budding yeast, aneuploidy has been shown to result in

chromosome-wide gene expression biases (13). Two recent

studies have begun to examine the global relationship between
DNA copy number and gene expression in cancer cells. In

agreement with our findings, Phillips et oi. (14) have shown that

with the acquisition of tumorigenicity in an immortalized pros-

tate epithelial cell line, new chromosomal gains and losses

resulted in a statistically significant respective increase and
decrease in the average expression level of involved genes. In

contrast, Platzer et ai (15) recently reported that in metastatic

colon rumors only —4% of genes within amplified regions were
found more highly (>2-fold) expressed, when compared with

normal colonic epithelium. This report differs substantially from
our finding that 62% of highly amplified genes in breast cancer

exhibit at least 2-fold increased expression. These contrasting

findings may reflect methodological differences between the
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studies. For example, the study of Platzer et al (15) may have

systematically under-measured gene expression changes. In this

regard it is remarkable that only 1 4 transcripts of many thousand
residing within unamplified chromosomal regions were found to

exhibit at least 4-fold altered expression in metastatic colon

cancer. Additionally, their reliance on lower-resolution chromo-
somal CGH may have resulted in poorly delimiting the bound-
aries of high-complexity amplicons, effectively overcalJing re-

gions with amplification. Alternatively, the contrasting findings

for amplified genes may represent real biological differences

between breast and metastatic colon tumors; resolution of this

issue will require further studies.

Our finding that widespread DNA copy number alteration has

a large, pervasive and direct effect on global gene expression

patterns in breast cancer has several important implications.

First, this finding supports a high degree of copy number-
dependent gene expression in tumors. Second, it suggests that

most genes are not subject to specific autoregulation or dosage

compensation. Third, this finding cautions that elevated expres-

sion of an amplified gene cannot alone be considered strong

independent evidence of a candidate oncogene's role in tumor-

igenesis. In our study, fully 62% of highly amplified genes

demonstrated moderately or highly elevated expression. This

highlights the importance of high-resolution mapping of ampli-

con boundaries and shape [to identify the "driving" gene(s)

within amplicons (16)], on a large number of samples, in addition

to functional studies. Fourth, this finding suggests that analyzing
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Genome-wide Study of Gene Copy Numbers,
Transcripts, and Protein Levels in Pairs of

Non-invasive and Invasive Human Transitional

Cell Carcinomas*

Torben F. 0rntoft£§, Thomas ThykjaerTj, Frederic M. Waldman||, Hans Wolf**,

and Julio E. Celistt

Gain and loss of chromosomal material is characteristic

of bladder cancer, as well as malignant transformation in

general. The consequences of these changes at both the

transcription and translation levels is at present unknown
partly because of technical limitations. Here we have at-

tempted to address this question in pairs of non-invasive

and invasive human bladder tumors using a combination

of technology that included comparative genomic hybrid-

ization, high density oligonucleotide array-based monitor-

ing of transcript levels (5600 genes), and high resolution

phenomenon at both the transcription and translation levels.

High throughput array studies of the breast cancer ceil line

BT474 has suggested that there is a correlation between

DNA copy numbers and gene expression in highly amplified

areas (2), and studies of individual genes in solid tumors

have revealed a good correlation between gene dose and

mRNA or protein levels in the case of c-erb-B2, cyc//n d1,

emsl, and N-myc (3-5), However, a high cyclin D1 protein

expression has been observed without simultaneous am-

two-dimensional gel electrophoresis/the results showed^ lificati <>n (4), and a low level of c-myc copy number in-

that there is a gene dosage effect that in some cases'

superimposes on other regulatory mechanisms. This ef-

fect depended (p < 0.015) on the magnitude of the com-
parative genomic hybridization change. In general (18 of

23 cases), chromosomal areas with more than 2-fold gain

of DNA showed a corresponding increase in mRNA tran-

scripts. Areas with loss of DNA, on the other hand,

showed either reduced or unaltered transcript levels^ Be-

cause most proteins resolved by two-dimensional gels

are unknown it was only possible to compare mRNA and

protein alterations inrelatively few cases of well focused

abundant proteins. With few exceptions we found a good
correlation (p < 0.005) between transcript alterations and

protein levels. The implications, as well as limitations,

of the approach are discussed. Molecular & Cellular

Proteomics 1:37-45, 20O2.

Aneuploidy is a common feature of most human cancers

(1), but little is known about the genome-wide effect of this
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crease was observed without concomitant c-myc protein

overexpression (6),

In human bladder tumors, karyotyping, fluorescent in situ

hybridization, and comparative genomic hybridization (CGH)1

have revealed chromosomal aberrations that seem to be

characteristic of certain stages of disease progression. In the

case of non-invasive pTa transitional ceil carcinomas (TCCs),

this includes loss of chromosome 9 or parts of it, as well as

loss of Y in males. In minimally invasive pT1 TCCs, the fol-

lowing alterations have been reported: 2q— , 11 p— , 1q+,

11q13+, 17q+, and 20q+ (7-12). It has been suggested that

these regions harbor tumor suppressor genes and onco-

genes; however, the large chromosomal areas involved often

contain many genes, making meaningful predictions of the

functional consequences of losses and gains very difficult.

In this investigation we have combined genome-wide tech-

nology for detecting genomic gains and losses (CGH) with

gene expression profiling techniques (microarrays and pro-

teomics) to determine the effect of gene copy number on

transcript and protein levels in pairs of non-invasive and in-

vasive human bladder TCCs.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Material— Bladder tumor biopsies were sampled after informed

consent was obtained and after removal of tissue for routine pathol-

ogy examination. By light microscopy tumors 335 and 532 were

staged by an experienced pathologist as pTa (superficial papillary),

1 The abbreviations used are: CGH, comparative genomic hybrid-

ization; TCC, transitional ceil carcinoma; LOH, loss of heterozygosity;

PA-FAB P, psoriasis-associated fatty acid-binding protein; 2D,

two-dimensional.
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Fig. 1 . DNA copy number and mRNA expression level. Shown from left to right are chromosome (Chr.), CGH profiles, gene location and
expression level of specific genes, and overall expression level along the chromosome. A, expression of mRNA in invasive tumor 733 as

compared with the non-invasive counterpart tumor 335. S, expression of mRNA in invasive tumor 827 compared with the non-invasive

counterpart tumor 532. The average fluorescent signal ratio between tumor DNA and normal DNA is shown along the length of the chromosome
(/eft). The bold curve in the ratio profile represents a mean of four chromosomes and is surrounded by thin curves indicating one standard

deviation. The central vertical line (broken) indicates a ratio value of 1 (no change), and the vertical lines next to it {dotted) indicate a ratio of

0.5 (left) and 2.0 (right). In chromosomes where the non-invasive tumor 335 used for comparison showed alterations in DNA content, the ratio

profile of that chromosome is shown to the right of the invasive tumor profile. The colored bars represents one gene each, identified by the

running numbers above the bars (the name of the gene can be seen at www.MDLDK/sdatahtml). The bars indicate the purported location of

the gene, and the colors indicate the expression level of the gene in the invasive tumor compared with the non-invasive counterpart; >2-fold

increase (black), > 2-fold decrease (blue), no significant change (orange). The bar to the far right, entitled Expression shows the resulting change
in expression along the chromosome; the colors indicate that at least half of the genes were up-regulated (b/ac*). at least half of the genes
down-regulated (blue), or more than half of the genes are unchanged (orange). If a gene was absent in one of the samples and present in

another, it was regarded as more than a 2-fold change. A 2-fold level was chosen as this corresponded to one standard deviation in a double

determination of -1800 genes. Centromeres and heterochromatic regions were excluded from data analysis.

grade I and II, respectively, tumors 733 and 827 were staged as pT1

(invasive into submucosa). 733 was staged as solid, and 827 was

staged as papillary, both grade 111.

mRNA Preparation—Tissue biopsies, obtained fresh from surgery,

were embedded immediately in a sodium-guanidinium thiocyanate

solution and stored at - 80 °C. Total RNA was isolated using the

RNAzol B RNA isolation method (WAK-Chemie Medical GMBH).

poly(A)
+ RNA was isolated by an oligo(dT) selection step (Oligotex

mRNA kit; Qiagen).

cRNA Preparation— 1 /xg of mRNA was used as starting material.

The first and second strand cDNA synthesis was performed using the

Superscript® choice system (Invitrogen) according to the manufac-

turer's instructions but using an oligo(dT) primer containing a T7 RNA
polymerase binding site. Labeled cRNA was prepared using the ME-
GAscrip® in vitro transcription kit (Ambion). Biotin-labeled CTP and

UTP (Enzo) was used, together with unlabeled NTPs in the reaction.

Following the in vitro transcription reaction, the unincorporated nu-

cleotides were removed using RNeasy columns (Qiagen).

Array Hybridization and Scanning— Array hybridization and scan-

ning was modified from a previous method (13). 10 of cRNA was
fragmented at 94 °C for 35 min in buffer containing 40 mM Tris

acetate, pH 8.1, 100 mM KOAc, 30 mM MgOAc. Prior to hybridization,

the fragmented cRNA in a 6X SSPE-T hybridization buffer (1 m NaCI,

10 mM Tris, pH 7.6, 0.005% Triton), was heated to 95 °C for 5 min,

subsequently cooled to 40 °C, and loaded onto the Affymetrix probe
array cartridge. The probe array was then incubated for 16 h at 40 °C
at constant rotation (60 rpm). The probe array was exposed to 10

washes in 6x SSPE-T at 25 °C followed by 4 washes in 0.5x SSPE-T
at 50 °C. The biotinylated cRNA was stained with a streptavidin-

phycoerythrin conjugate, 1 0 ftg/ml (Molecular Probes) in 6x SSPE-T
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Fig. 1

—

continued

for 30 min at 25 °C followed by 1 0 washes in 6x SSPE-T at 25 °C. The

probe arrays were scanned at 560 nm using a confocaJ laser scanning

microscope (made for Affymetrix by Hewlett-Packard). The readings

from the quantitative scanning were analyzed by Affymetrix gene

expression analysis software.

Microsatefiite Analysis— Microsatellite Analysis was performed as

described previously (14). Microsatellites were selected by use of

www.ncbLnlrn.nih.gov/genemap98, and primer sequences were ob-

tained from the genome data base at www.gdb.org. DNA was extracted

from tumor and blood and amplified by PCR in a volume of 20 for 35

cycles. The amplicons were denatured and electrophoresed for 3 h in an

ABI Prism 377. Data were collected in the Gene Scan program for

fragment analysis. Loss of heterozygosity was defined as less than 33%
of one allele detected in tumor amplicons compared with blood.

Proteomic Analysis—TCCs were minced into small pieces and

homogenized in a small glass homogenizer in 0.5 ml of lysis solution.

Samples were stored at -20 °C until use. The procedure for 2D gel

electrophoresis has been described in detail elsewhere (15, 16). Gels

were stained with silver nitrate and/or Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Pro-

teins were identified by a combination of procedures that included

microsequencing, mass spectrometry, two-dimensional gel Western

immunoblotting, and comparison with the master two-dimensional gel

image of human keratinocyte proteins; see biobase.dk/cgi-bin/celis.

CGH— Hybridization of differentially labeled tumor and normal DNA
to normal metaphase chromosomes was performed as described

previously (10). Fluorescein-labeled tumor DNA (200 ng), Texas Red-

labeled reference DNA (200 ng), and human Cot-1 DNA (20 fig) were
denatured at 37 °C for 5 min and applied to denatured normal met-

aphase slides. Hybridization was at 37 °C for 2 days. After washing,

the slides were counterstained with 0.15 ^g/mi 4,6-diamidino-2-phe-

nylindole in an anti-fade solution. A second hybridization was per-

formed for all tumor samples using fluorescein-labeled reference DNA
and Texas Red-labeled tumor DNA (inverse labeling) to confirm the

aberrations detected during the initial hybridization. Each CGH ex-

periment also included a normal control hybridization using fluores-

cein- and Texas Red-labeled normal DNA. Digital image analysis was
used to identify chromosomal regions with abnormal fluorescence

ratios, indicating regions of DNA gains and losses. The average

green:red fluorescence intensity ratio profiles were calculated using

four images of each chromosome (eight chromosomes total) with

normalization of the green:red fluorescence intensity ratio for the

entire metaphase and background correction. Chromosome identifi-

cation was performed based on 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole band-
ing patterns. Only images showing uniform high intensity fluores-

cence with minimal background staining were analyzed. All

centromeres, p arms of acrocentric chromosomes, and heterochro-

matic regions were excluded from the analysis.

RESULTS

Comparative Genomic Hybridization—The CGH analysis

identified a number of chromosomal gains and losses in the
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Table i

Correlation between alterations detected by CGH and by expression monitoring

Top, CGH used as independent variable (if CGH alteration - what expression ratio was found); bottom, altered expression used as
independent variable (if expression alteration - what CGH deviation was found).

CGH alterations
Tumor 733 vs. 335

Expression change clusters
Concordance CGH alterations

Tumor 827 vs. 532

Expression change clusters
Concordance

1 3 Gain

10 Loss

10 Up-regulation

0 Down-regulation

3 No change
1 Up-regulation

5 Down-regulation

4 No change

77%

50%

10 Gain

12 Loss

8 Up-regulation

0 Down-regulation

2 No change
3 Up-regulation

2 Down regulation

7 No change

80%

17%

Expression change clusters
Tumor 733 vs. 335

Concordance Expression change clusters
Tumor 827 vs. 532

ConcordanceCGH alterations CGH alterations

16 Up-regulation 1 1 Gain 69% 17 Up-regulation 10 Gain 59%
2 Loss 5 Loss
3 No change 2 No change

21 Down-regulation 1 Gain 38% 9 Down-regulation 0 Gain 33%
8 Loss 3 Loss
1 2 No change 6 No change

15 No change 3 Gain 60% 21 No change 1 Gain 81%
3 Loss 3 Loss
9 No change 1 7 No change

two invasive tumors (stage pT1, TCCs 733 and 827), whereas

the two non-invasive papillomas (stage pTa, TCCs 335 and

532) showed only 9p-, 9q22-q33-, and X-, and 7+ f 9q-,

and Y-, respectively. Both invasive tumors showed changes

(1q22-24-f, 2q14.1-qter-, 3q12-q13.3-, 6q12-q22-,

9q34+, 11q12-q13+, 17+, and 20q11.2-q1 2+) that are typ-

ical for their disease stage, as well as additional alterations,

some of which are shown in Fig. 1. Areas with gains and

losses deviated from the normal copy number to some extent,

and the average numerical deviation from normal was 0.4~fold

in the case of TCC 733 and 0.3-fold for TCC 827. The largest

changes, amounting to at least a doubling of chromosomal

content, were observed at 1q23 in TCC 733 (Fig. 1A) and

20q12 in TCC 827 (Fig. 1S).

mRNA Expression in Relation to DNA Copy Number—The
mRNA levels from the two invasive tumors (TCCs 827 and

733) were compared with the two non-invasive counterparts

(TCCs 532 and 335). This was done in two separate experi-

ments in which we compared TCCs 733 to 335 and 827 to

532, respectively, using two different scaling settings for the

arrays to rule out scaling as a confounding parameter. Ap-

proximately 1 ,800 genes that yielded a signal on the arrays

were searchedin the Unigene and Genemap data bases for

chromosomal location, and those with a known location

(1 096) were plotted as bars covering their purported locus. In

that way it was possible to construct a graphic presentation of

DNA copy number and relative mRNA levels along the indi-

vidual chromosomes (Fig. 1).

For each mRNA a ratio was calculated between the level in

the invasive versus the non-invasive counterpart. Bars, which

represent chromosomal location of a gene, were color-coded

according to the expression ratio, and only differences larger

than 2-fold were regarded as informative (Fig. 1). The density

of genes along the chromosomes varied, and areas contain-

ing only one gene were excluded from the calculations. The
resolution of the CGH method is very low, and some of the

outlier data may be because of the fact that the boundaries of

the chromosomal aberrations are not known at high resolution.

Two sets of calculations were made from the data. For the

first set we used CGH alterations as the independent variable

and estimated the frequency of expression alterations in these

chromosomal areas. In general, areas with a strong gain of

chromosomal material contained a cluster of genes having

increased mRNA expression. For example, both chromo-

somes 1q21-q25, 2p and 9q, showed a relative gain of more
than 100% in DNA copy number that was accompanied by

increased mRNA expression levels in the two tumor pairs (Fig,

1). In most cases, chromosomal gains detected by CGH were

accompanied by an increased level of transcripts in both

TCCs 733 (77%) and 827 (80%) (Table I, top). Chromosomal
losses, on the other hand, were not accompanied by de-

creased expression in several cases, and were often regis-

tered as having unaltered RNA levels (Table I, fop). The inabil-

ity to detect RNA expression changes in these cases was not

because of fewer genes mapping to the lost regions (data not

shown).

In the second set of calculations we selected expression

alterations above 2-fold as the independent variable and es-

timated the frequency of CGH alterations in these areas. As
above, we found that increased transcript expression corre-

lated with gain of chromosomal material (TCC 733, 69% and

TCC 827, 59%), whereas reduced expression was often de-

tected in areas with unaltered CGH ratios (Table I, bottom).

Furthermore, as a control we looked at areas with no alter-
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ation in expression. No alteration was detected by CGH in

most of these areas (TCC 733, 60% and TCC 827, 81 %; see

Table I, bottom). Because the ability to observe reduced or

increased mRNA expression clustering to a certain chromo-

somal area clearly reflected the extent of copy number

changes, we plotted the maximum CGH aberrations in the

regions showing CGH changes against the ability to detect a

change in mRNA expression as monitored by the oligonucleo-

tide arrays (Fig. 2)CEpr both tumors TCC 733 (p < 0.015) and

TCC 827 (p < 0.00003) a highly significant correlation was

observed between the level of CGH ratio change (reflecting

the DNA copy number) and alterations detected by the array

based technology (Fig. 2]\ Similar data were obtained when

areas with altered expression were used as independent vari-

ables. These areas correlated best with CGH when the CGH
ratio deviated 1 .6- to 2.0-fold (Table I, bottom) but mostly did

not at lower CGH deviations. These data probably reflect that

loss of an allele may only lead to a 50% reduction in expres-

sion level, which is at the cut-off point for detection of expres-

sion alterations. Gain of chromosomal material can occur to a

much larger extent.

Microsatellite-based Detection of Minor Areas of Loss-

es— In TCC 733, several chromosomal areas exhibiting DNA
amplification were preceded or followed by areas with a nor-

mal CGH but reduced mRNA expression (see Fig. 1 , TCC 733

chromosome 1q32, 2p21. and 7q21 and q32, 9q34, and

10q22). To determine whether these results were because of

undetected loss of chromosomal materia] in these regions or

because of other non-structural mechanisms regulating tran-

scription, we examined two microsatellites positioned at chro-

mosome 1q25-32 and two at chromosome 2p22. Loss of

heterozygosity (LOH) was found at both 1q25 and at 2p22

indicating that minor deleted areas were not detected with the

resolution of CGH (Fig. 3). Additionally, chromosome 2p in

TCC 733 showed a CGH pattern of gain/no change/gain of

DNA that correlated with transcript increase/decrease/in-

crease. Thus, for the areas showing increased expression

there was a correlation with the DNA copy number alterations

. (Fig. 1A). As indicated above, the mRNA decrease observed in

the middle of the chromosomal gain was because of LOH,

implying that one of the mechanisms for mRNA down-regu-

lation may be regions that have undergone smaller losses of

chromosomal material. However, this cannot be detected with

the resolution of the CGH method.

In both TCC 733 and TCC 827 , the telomeric end of chro-

mosome 11p showed a normal ratio in the CGH analysis;

however, clusters of five and three genes, respectively, lost

their expression. Two microsatellites (D11S1760, D11S922)

positioned close to MUC2, IGF2, and cathepsin D indicated

LOH as the most likely mechanism behind the loss of expres-

sion (data not shown).

A reduced expression of mRNA observed in TCC 733 at

chromosomes 3q24, 1 1 p11 f 12p12.2, 12q21.1, and 16q24

and in TCC 827 at chromosome 11p15.5, 12p11, 15q11.2,

and 18q12 was also examined for chromosomal losses using

microsatellites positioned as close as possible to the gene loci
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Fig. 3. Microsatellrte analysts of loss of heterozygosity. Tumor

733 showing loss of heterozygosity at chromosome 1q25, detected

(a) by D1S215 close to Hu class I histocompatibility antigen (gene

number 38 in Fig. 1), (b) by D1S2735 close to cathepsin E (gene

number 41 in Fig. 1), and (c) at chromosome 2p23 by D2S2251 close

to general 0-spectrin (gene number 1 1 on Fig. 1) and of (d) tumor 827

showing loss of heterozygosity at chromosome 18q12 by S18S1118

close to mitochondrial 3-oxoacyl-coenzyme A thiolase (gene number

12 in Fig. 1), The upper curves show the electropherogram obtained

from normal DNA from leukocytes [N), and the lower curves show the

electropherogram from tumor DNA (7). In all cases one allele is

partially lost in the tumor amplicon.

showing reduced mRNA transcripts. Only the microsatellite

positioned at 18q12 showed LOH (Fig. 3), suggesting that

transcriptional down-regulation of genes in the other regions

may be controlled by other mechanisms.

Relation between Changes in mRNA and Protein Levels—

2D-PAGE analysis, in combination with Coomassie Brilliant

Blue and/or silver staining, was carried out on all four tumors

using fresh biopsy material. 40 well resolved abundant known

proteins migrating in areas away from the edges of the pH
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Fig. 4. Correlation between protein levels as judged by 20-

PAGE and transcript ratio. For comparison proteins were divided in

three groups, unaltered in level or up- or down-regulated {horizontal

axis). The mRNA ratio as determined by oligonucleotide arrays was
plotted for each gene {vertical axis). mRNAs that WBre scored as

present in both tumors used for the ratio calculation; A, mRNAs that

were scored as absent in the invasive tumors (along horizontal axis) or

as absent in non-invasive reference {top of figure). Two different

scalings were used to exclude scaling as a confounder, TCCs 827

and 532 were scaled with background suppression, and TCCs
733 and 335 (#0) were scaled without suppression. Both compari-

sons showed highly significant (p < 0.005) differences in mRNA ratios

between the groups. Proteins shown, were as follows: Group A (from

left), phosphoglucomutase 1, glutathione transferase class tx number

4, fatty acid-binding protein homologue, cytokeratin 15, and cyto-

keratin 1 3; B (from left), fatty acid-binding protein homologue, 28-kDa

heat shock protein, cytokeratin 13, and calcyclin; C {from /eft), a-eno-

lase, hnRNP B1, 28-kDa heat shock protein, 14-3-3-e, and
pre-mRNA splicing factor, 0, mesothelial keratin K7 (type II); E (from

fop), glutathione S-transferase-ir and mesothelial keratin K7 (type II);

F (from top and left), adenylyl cyclase-associated protein, E-cadherin,

keratin 19, calgizzarin, phosphoglycerate mutase, annexin IV, cy-

toskeletal -y-actln, hnRNP A1, integral membrane protein calnexin

(IP90), hnRNP H, brain-type clathrin light chain-a, hnRNP F, 70-kDa

heat shock protein, heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B,

translationaity controlled tumor protein, liver glyceraldehyde-3-phos-

phate dehydrogenase, keratin 8, aldehyde reductase, and Na,K-

ATPase 3-1 subunit; G, (from top and left), TCP20, calgizzarin, 70-

kDa heat shock protein, calnexin, hnRNP H, cytokeratin 15, ATP
synthase, keratin 1 9, triosephosphate isomerase, hnRNP F, liver glyc-

eraidehyde-3-phosphatase dehydrogenase, glutathione S-transfer-

ase-ir, and keratin 8; H (from left), plasma gelsoltn, autoantigen cal-

reticulin, thioredoxin, and NAD+-dependent 1 5 hydroxyprostaglandin

dehydrogenase; / (from top), prolyl 4-hydroxylase j3-subunit, cyto-

keratin 20, cytokeratin 17, prohibition, and fructose 1,6-biphos-

phatase; J annexin II; K, annexin IV; L (from top and teft), 90-kDa heat

shock protein, prolyl 4-hydroxylase 0-subunit, a-enolase, GRP 78,

cyclophilin, and cofilin.

gradient, and having a known chromosomal location, were

selected for analysis in the TCC pair 827/532. Proteins were

identified by a combination of methods (see "Experimental

Procedures"). In general there was a highly significant corre-

lation (p < 0.005) between mRNA and protein alterations (Fig.

4). Only one gene showed disagreement between transcript

alteration and protein alteration. Except for a group of cyto-
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Fig. 5. Comparison of protein and transcript levels in invasive

and hon-invasive TCCs. The upper part of the figure shows a 2D gel

{left) and the oligonucleotide array {right) of TCC 532. The red rectan-

gles on the upper gel highlight the areas that are compared below.

Identical areas of 2D gels of TCCs 532 and 827 are shown below.

Clearly, cytokeratins 13 and 15 are strongly down-regulated in TCC
827 (red annotation). The tile on the array containing probes for

cytokeratin 15 is enlarged below the array (red arrow) from TCC 532

and is compared with TCC 827. The upperrow of squares in each tile

corresponds to perfect match probes; the lower row corresponds to

mismatch probes containing a mutation (used for correction for un-

specific binding). Absence of signal is depicted as black, and the

higher the signal the lighter the color. A high transcript level was
detected in TCC 532 (6151 units) whereas a much lower level was

detected in TCC 827 (absence of signals). For cytokeratin 13. a high

transcript level was also present in TCC 532 (15659 units), and a

much lower level was present in TCC 827 (623 units). The 2D gels at

the bottom of the figure {left) show levels of PA-FABP and adipocyte-

FABP in TCCs 335 and 733 (invasive), respectively. Both proteins are

down-regulated in the invasive tumor. To the right we show the array

tiles for the PA-FABP transcript. A medium transcript level was de-

tected in the case of TCC 335 (1277 units) whereas very low levels

were detected in TCC 733 (166 units). IEFf isoelectric focusing.

keratins encoded by genes on chromosome 17 (Fig. 5) the

analyzed proteins did not belong to a particular family. 26 well

focused proteins whose genes had a know chromosomal

location were detected in TCCs 733 and 335, and of these 19

correlated (p < 0.005) with the mRNA changes detected using

the arrays (Fig. 4). For example, PA-FABP was highly ex-

pressed in the non-invasive TCC 335 but lost in the invasive

counterpart (TCC 733; see Fig. 5). The smaller number of

proteins detected in both 733 and 335 was because of the

smaller size of the biopsies that were available.

1 1 chromosomal regions where CGH showed aberrations

that corresponded to the changes in transcript levels also

showed corresponding changes in the protein level (Table II).

These regions included genes that encode proteins that are

found to be frequently altered in bladder cancer, namely

cytokeratins 17 and 20, annexins II and IV, and the fatty

acid-binding proteins PA-FABP and FBP1. Four of these pro-

teins were encoded by genes in chromosome 17q, a fre-

quently amplified chromosomal area in invasive bladder

cancers.

DISCUSSION
Most human cancers have abnormal DNA content, having

lost some chromosomal parts and gained others. The present

study provides some evidence as to the effect of these gains

and losses on gene expression in two pairs of non-invasive

and invasive TCCs using high throughput expression arrays

and proteomics, in combination with CGH. In general, the

results showed that there is a clear individual regulation of the

mRNA expression of single genes, which in some cases was
superimposed by a DNA copy number effect. In most cases,

genes located in chromosomal areas with gains often exhib-

ited increased mRNA expression, whereas areas showing

losses showed either no change or a reduced mRNA expres-

sion. The latter might be because of the fact that losses most

often are restricted to loss of one allele, and the cut-off point

for detection of expression alterations was a 2-fold change,

thus being at the border of detection. In several cases, how-

Table II

Proteins whose expression level comitates with both mRNA and gene dose changes

Protein Chromosomal location Tumor TCC CGH alteration Transcript alteration* Protein alteration

Annexin II 1q21 733 Gain Abs to Presfl

Increase

Annexin IV 2p13 733 Gain 3.9-Fold up Increase

Cytokeratin 17 17q12-q21 827 Gain 3.8-Fold up Increase

Cytokeratin 20 17q21.1 827 Gain 5.6-Fold up Increase

(PA-)FABP 8q21.2 827 Loss 10-Fold down Decrease

. FBP1 9q22 827 Gain 2.3-Fold up Increase

Plasma gelsolin 9q31 827 Gain Abs to Pres Increase

Heat shock protein 28 15q12-q13 827 Loss 2.5-Fold up Decrease

Prohibitin 17q21 827/733 Gain 3.7-/2.5-Fold up* Increase

Prolyl-4-hydroxyl 17q25 827/733 Gain 5.7-/1 .6-Fold up Increase

hnRNPBI 7p15 827 Loss 2.5-Fold down Decrease

* Abs, absent; Pres, present.
6

In cases where the corresponding alterations were found in both TCCs 827 and 733 these are shown as 827/733.
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ever, an increase or decrease in DNA copy number was

associated with de novo occurrence or complete loss of tran-

script respectively. Some of these transcripts could not be

detected in the non-invasive tumor but were present at rela-

tively high levels in areas with DNA amplifications in the inva-

sive tumors (e.g. in TCC 733 transcript from cellular ligand of

annexin II gene (chromosome 1q21) from absent to 2670

arbitrary units; in TCC 827 transcript from small proline-rich

protein 1 gene (chromosome 1q12-q21.1) from absent to

1326 arbitrary units). It may be anticipated from these data

that significant clustering of genes with an increased expres-

sion to a certain chromosomal area indicates an increased

likelihood of gain of chromosomal material in this area.

Considering the many possible regulatory mechanisms act-

ing at the level of transcription, it seems striking that the gene

dose effects were so clearly detectable in gained areas. One

hypothetical explanation may lie in the loss of controlled

methylation in tumor cells (17-19). Thus, it may be possible

that in chromosomes with increased DNA copy numbers two

or more alleles could be demethylated simultaneously leading

to a higher transcription level, whereas in chromosomes with

losses the remaining allele could be partly methylated, turning

off the process (20, 21). A recent report has documented a

ploidy regulation of gene expression in yeast, but in this case all

the genes were present in the same ratio (22), a situation that is

not analogous to that of cancer cells, which show marked

chromosomal aberrations, as well as gene dosage effects.

Several CGH studies of bladder cancer have shown that

some chromosomal aberrations are common at certain

stages of disease progression, often occurring in more than 1

of 3 tumors. In pTa tumors, these include 9p- t 9q-, 1q+, Y-
(2, 6), and in pT1 tumors, 2q-,11p-

( 1 1q — , 1q+, 5p+/8q+,

17q-K and 20q+ {2-4, 6, 7). The pTa tumors studied here

showed similar aberrations such as 9p- and 9q22-q33- and

9q- and Y-, respectively. Likewise, the two minimal invasive

pT1 tumors showed aberrations that are commonly seen at

that stage, and TCC 827 had a remarkable resemblance to the

commonly seen pattern of losses and gains, such as 1 q22-24

amplification (seen in both tumors), 1 1q14-q22 loss, the latter

often linked to 17 q+ (both tumors), and 1q+ and 9p-
f often

linked to 20q+ and 11 q13+ (both tumors) (7-9). These ob-

servations indicate that the pairs of tumors used in this study

exhibit chromosomal changes observed in many tumors, and

therefore the findings could be of general importance for

bladder cancer.

Considering that the mapping resolution of CGH is of about

20 megabases it is only possible to get a crude picture of

chromosomal instability using this technique. Occasionally,

we observed reduced transcript levels close to or inside re-

gions with increased copy numbers. Analysis of these regions

by positioning heterozygous microsatellites as close as pos-

sible to the locus showing reduced gene expression revealed

loss of heterozygosity in several cases. It seems likely that

multiple and different events occur along each chromosomal

arm and that the use of cDNA microarrays for analysis of DNA
copy number changes will reach a resolution that can resolve

these changes, as has recently been proposed (2). The outlier

data were not more frequent at the boundaries of the CGH
aberrations. At present we do not know the mechanism be-

hind chromosomal aneuploidy and cannot predict whether

chromosomal gains will be transcribed to a larger extent than

the two native alleles. A mechanism as genetic imprinting has

an impact on the expression level in normal ceils and is often

reduced in tumors. However, the relation between imprinting

and gain of chromosomal material is not known.

We regard it as a strength of this investigation that we were

able to compare invasive tumors to benign tumors rather than

to normal urothelium, as the tumors studied were biologically

very close and probably may represent successive steps in

the progression of bladder cancer. Despite the limited amount
of fresh tissue available it was possible to apply three different

state of the art methods. The observed correlation between

DNA copy number and mRNA expression is remarkable when
one considers that different pieces of the tumor biopsies were

used for the different sets of experiments, This indicate that

bladder tumors are relatively homogenous, a notion recently

supported by CGH and LOH data that showed a remarkable

similarity even between tumors and distant metastasis (10, 23).

In the few cases analyzed, mRNA and protein levels

showed a striking correspondence although in some cases

we found discrepancies that may be attributed to translational

regulation, post-translational processing, protein degrada-

tion, or a combination of these. Some transcripts belong to

undertranslated mRNA pools, which are associated with few

translationaily inactive ribosomes; these pools, however,

seem to be rare (24). Protein degradation, for example, may
be very important in the case of polypeptides with a short

half-life (e.g. signaling proteins). A poor correlation between

mRNA and protein levels was found in liver cells as deter-

mined by arrays and 2D-PAGE (25), and a moderate correla-

tion was recently reported by Ideker ef a/. (26) in yeast.

Qnterestingly, our study revealed a much better correlation

between gained chromosomal areas and increased mRNA
levels than between loss of chromosomal areas and reduced

mRNA levels. In general, the level of CGH change determined

the ability to detect a change in transcript!) One possible

explanation could be that by losing one allele the change in

mRNA level is not so dramatic as compared with gain of

material, which can be rather unlimited and may lead to a

severalfold increase in gene copy number resulting in a much
higher impact on transcript level. The latter would be much
easier to detect on the expression arrays as the cut-off point

was placed at a 2-fold level so as not to be biased by noise on

the array. Construction of arrays with a better signal to noise

ratio may in the future allow detection of lesser than 2-foid

alterations in transcript levels, a feature that may facilitate the

analysis of the effect of loss of chromosomal areas on tran-

script levels.
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In eleven cases we found a significant correlation between

DNA copy number, mRNA expression, and protein level. Four

of these proteins were encoded by genes located at a fre-

quently amplified area in chromosome 17q. Whether DNA
copy number is one of the mechanisms behind alteration of

these eleven proteins is at present unknown and will have to

be proved by other methods using a larger number of sam-

ples. One factor making such studies complicated is the large

extent of protein modification that occurs after translation,

requiring immunoidentification and/or mass spectrometry to

correctly identify the proteins in the gels.

In conclusion, the resufts presented in this study exemplify

the large body of knowledge that may be possible to gather in

the future by combining state of the art techniques that follow

the pathway from DNA to protein (26). Here, we used a tradi-

tional chromosomal CGH method, but in the future high reso-

lution CGH based on microarrays with many thousand radiation

hybrid-mapped genes will increase the resolution and informa-

tion derived from these types of experiments (2). Combined with

expression arrays analyzing transcripts derived from genes with

known locations, and 2D gel analysis to obtain information at

the post-translational level, a clearer and more developed un-

derstanding of the tumor genome will be forthcoming.
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HER-2/neu Breast Cancer Predictive Testing

Julie Sanford Hanna, Ph.D. and Dan Mornin. M.D.

Each year, over 1 82,000 women in the United States are

diagnosed with breast cancer, and approximately 45,000 die

of the disease. 1 Incidence appears to be increasing in the

United States at a rate of roughly 2% per year. The reasons

for the increase are unclear, but non-genetic risk factors appear

to play a large role. 2

Five-year survival rates range from approximately 65%-

85%, depending on demographic group, with a significant

percentage ofwomen experiencing recurrence of their cancer

within 10 years of diagnosis. One of the factors most predic-

tive for recurrence once a diagnosis of breast cancer has been

made is the number of axillary lymph nodes to which tumor

has metastasized. Most node-positive women are given adju-

vant therapy, which increases their survival. However, 20%-

30% of patients without axillary node involvement also

develop recurrent disease, and the difficulty lies in how to iden-

tify this high-risk subset of patients. These patients could

benefit from increased surveillance, early intervention, and

treatment.

Prognostic markers currently used in breast cancer recur-

rence prediction include tumor size, histological grade, steroid

hormone receptor status, DNA ploidy, proliferative index, and

cathepsin D status. Expression ofgrowth factor receptors and

over-expression of the HER-2/neu oncogene have also been

identified as having value regarding treatment regimen and

prognosis.

HER-2/neu (also known as c-erbB2) is an oncogene that

encodes a transmembrane glycoprotein that is homologous

to, but distinct from, the epidermal growth factor receptor.

Numerous studies have indicated that high levels of expres-

sion of this protein are associated with rapid tumor growth,

certain forms of therapy resistance, and shorter disease-free

survival. The gene has been shown to be amplified and/or

overexpressed in 10/4-30% of invasive breast cancers and in

40%-60% of intraductal breast carcinoma.3

There are two distinct FDA-approved methods by which

HER-2/neu status can be evaluated: immunohistochemistry

(IHC, HercepTest™) and FISH (fluorescent in situ hybridiza-

tion, PathVysion™ Kit). Both methods can be performed on

archived and current specimens. The first method allows visual

assessment of the amount of HER-2/neu protein present on

the cell membrane. The latter method allows direct quantifi-

cation of the level of gene amplification present in the rumor,

enabling differentiation between low- versus high-amplifica-

tion. At least one study has demonstrated a difference in

recurrence risk in women younger than 40 years of age for

low- versus high-amplified tumors (54.5% compared to

85.7%); this is compared to a recurrence rate of 16.7% for

patients with no HER-2/neu gene amplification.4 HER-2/neu

status may be particularly important to establish in women with

small (< 1 cm) tumor size.

The choice of methodology for determination of HER-2/

neu status depends in part on the clinical setting. FDA approval

for the Vysis FISH test was granted based on clinical trials

involving 1549 node-positive patients. Patients received one

of three different treatments consisting of different doses of

cyclophosphamide, Adriamycin, and 5-fluorouracil (CAF).

The study showed that patients with amplified HER-2/neu

benefited from treatment with higher doses of adriamycin-

based therapy, while those with normal HER-2/neu levels did

not. The study therefore identified a sub-set of women, who
because they did not benefit from more aggressive treatment,

did not need to be exposed to the associated side effects. In

addition, other evidence indicates that HER-2/neu amplifica-

tion in node-negative patients can be used as an independent

prognostic indicator for early recurrence, recurrent disease at

any time and disease-related death. 5 Demonstration of HER-
2/neu gene amplification by FISH has also been shown to be

of value in predicting response to chemotherapy in stagc-2

breast cancer patients.

Selection of patients for Herceptin0 (Trastuzumab) mono-

clonal antibody therapy, however, is based upon demonstra-

tion ofHER-2/neu protein overexpression using HercepTest™.

Studies using Herceptin0 in patients with metastatic breast

cancer show an increase in time to disease progression,

increased response rate to chemotherapeutic agents and a small

increase in overall survival rate. The FISH assays have not yet

been approved for this purpose, and studies looking at response

to Herceptin0 in patients with or without gene amplification

status determined by FISH are in progress.

In general, FISH and IHC results correlate well. However,

subsets of tumors are found which show discordant results;

i.e., protein overexpression without gene amplification or lack

of protein overexpression with gene amplification. The clini-

cal significance ofsuch results is unclear. Based on the above

considerations, HER-2/neu testing at SHMC/PAML will uti-

lize immunohistochemistry (HercepTest0) as a screen, fol-

lowed by FISH in IHC-negative cases. Alternatively, either

method may be ordered individually depending on the clini-

cal setting or clinician preference.
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CPT code information

HER-2/neu via IHC

88342 (including interpretive report)

HER-2/neu via FISH

8827 1 *2 Molecular cytogenetics, DNA probe, each

88274

88291

Molecular cytogenetics, interphase in situ hybrid-

ization, analyze 25-99 cells

Cytogenetics and molecular cytogenetics, interpre-

tation and report

Procedural Information

Immunohistochemistry is performed using the FDA-approved

DAKO antibody kit, Herceptest* The DAKO kit contains

reagents required to complete a two-step immunohisto-

chemical staining procedure for.routinery processed, paraffin-

embedded specimens. Following incubation with the primary

rabbit antibody to human HER-2/neu protein, the kit employs

a ready-to-use dextran-based visualization reagent. This re-

agent consists of both secondary goat anti-rabbit antibody

molecules with horseradish peroxidase molecules linked to a

common dextran polymer backbone, thus eliminating the need

for sequential application of link antibody and peroxidase

conjugated antibody. Enzymatic conversion of the subse-

quently added chromogen results in formation of visible

reaction product at the antigen site, the specimen is then coun-

terstained; a pathologist using light-microscopy interprets

results. ^

FISH analysis at SHMC/PAML is performed using the

FDA-approved PathVysion™ HER-2/neu DNA probe kit, pro-

duced by Vysis, Inc. Formalin fixed, paraffin-embedded breast

tissue is processed using routine histological methods, and then

slides are treated to allow hybridization ofDNA probes to the

nuclei present in the tissue section. The Pathvysion™ kit con-

tains two direct-labeled DNA probes, one specific for the

alphoid repetitive DNA (CEP 17, spectrum orange) present at

the chromosome 17 centromere and the second for the HER-

2/neu oncogene located at 17ql 1.2-12 (spectrum green). Enu-

meration of the probes allows a ratio of the number of copies

of chromosome 17 to the number of copies of HER-2/neu to

be obtained; this enables quantification of low versus high

amplification levels, and allows an estimate of the percentage

of cells with HER-2/neu gene amplification. The clinically

relevant distinction is whether the gene amplification is due,

to increased gene copy number on the two chromosome 17

homologues normally present or an increase in the number of

chromosome 17s in the cells. In the majority of cases, ratio

eauivalents less than 2.0 are indicative of a normal/negative

result, ratios of 2.1 and over indicate that amplification is

present and to what degree. Interpretation of this data will be

performed and reported from the Vysis-certified Cytogenet-

ics laboratory at SHMC.
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AHSTRACT Wnt family members are critical to many

developmental processes, and components of the Wnt signal-

ing pathway have been linked to tuinorigenesis in familial and

sporadic colon carcinomas. Here we report the identification

of two genes, WISP- 1 and W1SP-2, that are up-regulated in the

mouse mammary epithelial cell line C57MG transformed by

Wnt- 1, but not by VVnt-4. Together with a third related gene,

WISP-3, these proteins define a subfamily of the connective

tissue growth factor family. Two distinct systems demon-

strated WISP induction to be associated with the expression of

Wnt- 1. These included (/') C57MG cells infected with a Wnt-1

retroviral vector or expressing VVnt-1 under the control of a

tetracyline repress ibk* promoter, and (it) Wnt-1 transgenic

mice. The WISP- 1 gene was localized to human chromosome

No, 24. 1 -Xq 24.3. WISP- 1 genomic UNA was amplified in colon

cancer cell lines and in human colon tumors and its RNA
nverex pressed (2- to > 30-fold) in 84% of the tumors examined

compared with patient -matched normal mucosa. WISP-

3

mapped to chromosome h(|22~6ij23 and also was overex-

pressed <4- to > 40-fold) in 63% of the colon tumors analyzed.

In contrast, WISP- 2 mapped to human chromosome 20ql2-

20(|I3 and its DNA was amplified, but RNA expression was

reduced (2- to > 30-fold) in 79% of the tumors. These results

suggest that the WISP genes may be downstream of Wnt-t

signaling and that aberrant levels of WISP expression in colon

cancer may play a role in colon tumorigencsis.

Wm- 1 is a member of an expanding family of cysteine-rich,

glycosylated signaling proteins that mediate diverse develop-

mental processes such as the control of cell proliferation,

adhesion, cell polarity, and the establishment of cell fates (1,

2). Wnt - 1 originally was identified as an oncogene activated by

the insertion of mouse mammary tumor virus in virus-induced

mammary adenocarcinomas (3. 4). Although Wnl-1 is not

expressed in the normal mammary gland, expression of Wnt-1

in transgenic mice causes mammary tumors (5).

In mammalian cells, Wnt family members initiate signaling

by binding to the seven-lransmembrane spanning Frizzled

receptors and recruiting the cytoplasmic protein Dishevelled

(L)sh) to the cell membrane (1. 2, 6). Dsh then inhibits the

kinase activity of the normally constilutivety active glycogen

synthase kinasc-3/3 (GSK-30) resulting in an increase in

/i-caicuin levels. Stabilized /3-ealenin interacts with the tran-

scription factor TCF/Lefl. forming a complex that appears in
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the nucleus arid binds TCF/Lcfl. target DNA elements to

activate transcription (7. 8). Other experiments suggest that

the adenomatous polyposis coli (AFC) tumor suppressor gene

also plays an important role in Wnt signaling by regulating

/3-catcnin levels (9). AFC is phosphorylated by GSK-3/3, binds

to /3-catcnin, and facilitates its degradation. Mutations in

either AFC or /3-catenin have been associated with colon

carcinomas and melanomas, suggesting these mutations con-

tribute to the development of these types of cancer, implicating

the Wnt pathway in tumorigencsis (I).

Although much has been learned about the Wnt signaling

pathway over the past several years, only a few of the tran-

scriptionally activated downstream components activated by

Wnt have been characterized. Those that have been described

cannot account for all of the diverse functions alt rib tiled to

Wnt signaling. Among the candidate Wnt target genes are

those encoding the nodal- re I a led 3 gene, XttrJ, a member of

the transforming growth factor (TC.iFV/3 super family, and the

homeobox genes, engrailed, goasecoid. twin (Xtwti). and siuniois

.(2). A recent report also identifies c-itiyc as a target gene of the

Wnt signaling pathway (10).

To identify additional downstream genes iti the Win signal-

ing pathway that are relevant to the transformed cell phe no-

type, we used a FCR-based cDNA subtraction strategy, sup-

pression subtraetive hybridization (SSH) (11), using RNA
isolated from C57MG mouse mammary epithelial cells and

C57MG cells stably transformed by a Wnt-1 retrovirus. Over-

expression of Wnt-1 in this cell line is sufficient to induce a

partially transformed phenolype, characterized by elongated

and rcfractile cells that lose contact inhibition and form a

multilayered array (12, 13). We reasoned that genes differen-

tially expressed between these two cell lines might contribute

to the transformed phenotype.

In this paper, we describe the cloning and characterization

of two genes up-regulated in Wnt-1 transformed cells. WISP-

1

and wfSP-2, and a third related gene, W1SP-3. The H'/.SY* genes

are members of the CCN family of growth factors, which

includes connective tissue growth factor (CTGF). Cyrol. and

«tn\ a family not previously linked to Wnt signaling.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
SSH. SSH was performed by using the FCR-Select cDNA

Subtraction Kit (CLONT1ECH). fester double -sua ruled

Abbreviations: TGI7
, transforming growth factor: CTGI :

. connective

tissue growth factor; SSH. suppression subtraetive hybridization;

VWC von Wi He-brand factor type C module.

Data deposit ion: The sequences reported in i hi> paper have been

deposited in the ("ienbank database (accession nus. Al : luU777.

AF1O077S. AIV UH)77^. AFI007SU. and AFI Ul»7S 1).

*To whom reprint requests should be addressed, e-mail : diatie*" gene,

com.
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cDNA was synthesized from 2 yug of poly(A'r RNA isolated

from die C57MG/Wnt-1 cell line and driver cDNA from 2 ^g
of polv(A)' RNA from ihe parent C57MG cells. The sub-

tracted cDNA library was subcloned inio a pGEM-T vector for

further analysis.

cDNA Library Screening. Clones encoding full-length

mouse WISP- 1 were isolated by screening a AgtlO mouse

embryo cDNA library (CLON TECH) with a 70-bp probe from

the original partial clone 56*S sequence corresponding to amino

acids i 2iS-U>9. Clones encoding full-length human WISP-

1

were isolated by screening AgtlO lung and fetal kidney cDNA
libraries with the same probe at low stringency. Clones en-

coding full-length mouse and human WISP-2 were isolated by

screening a C57MG/VVnt-l or human fetal lungcDNA library

with a probe corresponding to nucleotides 1463-1512. Full-

length eDNAs encoding WISP-3 were cloned from human

bone marrow and fetal kidney libraries.

Expression of Human WISP KNA. 1
JCR amplification of

first -st rand cDNA was performed with human Multiple Tissue

cDNA panels (CLONTECH) and 301) /iM of each dNTP at

*M°C for 1 sec. 62°C for 30 sec, 72^; for 1 min\ for 22-32 cycles.

WISP and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase primer

sequences are available on request.

/// Situ Hybridization.
3 :i

P-tabeled sense and antisensc ribo-

probes were transcribed from an 897-bp PCR product corre-

sponding to nucleotides 601-1440 of mouse WISP- 1 or a

2°4-bp TCK product corresponding to nucleotides 82-375 of

mouse WISP-2. All tissues were processed as described (40).

Radiation Hybrid Mapping. Genomic DNA from each

hybrid in the Stanford G3 and Genebridge4 Radiation Hybrid

Panels (Research Genetics, Huntsville, AL) and human and

hamster control DNAs were PCR-ampIiiied, and the results

were submitted to the Stanford or Massachusetts Institute of

Technology web servers.

Cell Lines, Tumors, and Mucosa Specimens. Tissue speci-

mens were obtained from the Department of Pathology (Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh) for patients undergoing colon resection

and from the University oN .ceils. United Kingdom. Genomic

DNA was isolated (Oiagen) from the pooled blood of it)

normal human donors, surgical specimens, and the following

ATCC human cell lines: SW48U. COLO 320DM, HT-2",

WiDr, and SW403 (colon adenocarcinomas), SW620 (lymph

node metastasis, colon adenocarcinoma), HCT 116 (colon

carcinoma!, SK-CO-l (colon adenocarcinoma, ascites), and

MM7 (a variant of ATCC colon adenocarcinoma cell line LS

174 1). DNA concentration was determined by using Hoechsl

dve 33258 intercalation fluorimclry. Total RNA was prepared

by homogenization in 7 M GuSCN followed by centrifugal ion

over CsCI cushions or prepared by using RNAzol.

Gene Amplification and RNA Kxpression Analysis. Relative

gene amplification and RNA expression of WISPs and c-myc in

the cell lines, colorectal tumors, and normal mucosa were

determined by quantitative PCR. Gene-specific primers and

fluorogenic probes (sequences available on request) were

designed and used to amplify and quantitate the genes. The

relative gene copy number was derived by using the formula

2
<A"° where ACt represents the difference in amplification

cycles required to detect the H'7.S7
J genes in peripheral blood

•vmphocvte DNA compared with colon tumor DNA or colon

tumor UNA compared with normal mucosal RNA. The

0- met hod was used for calculation of the SB of the gene copy

number or RNA expression level. The WISP- specific signal was

normalized to thai of the glvceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehy-

drogenase housekeeping gene. All TaqMan assay reagents

were obtained from Perkin-IZImer Applied Biosystcrns.

RESULTS

Isolation of WISP-i and WlSP-2 by SSH. To identify Wnt-

1 - inducible genes, we used the technique of SSI I using the

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95 {1998}

mouse mammary epithelial cell line C57MG and C57MG cells

that stably express Wnt-1 (11). Candidate differentially ex-

pressed cDNAs (1,384 total) were sequenced. Thirty-nine

percent of the sequences matched known genes or homo-

logues, 32% matched expressed sequence tags, and 2 K)% had

no match. To confirm that the transcript was differentially

expressed, semiquantitative reverse transcription-PCR and

Northern analysis were performed by using mRNA from the

C57MC. and C57MG/\Vnt-l cells.

Two of the cDNAs, WISP- J ami WLSP-2. were differentially

expressed, being induced in the C57MG/Wnt-1 cell line, hut

not in the parent C57MG cells or C57MG cells ove rex pressing

Wnt-4 (Fig. 1 A and B). Wnt-4. unlike Wnt-1, does not induce

the morphological transformation of C57MG cells and has no

effect on 0-catenin levels (13, 14). Expression of WiSP-I was

up- regulated approximately 3- fold in the C57MG /Wnt-1 cell

line and WLSP-2 by approximately 5-fold by both Northern

analysis and reverse iranseription-PCR,

An independent, but similar, system was used to examine

WISP expression after Wnt- 1 induction. C57MG cells express-

ing the Wnt-1 gene under the control of a let racycl ine-

xpressible promoter produce tow amounts of Wnt-1 in the

repressed state but show a strong induction of Wm~l mRNA
and protein within 24 hr after tetracycline removal (\S), The

levels of Wnt-1 and WISP RiNA isolated from these cells at

various times after tetracycline removal were assessed by

quantitative PCR. Strong induction of Wnt-1 mRNA was seen

as early as 10 hr after tetracycline removal. Induction of WISP

mRNA (2- to 6-fold) was seen at 48 and 72 hr (data not shown).

These data support our previous observations that show that

WISP induction is correlated with Wnt-1 expression. Ik-cause

the induction is slow, occurring after approximately 4S hr. the

induction of WISPs may be an indirect response to Wnt-1

signaling.

cDNA clones of human WISP-I were isolated and the

sequence compared with mouse WISP- 1. The cDNA sequences

of mouse and human WISP- 1 were 1,766 and 1830 bp in length,

respectively, and encode proteins of 367 aa. with predicted

relative molecular masses of --40,000 (A/, 40 K). fioth have

hydrophobic N -terminal signal sequences, 38 conserved cys-

teine residues, and four potential N-linked gJycosylation sites

and are S4% identical (Fig. 2,4).

Full-length cDNA clones of mouse and human WLSP-2 were

1,734 and 1,293 bp in length, respectively, and encode proteins

of 251 and 250 aa, respectively, with predicted relative molec-

ular masses of ^27,000 (M ( 27 K) (Fig. 213). Mouse and human

WISP-2 are 73% identical. Human WlSP-2 has no potential

N-linked glycosylation sites, and mouse WISP-2 has one at

C57MG

Parent

A,

13.

Fig. 1. WISP- 1 ami WtSP-2 are induced by Wnl-'l, but not Win -4.

expression in C57MG cells. Northern Analysis of WISP- 1 [A) and

WISP-2 ili) expression in C57MG, C57MG/Wm-I. iind C57MG/
Wnt-4 tolls. IVly(A)* RNA (2 /xg) was subjected to Northern blot

analysis and hybridized with a 70-bp mouse (WAV*- /-specific piobe

(amino acids 27S-3O0) or a 190-bp H7.S7J0-speeific probe (nucleotides

1438-1627) in the 3' untranslated region. Blots were hybridized with

human /4-actiii probe.
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RCi. 2. Encoded amino sicid sequence alignment of mouse and

human WISP- 1 {A) anil mouse and human WISP- 2 {fi). The potential

signal sequence, insulin- like growth factor-binding protein (IGF- BP),

VWC thrombospondin (TSP), and ('.'-terminal (CT) domains are

underlined.

position 197. WISI'- 2 lias 28 cysteine residues that are con-

served among the 38 cysteines found in WISP-L

Identification of WISP-3. To search lor related proteins, we

screened expressed sequence tag (EST) databases with ihe

WISP-l protein sequence and identified several FSTs as

potentially related sequences. We identified a homologous

protein that we have called WISP-3. A full-length human

WISP-3 cDNA of 1.371 bp was isolated corresponding to those

l-STs that encode a 354-aa protein with a predicted molecular

mass of 3933. WISP-3 has two potential N-Iinked glycosyl-

alion sites and 36 cysteine residues. An alignment of the three

human WISP proteins shows that WISP-l and WISP-3 arc the

most similar (42% identity), whereas WISP-2 has 37% identity

with WISP-l and 32% identity with WISP-3 (Fig. .VI).

WISPs Are Homologous to the CTGF Family of Proteins.

Human WISP-L WISP-2, and WISP-3 are novel sequences;

however, mouse WISP-I is the same as the recently identified

Elm I gene. Elml is expressed in low, but not high, metastatic

mouse melanoma ceils, and suppresses the in vivo growth and

metastatic potential of K-1735 mouse melanoma cells (15).

Human and mouse WISP-2 are homologous to the recently

described rat gene, rCup-1 (16). Significant homology (36-

44%) was seen to the CCN family of growth factors. This family

includes three members, CTGF, CyrftT, and the protoonco-

l:ciic now CTGF is a chcmotactic and mitogen ic factor for

fibroblasts that is implicated in wound healing and fibrotic

disorders and is induced by TGF-0 (17). Cyrfil is an extracel-

lular matrix siunalim: molecule that promotes cell adhesion,

proliferation, migration, angiogenesis, and tumor growth (18,

19). ntjv (nephroblastoma ovcrex pressed) is an immediate

early gene associated with ^quiescence and found altered in

Wilms tumors (20). The. proteins of the CCN family share

functional, but not sequence, similarity to Wnt-I. All are

secreted, cvst cine-rich heparin binding glycoproteins that as-

sociate with the cell surface and extracellular matrix.

WISP proteins exhibit the modular architecture of the CCN
family, characterized by four conserved cystcinc-rich domains

(Fin. 3/*) (2 1). The N-icrminal domain, which includes the first

12 cysteine residues, contains a consensus sequence (GCGC-
CX.XC) conserved in most insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-
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FiG. 3. (A) Encoded amino acid sequence alignment of human

WISPs. The cysteine residues of WISP-l and WISP-2 that are not

present in WISP-3 are indicated with a dot. (H) Schematic represen-

tation of the WISP proteins showing the domain structure and cysteine

residues (vertical lines). The four cysteine residues in the VWC domain

thai are absent in WISP-3 are indicated with a dot. (C) Fxpre-ssion of

WISP mRNA in human tissues. PGR was performed on human

multiple-tissue cDNA panels (CLONTECH) from the indicated adult

and fetal tissues.

binding proteins (BP). This sequence is conserved in WISP-2

and WISP-3, whereas WISP-l has a glutamine in the third

position instead of a glycine. CTGF recently has been shown

to specifically bind IGF (22) and a truncated nov protein

lacking the l'GF-BP domain is oncogenic (23). The von Wil-

lebraud factor type C module (VWC), also found in certain

collage ns and mucins, covers the next 10 cysteine residues, and

is thought to participate in protein complex formation and

oligomerization (24). The VWC domain of WISP-3 differs

from all CCN family members described previously, in that it

contains only six of the 10 cysteine residues (Fig. 3 A and B).

A short variable region follows the VWC domain. The third

module, the thrombospondin ( TSP) domain is involved in

binding to sulfated glycoconjugates and contains six cysteine

residues and a conserved WSxCSxxCG motif first identified in

thrombospondin (25). The C-terminal (CT) module contain-

ing the remaining 10 cysteines is thought to be in vol veil in

dimcrization and receptor binding (26). The CT domain is

present in all CCN family members described to date but is

absent in WISP-2 (Fig. 3/1 and b). The existence of a putative

signal sequence and the absence of a transmembrane domain

suggest that WISPs are secreted proteins, an observation

supported by an analysis of their expression and secretion from

mammalian cell and baculovirus cultures (data not shown).

Ex press ion of WISP mRNA in Human Tissues. Tissue -

specific expression of human WISPs was characterized by PGR
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analysis on adull anil fetal mulliple tissue cONA panels.

WISP-l expression was seen in ilie adult heart, kidney, lung,

pancreas, placenta, ovary, small intestine, and spleen (Pig. 3C).

I ju| c or no expression was delected in the brain, liver, skeletal

muscle, colon, peripheral blood leukocytes, prostate, testis, or

thymus. WISP-2 had a more restricted tissue expression and

was detected in adull skeletal muscle, colon, ovary, and fetal

lung. Predominant expression of WISP-3 was seen in adull

kidney and testis and fetal kidney. Lower levels of WISP-3

expression were detected in placenta, ovary, prostate, and

small intestine.

/// Sim Localization «»f WISP-l and WISP-2. Expression of

WISP- 1 and WISP- 2 was assessed by in situ hybridization in

mammary tumors from Wni-l transgenic mice. Strong expres-

sion of WISP- 1 was observed in stromal fibroblasts lying within

the fibrovascular tumor stroma (Fig. 4 A -D). However, low-

level WISP- 1 expression also was observed locally within tumor

cells (data not shown). No expression was observed in normal

breast. Like WISP-L WISP- 2 expression also was seen in the

tumor stroma in breast tumors from VVnt-1 transgenic animals

(Pig. 4 £-11). However, WISP-2 expression in the stroma was

in spindle-shaped cells adjacent to capillary vessels, whereas

i'ui. 4. (A.C, /;, and G) Representative hcmatoxylin/eosin-stained

images from breast tumors in Wni-l transgenic mice. The corrcspond-

inu dark-field images showing WISP- 1 expression are shown in H and

/>." The uimor is a moderately well-differentiated adenocarcinoma

showing evidence of adenoid cystic change. Al low power (.-1 and 11).

expression of WISP-l is seen in the delicate branching fibrovascular

tumor stroma (arrowhead 1- At higher magnification, expression is seen

in the Mronial(s) fibroblasts (C and /J), and tumor cells are negative.

Pocal expression of WISP-l. however, was observed in tumor cells in

M»me areas. Images of WISP- 2 expression are shown in £-//. Al low

power (/•.' and /").* expression of WISP-2 is seen in cells lying within the

fibrovascular tumor stroma. At higher magnification, these cells

appeared lo be adjacent io capillary vessels whereas lumor cells are

negative iG and H).

the predominant cell type expressing WISP-l was the stromal

fibroblasts.

Chromosome Localization of the WISP Genes. The chro-

mosomal location of the human WISP genes was determined

by radiation hybrid mapping panels. WISP-l is approximately

3.48 cK from the meiolic marker AFM259xc5 [logarithm of

odds (lod) score 16.3
1

J on chromosome 8q24. 1 loSq24.3, in the

same region as the human locus of the novW family member

(27) and roughly 4 Mbs distal to c-myc (28). Preliminary fine

mapping indicates that WISP-l is located near D8S1712 STS.

WISP-2 is linked to the marker SHGG-33922 (lod - 1.000) on

chromosome 20ql2-20ql3.1. Human WISP-3 mapped to chro-

mosome bq22-6q23 and is linked to the marker AFM21 lxc5

(lod = L000). WISP-3 is approximately 18 Mbs proximal to

CTGF and 23 Mbs proximal to the human cellular oncogene

MYli (27, 29).

Amplification and Aberrant Expression of WISPs in Human
Colon Tumors. Amplification of protooncogenes is seen in

many human tumors and has etiological and prognostic sig-

nificance. For example, in a variety of tumor types, c-myc

amplification has been associated with malignant progression

and poor prognosis (30). Because WISP-l resides in the same

general chromosomal location (8q24) as c-myc, we asked

whether it was a target of gene amplification, and, if so,

whether this amplification was independent of the c-myc locus.

Genomic DNA from human colon cancer cell lines was

assessed by quantitative PGR and Southern blot analysis. (Fig.

5 A and B). Both methods detected similar degrees of WISP-

1

amplification. Most cell lines showed significant (2- to 4-fold)

amplification, with the HT-29 and WiOr cell lines demonstrat-

ing an 8-fold increase. Significantly, the pattern of amplifica-

tion observed did not correlate with that observed for c-myc.

indicating that the c-myc gene is not part of the am pi icon thai

involves the WISP-l locus.

We next examined whether the WISP genes were amplified

in a panel of 25 primary human colon adenocarcinomas. The

relative WISP gene copy number in each colon tumor DNA
was compared with pooled normal" DNA from L0 donors by-

quantitative PGR (Fig. 6). The copy number of WISP-l and

WISP-2 was significantly greater than one, approximately

2-fold for WISP-l in about 60% of the tumors and 2- to 4-fold

for WISP-2 in 92% of the tumors (P < 0.001 for each). The

copy number for WISP-3 was indistinguishable from one (P --

0.166). In addition, the copy number of WISP-2 was signifi-

cantly higher than that of WISP-l (P < 0.001).

The levels of WISP transcripts in RNA isolated from 19

adenocarcinomas and their matched normal mucosa were

Fig. 5. Amplification of WISP- 1 genomic DNA in colon cancer cell

lines. [A )
Amplification in cell line UNA was determined by quanti-

tative PGR. (II) Southern blots containing genomic DNA (10 ;tg)

digested with itaAU {WISP-l) or A'/wl (c-myc) were hybridized with

a ll)0-bp human WISP-l probe (amino acids 186-2 1 y) or a human

c-myc probe (located at hp 1901-2000). The WISP and myc gene> are

detected in normal human genomic DNA after a longer film exposure.
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l-io. 6. Genomic amplification of WISP genes in human colon

tumors. The relative gene copy number of the MSP genes in 25

adenocarcinomas was assayed by quantitative PCR, by comparing

|')NA from primarv human tumors with pooled DNA from 10 healthy

donors. The data are means ± SFM from one experiment done in

triplicate. The experiment was repeated at least three times.

assessed by quantitative PGR (Fig. 7). The level of WISP-1

UNA present in tumor tissue varied but was significantly

increased (2- to > 25-fold) in 84% (16/19) of the human colon

tumors examined compared with normal adjacent mucosa.

Pour of 1 9 minors showed greater than 10-fold overexpression.

In contrast, in ( 15/19) of the tumors examined, WISP-2

UNA expression was significantly lower in the tumor than the

mucosa. Similar to WISP- 1, WISP-3 RNA was overexpressed in

63% (12/19) of the colon tumors compared with the normal
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l-'io. 7. WISP KNA exprosion in primary human colon tumors

relative to expression in normal mucosa from the same patient.

Hxpre»ion ot WISP inKNA in iy adentKarcinornas was assayed by

i|iiantitative PCK. The Dukes stage of the tumor is listed under the

sample number. The data arc means r SFM from one experiment

done in triplicate. The experiment was repeated at least twice.
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mucosa. The amount of overexpression of WISP-3 ranged from

4- to >40-fold.

DISCUSSION

One approach to understanding the molecular basis of cance r

is to identify differences in gene expression between cancer

cells and normal cells. Strategies based on assumptions thai

steady-state mRNA levels will differ between normal and

malignant cells have been used to clone differentially ex-

pressed genes (31). We have used a PCR-based selection

strategy/ SSH, to identify genes selectively expressed in

C57MG mouse mammary epithelial cells transformed by

VVnt-1.

Three of the genes isolated, WISP- 1, WISP-2.. and WtSP-3.

are members of the CCN family of growth factors, which

includes C.TGF, Cyrol, and now a family not previously linked

to Wnt signaling.

Two independent experimental systems demonstrated that

WISP induction was associated with the expression of Wm-1.

The first was C57MG cells infected with a Wnt-l retroviral

vector or C57MG cells expressing Wnt-l under the control of

a tetracyline-repressiblc promoter, and the second was in

Wnt-l transgenic mice, where breast tissue expresses WntT
whereas normal breast tissue does not. No WISP KNA expres-

sion was detected in mammary tumors induced by polyoma

virus middle T antigen (data not shown). These data suggest

a link between Wnt-l and WISPs in that in these two situations.

WISP induction was correlated with Wnt-l expression.

It is not clear whether the WISPs are directly or indirectly

induced by the downstream components of the Wnt-l signaling

pathway (i.e., 0-catenin-TCF-l/l.ef 1). The increased levels of

WISP RNA were measured in Wnt-l-iransformed cells, hours

or days after Wni-1 transformation. Thus, WISP expression

could result from Wnt-l signaling directly through /-3-calenin

transcription factor regulation or alternatively through Wnt-l

signaling turning on a transcription factor, which in turn

regulates WISPs.

The WISPs define an additional subfamily of the CCN family

of growth factors. One striking difference observed in the

protein sequence of WlSP-2 is the absence of a CT domain,

which is present in CTGF, Cyr6l. nov, WISP-1, and WISP-3.

This domain is thought to be involved in receptor binding and

dimeri/.ation. Growth factors, such asTGF-ja, platelet-derived

growth factor, and nerve growth factor, which contain a cystine

knot motif exist as dimers (32). It is tempting to speculate that

WISP-1 and WISP-3 may exist as dimers. whereas WlSP-2

exists as a monomer. If the CT domain is also important for

receptor binding, WlSP-2 may bind its receptor through a

different region al' the molecule than the other CCN family

members. No specific receptors have been identified for CTG b

or nov. A recent report has shown that integrin avft; serves as

an adhesion receptor for Cyr61 (33).

The strong expression of WISP-1 and WlSP-2 in cells lying

within the fibrovascular tumor stroma in breast tumors from

Wnt-l transgenic animals is consistent with previous obser-

vations that transcripts for the related CTGF gene are pri-

marily expressed in the fibrous stroma of mammary tumors

(34). Epithelial cells are thought to control the proliferation of

connective tissue stroma in mammary tumors by a cascade oi

growth factor signals similar to that controlling connective

tissue formation during wound repair. It has been proposed

that mammary tumor cells or inflammatory cells at the tumor

interstitial interface secrete TGF-01, which is lite stimulus for

stromal proliferation (34). TGF-01 is secreted by a large

percentage of malignant breast tumors and may be one o! the

growth factors that stimulates the production of CTGF and

WISPs in the stroma.

It was of interest that WISP- 1 and WlSP-2 expression was

observed in the stromal cells that surrounded the tumor cells
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(epithelial cells) in the Wni-l transgenic mouse sections of

breast tissue. This finding suggests that paracrine signaling

could occur in which the stromal cells could supply WISP- 1 and

W1SH-2 to regulate tumor cell growth on the WISP extracel-

lular matrix. Stromal cell-derived factors in the extracellular

matrix have been postulated to play a role in tumor cell

migration and proliferation (35). The localization of WISP-l

and WISP-2 in the stromal cells of breast tumors supports this

paracrine model.

An analysis of WISP-l gene amplification and expression in

human colon tumors showed a correlation between DNA
amplification and overexpression, whereas overexpression of

WlSP-3 KNA was seen in the absence of DNA amplification.

In contrast. WISP-2 DNA was amplified in the colon tumors.

Inn its mKNA expression was significantly reduced in the

majority of tumors compared with the expression in normal

colonic' mucosa from the same patient. The gene for human

WISP-2 was localized lo chromosome 20ql2-20ql3, at a region

frequently amplified and associated with poor prognosis in

node negative breast cancer and many colon cancers, suggest-

ing the existence of one or more oncogenes at this locus

(;,0-38). Because the center of the 20ql3 amplicon has not yet

been identified, it is possible that the apparent amplification

observed for WlSP-2 may be caused by another gene in this

amplicon.

A recent manuscript on rCop-I, the rat orlhoiogue ot

WISP-2. describes the loss of expression of this gene after cell

transformation, suggesting it may be a negative regulator of

growth in cell lines "(K>). Although the mechanism by which

Tl'7.S7'-2 UNA expression is down-regulated during malignant

transformation is unknown, the reduced expression of WISP-2

in colon tumors ami cell lines suggests that it may function as

a tumor suppressor. These results show that the WISP genes

are aberrantly expressed in colon cancer and suggest that their

altered expression may confer selective growth advantage to

the tumor.

Members of the Wnt signaling pathway have been impli-

cated in the pathogenesis of colon cancer, breast cancer, and

melanoma, including the tumor suppressor gene adenomatous

polyposis coli and ^-catcnin (3£> ). Mutations in specific regions

of either gene can cause the stabilization and accumulation of

cytoplasmic /3-catenin, which presumably contributes to hu-

man carcinogenesis through the activation of target genes such

as the ITAS'/N. Although the mechanism by which Wnt-l

transforms cells and induces tumorigenesis is unknown, the

identification of WISPs as genes that may be regulated down-

stream of VVni-1 in C57MG cells suggests they could be

important mediators of Wnt-! transformation. The amplifica-

tion and altered expression patterns of the WISPs in human

colon tumors may indicate an important role for these genes

in tumor development.
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Genetic Instability in Epithelial

Tissues at Risk for Cancer
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Abstract: Epithelial tumors develop through a multistep process driven by
genomic instability frequently associated with etiologic agents such as pro-
longed tobacco smoke exposure or human papilloma virus (HPV) infection.

The purpose of the studies reported here was to examine the nature of genomic
instability in epithelial tissues at cancer risk in order to identify tissue genetic
biomarkers that might be used to assess an individual's cancer risk and
response to chemopreventive intervention. As part of several chemoprevention
trials, biopsies were obtained from risk tissues (i.e., bronchial biopsies from
chronic smokers, oral or laryngeal biopsies from individuals with premaiig-
nancy) and examined for chromosome instability using in situ hybridization.
Nearly all biopsy specimens show evidence for chromosome instability

throughout the exposed tissue. Increased chromosome instability was observed
with histologic progression in the normal to tumor transition of head and neck
squamous cell carcinomas. Chromosome instability was also seen in premalig-
nant head and neck lesions, and high levels were associated with subsequent
tumor development. In bronchial biopsies of current smokers, the level of
ongoing chromosome instability correlated with smoking intensity (e.g. t

packs/day), whereas the chromosome index (average number of chromosome
copies per cell) correlated with cumulative tobacco exposure (i.e., pack-years).
Spatial chromosome analyses of the epithelium demonstrated multifocal clonal
outgrowths. In former smokers, random chromosome instability was reduced;
however, clonal populations appeared to persist for many years, perhaps
accounting for continued lung cancer risk following smoking cessation.

Keywords: chromosome instability; epithelial cells; aerodigestive tract;

chemoprevention; cancer risk

THE NEED FOR BIOMARKERS OF CANCER RISK AND
RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION

Epithelial cancers remain a major health challenge in the world. Despite improve-
ments in staging and the application and integration of surgery, radiotherapy, and
chemotherapy, the 5-year survival rate for individuals with lung cancer is only about
15%. 1 Even if strategies for early detection are successful and lung cancers
are detected at a stage where local tumor resection and treatment is curative,

these patients will still be at significant risk for developing second primary tumors
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associated with the problem of field cancerization.2 Similarly, for individuals with a
first head and neck primary tumor, even if the first malignancy is successfully treat-

ed, the risk of developing a second primary in the tobacco smoke-exposed field is

approximately 40%. 3 Similar cancer risk estimates exist for individuals who exhibit
severe dysplasia in premalignant epithelial lesions.

4 For these reasons, it is important
to fociis on chemopreventive strategies to prevent the development of epithelial

malignancies.

Several problems confront chemoprevention trials designed to identify effica-

cious agents.5 First, chemoprevention trials with cancer incidence as a primary end-
point require tens of thousands of subjects and tens of years of intervention and
follow-up for statistical evaluation. For example, a recently reported trial involved
30,000 subjects and required 10 years in order to examine the impact of prevention
strategies on lung cancer development, only to find a possible increased lung cancer
incidence in current smokers who received P-carotene.

6

The problem of large, long-term trials results from the difficulty in identifying
individuals at highest cancer risk who might best benefit from chemopreventive
intervention. For example, 20 pack-year smokers, while known to be at relatively

increased risk for developing lung cancer, have approximately a 10% lifetime risk
for developing lung cancer.

7
This seriously limits the number of potentially useful

strategies that can be clinically explored. A second problem facing chemoprevention
trials is that little is known about what agents are likely to have efficacy, and even
less is known regarding proper doses, schedules, and durations of treatment. Part of
the reason for this problem is that too little is known about the physiologic processes
that drive epithelial cancer development.

In order to reduce the number of subjects and the time required to carry out
chemoprevention trials and thus allow the exploration of multiple prevention strate-

gies, two types of advances are necessary. First, it is important to identify individuals
at significantly increased cancer risk who might best benefit from different types of
intervention. Second, in order to allow the rapid identification of agents, doses, and
schedules of potentially efficacious agents, it is necessary to identify and validate

surrogate endpoints of response that indicate whether the agents are having a posi-
tive impact on the target tissue during the chemopreventive intervention.

One approach to identifying individuals at increased aerodigestive tract cancer
risk is to explore epidemiologic features of potential subjects. Molecular epidemio-
logic studies are beginning to identify intrinsic host factors that place some individ-

uals at increased cancer risk, especially those with a chronic smoking history. 8 Most
intrinsic factors identified thus far reflect levels of carcinogen metabolism, repair
capabilities of the host following DNA damage, and other measures of intrinsic

cellular sensitivity to mutagens. While these factors can provide statistically signif-

icant risk ratios in case-control studies that are controlled for tobacco exposure, the
detected risk ratios usually fall in the range of 1.5 to 10. Unfortunately, this is not
sufficient for the individualization of treatment and is not sufficiently high to signif-

icantly reduce the numbers of subjects required for chemoprevention trials with
cancer incidence as the primary endpoint.

Another approach to identifying individuals at increased cancer risk is to directly
examine the target tissue of individuals with known carcinogen exposure (e.g.,

chronic tobacco smoke exposure), who have evidence of target organ dysfunction
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(e.g., chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, changes in voice quality), or who
have clinical evidence of premalignancy (e.g., bronchial metaplasia/dysplasia, oral

leukoplakia/erythroplakia, cervical intraepithelial neoplasia). The conventional
standard for assessing cancer risk in these situations is the degree of histological
change. However, while individuals who show moderate to severe dysplasia are
known to be at increased cancer risk when compared to individuals with lesser his-

tologic changes, it is often difficult to distinguish reactive changes to carcinogenic
insult from initiated and progressing lesions. Similarly, upon cessation of carcino-
genic insult, histologic changes may reverse yet cancer risk may continue for many
years. For example, while smoking cessation is associated with decreased bronchial
metaplasia,9 increased lung cancer risk continues for many years beyond smoking
cessation. 10

In fact, nearly half the newly diagnosed lung cancer cases in the USA
occur in former smokers. 11

The development of assays to identify individuals at high epithelial cancer risk

and to directly assess response to intervention in the target tissue is therefore an
important research goal. Such assays should be objective and easily quantifiable and,
if possible, minimally invasive. Moreover, they should reflect both the disease pro-
cess and the targeted pathway and thereby be useful in assessing risk and monitoring
response to intervention as well as directly testing the hypothesized mechanism of
action of the chemopreventive strategy.

In the chemoprevention setting it is important to recognize that one does not
know the location of the future cancer. Thus, assays must necessarily be carried out
on random biopsies of the field at risk. Even if there are clinically evident premalig-
nant lesions, this does not mean that this is the likely site for a future malignancy.
For example, nearly half of the cancers that develop in individuals with oral leuko-
plakia arise away from the original index lesion. Similarly, since many newly diag-
nosed lung cancers arise in the peripheral parts of the lung (e.g., adenocarcinomas),
especially in former smokers, and since endobronchoscopy predominantly accesses
central components of the lung, it is important to identify biomarkers that can reflect

global processes ongoing in the target epithelial field associated with increased can-
cer risk. Their discovery requires a better understanding of the tumorigenesis pro-
cess in epithelial fields at cancer risk.

THE RATIONALE FOR STUDYING
GENOMIC INSTABILITY AS A MARKER OE RISK

Tumors of the aerodigestive tract have been proposed to reflect a "field canceriza-
tion" process whereby the whole tissue is exposed to carcinogenic insult (e.g., tob-
acco smoke) and is at increased risk for multistep tumor development. 12,13 Several
types of clinical and laboratory data support this notion, including the frequent
occurrence of synchronous primary and subsequent second primary tumors in the
aerodigestive tract (frequently exhibiting dissimilar histologies as well as distinct

genetic signatures 14" 16
) and the presence of premalignant lesions that precede and/or

accompany the tumor in the exposed tissue field.
17 The notion of a multistep tumor-

igenesis process is further supported by serial clinical and histologic evaluations of
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target tissue or exfoliated cells where increasing degrees of histological abnormali-
ties are observed over time. 19

A working model for aerodigestive tract tumorigenesis is illustrated in Figure 1.

Tumorigenesis in the face of carcinogenic exposure likely involves a chronic process
of tissue injury and wound healing. DNA damage induced by the carcinogen is likely

fixed into permanent genetic changes (e.g., chromosome damage, chromosome non-
disjunction, gene mutation, gene deletion, etc.) during the process of proliferation.
This damage would be expected to be distributed throughout the exposed tissue field

leading to a background of generalized genomic damage (depicted in Figure 1 as a
background mat of increasing density). Chronic injury and repair likely leads to the
accumulation of cells with increasing amounts of genetic changes as well as the out-
growth of abnormal clones (triangles in FIGURE 1) carrying an accumulation of
genetic changes important for selective survival, dysregulated growth, and preferen-
tial epithelial take-over by initiated clones (see Figure 2).

Cellular and molecular evidence for the field carcinogenesis and multistep tum-
origenesis model comes from many laboratories.

,9 -20With the advent of a wide array
of molecular technologies, a large number of specific molecular genetic and epige-
netic changes involving specific oncogenes, tumor suppressor genes, cell regulatory
genes, and repair genes have now been described for aerodigestive tract cancers. The
identification of these specific molecular changes have now provided probes to
explore specific events occurring in premalignant lesions adjacent to aerodigestive
tract tumors. 21 "24

Frequently, these premalignant lesions showed a. subset of the
same molecular changes found in the associated tumor, suggesting that these lesions
might represent precursor lesions for the associated tumors (i.e., a manifestation of

NORMAL DAMAGED TISSUE
DNA ADDUCTS
MUTATIONS
POLYSOMY

PREMAUGNANCY
BRONCHIAL METAPLASIA
CLONAL OUTGROWTH
NEWCLONES (p53)

DAMAGED TISSUE
CLONES (3p,9p,17p)

ANEUPLOtDY

mffl
FIRST PRIMARY
TREATMENT
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FIGURE i. Field cancerization and multistep tumorigenesis.
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a mulustep tumorigenesis process). For example, studies of the premalignant lesions
adjacent to head and neck tumors have provided evidence for a gradual accumulation
of genetic alterations accompanied by evidence for dysregulation of cellular control
mechanisms (e.g., alterations in expression of PCNA, EGFR, TGF-B, p53 and
cyclin Dl).25

-28 '

These types of studies have now also been applied to the target epithelium of indi-
viduals at increased risk for aerodigestive tract cancer (i.e., individuals with a chron-
ic smoking/alcohol history and/or prior aerodigestive tract cancer). Several groups
(using polymerase chain reaction, PCR, analysis of microdissected epithelium) have
now demonstrated the presence of clonal outgrowths in the target premalignant epi-
thelium of individuals at increased risk for cancer.29

"31 For example, examination of
bronchial biopsies derived from individuals with a 20 pack-year smoking history
demonstrated that 76% of the cases showed evidence for LOH (3pl4, 9p21, or
17pl3) in at least one of six lung biopsy sites. On a per site basis, some form ofLOH
was observed in 25% of the sites examined. 29

If aerodigestive tract cancer development reflects a field cancerization process
involving multistep events, then risk and response information should be able to be
derived from random biopsies or exfoliated cells from the field at risk or from assess-
ments of tissue undergoing similar processes. Hypothetically, lesions exhibiting the
greatest degree of genomic instability, clonal outgrowth, and abnormal epithelial
regulation would be at the highest relative aerodigestive tract cancer risk. Similarly,
an active chemopreventive intervention might be expected to decrease these mani-
festations of risk. Reduced risk manifestations include decreased levels of ongoing
genetic instability, decreased frequency of clonal outgrowths, and increased epithe-
lial growth regulation.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF CHROMOSOME INSTABILITY USING
CHROMOSOME IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION

Molecular genetic techniques, while extremely useful for detecting clonal chang-
es in targets tissues, are somewhat limited- in their ability to detect random genetic
instability. Conventional cytogenetic assays are useful for detecting chromosome
instability and clonal chromosome changes. However, they require numbers of
dividing cells for karyotypic analysis that are difficult to attain in the setting of biop-
sies acquired during the course of a chemoprevention trial. A technique was there-
fore needed that would allow chromosome instability measurements in situations
where few cells are available (e.g. small biopsies, brushings, or sputum samples) and
where the target material might be fixed. It was also desirable to have a technique
that would be adaptable to tissue sections, whereby spatial information could be
retained and genotype/phenotype associations could be determined on the same or
adjacent tissue sections. The technique of in situ hybridization (ISH) involves the
use of DNA probes that recognize either chromosome-specific repetitive target
sequences, chromosome single gene copy sequences, or sequences along the whole
chromosome length or chromosome segments. 32 We have adapted the ISH technique
for formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections and have applied it to a variety
of tissues, including the aerodigestive tract.

33 '34

Using probes that label the centromere regions of specific chromosomes, this

assay permits determination of the average chromosome number per cell for each
specimen. This assay is also useful for detecting generalized chromosome instability
during the tumorigenesis process. Normal diploid populations should have two cop-
ies of each autosomal chromosome and should rarely show three or more chromo-
some copies per cell (chromosome polysomy), especially in tissue sections where
nuclear truncation results in an under-representation of chromosome copy number.
Thus, the detection of cells with three or more chromosome copies wouM indicate
the presence of chromosome instability.

To examine this technique's potential for characterizing the muhistep tumorigen-
esis process in the aerodigestive tract, we measured the fraction of cells exhibiting
three or more chromosome copies in apparently contiguous epithelial transitions
from normal to hyperplastic to dysplastic to carcinomas, all on a single tissue slice

of head and neck squamous cell carcinomas.34 In these specimens, greater than 35%
of the cases of adjacent "normal" epithelium, greater than 65% of the cases of hyper-
plastic epithelium, and greater than 95% of the dysplastic and tumor regions showed
evidence of chromosome polysomy. Of interest, similar transitions of chromosome
instability were observed with at least four different chromosome probes. Similar
trends have also been observed in amenable tissue from other epithelial malignan-
cies, including cervix, bladder, and breast.35 These results thus suggested that the
notions of field cancerization and multistep tumorigenesis might apply to several

epithelial tissues and that measures of chromosome instability might be useful for
monitoring this process.

In the situations described above, the premalignant lesions examined might be
considered to represent epithelium at 100% risk of being in a cancer field, since they
were located in the adjacent epithelium to the cancer. This then raises the question
of the nature of genetic instability in the epithelium of individuals at increased risk
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for developing cancer. To explore this issue, we obtained biopsies during the course
of leukoplakia chemoprevention trials exploring the use of 13-cw-retinoic acid in

reversing leukoplakia and probed them for genetic instability using in situ hybridiza-
tion. In one retrospective study and in one prospective study of subjects with oral
leukoplakia, the results indicate that those subjects whose pretreatment biopsies har-
bor relatively high levels of genomic instability (i.e., more than 3% of the cells
examined showing at least 3 chromosome 9 copies per cell) have a significantly
higher likelihood of suffering early onset of head and neck cancer.36 *37 Interestingly,
half of the tumors that did develop occurred away from the biopsy site used to mea-
sure genetic instability. This result suggests that genomic instability measurements
in carcinogen-exposed tissue can provide useful cancer risk estimates.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOBACCO EXPOSURE AND
CHROMOSOME INSTABILITY

In recent years, the aerodigestive tract chemoprevention group at M.D. Anderson
Cancer Center has initiated three sequential biomarker-associated chemoprevention
trials involving chronic smokers with a greater than 20 pack-year smoking history.
In each of these studies, endobronchial biopsies were obtained from six defined sites

within the lung, including the carina and at bifurcation points at the upper, middle,
and lower right lung and at the upper and lower left lung. Biopsies were obtained pri-

or to and following chemopreventive intervention and were subjected to in situ

hybridization analysis in addition to analyses for other biomarkers. The first impor-
tant finding was that some degree of chromosome polysomy was evident in all lung-
sites examined, and this was observed independently of the particular chromosome
probe utilized.38 This finding supports the.notion that random chromosome changes
may be occurring throughout the exposed lung field.

In a second study, bronchial biopsies were obtained from individuals with a 20
pack-year smoking history. In this study, most of the subjects involved were current
smokers. 39

Interestingly, all cases who showed metaplasia at one of six biopsy sites

also showed chromosome polysomy in at least one biopsy site; overall, 88% of the
sites showed some evidence of chromosome 9 polysomy.40 Evidence for genetic
instability was also detected in patients who did not show evidence of bronchial
metaplasia in any of six biopsy sites despite a strong smoking history. In fact, more
than 90% of the cases and more than 60% of the sites showed significant chromo-
some polysomy (i.e., at least three copies in at least 2 % of the cells examined).
These results suggest that the lungs of long-term smokers show significant evidence
of genetic instability, and this instability can be detected throughout the accessible
bronchial tree, even when bronchial metaplasia is not evident.

These studies in current smokers has allowed us to examine the relationship
between the levels of genetic instability detected and subject characteristics such as
smoking status (current or former), smoking history, and lung tissue pathologic
changes. Evaluable biopsy material has now been obtained from more than 108 cur-
rent smokers, including more than 480 evaluable biopsy sites. The mean metaplasia
index in these current smokers was 30.4%. For the total population studied, the
median chromosome index for the bronchial biopsies was 1.41 (range, 1.04-1.61)
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and the median chromosome polysomy index was 2.0% (range 0-8.7%). This can be
compared to a mean chromosome index between 1.2-1.4 for lymphocytes and very
rare chromosome polysomy. Interestingly, the intrasubject variability in chromo-
some instability was relatively low in most subjects and was less than the intersub-
ject variability. These results suggested that chronic smokers harbor detectable
chromosome instability throughout the accessible bronchial tree (supporting the
field carcinogenesis notion) and that information from one biopsy site might yield
representative information for the rest of the lung field.

Since most of the current smokers exhibited bronchial metaplasia in at least one
of the biopsied sites, this allowed us to examine the relationship between chromo-
some instability and histologic changes, both on a site-by-site basis and on a per case
basis. On a site-by-sile basis, the chromosome indices of lesions showing squamous
metaplasia were similar to those not showing metaplasia (i.e., median 1.43 vs. 1 .43),
and the degree of chromosome polysomy in metaplastic lesions were only slightly

higher than in nori-metaplastic sites (medians: 2.2% vs. 1.8%, respectively). Thus,
the presence or absence of squamous metaplasia at a biopsy site does not necessarily
correlate with the degree of underlying genomic instability. On the other hand, those
subjects with metaplasia indices of at least 15% also showed higher levels of chro-
mosome polysomy than did subjects with metaplasia index below 15% (medians:
2.4% vs. 1.8%, p = 0.005). Thus, these chromosome instability assessments in cur-

rent smokers appeared to reflect a more global process in the lung field.

Tobacco exposure has been shown to significantly increase the risk of developing
lung cancer, and the degree of risk is related to the extent of tobacco exposure. We
were interested in determining the relationship between individuals* smoking histo-

ry parameters and the levels of chromosome change found in their lungs following
years of tobacco exposure. While there was significant intersubject variation for sim-
ilar tobacco exposure histories, overall there was a significant correlation between
the degree of chromosome polysomy and the intensity of ongoing tobacco exposure
(packs/day, p = 0.02 on a per site basis) and with the extent of tobacco exposure
(pack-years, p = 0.003). Thus the amount of chromosome polysomy reflects the
intensity and extent of tobacco exposure. At the same time, individuals with similar
smoking histories showed widely divergent amounts of chromosome polysomy, pos-
sibly reflecting differences in intrinsic sensitivity between subjects. There was also

strong correlation between the chromosome index and the duration of the smoking
history (smoking years) and total accumulated exposure (pack-years, p = 0.0001).
These results suggest that tobacco exposure is associated with the initiation and
accumulation of chromosome instability in the exposed lung; however individuals
are differentially sensitive to carcinogenic insult. The working hypothesis is that

those individuals who accumulate the highest degree of chromosome changes will

be at the highest lung cancer risk.

Many of the bronchial biopsies from chronic smokers examined by in situ hybrid-
ization showed a rise in the chromosome index above that expected for a diploid cell

population, especially in subjects with an extensive smoking history. The rise in

chromosome index was also accompanied by an increase in the fraction of cells

exhibiting at least 3 chromosome copies per cell. To determine if a rise in the tissue

chromosome index was due to clonal expansion of populations with chromosome tri-

somy, the chromosome copy number and relative coordinates of each cell scored in
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the bronchial epithelium was recorded and a spatial genetic map was created.41 We
then developed algorithms for calculating localized chromosome indices within the

tissue. Since trisomic clones would have, on average, three chromosomes instead of
two, those cells involved in neighborhoods with chromosome indices three-halves

that of diploid populations could be marked as being part of a trisomic clone. Simi-
larly, groups of cells with chromosome indices half that of diploid populations could
be marked as being part of a monosomic clone. This allowed the generation of a sec-
ond-order, two-dimensional genetic map representation of the bronchial epithelium
showing the relative locations of cells involved in monosomic and trisomic clonal
outgrowths. When adjacent tissue sections from the same bronchial biopsy were
probed separately for different chromosomes, the detected clones appeared to occu-

py separate subregions of the epithelium. This result suggests that not only are the
lungs of chronic smokers undergoing a process of genetic instability, they are expe-
riencing the outgrowth of multiple clones throughout the exposed lung field, as pos-
tulated by the models shown in Figures 1 and 2. One advantage of this clonal
approach is that the contribution of both monosomic and multisomic clones can be
detected.

Since smoking cessation has been suggested to reduce the lung cancer risk, it was
of interest to determine whether the levels of chromosome instability would decrease
following smoking cessation. This question was possible to examine because our
third sequential chemoprevention trial involved subjects who had discontinued
smoking. So far, more than 220 subjects (more than 650 biopsies) who have quit

smoking (mean 9.9 quit-years) have been evaluated for chromosome instability in

their lungs. Despite the fact that the mean metaplasia index in this group is 5.8%
(considerably less than that in current smokers), chromosome instability is still

observed in the majority of subjects.
42 While the mean chromosome polysomy level

is reduced to 1.0%, some individuals continue to show polysomy levels above 5%.
Interestingly, while the overall chromosome polysomy levels were reduced in these
individuals who stopped smoking, the mean chromosome index remained at about
IA with some individuals exhibiting chromosome indices as high as 1 .8. Initial chro-
mosome mapping studies suggest that while random chromosome instability seems
to decrease following smoking cessation, the clonal outgrowths may remain for
many years in the lung. The working hypothesis is that those individuals who show
the greatest degree of remaining chromosome instability are at the highest lung can-
cer risk despite smoking cessation. Long-term follow-up on these subjects will be
necessary to test this hypothesis.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Aerodigestive tract tumorigenesis appears to be a multistep process taking place
throughout the tissue fields of exposure. When viewed in the context of chromosome
changes, carcinogen exposure appears to be associated with the random acquisition
of chromosome polysomy throughout the exposed field, the degree of which is relat-

ed to the degree and extent of carcinogen exposure as well as to the instrinsic suscep-
tibility of the exposed individual. Continued exposure leads to continued acquisition
of new changes and, in association with chronic wound-healing processes, to the
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accumulation of clonal outgrowths throughout the target tissue. Although the ulti-
mate malignancy may occur in only one or few tissue sites, manifestations of the
instability process that drives tumorigenesis is globally present in the tissue. Thus
random biopsies may provide useful risk information for the exposed field as a
whole. Even when carcinogen exposure is reduced or chemopreventive strategies are
initiated and histologic manifestations of the tumorigenesis process subside, the
genetic scars of prior exposure remain in the form of clonal outgrowths and may
explain continued lung cancer risk in ex-smokers. Future chemoprevention strategies
need to focus on reducing the degree of chromosome instability and on trying to
eliminate residual abnormal clonal outgrowths in the aerodigestive tract. In this set-
ting, the measurement of chromosome instability in the target tissue will be useful in
assessing cancer risk as well as response to intervention.
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SECOND DECLARATION OF PAUL POLAKIS. Ph.D

1, Paul Polakis, Ph.D., declare and say as follows:

1 . I am currently employed by Genentech, Inc, where my job title is Staff .

Scientist.

2. Since joining Genentech in 1999, one of my primary responsibilities has

been leading Genentecb's Tumor Antigen Project, which is a large research

project with a primary focus on identifying tumor cell markers thar find use

as targets for both the diagnosis and treatment of cancer in humans.

3. As I stated in ray previous Declaration dated May 7, 2004 (attached as

Exhibit A), ray laboratory has been employing a variety of techniques,

including microarray analysis, to identify genes which are differentially

expressed in human tumor tissue relative to normal human tissue. The
primary purpose of this research is to identify proteins that are abundantly

expressed on certain human tumor tissue(s) and that are either (i) not

expressed, or (ii) expressed at detectably lower levels, on normal tissue(s).

4. In the course of our research using microarray analysis, we have identified

approximately 200 gene transcripts that are present in human tumor tissue

at significantly higher levels than in normal human tissue. To date, we
have successfully generated antibodies that bind to 31 of the tumor antigen

proteins expressed from these differentially expressed gene transcripts and
have used these antibodies to quantitatively determine the level of

production of these tumor antigen proteins in both human tumor tissue and

normal tissue. We have then quantitatively compared the levels of mRNA
and protein in both the tumor and normal tissues analyzed. The results of

these analyses are attached herewith as Exhibit B. In Exhibit B, means
that the mRNA or protein was detectably overexpressed in the tumor tissue

relative to normal tissue and means that no detectable overexpression

was observed in the tumor tissue relative to normal tissue.

5. As shown in Exhibit B, of the 31 genes identified as being detectably

overexpressed in human tumor tissue as compared to normal human tissue

at the mRNA level , 28 of them (Le., greater than 90%) are also detectably

overexpressed in human tumor tissue as compared to normal human tissue

at the protein level . As such, in the cases where we have been able to

quantitatively measure both (i) mRNA and (ii) protein levels in both (i)

tumor tissue and (ii) normal tissue, we have observed that in the vast

majority of cases, there is a very strong correlation between Increases in

mRNA expression and increases in the level of protein encoded by that

mRNA.



6. Based upon my own experience accumulated in more than 20 years of

research, including the data discussed in paragraphs 4-5 above and my
knowledge of rhe relevant scientific literature, it is my considered scientific

opinion that for human genes, an increased level of mRNA m a tumor

tissue relative to a normal tissue more often than not con-elates to a similar

increase in abundance of the encoded protein in the cumor tissue relative to

the normal tissue. In fact, it remains a generally accepted working

assumption in molecular biology that increased mRNA levels are more

often than not predictive of elevated levels of the encoded protein. In fact,

an entire industry focusing on the research and development of therapeutic

antibodies to treat a variety of human diseases, such as cancer, operates on

this working assumption.

7. I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are

true and that all statements made on information or belief are believed to be

true, and further thai these statements were made with the knowledge thai

willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or

imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States

Cod&and that such willful statements may jeopardize the validity of the

application or any patent issued thereon.

Paul Polakis, Ph.D.
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EXHIBIT A

DECLARATION OF PAUL POLAKIS, Ph.D.

I, Paul Polakis, PhD., declare and say as follows:

1 . I was awarded a PhD. by the Department ofBiochemistry of the Michigan

State University in 1984. My scientific Curriculum Vitae is attached to and forms

part of this Declaration (Exhibit A).

2. I am currently employed by Genentech, Inc. where ray job tide is Staff

Scientist Since joining Genentech in 1999, one ofmy primary responsibilities has

been leading Genentech's Tumor Antigen Project, which is a large research project

with a primary focus on identifying tumor cell markers that find use as targets for

both the diagnosis and treatment ofcancer in humans.

3. As part ofthe Tumor Antigen Project, my laboratory has been analyzing

differential expression of various genes in tumor cells relative to normal cells.

The purpose of this research is to identify proteins that are abundantly expressed

on certain tumor cells and that are either (i) not expressed, or (ii) expressed at

lower levels, on corresponding normal cells. We call such differentially expressed

proteins "tumor antigen proteins'*. When such a tumor antigen protein is

identified, one can produce an antibody that recognizes and binds to that protein.

Such an antibody finds use in the diagnosis ofhuman cancer and may ultimately

serve as an effective therapeutic in the treatment ofhuman cancer.

4. In the course of the research conducted by Genentech
1
s Tumor Antigen

Project, we have employed a variety of scientific techniques for detecting and

studying differential gene expression in human tumor cells relative to normal cells,

at genomic DNA, mRNA and protein levels. An important example ofone such

technique is the well known and widely used technique ofmicroarray analysis

which has proven to be extremely usefiil for the identification ofmRNA molecules

that are differentially expressed in one tissue or cell type relative to another. In the

course ofour research using microarray analysis, we have identified

approximately 200 gene transcripts that are present in human tumor cells at

significantly higher levels than in corresponding normal human cells. To date, we
have generated antibodies that bind to about 30 ofthe tumor antigen proteins

expressed trom these ditferenrially expressed gene transcripts and have used these

antibodies to quantitatively determine the level ofproduction of these tumor

antigen proteins in both human cancer cells and corresponding normal cells. We
have then compared the levels ofmRNA and protein in both the tumor and normal

cells analyzed.

5. From the mRNA and protein expression analyses described in paragraphs

above, we have observed that there is a strong correlation between changes in the

level ofmRNA present in any particular cell type and the level of protein
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expressed from that mRNA in that cell type. In approximately 80% ofour

observations we have found that increases in the level ofa particularmRNA
correlates with changes in the level of protein expressed from that mRNA when

human tumor cells are compared with their corresponding normal cells.

6. Based upon my own experience accumulated in more than 20 years of

research, including the data discussed in paragraphs 4 and 5 above and my
knowledge ofthe relevant scientific literature, it is my considered scientific

opinion that for human genes, an increased level ofmRNA in a tumor cell relative

to a normal cell typically correlates to a similar increase in abundance ofthe

encoded protein in the tumor cell relative to the normal cell. In fact, it remains a

central dogma in molecular biology that increased mRNA levels are predictive of

corresponding increased levels ofthe encoded protein. While there have been

published reports of genes for which such a correlation does not exist, it is my
opinion that such reports are exceptions to the commonly understood general rule

that increased mRNA levels are predictive ofcorresponding increased levels ofthe

encoded protein,

7. I hereby declare that all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are

true and that all statements made on information or belief are believed to be true,

and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful felse

statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both,

under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful

statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued

thereon.

Dated: 5/°V(>y By:

Paul Poiakis, Ph.D.

SV 2031808 vl
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UNQ1839 + +
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UNQ9646
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UNQ3079 + +

UNQ8175 + +
UNQ9509 + +

UNQ10978 +
UNQ2103 + -f

UNQ1563
UNQ16188 + +
UNQ13589 + +
UNQ1078 + +
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The DEAD box gene, DDX1, is a putative RNA helicase

that is co-amplified withMYCN in a subset of retinoblas-

toma (HB) and neuroblastoma (NB) tumors and cell

lines. AJthough gene amplification usually involves hun-
dreds to thousands ofkilobase pairs ofDNA, a number of

studies suggest that co-amplified genes are only overex-

pressed if they provide a selective advantage to the cells

in which they are amplified. Here, we further character-

ize DDX1 by identifying its putative transcription and
translation initiation sites. We analyze DDX1 protein

levels in MYCMDZ>Xl-amplified NB and RB cell lines

using polyclonal antibodies specific to DDX1 and show
that there is a good correlation with DDX1 gene copy
number, DDX1 transcript levels, and DDX1 protein lev-

els in all cell lines studied. DDX1 protein is found in both
the nucleus and cytoplasm of DDX1-amplified lines but

is localized primarily to the nucleus of nonamplified
cells. Our results indicate that DDX1 may be involved in

either the formation or progression of a subset of NB
and RB tumors and suggest that DDX1 normally plays a

role in the metabolism of RNAs located in the nucleus of

the cell.

DEAD box proteins are a family of putative RNA helicases

that are characterized by eight conserved amino acid motifs,

one of which is the ATP hydrolysis motif containing the core

amino acid sequence DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) (1-3). Over 40

members of the DEAD box family have been isolated from a

variety oforganisms including bacteria, yeast, insects, amphib-

ians, mammals; and plants. The prototypic DEAD box protein

is the translation initiation factor, eukaryotic initiation factor

4A, which, when combined with eukaryotic initiation factor 4B,

unwinds double-stranded RNA (4). Other DEAD box proteins,

such as p68, Vasa, and An3, can effectively and independently

destabilize/unwind short RNA duplexes in vitro (5-7). Al-

though some DEAD box proteins play general roles in cellular

processes such as translation initiation (eukaryotic initiation

factor 4A (4)), RNA splicing (PRP5, PRP28, and SPP81 in yeast

(8-10)), and ribosomal assembly (SrmB in Escherichia coli

(11)), the function of most DEAD box proteins remains un-

known. Many of the DEAD box proteins found in higher eu-

karyotes are tissue- or stage-specific. For example, PL10

mRNA is expressed only in the male germ line, and its product
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has been proposed to have a specific role in translational reg-

ulation during spermatogenesis (12). Vasa and ME31B are

maternal proteins that may be involved in embryogenesis (13,

14). p68, found in dividing cells (15), is believed to be required

for the formation of nucleoli and may also have a function in

the regulation of cell growth and division (16, 17). Other DEAD
box proteins are implicated in RNA degradation, mRNA stabil-

ity, and RNA editing (18-20).

The human DEAD box protein gene DDX1 1 was identified by

differential screening of a cDNA library enriched in transcripts

present in the two RB cell lines Y79 and RB522A (21). The
longest DDX1 cDNA insert isolated from this library was 2.4 kb
with an open reading frame from position 1 to 2201, All eight

conserved motifs characteristic ofDEAD box proteins are found

in the predicted amino acid sequence of DDX1 as well as a

region with homology to the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucle-

oprotein U, a protein believed to participate in the processing of

heterogeneous nuclear RNA to mRNA (22, 23). The region of

homology to heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U spans

128 amino acids and is located between the first two conserved

DEAD box protein motifs, la and lb.

The proto-oncogene MYCN encodes a member of the MYC
• family of transcription factors that bind to an E box element

(CACGTG) when dimerized with the MAX protein (24, 25). The
MYCN gene is amplified and overexpressed in approximately

one-third of all NB tumors (26, 27). Amplification ofMYCN is

associated with rapid tumor progression and a poor clinical

prognosis (26, 27). MYCN overexpression is usually achieved

by increasing gene copy number rather than by up-regulating

basal expression ofMYCN (27, 28). Because gene amplification

involves hundreds to thousands of kilobase pairs of contiguous

DNA (29-32), it is possible that co-amplification of a gene

located in proximity to MYCN may contribute to the poor

clinical prognosis ofMYCN-amplified tumors. The DDX1 gene

maps to the same chromosomal band as MYCN, 2p24, and is

located -400 kb telomeric to the MYCN gene (33-36). All four

MYCJV-amphfied RB tumor cell lines tested to date are ampli-

fied for DDX1 (21),
2 while approximately two-thirds ofNB cell

lines and 38-68% ofNB tumors are co-amplified for both genes

(37-39). George et al. (39) found a significant decrease in the

mean disease-free survival of patients with DDX1IMYCN-am-
plified NB tumors compared with AO^CiV-amplified tumors.

Similarly, Squire et al. (38) observed a trend toward a worse
clinical prognosis when both genes were amplified in the tu-

mors of NB patients. To date, there have been no reports of a

1 The abbreviations used are: DDXl, DEAD box 1; NB, neuroblas-
toma; RB, retinoblastoma; RACE, rapid amplification of cDNA ends;

PAGE, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis; nt, nucleotide^ ); MOPS,
4-morpholinepropanesulfonic acid; bp, base pair(s); kb, kilobase(s) or

kilobase pair(s).
2 R. Godbout, unpublished results.
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tumor amplified only for DDXl, and the role that this gene

plays in cancer formation and progression is not known.

Because of the high rate of rearrangements in amplified

DNA (31, 40), it is unlikely that a gene located -400 kb from

the MYCN gene will be consistently amplified as an intact unit

unless its product provides a growth advantage to the cell.

Based on Southern blot analysis, the DDXl gene extends over

more than 30 kb, and there are no gross rearrangements of this

gene in DDXl -amplified tumors (21, 38). Furthermore, there is

a good correlation between DDX1 transcript levels and gene

copy number in the tumors analyzed to date. However, we need

to show that DDX1 protein is overexpressed in DDX1-amplified

tumors if we are to entertain the possibility that this protein

plays a role in the tumorigenic process. Here, we isolate and
characterize the 5 '-end ofDDX1 mRNA and extend the DDXl
cDNA sequence by —300 nt. We identify the predicted initia-

tion codon of DDX1 and generate antisera that specifically

recognize DDX1 protein. We analyze levels of DDX1 protein in

both DDX1 -amplified and nonamplified RB and NB tumors and
study the subcellular location of this protein in the cell.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Library Screening—A human fetal brain cDNA library (Stratagene)

was screened using a 320-bp DNA fragment from the 5 '-end of the

2.4-kb DDXl cDNA previously described (23). Phagemids containing

positive inserts were excised from A ZAP II following the supplier's

directions. The ends of the cDNA inserts were sequenced using the

dideoxynucleotide chain termination method with T7 DNA polymerase
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech).

A human placenta genomic library (CLONTECH) was screened with

the 5'-end of DDX1 cDNA. Positive plaques were purified, and the

genomic DNA was analyzed using restriction enzymes and Southern
blotting. -EcoRI-digested DNA fragments from these clones were sub-

cloned into pBluescript and digested with exonuclease III and mung
bean nuclease to obtain sequentially deleted clones. The exon/intron

map of the 5' portion of the DDX1 gene was obtained by comparing the

sequence of DDXl cDNA with that of the genomic DNA.
Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE)—We used the Ampli-

FINDER RACE kit (CLONTECH) to extend the 5'-end ofDDXl cDNA.
Briefly, two /ig of poly(A)

+ RNA isolated from RB522A was reverse

transcribed at 52 °C using either primer PI or P3 (Fig. 1A). The RNA
template was hydrolyzed, and excess primer was removed. A single-

stranded AmpliFINDER anchor containing an 2?coRI site was ligated to

the 3 '-end of the cDNA using T4 RNA ligase. The cDNA was amplified

using either primer P2 or P4 (Fig. LA) and AmpliFINDER anchor

primer. RACE products were cloned into pBluescript.

Primer Extension—Poly(A)
+ RNAs were isolated from RB and NB

cell lines as described previously (21, 38). The 21-nt primers 5'-TTCGT-
TCTGGGCACCATGTGT-3 ' (primer P4 in Fig. 1A) and 5'-TGGGAC-
CTAGGGCTTCTGGAC-3' (primer P3 in Fig. 1A) were end-labeled with

(7-
32P]ATP (3000 Ci/mmol; Mandel Scientific) and T4 polynucleotide

kinase. Each of the labeled primers was annealed to 2 jug of poryfA)""

RNA at 45 °C for 90 min, and the cDNA was extended at 42 °C for 60

min using avian myeloblastosis virus reverse transcriptase (Promega).

The primer extension products were heat-denatured and run on a 8%
polyacrylamide gel containing 7 m urea in IX TBE buffer. A G + A
sequencing ladder served as the size standard.

Si Nuclease Protection Assay—The SI nuclease protection assay to

map the transcription initiation site of DDXl was performed as de-

scribed by Favaloro et al. (41). The DNA probe was prepared by digest-

ing genomic DNA spanning the upstream region of DDXl and exon 1

with Aval, labeling the ends with ["^
32P]ATP (3000 Ci/mmol) and

polynucleotide kinase, and removing the label from one of the ends by

digesting the DNA with Sphi (Fig. 4). The RNA samples were resus-

pended in a hybridization mixture containing 80% formamide, 40 mM
PIPES, 400 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and the heat-denatured Sphl-Aval

probe labeled at the Aual site. The samples were incubated at 45 *C for

16 h and digested with 3000 units/ml Si nuclease (Boehringer Mann-
heim) for 60 min at 37 °C. The samples were precipitated with ethanol;

resuspended in 80% formaldehyde, TBE buffer, 0.1% bromphenol blue,

xylene cyanol; denatured at 90 *C for 2 min; and electrophoresed in a 7

M urea, 8% polyacrylamide gel in TBE buffer.

Northern and Southern Blot Analysis—Poly(A)
+ RNAs were isolated

from RB and NB cell lines as described previously (21, 38). Two of

polyfA)"" RNA/lane were electrophoresed in a 6% formaldehyde, 1.5%
agarose gel in MOPS buffer (20 mM MOPS, 5 mM sodium acetate, 1 mM
EDTA, pH 7.0) and transferred to nitrocellulose filter in 3 M sodium
chloride, 0.3 m sodium citrate. The filters were hybridized to the follow-

ing DNA probes, 32P-labeled by nick translation: (i) a 1.6-kb EcoRl
insert from DDXl cDNA clone 1042 (21), (ii) a 260-bp cDNA fragment
spanning the 3'-end of DDXl exon 1 as well as exons 2 and 3, (iii) a

160-bp fragment derived from the 5'-end of DDXl exon 1, and (iv)

or-actin cDNA to control for lane to lane variation in RNA levels. Filters

were hybridized and washed under high stringency. Southern blot

analysis was as described previously (21).

Preparation ofAnti-DDXl Antiserum—To prepare antiserum to the
C terminus of the DDXl protein, we inserted a 1.8-kb EcoRI fragment
from bp 848 to 2668 of DDXl cDNA (Fig. LB) into EcoRl-digested
pMAL-c2 expression vector (New England Biolabs). DH5a cells trans-

formed with this vector were grown to mid-log phase and induced with
0.1 mM isopropyl-l-thio-|3-D-thiogalactoside. The cells were harvested
3-4 h postinduction and lysed by sonication. Soluble maltose binding
protein-DDXl fusion protein was affinity-purified using amylose resin,

and the maltose-binding protein was cleaved with factor Xa. The DDXl
protein was purified on a SDS-PAGE gel, electroeluted, and concen-
trated. Approximately 100 ^g of protein was injected into rabbits at
4- 6-week intervals. For the initial injection, the protein was dispersed
in complete Freund's adjuvant (Sigma), while subsequent injections

were prepared in Freund's incomplete adjuvant. Blood was collected

from each rabbit 10 days after injection, and the specificity of the
antiserum was tested using cell extracts from RB522A. To prepare
antiserum to the N terminus ofDDXl protein, a DDXl cDNA fragment
from bp 268 to 851 (Fig. IB) was inserted into pGEX-4T2 (Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech). The recombinant protein produced from this con-
struct contains the first 186 amino acids of the predicted DDXl se-

quence. Soluble glutathione S-transferase-DDXl fusion protein was
purified with glutathione-Sepharose 4B (Amersham Pharmacia Bio-
tech). The glutathione S-transferase component of the fusion protein
was cleaved with thrombin.

Subcellular Fractionations and Western Blot Analysis—We used two
different procedures for subcellular fractionations. First, we isolated

nuclear and S100 (soluble cytoplasmic) fractions from RB522A, IMR-32,
Y79, RB(E)-2, HeLa, and HL60 using the procedure of Dignam (42). On
average, we obtained 5-6 times more protein in the cytosolic fractions

than in the nuclear fractions. Second, 10s RB522A cells were lysed and
fractionated into S4 (soluble cytoplasmic components), P2 (heavy mito-
chondria, plasma membrane fragments), P3 (mitochondria, lysozymes,
peroxisomes, and Golgi membranes), and P4 fractions (membrane ves-
icles from rough and smooth endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi, and plasma
membrane) by differential centrifugation (43). We obtained 8 mg of
protein in the S4 fraction, 1 mg in P2, 0.5 mg in P3, and 2 mg in P4
fraction. The procedures related to the immunoelectron microscopy
have been previously described (44).

For Western blot analysis, proteins were electrophoresed in poly-
acrylamide-SDS gels and electroblotted onto nitrocellulose using the
standard protocol for protein transfer described by Schleicher and
Schuell. The filters were incubated with a 1:5000 dilution of DDXl
antiserum, a 1:200 dilution of anti-MYCN monoclonal antibody (Boeh-
ringer Mannheim), or a 1:200 dilution of anti-actin (Santa Cruz Bio-
technology, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA). For the colorimetric analysis, anti-

gen-antibody interactions were visualized using either alkaline
phosphatase-linked goat anti-rabbit IgG (for DDXl) or goat anti-mouse
IgG (for MYCN) at a 1:3000 dilution. For the ECL Western blotting
analysis (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech), we used a 1:100,000 dilution
of peroxidase-linked secondary anti-rabbit IgG antibody (for DDXl) or
secondary anti-goat IgG antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch
Laboratories).

RESULTS

Identification of the 5'-End of the DDXl Transcript—We
have previously reported the sequence ofDDXl cDNA isolated
from an RB cDNA library (21, 23). This 2.4-kb DDXl cDNA
contains an open reading frame spanning positions 1-2201
with a methionine encoded by the first three nucleotides (Fig.

LA), There is a polyadenylation signal and poly(A) tail in the
3 '-untranslated region, indicating that the sequence is com-
plete at the 3'-end. Manohar et al (37) have also isolated DDXl
cDNA from the NB cell line LA-N-5. Their cDNA extended the
5'-end of our sequence by 42 bp and included an additional in
frame methionine (double underlined in Fig. 1A). The possibil-
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Fig. 1. Partial sequence and structure of DDXl cDNA. A, the
sequence of the 5 '-end of DDXl cDNA. The sequence in boldface type
starting at the asterisk was obtained using the RACE strategy. The
additional 6 bp in italic boldface type at the 5 '-end of the cDNA are
predicted based on the known DDXl genomic sequence and primer
extension analysis. PI, P2, P3, and P4 are primers used in the RACE
experiments (the complementary sequence was used in each case).

Primers P3 and P4 were also used for the primer extension analysis.
Three in frame methionine codons are indicated by the double under-
line. An in frame stop codon is indicated by the boldface double under-
line. The three major transcription initiation sites identified by primer
extension are indicated by the single arrows, while a minor site is

represented by the broad arrow. The predicted DDXl transcription
initiation sites obtained by RACE, SI nuclease, and primer extension
are indicated as well as the 5'-ends ofDDXl cDNA sequences obtained
by screening cDNA libraries. The sequences transcribed from exons 1,

2, and 3 are also shown. B, the structure of the 2711-bp DDXl cDNA is

shown with an open reading frame from position 295 to 2515.

ity of additional in frame methionines located further upstream
could not be excluded, because there were no predicted stop

codons in the upstream region of the cDNA.
Northern blot analysis indicated a DDXl transcript size of

-2800 nt, suggesting that the DDXl cDNAs isolated to date
were lacking -300-350 bp of 5' sequence. We have used dif-

ferent approaches to identify the transcription start site of

DDXl. First, we exhaustively screened a commercial fetal

brain cDNA library with the 5'-end ofDDXl cDNA. Although
numerous clones were analyzed, only one extended the se-

quence (by 35 bp) beyond that published by Mariohar et al. (37)

(Fig. 1A).

We next used the RACE procedure in an attempt to isolate

additional 5' sequence. The nested primers used to amplify the
5 '-end of the DDXl transcript are labeled as primers PI and P2
in Fig. LA and are located downstream of the three in frame
methionines (double underlined in Fig. 1A). Poly(A) + RNA
from RB522A was reverse transcribed at 52 °C using primer
PI, and the reverse transcribed cDNA was amplified using the

nested primer P2 and the 5'-RACE primer. Using this ap-

proach, we generated a product that was 230 bp longer than
any of the cDNAs obtained by screening libraries (Fig. 1A).

Sequencing of this 230-bp cDNA revealed an in frame stop

codon (boldface double underline in Fig. 1A) located 123 bp

Fig. 2. Identification of the 5 -end of the DDXl transcript by
primer extension. Radioactively labeled primer P4 was annealed to 2
/xg of poly(Ar RNA from RB522A (lane i), 1 peg of polyCA)

4
" RNA from

RB522A (lane 2), and 2 tug of polyCAT RNA from RB(E)-2 cells (lane 3),
and extended using reverse transcriptase. The products were run on an

• 8% denaturing polyaery1amide gel with a G + A sequencing ladder as
size marker. The primer extension products are indicated on the left.

The sizes of the products (in nt) are presented as the distance from
primer P4.

upstream of the predicted translation initiation site. We then
prepared primers P3 and P4, located near the 5'-end of the
RACE cDNA (Fig. LA) and repeated the RACE procedure to see
if additional 5' sequences could be obtained. The resulting
RACE products did not extend the DDXl cDNA sequence
further.

The location of the DDXl transcription initiation site was
verified by primer extension. Poly(A)+ RNA was prepared from
the following two cell lines: DDXl-amplified RB cell line

RB522A and a nonamplified RB cell line RB(E)-2. KB522A has
elevated levels of DDXl mRNA, while RB(E)-2 has at least

20-fold lower levels of this transcript. Three products of 40, 43,
and 46 nt (with a weak signal at 45 nt) were detected in
RB522A using primer P4 (Figs. LA and 2). The 40-nt product
corresponded exactly with the 5 '-end of the RACE-derived
cDNA while the 43- and 46-nt products extended the predicted
size of the DDXl transcript by 3 and 6 nt, respectively. None of
these products were observed in RB(E)-2. Bands of identical

sizes to those obtained with RB522A mRNA were also observed
in the DDXZ-amplified NB cell line BE(2)-C but not in the
DDXJ-amplified NB cell line IMR-32 (data not shown). The
same predicted DDXl transcription initiation site was identi-

fied with primer P3 except that the bands were of weaker
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Fig. 3. Genomic map of the 5'-end ofDDXl, The exons are represented by the black boxes, and distances are in kilobase pairs. The locations
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intensity (data not shown). We have designated the transcrip-

tion start site identified by primer extension as + 1 (Fig. 1A).

The sequence of the 6 nt extending beyond the RACE cDNA
was obtained by comparison of the cDNA'sequence with that of

DDXl genomic DNA. Bacteriophages containing DDXl
genomic DNA were isolated by screening a human placenta

library with 5' DDXl cDNA. Eighteen kb of DNA were se-

quenced from two bacteriophages with overlapping DDX1
genomic DNA. Thirteen exons were identified within this 18-kb

region (Fig. 3) corresponding to cDNA sequences from position

1 to 1249. The 310-bp exon 1 was by far the longest of the 13

exons sequenced, corresponding to the entire 5'-untranslated

region of DDX1 as well as the first in frame methionine. The
sequences transcribed from exons 1, 2, and 3 are indicated in

Fig. 1A.

Knowledge of the genomic structure oiDDXl allowed us to

use the S 1 protection assay, a technique that is independent of

reverse transcriptase, to further define the 5 '-end of the DDX1
transcript. Poly(A)

+ RNAs from six DDX1-amplified lines (RB

lines: Y79 and RB522A; NB lines: BE(2)-C, IMR-32, LA-N-1,

and LA-N-5) and six nonamplified lines (RB lines: RB(E)-2 and

RB412; NB lines, GOTO, NB-1, NUB-7, and SK-N-MC) were

hybridized to a DNA probe that extended from position -745 in

the 5'-flanking DDX1 DNA to position +164 in exon 1. This

DNA probe was labeled at position +164 as indicated in Fig. 4.

Nonhybridized DNA was digested with SI nuclease, and the

sizes of the protected fragments were analyzed on a denaturing

polyacrylamide gel. Bands of 150-153 nt.were observed in lane

2 (RB522A), lane 5 (BE(2)-C), and lane 8 (LA-N-1) with bands

of much weaker intensity in lane 7 (IMR-32) (Fig. 4). Specific

bands were not detected in either DDX1-amplified Y79 and

LA-N-5 or the nonamplified lines. Although the sizes of the SI

protected bands in RB522A, BE(2)-C, and LA-N-1 were 5 and

11 nt shorter than predicted based on RACE and primer ex-

tensions, respectively, there was general agreement with all

three techniques regarding the location of the DDXl transcrip-

tion initiation site (Fig. LA). The smaller SI nuclease protected

products could have arisen as the result of SI digestion of the

5 '-end of the RNA:DNA heteroduplex because of its relatively

high rU:dA content (45).

Identification of the same transcription initiation site in

three DDX1-amplified lines suggests that this represents the

bona fide start site ofDDX1 transcription. However, it was not

clear why this start site was either very weak or not detected in

three other amplified lines. To determine whether the 5 '-end of

exon 1 is transcribed in all Z)£)A7 -amplified lines, we carried

out a direct analysis of the 5'-end of the DDXl transcript by

Northern blotting. Two probes were used for this analysis: the

5' probe contained a 160-bp fragment from bp 1 to 160 (5 '-half

of exon 1), and the 3' probe contained a 260-bp fragment from

bp 160 to 420 (3'-half of exon 1 as well exons 2 and 3) (Fig. 1A).

With the 3' probe, we obtained bands of similar size and inten-

sity in four DDXi -amplified lines (RB522A, BE(2)-C, IMR-32,

and LA-N-5). Band intensity was somewhat weaker in Y79 and

stronger in LA-N-1 in comparison with the other lines CFig- 5).

No signal was detected in the non-DDXl-amplified line RB412.

With the 5' probe, a relatively strong signal was observed in

RB522A, BE(2)-C, and LA-N-1, while a considerably weaker

but readily apparent signal was detected in Y79, IMR-32, and
LA-N-5. The signal obtained with actin indicates that, with the

exception of LA-N-1, similar amounts of RNA were loaded in

each lane and that the RNA was not degraded. These results

indicate that at least a portion of the 160-bp 5'-end of exon 1 is

transcribed in all DDX1-amplified lines.

Based on primer extension, SI nuclease protection assay,

Northern blot analysis and the sequencing of the RACE prod-

ucts, we conclude that the DDX1 transcript is 2.7 kb with an
open reading frame spanning nucleotides 295-2515 encoding a

predicted protein of 740 amino acids with an estimated molec-

ular weight of 82.4 (Fig. LB). An in frame stop codon is located

123 nt upstream of the predicted translation initiation site, at

positions 172-174. The first in frame methionine following the

stop codon is in agreement with the Kozak consensus sequence

(46). Furthermore, the predicted start methionine codon for

human DDX1 corresponds perfectly with that of Drosophila

DDX1 (47). A stop codon is located 15 nt upstream of the

initiation codon in Drosophila DDX1.
Analysis ofDDX1 Protein Levels in Neuroblastoma and Ret-

inoblastoma—We and others have previously shown that there

is a good correlation between gene copy number andRNA levels

in DDX1 -amplified RB and NB cell lines (37, 38). To determine

whether the correlation extends to DDX1 protein levels, we
prepared antiserum to two nonoverlapping recombinant DDX1
proteins. First, we prepared a C terminus recombinant protein

construct by inserting a 1.8-kb EcoRl fragment from bp 848 to

2668 (amino acids 185-740) (Fig. LB) into the pMAL-c2 expres-

sion vector. Recombinant protein expression was induced with

isopropyl-l-thio-/3-D-thiogalactoside, and the 110-kDa maltose-

binding protein-DDXl fusion product was purified by affinity

chromatography using amylose resin, followed by electrophore-

sis on a SDS-PAGE gel after cleaving the maltose-binding

protein fusion partner with factor Xa. Second, we prepared an
N teraunus construct by ligating a DNA fragment from bp 268
to 851 (amino acids 1-186) into pGEX-4T2. The 50-kDa gluta-

thione 5-transferase-DDXl fusion protein was purified by af-

finity chromatography on a glutathione column. This N termi-

nus fusion protein contains only the first of the eight conserved

motifs found in all DEAD box proteins, while the C terminus
fusion protein includes the remaining seven motifs.

We measured DDX1 protein levels in total cell extracts of

three RB and 10 NB cell lines. Using antiserum to the N
terminus fusion protein, we observed a strong signal in all

Z)DXZ-amplified cell lines: the RB cell lines Y79 (lane 1) and
RB522A (lane 2) and the NB cell lines BE(2)-C (lane 4\ IMR-32
(lane 6), LA-N-1 (lane 8h and LA-N-5 (lane 9) (Fig. 6). Two
bands were observed in the majority of extracts. Of the ampli-

fied lines, Y79 produced the weakest signal, with the most
intense signal observed in LA-N-1. There was an excellent

correlation with DDX1 protein and mRNA levels in these cell

lines, with lower levels of DDX1 mRNA observed in Y79 and
higher levels in LA-N-1 (Fig. 7A). As shown in Fig. 7B

t
this

correlation extended to DDX1 gene copy number. No gross

DNA rearrangements were seen in the DDX1-amplified lines;

however, three small bands of altered size were observed in the

RB412 lane. Although the nature of the DNA alteration is not

known, it is noteworthy that DDX1 transcript levels in RB412
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Fig. 4. SI nuclease mapping of the
5 '-end of the DDXl transcript. Two ^ig

of poly(A) + RNA from four RB lines

(Z)DA7-amplified Y79 and RB522A and
nonamplified RB(E)-2 and RB412), eight

NB lines (DDXi-amplified BE(2)-C, IMR-
32, LA-N-1, and LA-N-5 and nonamplified
GOTO, NB-1, NUB-7, and SK-N-MC),
and tRNA as a negative control were hy-

bridized to a Sphl—Aval fragment labeled

at the Aval site with [y-
32P]ATP and

polynucleotide kinase. Bands of 150-153
nt are shown in lanes 2 (RB522A), 5

(BE(2)-C), and 5 (LA-N-1) with much
weaker bands in lane 7 (IMR-32). A map
of the probe indicating the transcription

initiation site identified by primer exten-

sion ( + i), the labeling site (*), and exons
1 and 2, is shown at the bottom.

O
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are extremely low (Fig. 7A) and that the top DDX1 protein band
in RB412 cell extracts is smaller in size than the top band from
the other cell extracts (Fig. 6).

Two DDX1 protein bands were present in most ofthe lanes in

Fig. 6. The same two bands were detected with antiserum to

the C terminus of the DDX1 protein, as well as a third band at

—60 kDa (data not shown). There was no variation in the

intensity of the 60-kDa band in DDXl -amplified and nonam-
plified cell extracts. The 60-kDa band probably represents an-

other member of the DEAD box protein family, because the C
terminus DDX1 protein used to prepare this antiserum con-

tained seven of the eight conserved motifs found in all DEAD
box proteins. To obtain an estimate of the size of the two DDX1
bands, we ran cellular extracts from RB522A on a 7% SDS-
PAGE gel with the BenchMark protein ladder (Life Technolo-

gies, Inc.). The size of the DDX1 protein was determined using

the Alpha Imager 2000 documentation and analysis system for

molecular weight calculation. Based on this analysis, the esti-

mated molecular mass of the top band is 89.5 kDa, while that

of the bottom band is 83.5 kDa. The 84-kDa band may repre-

sent the unmodified product encoded by the DDX1 transcript

(capable of encoding a protein with a predicted molecular mass
of 82.4 kDa), while the top band may represent post-transla-

tional modification ofDDX1 protein (e.g. phosphorylation). An-
other possibility is that the top band represents intact DDX1

CM M V CI r- ift

o SS 5 S 2 z ±
S E 5 iu g <v
>- oc cc m 5s j 3

Fig. 5. Northern blot analysis of the 5'-end of the DDXl tran-
script. Two /ig of poly(A)

+ RNA isolated from DDXi-amplified Y79
RB522A, BE(2)-C, IMR-32, LA-N-1, and LA-N-5 and nonamplified
RB412 were electrophoresed in a 1.5% agarose-formaldehyde gel. The
RNA was transferred to a nitrocellulose filter and sequentially hybrid--
ized with a 260-bp fragment from DDXl cDNA from bp +160 to +420
(3'-end of exon 1 as well as exons 2 and 3) (A), a 160-bp fragment from
DDXl cDNA from bp + 1 to + 160 (5'-end of exon 1) CB), and actin cDNA
(O- The DNA was labeled with p^ldCTP by nick translation. The blots
were hybridized and washed under high stringency.
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A 1 2

Fig. 6. DDX1 protein expression in RB and NB cell lines. West-
ern blots were prepared using total cellular extracts from three RB
(Y79, RB522A, and RB412) and 10 NB cell lines (BE(2)-C, GOTO
IMR-32, KAN, LA-N-1, LA-N-5, NB-1, NUB-7, SK-N-MC, and SK-N-
SH). The lines that are amplified for the DDXl gene are Y79, RB522A,
BE(2)-C, IMR-32, LA-N-1, and LA-N-5. Twenty /j.g of protein were
loaded in each lane and electrophoresed in a 10% SDS-PAGE gel. DDXl
was detected using a 1:5000 dilution of the antiserum to the amino
terminus ofDDXl protein. Size markers in kilodaltons are indicated on
the side.

in *t a. 2 ? Z

o r
s CO

DDX1

actin

B

DDX1

AFP 9.4-

FlG. 7. Northern and Southern blot analyses of DDXl in RB
and NB cell lines. A, 2 jig of poly(A)* RNA were loaded in each lane,

electrophoresed in a 1.5% agarose-formaldehyde gel, and transferred to

a nitrocellulose filter. The filter was first hybridized to a 32
P-labeled

1.6-kb DDXl cDNA (clone 1042) (21), stripped, and rehybridized to

actin DNA. £, 10 p.g of genomic DNA from each of the indicated cell

lines were digested with EcoRI, electrophoresed in a 1% agarose gel,

and transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. The filter was hybridized to
32P-labeled clone 1042 DDXl cDNA, stripped, and reprobed with la-

beled a-fetoprotein cDNA. Markers (in lrilobase pairs) are indicated on
the side.

and the lower band is a specific truncated or degradation prod-

uct of DDXl. Yet a third possibility is that the two bands
represent the products of differentially spliced transcripts or
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Fig. 8. Distribution of DDXl in the nucleus and cytoplasm. A,
cytosolic and nuclear extracts were prepared from RB522A and electro-

phoresed in a 7% SDS-PAGE gel. Cytosolic extracts were loaded in
lanes 1 (20 ^g of protein) and 2 (10 ^tg), while nuclear extracts were
loaded in lanes 3 (10 ^g) and 4 (20 tug). DDXl was visualized using a
1:5000 dilution of the antiserum to the N terminus. The BenchMark
protein ladder size markers (kilodaltons) are indicated on the left. B,
cytosolic and nuclear extracts were prepared from HL60, Y79, IMR-32,
HeLa, RB522A, and RB(E)-2 and electrophoresed in an 8% SDS-PAGE
gel. Twenty /u.g of proteins were loaded in each lane marked C (cytosolic)

and N (nuclear). DDXl was visualized using a 1:5000 dilution of the
antiserum to the N terminus. Actin levels were analyzed using a 1:200
dilution of anti-actin antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology).

different translation initiation sites. However, the lack of any
obvious differences in DDXl transcript sizes in the three RB
and 10 NB lines analyzed in Fig. 7A does not support the latter

possibility (e.g. compare the DDXl transcript size in NTJB-7
(which produces the lower DDXl protein band) and in NB-1
(which produces the higher DDXl protein band)).

Subcellular Localization of DDXl Protein—DEAD box pro-

teins have been implicated in a variety of cellular functions

including RNA splicing in the nucleus, translation initiation in

the cytoplasm, and ribosome assembly in the nucleolus. To
obtain an indication of the possible role ofDDXl, we studied its

subcellular location. Nuclear and cytosolic extracts were pre-

pared from DDXl-amplified RB522A and run on a 7% SDS-
PAGE gel. Although there was more DDXl protein in the
cytosol than in the nucleus on a per cell basis, the proportion of

DDXl protein relative to total protein was similar in both
cellular compartments (Fig. 8A). Both the 90- and 84-kDa
bands were present in cytosol and nuclear extracts, although
the bottom band was more readily apparent in the cytosol. By
running the gel for an extended period of time (twice as long as

usual), we were able to detect an additional weak band at —88
kDa in both nuclear and cytosolic extracts.

To deterniine whether DDXl consistently localizes to both
the cytoplasm and nucleus, we prepared cytosol and nuclear
extracts from two additional DDXl -amplified lines, Y79 and
IMR-32, as well as from nonamplified RB(E)-2, HL60, and
HeLa. DDXl protein was found in both the nucleus and cyto-

plasm of IMR-32, primarily, in the cytoplasm of Y79, and
mainly in the nucleus of the three nonamplified lines (Fig, SB).

In addition, DDXl was almost exclusively found in nuclear
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1 2 3 4 5 6

Fig. 9, Subcellular location of DDX1 protein. RB522A cells were
fractionated into nuclear (lane 2), S100 and S4 cytosol (lanes 2 and 3),

P2 membrane (lane 4), P3 membrane (lane 5), and P4 membrane (lane

6) fractions. Twenty ^tg of protein were loaded in each lane and run on
a 10% SDS-PAGE gel. A, DDX1 protein was detected using a 1:5000
dilution of the antiserum to the N terminus of DDX1. B, MYCN protein
was detected using a commercially available antibody at a 1:200 dilu-

tion. Size markers (kilodaltons) are indicated on the side.

extracts prepared from normal GM38 fibroblasts (data not

shown). We used anti-actin antibody to ensure that our nuclear

and cytosolic extracts were not cross-contaminated (Fig. 8B).

We next carried out a more detailed analysis of DDX1 sub-

cellular location using two different approaches: (i) fraction-

ation of cellular components into nuclei; S100 or S4 cytosol

(containing soluble cytoplasmic components, mcluding 40 S
ribosomes); P2 (heavy mitochondria, plasma membrane frag-

ments plus material trapped by these membranes); P3 (mito-

chondria, lysosomes, peroxisomes, Golgi membranes, some
rough endoplasmic reticulum); and P4 (microsomes from
smooth and rough endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi and plasma
membranes) (43); and (ii) immunogold electron microscopy.

The -amplified RB522A cell line was used for both exper-

iments. The fractionation procedures indicate that DDX1 is

mainly in the nucleus and in the cytosol (S4 and S100 fractions)

of RB522A cells (Fig. 9A). As a control, we used anti-human
MYCN antibody to determine the location of MYCN (also am-
plified in RB522A) in our subcellular fractions. As shown in

Fig. 9B, MYCN was primarily found in the nucleus, as one

would expect of a transcription factor.

For the electron microscopy analysis, antiserum to the N
terminus ofDDX1 was coupled to protein A gold particles, and
the distribution of DDX1 was exaniined in RB522A cells fixed

in paraformaldehyde and glutaraldehyde. DDX1 was present

in both the cytoplasm and nucleus (data not shown). There was
no association with either cell organelles or with nuclear or

plasma membranes.

DISCUSSION

There are presently few clues as to the function of DDX1 in

normal and cancer cells. Our earlier data indicate that DDX1
mRNA is present at higher levels in fetal tissues of neural

origin (retina and brain) compared with other fetal tissues (21).

There may therefore be a requirement for elevated levels of this

putative RNA helicase for the efficient production or processing

of neural specific transcripts. A role in cancer formation or

progression is an intriguing possibility, because overexpression
of an RNA unwinding protein could affect the secondary struc-

ture ofRNAs in such a way as to alter the expression of specific

proteins in tumor cells. DDX1 is co-amplified with MYCN in a
subset of RB and NB cell lines and tumors (37-39). MYCN
amplification is common in stage IV NB tumors and is a well

documented indicator of poor prognosis. A general trend to-

ward a poorer clinical prognosis is observed when both the

MYCN and DDX1 genes are amplified compared with when
only MYCN is amplified (38, 39), suggesting a possible role for

DDX1 in NB tumor formation or progression.

It is generally accepted that co-amplified genes are not over-

expressed unless they provide a selective growth advantage to

the cell (48, 49). For example, although ERBA is closely linked

to ERBB2 in breast cancer and both genes are commonly am-
plified in these tumors, ERBA is not overexpressed (48). Sim-
ilarly, three genes mapping to 12ql3-14 (CDK4, SAS, and
MDM2) are overexpressed in a high percentage of malignant
gliomas showing amplification of this chromosomal region,

while other genes mapping to this region (GADD153, GLI, and
A2MR) are rarely overexpressed in gene-amplified malignant
gliomas (50, 51). The first three genes are probably the main
targets of the amplification process, while the latter three

genes are probably incidentally included in the amplicons. The
data shown here indicate that DDX1 is overexpressed at both
the protein and RNA levels in DDX1-amplified RB and NB cell

lines and that there is a strong correlation between DDX1 gene
copy number, DDX1 RNA levels, and DDX1 protein levels in

these lines. Our results are therefore consistent with DDX1
overexpression playing a positive role in some aspect ofNB and
RB tumor formation or progression. Recently, Weiss et aL (52)

have shown that transgenic mice that overexpress MYCN de-

velop NB tumors several months after birth. They conclude
that MYCN overexpression can contribute to the initiation of
tumorigenesis but that additional events are required for tu-

mor formation. Amplification of DDX1 may represent one of

many alternative pathways by which a normal precursor "neu-
roblast" or "retinoblast" cell gains malignant properties.

The function of the majority of tissue-specific or developmen-
tally regulated DEAD box genes remains unknown. However,
some members of this protein family have been either directly

or indirectly implicated in tumorigenesis. For example, the p68
gene has been found to be mutated in the ultraviolet light-

induced murine tumor 8101 (53), while DDX6 (also known as
RCK or p54) is encoded by a gene located at the breakpoint of
the translocation involving chromosomes 11 and 14 in a ceD
line derived from a B-cell lymphoma (54, 55). Similarly, the
production of a chimeric protein between DDX10 and the
micleoporin gene NUP98 has been proposed to be involved in

the pathogenesis of a subset of myeloid malignancies with
inv(ll) (pl5q22) (56). Interestingly, Grandori et aL (57) have
shown that MYCC interacts with a DEAD box gene called

MrDb, suggesting that the transcription of some DEAD box
genes could be regulated through interaction with members of
the MYC family. Future work will involve deterniining whether
DDX1 represents another member of the DEAD box family
with a role in the tumorigenic process.

DEAD box proteins have been implicated in translation ini-

tiation, RNA splicing, RNA degradation, and RNA stability (3,

18, 19). We carried out subcellular localization studies in an
attempt to obtain a general indication of the function ofDDX1.
We found DDX1 protein in both the cytoplasm and nucleus of
DDX1-amplified NB and RB lines. In contrast, DDX1 was
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mainly located in the nucleus of nonamplified cell lines and

normal fibroblast cultures. DDX1 was not associated with cel-

lular organelles or with membranes based on immunoelectron

microscopy. We therefore propose that the primary role of

DDX1 is in the nucleus. The presence ofDDX1 in the cytoplasm

ofDDX1- amplified cells may indicate that the amount ofDDX1
protein that is allowed in the nucleus is tightly regulated.

Alternatively, DDX1 may play a dual role in the nucleus and

cytoplasm of DDX1-amplified cells.

An important component of our analysis was to identify the

translation and transcription initiation sites ofDDX1. We used

a combination of techniques to identify the transcription start

site: screening of RB and fetal brain libraries, RACE, primer

extension, genomic DNA sequencing, SI nuclease mapping,

and Northern blot analysis using probes to the predicted 5'-end

of the transcript. The transcription start site identified using

these techniques is located —300 nt upstream of the predicted

translation initiation codon and was readily detected in three

DDX1-amplified lines and barely detectable in a fourth ampli-

fied line. The 5'-untranslated region as well as the first in

frame methionine are encoded within the first exon oiDDXl.

An in frame stop codon is located 123 nt upstream of the

predicted initiation codon. We were unable to identify the tran-

scription initiation site ofDDX1 in two.ofthe six amplified lines

tested as well as in nonamplified lines. Although it remains

possible that there are different transcription start sites in

different cell lines, detection of lower levels (rather than the

absence) of the 5'-most 160 nt of the DDX1 transcript in IMR-

32, Y79, and LA-N-5 compared with RB522A, BE(2)-C, and

LA-N-1 supports a quantitative rather than a qualitative dif-

ference in the 5 '-end of this transcript in these cells. Our

results suggest that the 5 '-end ofDDX1 mRNA is rarely intact,

even in mRNA preparations that otherwise appear to be ofhigh

quality based on analysis of control transcripts. The 5 '-end of

DDX1 mRNA may therefore be especially susceptible to degra-

dation, perhaps because of its sequence and/or secondary

structure.

In conclusion, we have mapped the 5 '-end ofthe 2,7-kb DDX1
transcript and have identified the predicted translation initia-

tion site ofDDX1 protein. We have found that DDX1-amplified

RB and NB tumor lines overexpress DDX1 protein and that

there is a good correlation between gene copy number and both

transcript and protein levels in these cells. We have shown that

DDX1 protein is primarily located in the nucleus of cells that

are not DDX1-amplified. In contrast, DDX1 is present in both

the nucleus and cytoplasm of DDX1-amplified NB and RB
lines. A cytoplasmic location in DDX1 -amplified lines may in-

dicate that the amount of nuclear DDX1 is tightly regulated or

that DDX1 plays a dual role in the cytoplasm and nucleus of

these cells.
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and therapeutic fields, and my familiarity with the relevant art.

7. The DNA microarray technology is based on hybridizing arrayed nucleic acid

probes of known identity with target nucleic acid to determine the identity and/or expression

levels (abundance) of target genes. DNA microarrays work by exploiting the ability of a given



mRNA molecule to hybridize to the DNA template from which it originated. By using an array

containing many DNA samples, scientists can determine, in a single experiment, the expression

levels of hundreds or thousands of genes within a sample by measuring the amount ofmRNA
bound to each site on the array. The amount ofmRNA bound to the spots on the microarray is
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8. DNA microarray analysis has been extensively used in drug development and in

diagnosis of various diseases. For instance, if a certain gene is over-expressed in a particular

form of cancer relative to normal tissue, researchers use microarray chips to determine whether a
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remains non-trivial.

1 0. One reason for the success and wide-spread use of the DNA microarray

technique, which has led to the emergence of a new industry, is that generally there is a good

correlation between mRNA levels determined by microarray analysis and expression levels of

the translated protein. Although there are some exceptions on an individual gene basis, it has

been a consensus in the scientific community that elevated mRNA levels are good predictors of

increased abundance of the corresponding translated proteins in a particular tissue. Therefore,

diagnostic markers and drug candidates can be readily and efficiently screened and identified

using this technique, without the need to directly measure individual protein expression levels.
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Aneuploidy and cancer

Subrata Sen, PhD

Numeric aberrations in chromosomes, referred to as aneu-

ploidy, is commonly observed in human cancer. Whether aneu-

ploidy is a cause or consequence of cancer has long been

debated. Three lines of evidence now make a compelling case

for aneuploidy being a discrete chromosome mutation event

that contributes to malignant transformation and progression

process. Frst, precise assay of chromosome aneuploidy in

several primary tumors with in situ hybridization and compara-

tive genomic hybridization techniques have revealed that

specific chromosome aneusomies correlate with distinct tumor

phenotypes. Second, aneuptoid tumor cell lines and in vitro

transformed rodent cells have been reported to display an

elevated rate of chromosome instability, thereby indicating that

aneuploidy is a dynamic chromosome mutation event associ-

ated with transformation of cells. Third, and most important, a

number of mitotic genes regulating chromosome segregation

have been found mutated in human cancer cells, implicating

such mutations in induction of aneuploidy in tumors. Some of

these gene mutations, possibly allowing unequal segregations

of chromosomes, also cause tumorigenic transformation of

pells in vitro. In this review, the recent publications investigat-

ing aneuploidy in human cancers, rate of chromosome instabil-

ity in aneuploidy tumor cells, and genes implicated in regulat-

ing chromosome segregation found mutated in cancer cells

are discussed. Curr Opm Oncd 2000, 1 2:82-68 O 2000 Lippcncott Wiifcams

& Wttdns. toe

Cancer research over the past decade has firmly estab-

lished chat malignant cells accumulate a large number of

genetic mutations that affect differentiation, prolifera-

tion, and cell death processes. Tn addition, it is also

recognized that most cancers arc clonal, although they

display extensive heterogeneity with respect to kary-

otypes and phenotypes of individual clonal populations.

It is estimated that numeric chromosomal imbalance,

referred to as aneuploidy, is the most prevalent genetic

change recorded among over 20,000 solid tumors
analyzed thus far fl]. Phenotypic diversity of the clonal

populations in individual tumors involve differences in

morphology, proliferative properties, antigen expression,

drug sensitivity, and metastatic potentials. It has been
proposed that an underlying acquired genetic instability

is responsible for the multiple mutations detected in

cancer cells that lead to tumor heterogeneity and
progression [2J. In a somewhat contradictory argument,

it has also been suggested that clonal expansion due to

selection of cells undergoing normal rates of mutation

can. explain malignant transformation and progression

process in humans [3). Acquired genetic instability,

nonetheless, is considered important for more rapid

progression of the disease [4«*j, Although the original

hypothesis on genetic instability in cancer primarily

focused on chromosome imbalances in the form of aneu-

ploidy in tumor cells, the actual relevance of such muta-

tions in cancer remains a controversial issue.
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Whether or not aneuploidy contributes to the malignant

transformation and progression process has long been
debated* A prevalent idea on genetics of cancer referred

to as ^somatic gene mutation hypothesis" contends that

gene mutations at the nucleotide level alone can cause

cancer by either activating cellular proto-oncogenes to

dominant cancer causing oncogenes and/or by inactivat-

ing growth inhibitory tumor suppressor genes. In this

scheme of things chromosomal instability in the form of

aneuploidy is a mere consequence rather than a cause of

malignant transformation and progression process.

In this review, some of the recent observations on the

subject arc discussed and compelling evidence is

provided to suggest that aneuploidy is a distinct form of

genetic instability in cancer that frequently correlates

with specific phenotypes and stages of the disease.

Furthermore, discrete genetic targets effecting chromo-
somal stability in cancer cells, recently identified, arc

also discussed. These data provide a new direction

toward elucidating the molecular mechanisms rcspnnsi*
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blc for induction of ancupioidy in cancer and may even-

tually be exploited as novel therapeutic targets in the

future.

Genetic alterations in cancer

Alterations in many genetic loci regulating growth,

senescence, and apoptosis, identified in tumor cells,

have led to the current understanding of cancer as a

genetic disease. The genetic changes identified in

cumors include: subtle mutations in genes at the

nucleotide level; chromosomal translocations leading to

structural rearrangements in genes; and numeric

changes in either partial segments of chromosomes or

whole chromosomes (ancupioidy) causing imbalance in

gene dosage.

For the purpose of this review, both segmental and whole

chromosome imbalances leading to altered DNA dosage

in cancer cells arc included as examples of ancupioidy.

Incidence of aneupioldy in cancer

Evidence of ancupioidy involving one or more chromo-

somes have been commonly reported in human tumors.

Although these observations were initially made using

classic cytogenetic techniques late in a tumor's evolu-

tion and were difficult to correlate with cancer progres-

sion, more recent studies have reported association of

specific nonrandom chromosome ancupioidy with

different biologic properties such as loss of hormone

dependence and metastatic potential [5],

Classic cytogenetic studies performed on tumor cells

had serious limitations in scope because they were

applicable only to those cases in which mitotic chromo-

somes could be obtained. Because of low spontaneous

rares of cell division in primary tumors, analyses

depended on cells either derived selectively from

advanced metastases or those grown in vitro for variable

periods of time. In both instances, metaphascs analyzed

represented only a subset of primary tumor cell popula-

tion. Two major advances in cytogenetic analytic tech-

niques, in situ hybridization (ISH) and comparative

genomic hybridization (CGH), have allowed better reso-

lution of chromosomal aberrations in freshly isolated

tumor cells [6]. ISH analyses with chromosome-specific

DNA probes, a powerful adjunct to metaphasic analysis,

allows assessment of chromosomal anomalies within

tumor cell populations in the contexts of whole nuclear

architecture and tissue organization. CGH allows

genome wide screening of chromosomal anomalies

without the use of specific probes even in the absence

of prior knowledge of chromosomes involved. Although

both techniques have certain limitations in terms of

rheir resolution power, they nonetheless provide a

better approximation of chromosomal changes occurring

among tumors of various histology, grade, and stage
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compared with what was possible with the classic cyto-

genetic techniques. Genomic ploidy measurements
have also been performed at the DNA level with flow

cytometry and cytofluorometric methods. Although

these assays underestimate chromosome ploidy due to a

chromosomal gain occasionally masking a chromosomal

loss in the same cell, several studies using these

methods have supported the conclusion that DNA
ancupioidy closely associates with poor prognosis in

various cancers [7,81. This discussion of some recent

examples published on aneuploidy in cancer includes

discussion of studies dealing with DNA ploidy measure-

ments as well. Most of these observations are correlative

without direct proof of specific involvement of genes on

the respective chromosomes. Identification of putative

oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes on gained and

lost chromosomes in aneuploid tumors* however, arc

providing strong evidence that chromosomes involved in

aneuploidy play a critical role in the tumorigenic

process.

in renal tumors, cither segmental or whole chromosome

aneuploidy appears to be uniquely associated with

specific histologic subtypes [91- Tumors from patients

with hereditary papillary renal carcinomas (HPRC)
commonly show trisomy of chromosome 7, when
analyzed by CGH. Germline mutations of a putative

oncogene MET have been detected in patients with

HPRC. A recent study [10] has demonstrated that an

extra copy of chromosome 7 results in nonrandom dupli-

cation of the mutant MKT allele in HPRC, thereby

implicating this trisomy in tumorigenesis. The study

suggested that mutation of MET m^y render the cells

more susceptible to errors in chromosome replication,

and that clonal expansion of cells harboring duplicated

chromosome 7 reflects their proliferative advantage. In

addition to chromosome 7, trisomy ofchromosome 17 in

papillary tumors and also of chromosome 8 in mesoblas-

tic nephroma arc commonly seen. Association of specific

chromosome imbalances with benign and malignant

forms of papillary renal tumors, therefore, not only

contribute to an understanding of tumor origins and

evolution, but also implicate aneuploidy of the respec-

tive chromosomes in the tumorigenic transformation

process.

In colorectal tumors, chromosome aneuploidy is a

common occurrence. In fact, molecular allclotyping

studies have suggested that limited karyotyping data

available from these rumors actually underestimate the

true extent of these changes, losses of heterozygosity

reflecting loss of the maternal or paternal allele in

tumors are w idespread and often accompanied by a gain

of the opposite allele. Therefore, for example, a tumor

could lose a maternal chromosome while duplicating

the same paternal chromosome, leaving the tumor cell
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with a normal karyotype and ploidy but an aberrant

allclotypc. h has been estimated that cancer of the

colon, breast, pancreas, or prostate may lose an average

of 25% of its alleles. It is not unusual to discover that a

tumor has lost over half of its alleles |4|. In clinical

settings, DNA ploidy measurements have revealed that

DNA ancuploidy indicates high risk of developing

severe prcmalignant changes in patients with ulcerative

colitis, who arc known to have an increased risk of

developing colorectal cancer [til. DNA ancuploidy has

been found to be one of the useful indicators of lymph

node metastasis in patients with gastric carcinoma and

associated with poor outcome compared with diploid

cases [12,13]. CGH analyses of chromosome ancu-

ploidy, on the other hand, was reported to correlate gain

of chromosome 20q with high tumor S phase fractions

and loss of 4q with low tumor apopcode indices [14],

Aneuploidy of chromosome 4 in metastatic colorectal

cancer has recently been confirmed in studies that used

unbiased DNA fingerprinting with arbitrarily primed

polymerase chain reactions to detect moderate gains

and losses of specific chromosomal DNA sequences

[15]. The molecular karyotype (amplotypc) generated

from colorectal cancer revealed that moderate gains of

sequences from chromosomes 8 and 13 occurred in

most tumors, suggesting that overreprcscntation of

these chromosomal regions is a critical step for metasta-

tic colorectal cancer.

In addition to being implicated in cumorigenesis and

correlated with distinct tumor phenotypes, chromosome

ancuploidy has been used as a marker of risk assessment

and prognosis in several other cancers. The potential

value of aneuploidy as a noninvasive tool to identify

individuals at high risk of developing head and neck

cancer appears especially promising. Interphase fluores-

cence in situ hybridization (FISH) revealed extensive

ancuploidy in tumors from patients with head and neck

squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC) and also in clini-

cally normal distant oral regions from the same individu-

als [16,1 7], It has been proposed that a panel of chromo-

some probes in FISH analyses may serve as an

important tool to detect subclinical tumorigencsis and

for diagnosis of residual disease. The presence of ancu-

ploid or tctraploid populations is seen in 90% to 95% of

esophageal adenocarcinomas, and when seen in

conjunction with Barrett's esophagus, a prcmalignant

condition, predicts progression of disease [18,19].

Chromosome ploidy analyses in conjunction with loss of

heterozygosity and gene mutation studies in Barrett's

esophagus reflect evolution of neoplastic cell lineages in

vivo [20). Evolution of neoplastic progeny from Barrett's

esophagus following somatic genetic mutations

frequently involves bifurcations and loss of heterozygos-

ity at several chromosomal loci leading to ancuploidy

and cancer. Accordingly, it is hypothesized that during

tumor cell evolution diploid cell progenitors with

somatic genetic abnormalities undergo expansion with

acquired genetic instability. Such instability, often

manifested in the form of increased incidence of ancu-

ploidy, enters a phase of clonal evolution beginning in

prcmalignant cells that proceeds over a period of time

and occasionally leads to malignant transformation. The
clonal evolution continues even after the emergence of

cancer.

The significance of DNA and chromosome ancu-

ploidy in other human cancers continue to be evalu-

ated. Among papillary thyroid carcinomas, ancupioid

DNA content in tumor cells was reported to correlate

with distant metastases, reflecting worsened progno-

sis [21 1. Genome wide screening of follicular thyroid

tumors by CGH, on the other hand, revealed frequent

loss of chromosome 22 in widely invasive follicular

carcinomas [22]. Chromosome copy number gains in

invasive neoplasm compared with foci of ductal carci-

noma in situ (DCIS) with similar histology have been
proposed to indicate involvement of ancuploidy in

progression of human breast cancer [23 J. ISH analyses

of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia has provided

suggestive evidence that chromosomes 1, 7 and X
ancusomy is associated with progression toward cervi-

cal carcinoma [24].

Although the prognostic value of numeric aberrations

remains a matter of debate in human hematopoietic

neoplasia, there have been recent studies to suggest that

the presence of monosomy 7 defines a distinct subgroup

of acute myeloid leukemia patients [25]. It is interesting

in this context that therapy-related myelodysplasia

syndromes have been reported to display monosomy 5

and 7 karyotypes, reflecting poor prognosis [26).

The clinical observations, mentioned previously, arc

supported by in vitro studies in human and rodent cells in

which ancuploidy is induced at early stages of transforma-

tion [27,28J. It is even suggested that aneuploidy may
cause cell immortalization, in some instances, that is a

critical step proceeding transformation.

Finally, in an interesting study to develop transgenic

mouse models of human chromosomal diseases, chromo-

some segment specific duplication and deletions of the

genome were reported to be constructed in mouse
embryonic stem cells [291. Three duplications for a

portion of mouse chromosome 11 syntenic with human
chromosome 17 were established in the mouse
germ line. Mice with 1Mb duplication developed corneal

hyperplasia and thymic tumors. The findings represent

the first transgenic mouse model of ancuploidy of a

defined chromosome segment that documents the direct

role ofchromosome ancusomy in tumorigencsis.
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Aneuploldy as "dynamic cancer-causing

mutation" instead of a "consequential state"

In cancer
According to the hypothesis previously discussed, aneu-

ploidy represents cither a "gain of function" or "loss of

function" mutation at the chromosome level with a

causative influence on the tumorigencsis process. The

hypothesis, however, is based only on circumstantial

evidence even though existence of aneuploidy is corre-

lated with different tumor phenotypes. The existence of

numeric chromosomal alterations in a tumor does not

mean that the change arose as a dynamic mutation due

to genomic instability, because several factors could lead

to consequential aneuploidy in tumors, also. Although

aneuploidy as a dynamic mutation due to genomic insta-

bility in tumor cells would occur at a certain measurable

rate per cell generation, a consequential state of aneu-

ploidy in tumors may not occur at a predictable rate

under similar conditions or in tumors with similar

phenotypes. In addition to genomic instability, differ-

ences in environmental factors with selective pressure,

could explain high incidence of aneuploidy and other

somatic mutations in tumors compared with normal cells

[4]. These include humoral, cell substratum, and cell-

cell interaction differences between tumor and normal

ceil environments. It could be argued that despite

similar rates of spontaneous aneuploidy induction in

normal and tumor cells, the latter are selected to prolif-

erate due to altered selective pressure in the tumor cell

environment, whereas the normal cells arc eliminated

through activation of apoptosis. Alternatively, of course,

one could postulate that selective expression or overcx-

prcssion of anti-apoptotic proteins or inactivation of

proapoptocic proteins in tumor cells may counteract

default induction of apoptosis in G2/M phase cells

undergoing missegregation of chromosomes. Recent

demonstration of ovcrcxprcssion of a G2/M phase anti-

apoptotic protein survivin in cancer cells [301 suggests

that this protein may favor aberrant progression of aneu-

ploid transformed cells through mitosis. This would

then lead to proliferation of aneuploid cell lineages,

which may undergo clonal evolution.

To ascertain that aneuploidy is a dynamic mutational

event, various human tumor cell lines and transformed

rodent cell lines have been analyzed for the rate of

aneuploidy induction. When grown under controlled7*

vitro conditions, such conditions ensure that environ-

mental factors do not influence selective proliferation of

cells with chromosome instability. In one study,

Lcngaucr tt ai [31 •] provided unequivocal evidence by

FISH analyses that losses or gains of multiple chromo-

somes occurred in excess of 10"* per chromosome per

generation in aneuploid colorectal cancer ceil lines. The
study further concluded that such chromosomal instabil-

ity appeared to be a dominant trait. Using another in

vitro model system of Chinese hamster embryo (CHE)
cells, Ducsbcrg tt ai [32 # | have also obtained similar

results. With clonal cultures of CHE cells, transformed

with nongenotoxic chemicals and a mitotic inhibitor,

these authors demonstrated that the overwhelming

majority of the transformed colonies contained more
than 50% aneuploid cells, indicating that aneuploidy

would have originated from the same ceils that under-

went transformation. All the transformed colonies tested

were tumorigenic It was further documented that the

ploidy factor representing the quotient of the modal

chromosome number divided by the normal diploid

number, in each clone, correlated directly with the

degree of chromosomal instability. Therefore, chromo-

somal instability was found proportional to the degree of

aneuploidy in the transformed cells and the authors

hypothesized that aneuploidy is a unique mechanism of

simultaneously altering and destabilizing, in a massive

manner, the normal cellular phenotypes. In the absence

of any evidence that the transforming chemicals used in

the study did not induce other somatic mutations, it is

difficult to rule out the contribution of such mutations

in the transformation process. These results nonetheless

make a strong case for aneuploidy being a dynamic chro-

mosome mutation event intimately associated with

cancer.

Aneuploidy versus somatic gene mutation In

cancer
The idea that numeric chromosome imbalance or aneu-

ploidy is a direct cause of cancer was proposed at the

turn of the century by Theodore Boveri (33|. However,

the hypothesis was largely ignored over the last several

decades in favor of the somatic gene mutation hypothe-

sis, mentioned earlier. Evidence accumulating in the

literature lately on specific chromosome aneusomies
recognized in primary tumors, incidence of aneuploidy

in cells undergoing transformation, and aneuploid tumor
cells showing a high rate of chromosome instability have

led to the rejuvenation of Boveri's hypothesis. The
concept has recently been discussed as a "vintage wine

in a new bottle" |34*]. The author points out that

except for rare cancers caused by dominant retroviral

oncogenes, diploidy does not seem to occur in solid

tumors, whereas aneuploidy is a rule rather than excep-

tion in cancer.

Aneuploidy as an effective mutagenic mechanism
driving tumor progression, on the other hand, is being

recognized as a viable solution to the paradox that with

known mutation rate in non-gcrmline cells (-I0*7 per

gene per cell generation) tumor cell lineages cannot

accumulate enough mutant genes during a human life-

time [351. The concept is gaining significant credibility

since genes that potentially affect chromosome segrega-

tion were found mucarcd in human cancer. Some of
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these genes have also been shown to have transforming

capability in in vitro assays. Selected recent publications

describing the findings are being discussed below in

reference to the mitotic targets potentially involved in

inducing chromosome segregation anomalies in cells.

Potential mitotic targets and molecular

mechanisms off aneuploidy

Because aneuploidy represents numeric imbalance in

chromosomes, it is reasonable to expect that aneuploidy

arises due to missegregation ofchromosomes during cell

division. There arc many potential mitotic targets,

which could cause unequal segregation of chromosomes

(Fig. I). Recent investigations have identified several

genes involved in regulating these mitotic targets and

mitotic checkpoint functions, which can be implicated

in induction of aneuploidy in tumor cells. This discus-

sion is restricted to those mitotic targets and checkpoint

genes whose abnormal functioning has been observed in

cancer or has been shown to cause tumorigenic transfor-

mation of cells, in recent years. The role of telomeres is

discussed elsewhere in this issue. For a more detailed

description of the components of mitotic machinery and

their possible involvement in causing chromosome

segregation abnormalities in tumor cells, readers may

refer to a recently published review [36«].

Among the mitotic targets implicated in cancer, ccntro-

some defects have been observed in a wide variety of

malignant human tumors. Ccntrosomcs play a central role

in organizing the microtubule network in interphase cells

and mitotic spindle during cell division. Multipolar

mitotic spindles have been observed in human cancers in

situ and abnormalities in the form of supernumerary

Figure 1. Potential mitotic target* causing aneuploidy In

oncogenes!*

9 2000 UpptmuCt Willium 4 Wilkin*

Dtagivn Suatratea that defects in sever*] processes invoking chromosomal,

sprndle microtubule, and centroaomaJ targets, in addftioo to abnormal cytokine-

sis, may causa unequal partitioning of chromosome* during mitosis, feeding to

tneupbidy. Recently obtained evidence in favor of some of these possibfttee is

diacusaed in tho taxi.

ccntrosomcs, ccntrosomcs of aberrant size and shape as

well as aberrant phosphorylation of cencrosome proteins

have been reported in prostate, colon, brain, and breast

tumors [37,38]. In view of the findings that abnormal

ccntrosomcs retain the ability to nucleate microtubules in

vitro, it is conceivable that cells with abnormal centro-

somcs may missegregate chromosomes producing ancu-

ploid cells. The molecular and genetic roses of abnormal

ccntrosome generation and the precise pathway through

which they regulate the chromosome segregation process

remain to be elucidated. Recent discovery of a ccntro-

somc-associaced kinase STK15/BTAK/aurora2, naturally

amplified and overexpresscd in human cancers, has raised

the interesting possibility that aberrant expression of this

kinase is critically involved in abnormal ccntrosome func-

tion and unequal chromosome segregation in tumor cells

[39,40]. Exogenous expression of the kinase in rodent and

human cells* was found to correlate with an abnormal

number of ccntrosomcs, unequal partitioning of chromo-

somes during division, and tumorigenic transformation of

cells. It is relevant in this context to mention that the

Xenopus homologuc of human STK15/BTAK/aurora2
kinase has recently been shown to phosphorylatc a micro-

tubule motor protein XlKgS, the human orthologuc of

which is known to participate in the ccntrosome separa-

tion during mitosis (41). Findings on STK15/aurora2

kinase, thus, provide an interesting lead to a possible

molecular mechanism of ccntrosomc's role in oncogene-

sis. Ccntrosomcs have, of late, been implicated in onco-

genesis from studies revealing supernumerary centro-

somcs in />5J-deficicnt fibroblasts and overexprcssion of

another centrosomc kinase PLK1 being detected in

human non-small cell lung cancer [42],

One of the critical events that ensures equal partition-

ing of the chromosomes during mitosis is the proper

and timely separation of sister chromatids that arc

attached to each other and to the mitotic spindle.

Untimely separation of sister chromatids has been

suspected as a cause of aneuploidy in human tumors.

Cohesion between sister chromatids is established

during replication of chromosomes and is retained until

the next metaphasc/anaphase transition. It has been

shown that during mctaphasc-anaphasc transition, the

anaphase promoting complex/cyclosome triggers the

degradation of a group of proteins called sccurins that

inhibit sister chromatid separation. K vertebrate securin

(v-sccurin) has recently been identified that inhibits

sister chromatid separation and is involved in transfor-

mation and tumorigencsis. Subsequent analysis

revealed that the human securin is identical to the

product of the gene called pituitary tumor transforming

gene, which is overcxpressed in some tumors and

exhibits transforming activity in NIH3T3 cells, Ir is

proposed that elevated expression of the v-sccurin may
contribute to generation of malignant tumors due to
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chromosome gain or loss produced by errors in chro-

matid separation [43

Normal progression through mitosis during prophase to

anaphase transition is monitored ar least at two check-

points; One checkpoint operates during early prophase

at G2 to mcraphasc progression while the second

ensures proper segregation of chromosomes during

mctaphasc to anaphase transition. Several mitotic

checkpoint genes responding to mitotic spindle defects

have been identified in yeast. The metaphasc-anaphase

transition is delayed following activation of this check-

point during which kinetochorcs remain unattached to

the spindle. The signal is transmitted through a kincto-

chorc protein complex consisting of Mpslp and several

Mad and Bub proteins f44]. It is expected that for

unequal chromosome segregation to be perpetuated

through cell proliferation cycles giving rise, to ancu-

ploidy, checkpoint controls have to be abrogated.

Following this logic, Vogelstcin etaL [4S»] hypothesized

that ancuploid tumors would reveal mutation in mitotic

spindle checkpoint genes. Subsequent studies by these

investigators have proven the validity of this hypothesis

and a small fraction of human colorectal cancers have

revealed the presence of mutations in either hBubl or

hBubRl checkpoint genes. It was further revealed that

mutant BUB1 could function in a dominant negative

manner conferring an abnormal spindle checkpoint

when expressed cxogcnously. Inacttvation of spindle

checkpoint function in vi rally induced leukemia has also

recently been documented following the finding that

hMADl checkpoint protein is targeted by the Tax
protein of the human T-cell leukemia virus type 1,

Abrogation of hMADl function leads to multinuclcation

and ancuploidy [46],

In addition to mitotic spindle checkpoint defects, failed

DNA damage checkpoint function in yeast is frequently

associated with aberrant chromosome segregation as

well. It, therefore, appears intriguing yet relevant that

the human BRCA1 gene, proposed to be involved in

DNA damage checkpoint function, when mutated by a

targeted deletion of exon 1 1 led to defective G2/M cell

cycle checkpoint function and genetic instability in

mouse embryonic fibroblasts f47]. The cells revealed

multiple functional ccntrosomcs and unequal chromo-

some segregation and ancuploidy. Although the molecu-

lar basis for these abnormalities is not known at this

time, it raises the interesting possibility that such an

ancuploidy-drivcn mechanism may be involved in

tumorigencsis in individuals carrying germlinc muta-

tions of BRCA / gene.

Ancuploidy end ctncett Sen 8?

Conclusion

Growing evidence from human tumor cytogenetic inves-

tigations strongly suggest that ancuploidy is associated

with the development of tumor phenotypes. Clinical

findings of correlation between ancuploidy and tumori-

genesis arc supported by studies with in vitro grown
transformed cell lines. Molecular genctie analyses of

tumor cells provide credible evidence that mutations in

genes controlling chromosome segregation during

mitosis play a critical role in causing chromosome insta-

bility leading to aneuploidy in cancer. Further elucida-

tion of molecular and physiologic bases of chromosome

instability and aneuploidy induction could lead to the

development of new therapeutic approaches for

common forms of cancer.
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Amplification and overexpression or putative oncogenes

confer growth advantages for tumor development We
used a functional genomic approach that integrated

simultaneous genomic and transcript microarray, proteo-

mics, and tissue microarray analyses to directly identify

putative oncogenes in lung adenocarcinoma. We first

identified 183 genes with increases in both genomic copy

number and transcript in six lung adenocarcinoma cell

lines. Next, we used two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis and mass spectrometry to identify 42

proteins that were overexpressed in the cancer cells

relative to normal cells. Comparing the 183 genes with

the 42 proteins, we identified four genes - PRDXl y

EEF1A2, CALRf and KCIP-I - in which elevated protein

expression correlated with both increased DNA copy

number and increased transcript levels (all r>0.84, two-

sided P<0M5). These findings were validated by South-

ern, Northern, and Western blotting. Specific inhibition of

EEF1A2 and KCIP-I expression with siRNA in the four

cell lines tested suppressed proliferation and induced

apoptosis. Parallel fluorescence in situ hybridization and

immunohistochemical analyses of EEF1A2 and KCIP-I in

tissue microarrays from patients with lung adenocarcinoma

showed that gene amplification was associated with high

protein expression for both genes and that protein

overexpression was related to rumor grade, disease stage,

Ki-67 expression, and a shorter survival of patients. The

amplification of EEFIA2 and KCIP-I and the presence of

overexpressed protein in tumor samples strongly suggest

that these genes could be oncogenes and hence potential

targets for diagnosis and therapy in lung adenocarcinoma.
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Introduction

In lung adenocarcinoma, as in other types of cancer,

gene amplification and the consequent overexpression of

the amplified oncogene play an important role in the

development of tumors, because their overexpression

confers a growth advantage. The ability to identify

putative oncogenes that are activated during tumorigen-

csis could facilitate the choice of molecular genetic

targets for diagnosis and therapy of the disease. This

concept has been exemplified by HER-2, which was first

found to be amplified in neuroblastomas and subse-

quently shown to be associated with poor prognosis in

breast cancer (Ross and Fletcher, 1999). Now, HER-

2

aberrations are used as a predictor of response to

therapy, and treatment of HER-2-positive breast cancer

with the monoclonal anti-HBR-2 antibody trastuzumab

has been shown to improve prognosis (Ross and

Fletcher, 1999), Emerging evidence of common ampli-

cons in lung adenocarcinomas (Luk el al. t 2001; Jiang

et al t
2004; Tonon ei a!., 2005) suggests that additional

oncogenes remain to be identified; however, conven-

tional techniques are ineffective in pinpointing such

oncogenes. Parallel measurement of DNA copy number

and mRNA levels in cDNA microarrays permits

changes in copy number to be compared with transcrip-

tion levels on a gene-by-gene basis to generate lists of

candidate genes within the defining amplicons (Hyman
et ai t 2002; Pollack et a/., 2002). However, use of

transcript patterns does not allow assessment of the

expression of protein products or identification of proto-

oncogenes. Another approach, identifying differentially

expressed proteins by proteoroic analysis and then

comparing the proteins present with mRNA expression

in cDNA microarrays from the same specimens, can

clarify the extent to which changes in transcript patterns

reflect changes in their cognate proteins and post-

transcriptional mechanisms (Chen et a/., 2002), but this

approach cannot be used to identify oncogenes driven

by extensive increases of their gene copy number.

Moreover, using individual microarrays or proteomic

approaches alone cannot distinguish the cancer-driving

oncogenes that directly propel tumor progression from

the larger number of passenger genes that may be

concurrently over-represented but are not biologically

relevant in tumor development.
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In this study, we used a comprehensive approach that

integrated simultaneous comparative genomic hybridi-

zation (CGH) and transcript microarray with protcomic

analyses of six lung adenocarcinoma cell lines. We
directly and specifically identified four putative onco-

genes that could have been activated through amplifica-

tion and consequent elevation of transcript expression.

We used small interfering RNA (siRNA) to inhibit the

expression of two of these four genes in the lung cancer

cell lines, which further implicated them in oncogenesis.

We then explored the clinical significance of these

findings by assessing the expression of these two genes

in tissue microarrays of human lung cancer specimens.

Our findings underscore the power of integrated

functional genomic analyses for identifying putative

oncogenes in tumorigenesis; such activated genes could

be useful as targets for diagnosis or therapy in lung

cancer.

Results

Simultaneous global genomic and transcript analyses

identify 183 genes with increases in genomic copy

numbers and transcript expression levels

To identify genes in which increased DNA copy number
might contribute to increased transcript in lung adeno-

carcinomas, first we used CGH with microarrays of six

lung adenocarcinoma cell lines. We identified 587 genes

showing increases in DNA copy number across all six

cell lines (Supplementary Table IS), which were

distributed as 90 amplicons on all chromosomes except

for chromosomes 13 and Y (Supplementary Table 2S).

A subsequent transcript test with the identical arrays of

the same cell lines revealed 275 genes that showed

increased mRNA levels (Supplementary Table 3S).

Using random permutation tests across all cancer cell

lines, we identified 183 genes (31%) that showed

elevated transcript levels from the 587 genes that were

over-represented in the genome (Table 1), suggesting

that elevated transcript levels of the 183 genes may
reflect their genomic over-representation in the cancer

cells. These findings are consistent with previous reports

linking genomic changes with altered transcript patterns

in breast cancer (Hyman et al., 2002; Pollack et a/.,

2002). However, our finding that only 31% of the genes

showing increased DNA copy numbers had cognate

increases in transcript expression in lung adenocarcino-

mas is difTerent from the overall rates of 40-60%
reported for breast cancer (Hyman et al. t 2002; Pollack

et al., 2002). This discordance may reflect melhodologic

differences between studies or biological differences

between breast cancer and lung adenocarcinoma.

Proteomic analyses identify four genesfor which protein

abundance was associated with increases in the cognate

gene and transcript levels

Analysis of transcript patterns is insufficient for under-

standing the expression of protein products and the

effect of genomic over-representation on the expression

of their cognate proteins. To extend these findings

beyond genomic over-representation to expression of

the protein products of those genes, we next assessed

protein expression in the same cell lines by two-

dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
and found that 42 different proteins, representing 42

individual genes, were significantly increased in the

cancer cell lines (Table 2; Supplementary Figures IS and

2S). Some of these proteins were identified as having

multiple isoforms, and all individual isoforms exhibited

increases in expression ranging from 4.6 to 12.8 times

their expression in normal lung tissue cells. In compar-

ing protein level of the 42 genes with changes in their

cognate genomic and mRNA expression from the global

microarray analyses, we found that four (9.5%) of those

42 genes - PRDX1, EEFJA2, CALR, and KCIP-l -

showed statistically significant correlations between

elevated protein expression and increases in both copy

number and mRNA expression (all r>0.84; /><0.05)

(Table 2) in the cancer cell lines. These findings imply

that the abundance of these four proteins is attributable

to the amplification and consequent elevated transcrip-

tion of their cognate genes.

Validation of copy number, transcript, and protein

expression ofPRDXl. EEFJA2. CALR. and KCIP-l
in lung cancer cell lines

To confirm our findings from the high-throughput

analyses, we next used Southern, Northern, and Western

blotting to assess DNA, RNA, and protein levels for the

four genes identified in the six cell lines. For compar-

ison, we arbitrarily chose one gene, NFKBl, in which an

increase in protein level did not correlate with genetic

changes. Overall, we found excellent concordance

between the CGH microarray and Southern blotting

analyses, transcript array and Northern blotting ana-

lyses, and proteomic and Western blotting analyses for

all five genes (Figure 1). For example, KCIP-l showed
fivefold amplification in five of the six cancer cell lines,

whereas NFKB1 showed no such increase in any of the

cell lines. As for transcript expression, Northern blotting

of EEFIA2 showed high expression in five of the six

cancer cell lines; again, levels of NFKBI transcript were

not increased in any cancer cell line as compared with

normal bronchial epithelial cells. The results of Western

blotting were also consistent with the results of the

proteomic experiments; for example, five of the cancer

cell lines exhibited strong protein bands for PRDXI as

compared with normal cells. These findings provide

strong support for the validity of the results derived

from the high-throughput techniques in this study.

These parallel analyses also revealed close correla-

tions in the extent of changes in gene copies, transcript,

and protein of each of the four genes in the cancer cell

lines. For example, in the five cancer cell lines that

showed at least fourfold increases in EEFIA2 copy
number, expression of transcript and protein was also

increased by at least a factor of four as well (relative to

their expression in normal cells) (Supplementary Figure

3S). The protein abundance of the four genes showing

2629
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Table I List of 183 genes with sUtistically significant correlation

(0.05) between genomic copy number and transcript level

Gene symbol Chro, Distance from p arm ofeach a

chromosome (Mb)

ENOI 1 8.5 0.0085

DDOST ] 20.1 0.0 1 1

1

SFN 1 26.4 0.0 11

3

MLP 1 32.2 0.01 14

AKRIAI 1 45.4 0.0128

PRDX1 I 45.4 0.0122

UQCRH 1 46.2 0.0125

RPL7 1 96.4

COLIIA1 1 102.6 0.0129

MCU I 147.3 0.0222

PSM84 1 146.1 0.0131

JTB I 150.7 0.0134

KPS27 | 150.7 0.0135

HAX1 1 151 0.0266

MUCI 1 151.9 0.0143

CCT3 I 153.

1

0.0(67

CRABP2 1 153.4 0.0148

TKT 1 159.3 0.0152

ATP1BI 1 165.8 0.0234

cum 1 199.7 0.0154

SNRPE ) 200.2 0.0165

YWHAQ 2 9.6 0.0159

ODC1 2 10.60 0.0119

RPL3I 2 101.20 0.0161

BENE 2 110.40 0.0169

STAT I 2 191.80 0.0175

HSPD1 2 198.30 0.t)277

HSPEI 2 198.30 0.0185

RPL37A 2 217.30 0.0388

1GFBP2 2 217.50 0.0189

RPS7 2 3.30 0.0193

RABIA 2 65.30 0.0204

IGKC 2 89.00 0.0285

LTF 3 46.3 0.0455

PFN2 3 151 0.0207

JCPNA4 3 161.5 0.0211

S100P 4 6.7 0.1122

UGDH 4 39.3 0.0215

UCHL1 4 41.1 0.0222

SPPl 4 89.3 0 0227

TRIM2 4 154.7 0.0231

FGB 4 156 0.0235

FGG 4 156 0.0441

SDHA 5 0.251 0.0243

PDCD6 5 0.305 0.0245

CCT5 5 10.3 0.0446

PTPRF 5 14.2 0.0248

RPL37 5 40.8 0.0251

ENCI 5 74 0.0336

QP-C 5 132.2 0.0466

SPINKI 5 147.2 0.0256

CANX 5 179.2 0.0263

SOX4 6 21.7 0.0321

HDGF 6 22.6 0.0362

RPS10 6 34.6 0.0177

RPL10A 6 35.4 0.0369

VEGF 6 43.7 0.0372

OSF-2 6 45.4 0.0173

FSCNl 7 5.3 0.0378

CYCS 7 24.9 0.0381

CBX3 7 25.9 0.0289

IGFBP3 7 45.7 0.0389

CLDN4 7 72.7 0.0403

HSPBI 7 75.5 0.0433

CALR 7 92.7 0.0425

COLIA2 7 93.6 0.0457

ATP5J2 7 98.7 0.0475

AKRIBIO 7 133.6 0.0481

Table 1 {continued)

Gene symbol i^hro. rttrimw^ fw-nm n firt¥i nf s*firhL/UfU/TCF JtUfrl ff wn %*J
sutM

CfttOmojunic ( mu/
a

a 56.7 0.0482

1 WHO 1 g 74.6 0.0486

i a vnr\AAXiLAr 1 IVl*f J> g 98-5 0.0497

rpi in g 98.7 0.0054

KCI P-

1

g 101.6 0 0093

PABPCl g 101.78 0.0119

ccr i w g 144.4 0.0121

TSTA11 JlnJ g 144.5 0.0122

DDI BKrUl g 145.6 0.0128

TD A 1 y 117.1 0.0136

DPI IS Qy 121.1 0.0133

Qy 121.5 00135
Qy 124.4 0.0137

npp7 9 133.4 0.0139

DCIf prrlvr in 3.2 0.0223

a v d in in 5.1 0.0146
D| AITrLAU tn 75.6 0.0356

DSP inIU 76 7 00289

1 ALLMJ1 j i n 414 0.0143

i 2.9 0.0151

TSSC3 1

1

2.9 0.061

1

O Dl 17

A

1

1

8.7 0.0 1 56

5T5. 1

1

1

1

o.o 0.0162

LDHA 1

1

1 fi 1 0.0168

MDK. 1

1

1

1

0.0162

DOC-1R J i O/.J 0.0167

MMP12 1 1
inn k 0.0177

HYOUI 1

1

1 1 S 0
l J o.y 0.0183

SCNNI

A

ft 1D.J 0.0185

LDHB 1

1

.11 £1./ 0.0193

KRT7 0.0196

K.RT5 52.6 0.0197

K.K 1 PC 1 £ 52.6 0.0201

CD DDI 12 56.2 0.0212

[NAUA 56.8 0.0218

12 71.2 0.O4O1

WTC 12 86.2 0.02 1

5

nOV/L.1 12 103.3 0.0219

12 104.6 0.0223

r*v A OA 12 106.6 0.0124

LUAOrt 1 12 120,7 0.0435

12 122.5 0.0235

DAM 12 129.88 0.0238

DPI \AA 14 48.1 0.0243

r\jU 14 50 7 0.0248

I HtloZ 1 c
i j 37.5 0.0251

T*0 A IT/1TRAr4 1 «
I

J

18 1 0.0253

SPINTI 1 c
13 18 7JO. f O.0254

RPL17 1 c
1 J 45 26 0.041

1

PKM2 15 7ft i

/U. 1

15 88,2 0.021

1

RPL23A I

A

0.377 0.0264

MSLN 1 A10 0.753 0.0366

UBE2I 1

A

i -i
i ,j 0.0271

RPS2 1.95 0.0281

16 3.1 0.0329

ARL6IP 16 18.7 0.0412

v
EIF3S8 16 28.3 00336

TUFM 16 28.9 0.0377

ALDOA 16 30.1 0.038

NME4 16 53.6 0.038

1

GPR56 16 57.4 0.0386

CDH1 16 68.5 0.0289

NQOt 16 69.5 0.0396

SLC7A5 16 87.6 O.0397

APRT 16 88.6 0.0411

GALNS 16 88.6 0.0255

RPL13 16 89.3 0.0431

MCP 17 32.4 0.0465
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Table 1 {continued)

Gene symbol Chro. Distance from p arm of each a
chromosome (Mb)

LRBB2 17 35.11 0.0483

JUP 17 39.8 00495

CRF 17 40.39 0.0505

RPL27 17 41.1 0.0046

NME1 17 46.59 0.0082

COL1AI 17 48.6 0.0108

ABCC3 17 49.1 0.0326

NME2 17 49.6 0.01 11

RPL38 17 72.7 0.0117

SMT3H2 17 73.6 0.0119

SYNCR2 17 76.6 0.0122

LGALS3BP 17 77.4 0.0127

P4HH 17 80.3 0.0126

PPAP2C 19 0221 0.0228

GPI 19 39.55 0.0145

HPN 19 402 0.0129

ZNH46 19 41.4 0.0131

SPINT2 19 43.4 0.0238

PSMD8 19 43.5 0.0132

YIFIP 19 43.5 0.0135

RPSI6 19 44.6 0.0144

CEACAM5 19 46.9 0.0145

CEACAM6 19 46.9 0.0143

GIPR 19 50.8 0,0259

SNRPD2 19 50.9 0 0413

KDELRI 19 53.6 0.0152

RPL28 19 60.6 0.0156

RPS5 19 63.6 0.0267

TRIM28 19 63.7 0.0158

DAP 20 35.6 0.0166

TOPI 20 40.3 00172

UBE2C 20 45.1 0.0174
DO 1 C.M 61.6 0.0268

F.HF1A2 20 62^8 0.0185

TFF3 21 42.6 0.0186

TFFI 21 42.7 0.0192

CSTB 21 44.1 0.0201

MIF 22 22.6 0.0202

XBPI 22 27.5 0.0204

PRDX4 X 22.9 0.0198

SYNI X 46.3 0.0204

T1MPI X 46.J 0.0209

PLP2 X 47.8 0.0212

MAGEDI X 50.3 0.0331

RPS4X X 71 0.0124

SSR4 X 152.6 0.0232

corresponding increases in both DNA copy number and

mRNA provides further evidence that these could be

oncogenes, the activation of which is reflected by

genomic amplification and consequent increases in

transcript level in lung adenocarcinoma cell lines.

Specific inhibition o/E£F1A2 and KCIP-1 expression by

siRNAs led to decreased cell proliferation and induction of
apoptosis

To further prove the oncogenic function of the identified

genes in lung tumorigenesis, we used siRNAs to inhibit

the endogenous expression of EEF1A2 and KCIP-1

protein in four lung cancer cell lines (HI 563, H229,

H522, and SK-LU). Transfection of the cancer cells with

specific siRNAs reduced the level of EEF1A2 and

KCIP-l protein by 70-90% 48 h after transfection

(Supplementary Figure 4S). In contrast, EEF1A2 and

KCIP-1 protein levels remained unchanged in mock-

treated control cells and in cells transfected with a

scrambled siRNA sequence. At 48 h after siRNA
transfection, the percentage of proliferation of the

transfected cancer cells was reduced to 15-30% as

compared with 91-100% of cell proliferation of the

same cell lines treated with PBS or scrambled siRNA
(Supplementary Figure 5S). Apoptosis of siRNA-

transfected cells was 27-34%, whereas only 4% of the

same cell lines treated with PBS or scrambled siRNA
showed apoptosis. These results strongly support an

oncogenic role for the identified genes in lung cancer and

confirm their potential usefulness as therapeutic targets

for the disease.

Amplification and protein expression of KCIP-l and

EEF1A2 in lung tissue

To further validate these findings and to assess the

possible clinical significance of the four potential

putative oncogenes identified from the cell lines, we first

applied fluorescence in situ hybridization and immuno-
histochemical analysis, in parallel, to commercially

available human lung tissue microarrays (Ambion,

Austin, TX, USA) to evaluate the status of two of these

four genes in lung cancer tissue specimens. (Commer-
cially available antibodies to PRDXI or CALR were

not suitable for use in immunohistochemical analysis

when this report was written.) Overexpression of KC1P-
l and EEF1A2 protein in the tumors was concordant

with amplification of the corresponding genes

(P = 0.0003 for KCIP-1 and P= 0.0011 for EEF1A2).
For example, 16 (35%) of the 46 lung adenocarcinomas

in the microarray showed amplification of KCtP-I, and

strong cytoplasmic staining for KCIP-1 protein was seen

in 18 tumors (39%) (Figure 2). We next examined

whether overexpression of these genes was associated

with increased cell proliferation by analysing Ki-67

expression in contiguous sections of the tissue micro-

arrays. Positive Ki-67 expression was found to correlate

with positive expression of both KCIP-1 (/> = 0.02) and

EEFIA2 (/* = 0.01). To extend these findings, we then

studied 1 1 tissue microarray blocks comprising normal

and tumor tissue specimens from 113 patients with

pathologic stage I non-small-cell lung cancer who had

undergone curative surgery (Wang et a/., 2005).

Immunohistochemical analysis showed that EEF1A2
was expressed in 32 cases (28%) and KCIP-1 in 29 cases

(26%). Univariate and multivariate Cox proportional

hazards models were used to detect possible associations

between EEFIA2 and KCIP-1 expression and clinico-

pathologic variables. Expression of EEF1A2 or KCTP-l
was associated with short overall survival time

(/>= 0.00 12 for EEFIA2 and /> = 0.0026 for KCIP-1)
(Supplementary Figure 6S). Age at diagnosis, histologic

type of cancer, degree of tumor differentiation, and
smoking history were not associated with survival time.

Although only two genes were validated in the lung

tissue microarrays (because available antibodies to

the other two genes were not suitable for use in

Oncogene
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Table 2 Proteins showing significant overexpression id caaocr cell hols relative to those in norma! bronchial epithelial cell lines and their

correlation coefficients with increased DNA copy number or mRNA valuer

Ace. no. Gene ID Gene Mwfpl Description r with geno-

mic copy

change?

r with mRNA
changes*

Q06830 5052 PRDXl 48.4/5.4 Peroxiredoxin 1 0.92364 0.91892

005639 1917 EEFIA2 50.5/5.7 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor t alpha 2 0.90218 0.89456

P2779? 811 CALR 61/5.5 dlreticultn 0.84128 0.86434

P63104 7534 KCIP-I 27/6.5 Tyrosine 3-monooxygenase activation protein, zeta 0.84467 0.85499

P07237 5034 P4HB 54/6.2 Procollagen-proline, 2-oxoglutarate 4-*dioxygena*e 0.91884 0.76786

Q0469S 3872 KRT17 48.0/4.9 Keratin 17 0.00236 0.86892

P092U 2950 CSTP1 23.2/4.7 Glutathione ^-transferase pi 0.84218 0.69456

PI 7936 3486 1GFBP-3 31.6/5.8 Insulin-like growth-factor binding protein 3 0.06412 0.16434

P2664I 1937 EEF1G 50/6.4 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 gamma 0.00446 0.85549

P08727 3880 KRTI9 44.1/5.2 Kxralin 19 -0.04884 0.86786

P04792 3315 HSPB1 22/6,5 Heat shock 27 kDa protein 1 0.00364 0.31892

P005S8 5230 PGKI 44,5/4.2 PhosphogJycerate kinase 1 0.50402 0.79456

Q01995 5876 TAGUN 22.5/4.3 Transgelin -0.34128 -0 26434

P0863I 3055 JTK.9 59.5/6.8 Hemopoietic cell kinase -0.01446 0.02549

P09382 3956 LGAL51 16/5.5 Galectin-I, galactoside-binding, soluble, 1 0.026623 0.01123

Q92784 81 10 DPF3 25.8/4.8 D4, zinc and double PHD fingers, family 3 0.094884 -0.03214

P54257 9001 HAPI 75.5/6.5 Huntington-assoctaied protein 1 0.12364 -O.08108

P05783 3875 ICRT18 48/5.3 Keratin 18 0.010218 0.60544

P05787 3856 JCRT8 9.2/4.4 Keratin 8 0.041280 0.84566

P00738 3240 HP 55.2/6.2 Haptoglobin 0.044679 -0,14501

P09769 2268 FOR 59.5/5.2 Gardner-Rasheed feline sarcoma viral oncogene homolog 0.03 1 264 —U. 1 J lay

P 19838 4790 NFKB1 50.4/6.3 Nuclear factor of kappa light gene enhancer in B-cclls I 0.04467 -0.14501

P29034 6273 S100A2 10.9/4.6 S 100 calcium-binding protein A2 0.87964 0.243214

QI3IU5 7709 ZBTB17 87.9/5.3 Zinc-finger and BTB domain containing 1

7

-0.17636 0.048108

Q00987 4193 MDM2 75.2/4.8 Transformed 3T3 cell double minute 2 -0.19782 -0.50544

P278I6 4134 MAP4 1 1 1/5.4 Microtubule-associated protein 4 0.25872 -005356

P52732 3832 K1FII 119.2/6.2 Kincsin family member II. -0.25778 -0 53444

P25205 4172 MCM3 90.9/5.5 M inichromosome maintenance deficient 3 0.25644 0.053666

P08631 3055 HCK. 59.5/5.7 Hemopoietic cell kinase 0.65533 0 054501

P09237 4316 MMP7 22,6/5.8 Matrix metalloprotetnasc 7 0.234987 0.876820

P30305 994 CDC25B 64.9/4.5 Cell division cycle 25B 0.045)16 0.283214

P50290 998 CDC42 21.3/6.1 Cell division cyde 42 (GTP-binding protein, 25 kDa) -0.47636 0.088108

P6I586 387 RHOA 19.8/6.9 Ras homolog gene family, member A -0-49782 -0.00544

P63000 5879 RACI 21.5/6.8 Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 -0.05583 -0.03566

P07437 203068 TUBB 49.6/6.5 Tubulin, beta polypeptide 0.255533 0.145010

P24864 898 CCNEI 47.1/4.3 Cyclin El -0.65116 0.232149

P04141 1437 CSF2 16.9/6.3 Colony stimulating factor 2 (granulocyte-macrophage) -0.64636 -1.28108

P28072 5694 PSMB6 25.3/5.2 Proteasome (prowme, macropain) subunit, beta type, 6 -0.69782 -1.30544

P00352 216 ALD- 54.7/4.3 Aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 family, member Al -0.75872 0.03356

Q030I3 2948

H1A1
GTM4 25.3/5.0 Glutathione 5-trartsferase M4 -0.78533 0.134501

P63241 1984 EIF5A 10/4.4 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A -0.97893 -1.44321

Q01469 2171 EFABP 18.0/4.2 Fatty acid-binding protein 5 0.25684 -0.36432

Only the gene showing statistically significant increased protein expression with increases in both genomic copy number and transcript

simultaneously will be considered as potential putative oncogene in lung adenocarcinoma cells.
b
r, Spearman correlation coefficients between

proteins and genomic or mRNA values are based on all six cancer cell lines; bold indicates /»<0.05, if r> 0.84000. Mw, molecular weight; p/,

isoelectric point.

immunohistochemical analysis), these findings are con-

sistent with those from our cell tines, demonstrating

again that genomic amplification and consequent

increases in amounts of transcript may be, at least in

part, driving the abundance of proteins in these lung

tumors. The association between expression of these

genes and that of Ki-67, a known indicator of poor

prognosis in lung cancer (Martin el a/., 2004), suggests

that activation of these genes may be an indicator of

tumor aggressiveness. These results also suggest that

expression of EEFIA2 and KCLP-I proteins in stage I

non-small-cell lung cancer may be useful as a marker for

distinguishing patients with relatively poor prognosis

from those who might benefit from adjuvant treatment.

Discussion

Our current study illustrates the power of integrated

functional genomic analyses for identifying putative

oncogenes and for evaluating their potential clinical

significance. Among the four identified oncogenes, three

genes {PRDXl, CALR, and KCIP-1) have been im-

plicated in lung tumorigenesis. PRDXl is an antioxidant

protein involved in regulating cell proliferation, differ-

entiation, and apoptosis. Kim et al. (2003) found

PRDXl expression to be elevated in both lung cancer

and adjacent normal lung tissue, suggesting that

activation of PRDXl may enhance proliferation in lung

cancer. CALR has a major role in Ca2 * binding and the

Onco0*n«
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PROX1

EEF1A2

CALR

KCIP-1

NFKB1

Figure 1 Confirmation by Southern, Northern, and Western blot

analyses of increased DNA copies, transcript levels, and protein

levels in the four genes identified in high-throughput analyses. For

comparison, we arbitrarily chose one gene, NFKBI, in which an

increased protein level did not correlate with genetic changes. The

blotting results are consistent wilh the results from the CGH array,

transcript array, and protcomic analyses. Nor, indicates normal

bronchial epithelial cell line. All the experiments were repeated at

least three times with each cell line. Means of normalized to 0-actin

signal intensities on Southern, Northern, and Western blots, along

wilh 95% confidence intervals, were calculated (0-actin signals axe

not shown in the figure; two difTcrcnt normal bronchial epithelial

cell lines were used in the confirmation and only one normal cell

line is shown in the figure).

transcriptional regulation of other genes and was

recently found to be overexpressed in 73% of 40 lung

adenocarcinomas (Oates and Edwards, 2000). KCIP-1

belongs to the 14-3-3 family, which participates via the

MAPK and Wnt signaling pathways in the regulation of

many cellular processes including cell proliferation and

differentiation as well as tumorigenesis (Thomas et ai
w

2005). KCIP-1 was recently found to be expressed in all

12 lung tumors tested in a single-institution study (Qi

et al. t 2005). Interestingly, EEF1A2 was originally

considered a putative oncogene in ovarian cancer on

the basis of its being amplified in 25% and over-

expressed in 30% of the same set of ovarian tumors
(

(Anand et a/., 2002); functional analyses have estab-

lished its oncogenic role in cellular transformation (Lee,

2003). Our discovery that EEF1A2 may be a putative

oncogene in lung adenocarcinoma demonstrates the

power of our functional genomic strategy for rapidly

identifying potential oncogenes.

Although the main focus of this study was to

specifically identify putative oncogenes, it should be

noted that 90.7% of the genes showing high protein

expression did not show corresponding increases

in both DNA copy number and transcript, a finding

consistent with that of others that transcriptional,

translational, and post-translational regulatory mccha-
*
nisms can greatly influence the abundance of protein

in lung tumorigenesis (Chen et al,, 2002). For example,

NFKBI is a critical arbiter of immune responses,

cell survival, and transformation and is often activated

in several types of tumors (Chen et ci/., 2002). De-

regulation of NFKBI is thought to be modulated

through phosphorylation of Ser337 by protein kinase

A (Chen et aL, 2002). In our study, 68.8% of the

genes showing over-representation in the genome

did not show elevated transcript levels, implying

that at least some of these genes are 'passenger* genes

that are concurrently amplified because of their

location with respect to araplicons but lack bio-

logical relevance in terms of the development of lung

adenocarcinoma.

Although the potential oncogenes we identified here

are likely to be important, certainly other oncogenes

could be involved in the development of lung adeno-

carcinoma. The oltgo microarray we used consists of

22 000 probes, which represent only about 60% of the

human genome. Moreover, each probe was designed for

the 3' region of expressed sequence tags of the selected

genes. Also, our results were initially derived from

cancer cell lines, although the findings were later

confirmed in human tissue samples. Our ongoing study

using microarrays with information on more genes

and the development of high-resolution proteomic

analyses for use with larger numbers of specimens will

allow more comprehensive analyses of the molecular

consequences of gene amplifications. Such expanded

analyses will very likely lead to the identification of

additional oncogenes.

Some of the results of our current study were

comparable to those of other studies of lung cancer.

For example, genomic copy number and protein levels

of KCIP-1 were previously found to be amplified and

overexpressed in primary lung cancers by cDNA clone-

based CGH array analysis (Jiang et at., 2004) and

proteomic analysis (Chen et a\. % 2002), respectively. Our
functional genomic approach, which integrates simulta-

neous CGH, transcript microarrys, proteomic analyses,

and siRNA, allows us not only to quickly identify

potential oncogenes but also to explore their significance

as diagnostic and therapeutic targets in tumor progres-

sion - more than could be achieved by any technique

alone.

Genes identified in this way may serve as promising

targets for diagnosis and therapy in lung adenocarci-

noma. Further research on the clinical implications of

such genes is needed; experiments now underway in our

laboratory include overexpression of the genes in

normal cells, disruption of the function of these genes

in cancer cells, and investigation of how interactions

among these genes (or interactions with other known
oncogenes) may mediate the expression of the trans-

formed phenotype.

Oncogens
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Figure 2 EEFIA2 amplification is associated with high EEF1A2 protein expression in lung adenocarcinomas, (a) Cells from a lung

adenocarcinoma sample in which EEFIA2 is amplified show more green signals (EEFJA2) than red signals (chromosome 20

ccntromeric probe) (original magnification, x 400). (b) Immunohistochemical staining of cells from the same tissue sample as in panel

a shows strong EEFIA2 staining in the cytoplasm, (c) A lung adenocarcinoma sample with two copies of EEFJA2 and chromosome 20

ccntromeric probe, indicating no EEFIA2 amplification (original magnification, x 400). (d) Immunohistochemical staining of cells

from the same tissue sample as in panel c shows negative staining for EEFIA2.

Materials and methods

Celt lines

Six human lung adenocarcinoma cell lines (H23, H229, H1792,

SK-LU-l, H522, and HI 563) were obtained from the

American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA).

Two normal bronchial epithelial cell lines were obtained from

Clontcch (Palo Alto, CA, USA). Genomic DNA, mRNA, and

protein were derived from a single harvest of these cells.

DNA and RNA profiles by microarray analysis

Genomic DNA labeling and hybridization were performed as

described previously (Barrett et aL, 2004) with Agilent's

Human 1A Oligo Microarray (V2) (Agilent Technologies,

Palo Alto, CA. USA), which contains 22000 unique 60-mer

oligos. Details of the protocol for analysing transcripts are

available at http://www.chem.agilent.com. Map positions for

arrayed genes were assigned by identifying the DNA sequence

represented in the UniGene cluster and matching it with the

Golden Path genome assembly (http://genome.ucsc.edu/; Mat
7, 2004 Freeze). Microarray images of DNA copy number and

expression were analysed by using AgilentCGH Analytics and

Feature Extraction software. DNA copy number profiles that

deviated significantly from background signal ratios (measured

from normal control cell hybridization, as described elsewhere;

Barrett et al.
t
2004) were interpreted as evidence of true

differences in DNA copy number. The criteria for defming

genomic over-representation and amplicons are described

elsewhere (Hyman et al., 2002); details are given in the

Supplementary Information. An increase in mRNA level was
defined as a twofold increase in signal ratio relative to that of

the control (Iog2 > 1).

Quantitative two-dimensional PAGE and mass spectrometry

Analysts of proteins by two-dimensional PAGE and their

identification by mass spectrometry were performed as

previously described (Shen et al., 2004). Briefly, protein pellets

were solubilized in rehydration buffer, after which the first-

dimension isoelectric focusing was carried out with a Protean

IEF Cell (Bio-Rad Laboratories) and the second-dimension

separation was carried out with Bio-Rad's Ready Gel Precast

Gels and the Bio-Rad Criterion Cell apparatus. Protein spots

were visualized by silver-based staining, and all gels were

assessed with Bio-Rad *s PDQuest 2D gel image analysis

software. Selected spots were subjected to in-gel tryptic

digestion and analysed on a Voyager-DE PRO matrix-assisted

laser desorption ionization/time-of-flight mass spectrometer

(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The mass list of

the 20 most intense monoisotopic peaks for each sample was
entered in the MS-Fit search program (v3.2.1) (http://

prospector.ucsf.edu/ucsfhtmJ4.0/msfit.htm) and searched in

the National Center for Biotechnology Information protein

database.

Southern, Northern, and Western blot analyses

Southern, Northern, and Western blot hybridizations were
performed according to standard protocols. cDNA clones for

the tested genes were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad,
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CA, USA) and prepared as probes for ihe blot hybridizations.

Antibodies used were obtained as follows: PRDX1, CALR,
NFKB1. KCIP-l, and 0-actin from Sanu Cruz Biotechnology

(Santa Cruz, CA, USA); and EEF1 A2 from Upstate Biotech-

nology (Waltham, MA. USA).

Fluorescence in situ hybridization and invnunohistochemical

analyses of lung tissue microarrays

Fluorescence in siiu hybridizations and immuaohistochemical

analyses of KCIP-l and EEF 1 A2 were carried out as described

elsewhere (Jiang et a/., 2002; Wang et a/., 2005) with Lung

Tissue Microarrays (Amnion, Austin, "TX, USA) and 1

1

homemade microarray blocks containing tissue samples from

113 patients with pathologic stage l non-small-cell lung cancer

(Wang et <i/. ( 2005). DNA probes specific for KCIP-l and

EEPIA2 were obtained by screening a Human BAC Clone

library (Invitrogcn) by polymerase chain reaction as described

previously (Jiang et al. f 2002). The antibodies used for the

immunohistochemical analyses were the same as those used

for ihe Western blotting. Cell proliferation of the lung tissues

was assessed with a Ki~67 monoclonal antibody from Santa

Cruz Biotechnology. Definitions of the cutoff value for a

positive result of each antibody are shown in Supplementary

Information.

siRNA iransfeciion, cellular proliferation assay, and apoptosis

analysis

Transfections were carried out by using siPORT Lipid

Transfection Agent (Ambion) with siRNAs targeting KCIP-l

or EEFIA2 or with a scrambled siRNA duplex (siControl)

(Dharmaeon Inc., Lafayette, CO, USA), with PBS used as a

negative control (Jiang et al. t 2002). Cells were fixed 24, 48, or

96 h later and subjected to further tests. All siRNAs were

prepared by using a transcription-based method with Silencer

siRNA according to the manufacturer's instructions (Am-

bion). Sequences of the individual siRNAs are listed in

Supplementary Table 4S. Inhibition of cell growth by the
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ABSTRACT The consistent cytogenetic translocation .of

chronic myelogenous leukemia (the Philadelphia chromosome,

Ph 1
) has been observed In cells of multiple hematopoietic

lineages. This translocation creates a chimeric gene composed

of breakpoint-cluster-region {bcr) sequences from chromosome

22 fused to a portion of the oncogene on chromosome 9, The

resulting gene product (P210e-*bl
) resembles the traiisformlng

protein of the Abelson murine leukemia virus in its structure

and tyrosine kinase activity. P210
Mhl

Is expressed in Phr
-

positive cell lines of myeloid lineage and In clinical specimens

with myeloid.predominance. We show here that Epsteln-Barr

virus-transformed B-lymphocyte lines that ,
retain Phl can

express P210c*abl
. The level of expression in these B-cell lines is

generally lower and more variable than that observed for

myeloid lines. Protein expression Is not related to amplification

of the abl gene but to variation in the level of bcr-abl mRNA
produced from a single Ph 1 template.

Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) is a disease of the

pluripotent stem cell (1). In greater than 95% of patients, the

leukemic cells contain the cytogenetic marker known as the

Philadelphia chromosome, or Ph1
(2). This reciprocal

translocation event between the long arms of chromosomes

9 and 22 has been used as a disease-specific marker for

diagnosis and evaluation of therapy. Multiple hematopoietic

lineages, including myeloid and B-lymphoid, contain Ph 1 in

early or chronic phase, as well as in the more acute accel-

erated and blast crisis phases of the disease.

One molecular consequence of Ph* is the translocation of

the chromosomal arm containing the c-abl gene on chromo-

some 9 into the middle of the breakpoint-cluster region (bcr)

gene on chromosome 22 (3-6).* Although the precise

translocation breakpoints are variable, an RNA-splicing

mechanism generates a very similar 8-kilobase (kb) mRNA in

each case (5-9). The hybrid bcr-abl message encodes a

structurally altered form of the abl oncogene product, called

P2!Qc-abi (io-13), with an amino-terininal segment derived

from a portion of the exons of bcr on chromosome 22 and a

carboxyl-terminal segment derived from a major portion of

the exohs of the c-abl gene on chromosome 9. The chimeric

structure of bcr-abl and the resultingP2Wabl
is similar to the

structure of the Abelson murine leukemia -virus gag-dbl

genome and resulting PieO!*** transfonning gene product.

Both proteins have very similar tyrosine kinase activities (10,

11, 14) which can be distinguished by their relative stability

to denaturing detergents and by their ATP requirements from

the recently described tyrosine kinase activity of. the c-abl

gene product (15).

The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge

payment, this article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement"

in accordance with 18 U.S.G. 61734- solely to indicate this fact.

In concert with structural modification of the amino-

terminal portion of the abl gene, increased level of expression

has been implicated in activation of c-abl oncogenic poten-

tial. Myeloid and erythroid cell lines and clinical samples

derived from acute-phase CML patients contain about 10-

fold higher levels ofthe 8-kb bcr-abl mRNA' and P210c
-abl than

the c-ablmRNA forms (6 and 7 kb) and P145c_,lbl gene product

(5, .8, 9, li),.The higher level of expression oif the chimeric

bcrrabl message in acute-phase cells is not iikely to be solely

due to the presence of the bcr promoter sequences at the 5'

end of the gene,, since the normal 4.5-rkb and 6.7^kb bcr-

encoded mRNA species are expressed at an even lower level

man the normal c-abl messages (5, 6).

We have analyzed a series ofsEpstein-Barr virus-immor-

talized B-lymphpid cell lines derived fromCML patients (16).

With such in vitro clonal cell lines, we can evaluate whether

the presence of t*h
l always results in synthesis ofthe chimeric

bcr-abl message and protein, and whether the quantitative

expression varies for cells of B-lymphoid lineage as com-

pared to previously examined myeloid cell lines. Our results

show that cell lines that retain Ph1 do express bcr-abl message

and protein, but that the level is generally lower and more

variable than previously seen for myeloid* cell lines. The
demonstration that the Ph1 chromosomal template can vary

in its level of expression of P210c^1 suggests that secondary

mechanisms, beyond the translocation itself, contribute to

the regulation of the bcr-abl gene in different cell types or

subclones that derive from the affected stem cell.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and Cell Labelings. Epstein-Barr virus-transformed

B-lymphoid cell lines were established from peripheral blood

samples of chronic- and acute-phase CML patients as report*

ed (16). The cell lines are designated according to patient

number, karyotype, , and lineage. For example, SK-

CML7Bt(9,22)-33 refers to CML patient 7, B-Jymphoid cell

line, 9;22 translocation (Ph 1
), cell line 33; and SK-CML7BN-

2 refers to B-cell line 2 with a normal karyotype derived from,

the same patient. Repeat karyotype analysis was performed

to verify the retention of Ph1 just prior to analysis for abl

protein and RNA. Cells were maintained in RPMI .1640

medium with 20% fetal bovine serum. We have not observed

any consistent pattern of in vitro growth rate that correlates

to the stage of disease at the time of transformation with

Epstein-Barr virus. Cells (1.5 x 107) were washed twice with

Dulbecco's modified Eagle* s medium lacking phosphate and

Abbreviations: bcr, breakpoint-cluster region;. CML, chronic

myelogenous.leukemia; kb, kilobase(s).

^Present address: Department of Genetics, University of Washing-

ton, Seattle, WA 98195.
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supplemented with S% dialyzed fetal bovine serum. Cells

were then resuspended in 2 ml of the minimal medium.

Labeling was started with the addition of ["PJorthophos-

phate (1 mCi/ml; ICN; 1 Ci = 37 GBq) and continued at 37°C

for 3-4 hr.
'

Irornunoprecipltation and Immunoblotting,. Immunoprecip-

itations were carried out as described (10). Cells (1.5 X JO
7
)

were washed with phosphate-buffered saline and extracted

with 3-5 ml of phosphate lysis buffer (1% Triton X-100/0.1

NaDodSO4/0.5% deoxycholate/10 mM Na2HPO<, pH 7,5/

100 mM NaCl) with 5 mM EDTA and 5 mM phenylmethyl-

sulfonyl fluoride. Extracts were clarified by centrifugation

and precipitated with normal or rabbit anti-abl sera (anti-

pEX-2 or anti-pEX-5) (17). The precipitated proteins were

electrophoresed in a NaDodS04/8% polyacrylamide gel.

32P-labeled proteins were detected by autoradiography.

Alternatively, abl proteins were detected by immunoblotting.

Extracts from unlabeled cells were clarified, and proteins

were concentrated by immunoprecipitation with rabbit anti-

sera against a6/-encoded proteins [anti-pEX-2 and anti-pEX-

5 combined (17)] and then fractionated in 8% acrylamide gels.

The proteins were transferred from the gel to nitrocellulose

filters, using protease-facilitated transfer (18). The abl-

encoded proteins were detected using murine monoclonal

antibodies as a probe and peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-

mouse second stage antibody (Bio-Rad) for development.

Rabbit antisera and mouse monoclonal antibodies to abl

proteins were prepared using bacterially expressed regions of

the v-abl protein as immunogens (17, 19). Anti-pEX-2 anti-

bodies react with the internal tyrosine kinase domain and

anti-pEX-5 antibodies react with the carboxyl-terminal seg-

ment of the abl proteins.

RNA Analysis. RNA was extracted from 108 cells by the

NaDodS04/urea/pHenpl method (20). Polyadenylylated

RNA was purified by oligo(dT) affinity chromatography.

Samples were electrophoresed in a 1% agarose/formalde-

hyde gel and transferred to nitrocellulose, abl RNA species

were detected by hybridization with a nick-translated v-abl

fragment probe (21).

DNA Analysis. DNA was prepared from 5 x 107 cells of

each cell line and processed for Southern blots with a v-abl

probe as described (21).

RESULTS

Variable Levels of^Hr-" Are Detected in Ph^Positive Cell

Lines. Ph^positive and Ph!-negative, Epstein-Barr virus-

transformed B-lymphocyte cell lines derived from the same

patient were examined for P210^w synthesis by immuno-

precipitation of [
3iP]orthophosphate-labeled cell extracts

with anti-abl sera (Fig. 1). The normal c-abl protein P145c'aW

was detected at a similar level in multiple Phl-positive arid

Ph l-negative cell lines. F210°-M was only detected in the

Ph^positive cell lines because the bcr*abl chimeric gene

which encodes P210cmbl resides on the Ph1
(4, 5, 11, 13). The

level of P210c'abl was about 4- to 5-fold higher than the level

of P145c-bl in the SK-CML7Bt-33 cell line (Fig. 1A, +). The

Ph^positive erythroid-progenitor cell line K562 (C) showed

a level of mo'"* 1 about 10-fold higher than P145c-bl
.

However, the level of P210c
*aW was about one-fifth that of

p145c-*w in thQ phi.positive SK-CML16BM ceil line (Fig. IB,

+). Comparison of different autoradiographic exposures

roughly indicated that the level of P210e"*b! varies over a

20-fold range between these Phl-positive B-cell lines. .Anal-

ysis offour additional Phl-positive B-cell lines demonstrated

that the level of P210c
*aW

fell into two general classes; some

cell lines had a level of P210c*b! similar to SK-CML7Bt-33
and others had the low level similar to SK-CML16BM (Table

1). This differs from previous studies with Ph^positive

myeloid cell lines and patient samples derived from acute-

A B C
+ - + +

123 123 123 123 12

Fio. 1. Detection of variable levels of P210c-W
in Ph l-positive

B-cell lines. Production of P14S~U and P210Mbl in Epstein-Barr

virus-itransformed B-cell lines derived from a blast-crisis (A) and a

chronic-phase (£) CML patient was examined by metabolic labeling

with ["P]orthophosphate and immunoprecipitation. Ph J-negative

(-) and Phl-positive (+) cell lines derived from each patient were

analyzed. The Ph^negative cell Une in A, - is SK-CML7BN-2 and in

B t
- is SK-CML16BN-1. The Phl-positive cell line in A,+ is

SK-CML7Bt-33 and in 3,+ is SK-CML16Bt-l. The K562 cell line, a

Ph^positive erythroid progenitor cell line spontaneously derived

from a Mast-crisis patient (33), is represented in C. Cells (1.5 x 107)

were metabolically labeled with 2 mCi of("P]orthophosphate for 3-4

hr and then were extracted and clarified by centrifugation. Samples

were immunoprecipitated with control normal serum (lanes 1),

anti-pEX :2 Ganes 2). or anu-pEX-5 Qanes 3) and analyzed by

NaDodSO</8% PAGE followed by autoradiography with an inten-

sifying screen (3 days for A and C, 10 days for £).

phase CML patients, in which P210c-abI was detected at a

10-fold higher level than P145c-'bI (refs. 10 and 11; Table 1).

There was no large difference in level ofchimeric mRNA and

p21()c-^i expressed in four myeloid/erythroid-lineage Ph1-

positive cell lines (K562, EM2, EM3, Ch£L22 t and BV173;

refs. 9 and 11), despite a 4- to 5-fold amplification of

aM-related sequences in the K562 cell line.

. Detection of different levels of P210c-abl
in Fig. 1 could be

due to decreased phosphorylation of P210c
*?bl

, a lower level

of P210c abl synthesis, or altered stability of the protein. To
help distinguish among these possibilities, the steady-state

level of P210c*abl
in the cell lines was assayed by immuno-

blotting. The results show that SK-CML7Bt,33 (Fig. 2A, +)

had a higher level ofP210c^bl than P145, similar to the results

with metabolic labeling (Fig. 1). We did not detect P210c-*bl

by immunoblotting with 2 x 107 cells of line SK-CML8Bt-3
(Fig. 2B, +). Reconstruction experiments using dilutions of

cell extracts showed that we could detect about 5-10% the

level of P210°*
aW expressed in the K562 cell line (data not

shown). We infer that the steady-state level of P210c
**bl

in

SK-CML8Bt-3 is lower than the level in SK-CML7Bt-33 by

a factor of at least 10. The level of P210c_abl detected in these

assays correlated with the amount ofP210c
*abl tyrosine kinase

activity that could be detected in vitrp (data not shown).

Different Levels of P210p*bl Are Reflected in the Amount of

Stable bcr-abl mRNA. To identify the basis for detection of

variable levels of P210c'abI
, we examined the production of

the abl RNA. RNA blot hybridization analysis using a v-abl

probe (Fig. 3) showed that the normal 6- arid 7rkb c-abl

mRNAs were present at a similar level in Ph1-positive and

-negative cell' line's derived from different patients. However,

the 8-kb mRNA that encodes P210c"abl was detected at a

ltf-fold higher level in SK-CML7Bt-33 (Fig. 3A, +) than in

SK-CML16BM (£, +). which correlated with the relative

level of P210c**bl detected in- each cell line. Analysis of

additional cell lines demonstrated that the level of 8-kb RNA
directly correlated with the ievel of P210c'abI (Table 1). The

. variation in level of 8-kb RNA detected in these cell lines was
not due to loss or gain of Ph1

, because cytogenetic analysis

confirmed the presence of Ph1
in these cell lines (ref. 16 and
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Table 1. Relative levels of bcr-abl expression in Epsteith-Barr.

virus-immortalized B-cell lines and myeloid CML lines

i \

~
8-kb

A
- + . - +

C
+

Cell line* CML phase* Ph1* P210* mRNA*'

SK-CML7BN-2 BC
SK-CML8BN-10 Chronic

SK-CML8BN-12 Chronic

SK-CML16BN-1 Chronic

SK-CML35BN-1 Chronic

SK-CML7B5-33 BC + + ++ ++ +

SK-CML21Bt-l Acc + + + • + + +

SK-CML21BI* Acc + • + + +.

SK-CML8BI-3 Chronic + +
_

SK-CML16BM Chronic + • + .+

SK-CML35Bt-2 . Chronic . + • + '+ '

K562 BC + +++++ • ++ + ++

BV173 BC + ++++ ++ + + +

EM2 . BC + + + + + + + + + + +

•Cell lines derived from CML patients
.
by transformation with

Epslein-Barr virus as described (16). Names of cell lines indicate

patient number and Phl status: SK-CML7Bt indicates a cell line

derived from patient 7 that carries the 9,22 Ph1 translocation; N
indicates a normal karyotype. Myeloid-erythroid cell lines (K562,

EM2, and BV173) are described in previous publications (9, 11, 22,

33). ...
^Status of patient at the time cell line was derived. BC, blast ensis;

Acc, accelerated phase.

Presence (+) or absence (-) of Ph1 as demonstrated by karyotype

or Southern blot analysis.
'

5p210c-4bi detected as described in legend to Fig. 1. B-cell Unes

derived from blast-crisis and accelerated-phase patients had levels

of P210 3- to 5-fold higher (+++) than levels of P145. Chronic,

phase-derived ceU Unes had P210 levels lower than orjust equivalent

(+) to the level of P145. Myeloid and erythroid lines had levels of

P210 5- to 10-fold higher than P145 (+ + + + +).

*Eight-kilobase bcr-abl mRNA detected as described in legend to

Fig 2 Symbols: ±, borderline detectable; .+.++ ++, level of 8-kb

mRNA 5- to 10-fold higher than that of the 6- and 7-kb c-ablmRNA
species; + + + , level of 8-kb mRNA 3- to 5-fold higher than that of

the 6- and 7-kb species; +, a level approximately equivalent to that

of the 6- and 7-kb messages.

data not shown). There was no difference in the copy number

of aW-related sequences as judged by Southern blot analysis

(Fig. 4). Only the K562 cell line control showed an amplifi-

cation of abl sequences, as previously reported (22, 23).

These combined data suggest that differential bcrTabl mRNA
expression from a single gene template is responsible for the

variable levels of P210(>abl detected. This could be mediated

— P210

— P145

Fio. 2. Analysis of steady-state abl protein levels by imnrano-

blotting. Cell extracts prepared from 2 x 107 cells of Unes SK-

CML7BN-2 (A,-). SK-CML7BI-33 (A,+), SK-CML8BN-10 (£,-),

and SK CML8Bt-3 (B,+) were, concentrated by immunoprecip-

itation with anti-pEX-2 plus anti-pEX-5. Samples were then electro-

phoresed in a NaDodS(V$9& polyacrylamide gel and transferred to

nitrocellulose, using protease-facilitated transfer (18). abl proteins

were detected using a mixture of two monoclonal antibodies directed

against the pEX-2 and pEX-5 aW-protein fragments produced in

bacteria (19) as a probe and a pcroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse

second-stage antibody (Bio-Rad) for development.

mm >mm-*m- :
b

-8
-7
-6

Fig. 3. Comparison of abl RNA levels in Phl*positive and

-negative B-cell lines. The levels of the normal 6- and 7-kb c-abl

RNAs and the 8-kb bcr-ablRNA were analyzed by blot hybridization

using a v-aW probe, RNA was extracted from Ph^negauve lines

SK-CML7BN-2 (A,—) and SK-CML16BN-1 (B,-), from Ph1-pos-

itive lines SK-CML6BI-33 (A,+) and SK-CML16Bt-3 (B,+), and

from line K562 (C,+) by the NaDodSb4/urea/phenol method (20),

Polyadenylylated RNA was purified by oligo(dT) affinity chroma-

tography, and 15 jig of each sample was electrophoresed in a 1%
agarose/formaldehyde gel and then transferred to nitrocellulose. The

blotted RNAs were hybridized with a nickrtranslated v-abl fragment

probe (21) and then autoradiographed for 4 days.

by factors influencing the transcription rate of the bcr-abl

gene or the stability, of the mRNA.

DISCUSSION

Several lines of evidence suggest that formation of Ph1
is not

the primary event that affects the stem cell in CML, Patients

have been identified that present with the clinical picture of

CML but only later develop Ph1
(1). This observation,

coupled with studies of G6PD (glucose-6-phosphate dehy-

drogenase)-heterozygous females with CML that demon-

strate stem-cell clbnality by isozyme analysis among, cell

Fio. 4. Southern blot analysis of abl sequences in Ph'-positive

and -negative B-cell lines.. High molecular weight DNA (15 >tg) was

digested with restriction endonuciease BamHl, separated in a 0.8%

agarose gel, and then transferred to nitrocellulose. The blotted DNA
fragments were hybridized with a nick-translated, 2.4-kb BglU \-abl

fragment (1.5 x 10
8 cpm//ig; ref. 21) and exposed for 4 days. (A)

Autoradiogram of aW-specific fragments in cell Unes HL-60 (lane 1),

EM2 (lane 2), K562 (lane 3), SK-CML7Bt-33 (lane 4). SK-CML8Bt-3

Cane 5), SK-CML16BM (lane .6), SK-CML21BI-6 (lane 7), SK-

CML35Bt-2 (iane 8), SK-CML7BN-2 (lane 9), SK-CML8BN-2 (lane

10), and SK-CML35BN-1 (lane 11). (B) Ethidium bromide stainmg of

agarose gel prior to transfer to nitrocellulose, showing the level of

variation in amount of DNA loaded per lane.
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populations that lack the Ph l marker, supports a secondary

or complementary role for Ph l
in the progression of the

disease (24, 25). This chromosome marker is found in

chronic, accelerated, and blast-crisis phases of the disease It

is likely that Phl confers some growth advantage, since cells

with the marker chromosome eventually predominate the

marrow and peripheral blood even in chronic phase. Dunng

the phase of blast crisis, many patients develop additional

chromosome abnormalities, including duplication of Ph\ a

variety of trisomies, and complex translocations (26). This

is suggestive evidence for Ph 1 being a necessary but not

sufficient genetic change for the full evolution of the

disease.
t

. . . ,

The realization that one molecular result of Ph 1
is the

generation of a chimeric bcr-abl protein with functional

characteristics and structure analogous to the gag-abl trans-

forming protein of the Abelson murine leukemia virus

strengthens the argument for an important role of Ph in the

pathogenesis of CML. Although the Abelson virus is gener-

ally considered a rapidly transforming retrovirus, its effects

can range from overcoming growth factor requirements, to

cellular lethality, to induction of highly oncogenic tumors in

a number of hematopoietic cell lineages (27, 28). Even in the

transformation of murine cell targets, there are several lines

ofevidence that suggest that the growth-promoting activity of

the v-abl gene product is complemented by further cellular

changes in the production of the malignant-cell phenotype

(29-31). . .

The regulation of bcr-abl gene expression is complex

because the 5' end of the gene is derived from the non-abl

sequences, bcrt
normally found on chromosome 22 (6). The

level of stable message for the normal bcr gene and the

normal abl gene are both much lower than the level of the

bcr-abl message and protein from cell lines and clinical

specimens derived from myeloid blast-crisis patients (5, 6,

11). Therefore, the high level of bcr-abl expression cannot

simply be attributed to the regulatory sequences associated

with bcr. Possibly, creation of the chimeric gene disrupts the

normal regulatory sequences and results in a higher level of

expression. Variation in bcr-abl expression may result from

secondary changes in the structure of the chimeric gene or

function of trans-acting factors that occur during evolution of

the disease. Our analysis of P210c*lbl and the 8-kb mRNA in

Epstein-Barr vims-transformed Prepositive B-cell lines

demonstrates that stable message and protein levels from the

bcr-abl gene can vary over a wide range. This variation does

not result from a change in the number of bcr-abl templates

secondary to gene amplification but more likely from changes

in either transcription rate or mRNA stability. We suspect

this range of bcr-abl expression is not limited to lymphoid

cells. Analysis of peripheral blood leukocytes derived from

an unusual CML patient who has been in chronic phase with

myeloid predominance for 16 years showed a level of

P210c"abl one-fifth that of Fl4Sc
t̂
as detected by metabolic

labeling with [
32P]orthophosphate and immunoprecipitation

(S.C, O.N.W., and P. Greenberg, unpublished observa-

tions). Lower levels of expression of the. chimeric mRNA
have been demonstrated in clinical samples from chronic-

phase CML patients compared to acute-phase CML patients

(9). Others have reported chronic-phase patients with vari-

able but, in some cases) relatively high levels of. the bcr-abl

mRNA (32). The sampling variation and the heterogenous

mixture of cell types in clinical samples complicate such

analyses. Further work is needed to evaluate whether there

is a defined change in F210G'M expression during the pro-

gression of CML. It is interesting to note that among the

limited sample of Prepositive B-cell lines we have examined

(Table 1), we have seen higher levels of P210c-*w
in those

derived from patic v. * at more advanced stages ofthe disease.

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 83 (1986)

It will be important to search for cell-type-specific mecha-

nisms that might regulate expression of bcr-abl from Ph1
.
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